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INTRODUCTION 

IN SEARCH OF A GENRE 

" . . . a rose by any other name would smell . . . " 

The American musical has suffered from an identity crisis since 

its inception, reckoned by most scholars to be with the opening of a 

heretofore indescribable piece of fluff and merriment entitled The 

2 
Black Crook. For well over one hundred years the moniker that 

emerged victorious to describe something that was not an opera, but 

somewhat similar, was "Musicai Comedy." This unfortunate appellation 

has had some amazingly fundamental influences on the way a modern 

theatrical director approaches the drama so identified. 

There have been many books dedicated to the musical theatre in 

general that fall into three broad categories: the so-called "coffee 

table" variety, weighty with pictures and lean on commentary, best 

3 
exemplified by Martin Gottfried's handsome Broadway Musicals; the 

historical/anecdotal variety such as Gerald Bordman's almost 

4 
definitive chronicle, American Musical Theatre; and-finaily the 

encyclopedic type, filled with production details and plot synopses 

like David Ewen's Complete Book of the American Musical Theater. 

While informative and delightful in their own way, these sources offer 

little guidance to the theatre artist in search of a stylistic 

approach to the genre. The crux of the problem is: What exactiy is 

1 



the "genre"? What is "musical theatre" if not "musical comedy"? 

The definition of "musical theatre" has been discussed at length 

in several introductions to books—books that quickly move on to the 

more secure grounds of people, places, and events. The term "musical 

comedy," so early to arise in American theatre history, is still very 

much in the vernacular. Smith and Litton's book dated as recently as 

1981 still bears the word "comedy" in its title, even though their 

chapter twenty-four calls for a new look at the refinement of the 

"book musical." In John Gassner's respected Encyclopedia of World 

Drama, there is a large entry under "musical comedy" in which the 

first three paragraphs are devoted to the difficulty with the term 

"comedy," suggesting "musical play" as an alternate term and 

confessing that "a problem arises, however, in trying to classify 

specific works." 

The scholarly confusion can be traced back to what many consider 

to be the birthplace of the musical: opera. 

Just as every age has its own kind of opera, so every age 
has its humbler counterparts of the form, designed to appeal 
to persons of less wealth or less cultivation. These step-
children of opera have been known by many different names: 
opera buffa, opera comique, ballad opera, "intermezzo," 
comic opera, vaudeville, operetta, musical comedy, and so 
on. 

This type of historical context is extremely shortsighted, or at least 

prejudiced, from a "music" bias as opposed to a "theatre" one. 

Musical historians naturally have a tendency to view opera as "drama 

in music," rather than the more theatrically compatible view of 

"music in drama." It seems to follow that the "stepchildren" are 

comedic in nature, leaving the serious themes to opera aione. Why are 



these forms "humbler" in nature or for people with "less cultivation"? 

How quickly historians forget that opera itseif was a variant form, a 

strange hybrid between serious music and outrageous spectacle! Since 

both theatre and music can easily trace their respective origins well 

before the time of the Greeks, it is pointless to argue parentage. 

One can and must, however, argue for differentiation when studying the 

two art forms in combination. While it might be tolerable for music 

historians to analyze the works of Mozart with nary a nod to his 

librettists, can a dramaturge dare consider Richard Rodgers without 

Oscar Hammerstein II or without Lorenz Hart? How could Rodgers change 

so much after he shifted from one to the other? 

Why is it that the musical theatre is considered to be a iesser 

form? Madsen correctly notes, "It is curious . . . that so little 

serious attention has been accorded this portion of our theatre. The 

many American texts on dramatic theory rarely acknowledge its 

existence." There is a double irony inherent in this lack of 

interest. First of all, the musical has been the financial backbone 

of the professional theatre in this country, dominating the now 

popular "long run" necessary for Broadway success and subsequent 

12 
regional popularity. Second, the musical is the single most 

representative contribution that the United States has made to the 

world of theatre. The history of the American theatre has been filled 

with adaptations of theatrical movements or trends. So too, the 

musical was rooted in the European operetta but underwent a thorough 

rebirth, just as opera did before it, to become a new genre ot drama. 

As dramatic theorists ignore it, it is only natural that musicologists 



take up the slack. 

This narrow viewpoint, analyzing just the music, allows one L o 

fall into a dangerous critical trap, as exemplified by Stanley Green's 

13 
The World of Musical Comedy. He treads warily in his preface: 

"Musical comedy" is, of course, a generic term that refers 
to various forms of entertainment included under the more 
formal designation of "American musical theatre." It covers 
operetta, comic opera, musical play (now frequently merely 
called "musical"), musical comedy itself, revue, and, in the 
past, spectacle or extravaganza. These forms,are difficuit 
to define precisely, as they usually overlap. 

He traces the growth of the American musical theatre to the 

development of the libretto but then, illogically, proceeds to discuss 

at length the composers and lyricists with not a further word about 

librettists. Therefore, he is guilty of the same blinders as some 

musicologists. If historians and critics cannot precisely define the 

form, how is the director supposed to? Surely the authors (i.e., 

composers, lyricists, and librettists) know what they are doing and 

have the right to demand no less from the director. 

David Ewen, in describing works in his American Musical Theater, 

uses terms either given to him by the authors or labels that he 

considers to be aptly descriptive. They include: "musical comedy" 

(the vast majority); the standards like "opera," "comic opera," 

"operetta," and "musical revue"; and the not-so-standard "musical 

drama," "musical play," "musical farce," "musical tragedy," "musical 

extravaganza," "romantic musical play," and the "rock musical." 

Unfortunateiy there is no attempt to standardize these demarcations. 

Historian Gerald Bordman made a recent valiant attempt to come to 

grips with a workable generic definition ol the current state of 



musical theatre in this country. In 1981 he produced American 

1 f\ 
Operetta, featuring two words that had never been combined in a 

title before. He begins his work appropriately enough with a 

discussion of European imports. By chapter eleven he is breaking into 

new and somewhat uncomfortable territory with an essay entitled 

"Oklahoma!: The 'Musical Play' or 'Folk Operetta.'" The confusion 

18 
arises in Bordman's 1982 book, American Musical Comedy. It, too, 

has an intriguing middle chapter, "Musical Comedy in the Heyday of the 

19 
Musical Play," which also discusses the ubiquitous Oklahoma! The 

musicals singled out for inclusion in one book or the other seem to be 

incongruously separated. 

Why is there a need for definition? When a theatre director 

approaches a new work, usually an old play, he faces a formidabie 

task: 

With most arts the work stands complete when the creative 
artist has finished. With music and drama, however, other 
artists are required to give the created product its 
complete fruition and expression. These artists—conductors, 
musicians, directors, actors, and other workers in the 
theatre—do not produce their artistic expression out of the 
void but have an already created product to interpret . . . 
Interpretative artists must know their own technique as well 
as the creator's. 

Often a director finds himself concerned with the " . . . 'how' 

21 
[which] too often takes precedence over the 'what' . . . " in play 

production. He strives to attain a consistent and usually indigenous 

"style" for the work at hand, but he has simply not been trained to do 

so with musicals; he lacks the "technique." A typical director would 

not approach the "neoclassic style" without further generic 

demarcation to serve as his guide. He would at least differentiate 



between tragedy and comedy, and then between "heroic tragedy" or 

"character comedy," etc. He must determine generically exactly what 

it is that he is directing. Similarly, the director should not 

approach the musical as simply one genre. 

Even though it is self-evident to the most casual musical 

theatre-goer that the term "musical comedy" is no longer the inclusive 

descriptive term it once was, what properties should determine the 

inherent form and how should it be called? The term "musical" avoids 

the problem but, while serviceable to the general public, hardly gives 

the working theatre artist much to pursue or develop. "Musical non-

comedy" would be a neat, all-but-comedy inclusive term that would make 

more sense than the more traditional "musical tragedy" (traditional in 

the antithesis-of-comedy sense). This nomenclature would assume, 

however, that all musical comedy was the same and that all non-comedy 

would invoke similar directing principles. Neither hypothesis is 

true. Something more is required. 

What exactly is the "musical theatre?" Gerald Bordman came to 

grips with a detailed definition in attempting to define "operetta," 

quickly covering many terms including: "opera," "musical play," 

"opera buffa," "comic opera" or "opera comique," "musical romance," 

"musical burlesque," and, of course, "musical comedy." Although he 

eventually comes to a workable understanding—if not a definition—he 

very correctly points out, "Unfortunately, no clear-cut pattern of 

nomenclature has emerged. By design or by ignorance, writers and 

producers have attached whatever description they saw fit to their 

shows, and so have created hopeiess confusion from the start.""" In 



an attempt to define the parameters of this discussion, it is 

appropriate to begin with what musical theatre is not. 

Musical theatre is not theatre with music. The word "theatre" 

itself can be expanded in meaning to include almost any "performance": 

usually by an actor, but not necessarily; in a space, which can be 

23 
anywhere; for an audience. Music has always piayed an important 

part in the theatre. Indeed the birth of drama is usually traced back 

through Aristotle to the festive "dithyramb . . . a song of rejoicing 

9 A 

and a chorus dance in honor of Dionysus." Both the words "tragedy" 

(tragos ode: goat-song) and "comedy" (komos: song of the komasts or 

reveilers) obviously demonstrate a fundamental connection between 
25 

drama and music. As "drama" (the written word) took precedence over 

the performance (what will later be called the "theatre"), the music 

seemed to lack historical importance. The plays of the ancients 

survived; the music that was undoubtedly part of them has not. 

This sad loss is obviously indicative of the relative importance 

that the music heid in the Greek theatre. Had it been essential, it 

would still be extant. Herein lies a key point: music must be 

essential to the theatre to be considered "musical theatre." The 

words and their inherent rhythms were of primary interest to the 

Greeks, not the melodic lines they used to perform them. Their ribald 

dancing could have just as easily been performed to drums and bells 

rather than melodic instruments like the flute and lyre. Music was 

and continued to be "incidental" in theatre for many centuries. 

Music would finally become essential to drama at the turn ot the 

seventeenth century. After a slow and long progress from individual 
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songs slightly connected through intermezzi and the budding popularity 

of "pastoral drama" in Italy, it was only a matter of time before 

music actually became the chief means to further the dramatic 

essentials of plot, character, and/or thought. The lyrics became the 

play, not simply decoration or embellishment, and "opera" was born. 

"The first complete dramatic text set to music . . . was Ottavio 

Rinuccini's Dafne, composed by Jacopo Peri and first performed in 

1597." Unfortunately most of the original score was lost, but two 

essentials can be noted: there is an author (or librettist) and a 

composer. "The earliest opera of which music has survived is 

Euridice. Two complete settings of Rinuccini's poem exist, one by 

27 
Peri and one by Caccini." The fledgling form quickly found a 

personage talented and influential enough to be called "the founder of 

opera" in one Claudio Monteverdi whose first opera, Orfeo, set the 

28 
standard for some time to come. 

The standard would be irrevocably musically oriented. Rinuccini 

was a lyric poet, not a dramatic one, but it was the composer who came 

to him to work on his poem. Monteverdi would reverse this infant 

trend. The composer would become predominant, and the dramatic poet 

in the field of opera would be rare. Allessandro Striggio was Orfeo's 

librettist. He, too, was a lyric poet and quickly overlooked in both 

theatrical and musical history. 

29 
Opera has been called "musical drama," a misnomer. It would be 

much more accurate to describe it as "dramatical music" or 

30 
"theatricalized music," or, as Grout defines it, "drama in music," 

because no matter how the art form is observed, music is the primary 



ingredient. Even though "music drama" later took on Wagnerian 

31 
overtones, the foundation of the genre remains the same, whether 

discussing tragic opera, grand opera or comic opera: the music isthe 

essence. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, opera is not 

musical theatre. 

It was the somewhat lighter fare that caught the ear of 

dramatists. Playwright Hugo von Hofmannsthal collaborated with 

Richard Strauss, and together they produced several successful works, 

including the classic Der Rosenkavalier, which was billed as a "comedy 

32 
for music" and serves as a prime example of opera buffa or comic 

opera. By far the most famous of the couplings between serious 

composers and serious dramatists (although ironically writing in the 

comedic vein) can be found in the collaboration of W. S. Gilbert and 

Arthur Sullivan. They, more than any other operatic team, took 

America's fancy by storm. From the first pirated version of H.M.S. 

Pinafore seen in 1878, to the American world premiere of The Pirates 

of Penzance the next year, Gilbert and Sullivan created a taste for 

both music and theatre: 

The high craft of both the librettist and the composer 
insured the full effectiveness of each individual conceit 
and thematic development; each lyric, passage of dialogue, 
song, and concerted number was a complete success in its 
particular way, and the audience was not expected to hunt 
out the good intentions behind professional inadequacy or 
incompetence. Words and music alike were written from the 
point of view of the audience, tUey were catchy and easy to 
learn, and fun to sing at home. 

Whether one calls Gilbert and Sullivan "comic opera" or "light 

opera," it was the term "operetta" coming to America via Vienna that 

become the predominant descriptive term. Operetta ("little opera") 
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tended to be more accessible to the general public; its "tone is more 

35 
familiar." The essence is the same; operetta, like opera, is simply 

more dependent upon the music than the libretto. Perhaps there was a 

more immediate sense of recognition between the audience and operetta. 

Perhaps the songs were more memorable. The s'ongs tend to be much more 

important than the plot, and the lyrics are much more important than 

the character who sings them. The aim of the operetta (whether the 

comedic English, or the more romantic European version) was for the 

audience to be swept up in the music, not the drama; to laugh at the 

turn of phrase, not the meanings behind it; to savor the general 

atmosphere with little thought given to the drama's theme. It is more 

important to sing than to act in operetta. For the purposes of this 

study, therefore, operetta is not musical theatre. 

The "revue" is another of the so-called lesser forms that is 

lodged under the all inclusive umbrella of musical theatre: 

Revue was an especially indigenous form of live 
entertainment which had its roots in the political 
"cellars" or "koemische-kabaret" of the "mittei-Europa" 
school, but soon evolved into less-pointed and 
more-broadeqed extravaganzas featuring tall girls and 
low comedy. 

There is no doubt that the revue is theatre—popular theatre. Some of 

the greatest composers of this country have shared their talents with 

some of the greatest performers in this genre. Credit must also be 

given to the scene, costume, and lighting designers that have also 

graced the form. AIl of the elements of theatre are brought into piay 

in the revue, but there is no drama. There is usually not even any 

connection from one moment to the next. Like its close cousins, 

variously called "vaudeville," or "burlesque," or "spectacle," or 
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"extravaganza," it is dedicated to the performance and often the 

performer. It quite literally has no character(s). The emphasis is 

on entertainment more than communication. It is not so much "musical 

theatre" as it is "songs in a theatre," or "theatre with some music," 

or just plain old "theatrical extravaganza." Therefore, for the 

purpose of this study, the revue, per se, is not musical theatre. 

However, the term will be useful when used in a more precise way later 

in this study and with the all-important adjective "musical" as in 

"musical revue." (See Part Three.) 

What ±s^ musical theatre then? Some authors would suggest that 

the genre is intimately tied to Broadway, and in many ways it is. 

Jackson confines his treatment of musicals to Broadway because 

"nothing has flowered . . . to compare with the luxuriant growths of 

37 
Broadway." More to the point, he cites the overriding 

characteristics of the Broadway influence, including cost (i.e., 

necessary size of the undertaking) and the use of popular music (until 

38 
recently at least). Gottfried waxes even more poetic on the 

importance of Broadway: 

It is [the] electricity generated by a musical—how the 
musical feels as it is happening—that is most important of 
all to catch. It is this electricity that has always eluded 
imitators outside New York. 

. . . This "Broadway" quality is an inheritance from our 
past's rowdy stages. It is the rhythmic spiel of New York; 
it is the broad, basic, gutsy approachgOf a theatre meant not 
for art but for public entertainment. 

Perhaps both of these authors are correct to note a certain 

geographical spirit within the musical. Their sense of location, 

however, is simply too narrow. Most critics will agree that it is the 

United States, or the more popularly used term of "America," that can 
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rightfully lay claim to the genre. "Yes, the musical is America's 

most significant contribution to the world theatre. Cliche or not, 

that's true." Jackson, who is quoted above, is correct in noting 

that no other country (with a slight nod of exception to England) has 

produced anything quite like the American musical theatre. Just as 

the "operetta" has a German flavor, the "comic opera" an English one, 

the "opera buffe," a French overtone; thus, the "musical theatre" can 

be rightfully christened as an American form. 

Richard Kislan credits American composer Jerome Kern with an 

important developmental contribution to the musical: 

Kern argued for, experimented with, and demonstrated in 
action the "principle of the book" from which the mature 
American musical play would develof). For too long a time in 
European and native forms, music dominated the musical 
theatre . . . Kern insisted throughout that musical theatre 
must be theatre, an art form meant to be performed on a 
stage by actors who employ the elements of dramatic 
literature joined to song to reveal some aspect of human 
life. 

Wagner made the same argument a century earlier with one major 

difference. Kern, who ironically like Wagner was a composer, actuaiiy 

practiced what he preached in the form of an early classic, Show Boat. 

There is now a foundation upon which to build a definition for 

the American musical theatre. The genre must have a fundamental 

interrelationship between theatre-drama and music, with the emphasis 

on theatre. If the music is of prime importance, the work moves into 

the field of "dramatical music." If the theatre can stand without the 

music, then it is "theatre with music." Only when the music 

complements, supports, and furthers the drama (no matter how frivolous 

that drama might be) does one have "musicai theatre." 
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There has been a purposeful avoidance of the more superficial 

differentiation between opera and musical theatre based upon the 

number of lines sung versus the number of lines spoken. The fact that 

an opera or musical contains spoken lines or even singspiel or 

sprechstimme does riot determine its genre. It can just as easily be 

argued that a work such as Sweeney Todd, although nearly devoid of 

spoken dialogue, is musical theatre and not opera. One must look 

beyond the number, range, or placement of notes within the score for 

definition. 

The more one wants to dissect the genre, the more integrated it 

becomes. Leonard Bernstein said on his "Omnibus" television show, 

"American Musical Comedy": "In a way the growth of our musical comedy 

can be seen through the growth of integration." Critic Gerald 

Weales elaborates: 

Although the elements that go into musical comedy—music, 
book, lyrics, dance, costume, setting, performers with 
and without musical specialties—are often at war, it is 
clear that the tendency of musical comedy, perhaps since 
The Black Crook (1866), certainly sigce Oklahoma! 
(1943), has been toward integration. 

Even with this integrative movement, there are identifiable 

trends that need to be clarified. Alan Jay Lerner observed, "The 

musical has been elected by default to serve in the absence of a 

poetic theatre, a romantic theatre, a heroic theatre, a moral theatre, 

and a theatrical theatre." Leonard Bernstein "iists the species 

within the genus, in what he calls a continuum with variety show at 

one end of the line and opera at the other. For the most part, 

Broadway operates toward the center of the list." Bernstein, the 

composer, understandabiy conceives a musicai continuum with no real 
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break, each aspect relating to the whole. Lerner, the librettist-

lyricist, sees different dramatic categories serving the same 

audience. The audience response to the drama, more so than the music, 

provides continuity. Lerner seems to be closer to the reality that 

now faces the musical theatre. 

It is by careful study of these categories and integrative trends 

that the musical theatre director can focus in on the difficulties and 

challenges that present themselves with each individual work. While 

it is important to be aware of the very real continuum present, it is 

also imperative that the director be able to enhance the production's 

very individual qualities as they relate not simply to the "genus," 

but the "species" too. Directors often turn to theoretical critics in 

their quest for greater dramatic understanding. Their task is to 

translate dramatic theory into theatrical practice. 

In an essay entitled "Categories of Art," Kendall L. Walton 

provides a philosophical foundation for generic studies. He defines 

not only what a category is, but also three very useful aspects to 

look for in recognizing a genre. To begin with, he defines a category 

as something that is "perceptually distinguishable if membership in it 

is determined solely by features of works that can be perceived in 

them when they are experienced in a normal manner." The two 

important terms to note in this discussion are "features" (or what 

Walton refers to also as "properties") that are characteristic of the 

work, as well as "normal," or how the authors seem to have intended 

the feature to be perceived by the audience. Walton continues by 

defining the three major aspects to note: 
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A feature of a work of art is standard with respect to a 
(perceptually distinguishable) category just in case it is 
among those in virtue of which works in that category 
belong in that category—that is, just in case the absence 
of that feature would disqualify, or tend to disqualify, a 
work from that category. A feature is variable with respect 
to a category just in case it has nothing to do with work's 
belonging to that category; the possession or lack of the 
feature is irreievant to whether a work qualifies for that 
category. Finally , a contra-standard feature with respect 
to that category is the absence of a standard feature with 
respect to that category—that is, a feature whose presence 
tends to disqualify works as members of the category. 

At the beginning of each chapter three archetypal examples of a 

category of musical theatre will be posited. Features will be 

observed for the category, hereafter referred to as the "genre", and 

identified as being either "standard" or "variable" or "contra-

standard" to the genre. The standard features will obviously be most 

applicable to the setting of a directorial style for the genre, the 

hallmark by which the director should remain constant. Variabies and 

contra-standards will be, more or less, idiosyncratic (by definition) 

but will still need to be influenced by the standards, from a 

directorial point of view, of the genre. 

Waiton provides an important caveat: "Needless to say, it wili 

not be clear in all cases whether a feature of a work is standard, 

variable, or contra-standard relative to a given category, since the 

49 criteria for classifying works of art are far from precise. ' That 

is to say, it will not be "clear" in the minds of any two given 

directors. It should, however, be abundantly clear to the director 

who is working upon the given piece. No two directors will agree on 

many subjective aspects of a musical; but that is not to sav that once 

they have completed their own individuai analysis of the work, they 
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should be able to identify and defend what they consider to be 

standard in the work. 

This type of functional generic analysis has its parallel in 

literary criticism. Northrop Frye states: "The purpose of criticism 

by genres is not so much to classify as to clarify such traditions and 

affinities, thereby bringing out a large number of . . . relationships 

that would not be noticed as long as there were no context established 

for them." The purpose of this generic analysis is to provide the 

musical theatre director with the same kind of consistency and 

foundation that an actor has when he works on the "spine" or the 

"through line" of a character. In a normal drama, this foundation 

seems to be built-in by the author; the director merely interprets it. 

"Simple respect for the author and the selfish desire to find the most 

that can be found in his script leads us to begin the playmaking 

52 
process with a selfless and painstaking act of interpretation." The 

musical theatre, however, can become infinitely more complex. 

The musical theatre contains three fundamentally dramatic 

elements: the book (often called the "libretto"), the score, and the 

lyrics. A play normally has one author; the musical often has three. 

Dance can be fundamental to the musical, but it is more of a 

directorial function and will be discussed as such later. Rather than 

facing the work of one author, the director faces two, three or more. 

There can easily be a case where the authors themselves lacked a 

certain amount of consistency and integration. The director's job 

becomes geometrically more difficult in providing the needed 

integrative insight. Further, a musical has more than one "director." 
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While the "musical director" (i.e., director of music) and the 

"choreographer" (i.e., director of dance) usually bow to the 

"director" (i.e., director of staging, production design, and 

integration of all of the above) as the head interpretative artist, 

the fact remains that the musical director and choreographer will want 

to "interpret" just as much as the director will. 

In a play: 1 author X 1 director = 1 interpretation. 
In a musical: 3 authors X 3 directors = 9 interpretations. 

The ramifications are frightening! 

Some musical theatre directors mistakenly hope to avoid this 

complication by misapprehending their own directorial function. This 

author has time and time again witnessed the ultimate faux pas in bad 

musical theatre direction where the director actually states to the 

cast: "I am the director. The musicai director will take care of the 

music. The choreographer will take care of the dance. I will take 

care of the play!" Nothing could be more fatal to the hopes ot a 

unified production than such a philosophy. 

If "ignorance is bliss," then there are many blissful musical 

theatre directors in this country, not being able to distinguish the 

fact that the musical theatre, far from being a "lesser form" (i.e., 

less complicated genre), is rather an extremely complex form. It is 

genre that is consistently under-analyzed, therefore under-

interpreted, and therefore under-directed. 

The book of the musical can be afforded the type of anaiysis 

common to any dramatic work. Aristotle can be just as appropriate a 

guide for-the musical theatre as he is with drama in general. His 

categories of plot, character, thought, diction, music, and spectacie 
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are still inclusive and useful, especially if "diction" is used to 

focus on lyrics and "music" to focus on the score, as well as the 

53 
"rhythm" of the book. An Aristotelian analysis is a more truly 

integrated examination than the more popular method of discussing the 

book, the score, and the lyrics as separate entities. 

The purpose of this study is to examine the American musical 

theatre with a theatre director's point of view. This study will 

provide the already knowledgeable director with some of the guideposts 

necessary to expand his current skills and techniques to make them 

applicable to the directing of the American musical theatre. There is 

a great need for an expansion in the working vocabulary of the musicai 

theatre director beginning with the dissection of the genre into 

useable categories or genres themselves. 

Each chapter will begin with a brief analysis and historical 

perspective for the proposed generic label. Three archetypal examples 

will then be proposed. From these examples "standards" wili be 

observed, identified, and labeled, leading to a comprehensive generic 

definition. Following this dramatic analysis, a theatrical 

Aristotelian analysis will establish generic directorial principles. 

Comparative generic analysis will be utilized in aii chapters 

culminating in the Conclusion. The Conclusion wili also briefly 

discuss practical "techniques" for the director to utilize in the 

interpretative creative process, both dramatically (oriented towards 

the script and score) and theatrically (oriented towards the 

production). 

This study will contain a large amount of dramatic analysis and 
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exemplification. This observation is offered as a methodology of 

directorial approach, not as definitive interpretation of script. It 

is important to note the functional differentiation between the 

musical theatre genres rather than the idiosyncratic particulars of 

the archetypes examined. Archetypes were chosen to exemplify the 

breadth of the generic category. The genres are limited but not 

narrow in concept. 

The musical theatre presents a vast (and vastly underrated by 

critics and directors alike) body of work that has continued to 

dominate this country's professional theatre. Just as actors prepare 

themselves to play any role they are called upon to do, the serious 

director must prepare himself to take on the increasingly frequent 

task of directing the musical theatre. It is erroneous for him to 

underestimate the difference between the musical and more regular 

drama, and yet many directors feel that the tasks are equal. "A stage 

director—even one generally considered excellent—should idealiy have 

had experience with musical shows if that is what he is engaged for, 

because he must know about many things that do not exist in nonmusical 

theatre." There is the problem; in other words, one should not 

direct a musical unless one has already directed a musical. 

Fortunately many of these techniques can be taught and, one assumes, 

can be learned. 
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PART ONE 

MUSICAL THEATRE COMEDY 

Many of the aforementioned critics have separated the musical 

theatre into two broad categories. Gerald Weales' passage is typical 

of the sometimes frustrating pursuit of reasonable qualification of 

terminology, even though his intent is clear: 

Since I am much more interested in individual works than I 
am in labels and since the original intention of this 
generic discussion was to find a convenient way of sorting 
out the musicals that I want to talk about, I shall be 
reasonably arbitrary about my division. As far as this 
chapter is concerned, Rodgers and Hammerstein and Lerner 
and Loewe will be considered as the chief practitioners of 
the Americanized operetta, the "musical play" as both book 
writers usually call it, and Jule Styne, along with such 
institutions as Cole Porter and Irving Berlin, will 
represent musical comedy. 

The so called "book" musical is more than analogous with the term 

"play." Critic Lewis goes so far as to state that "the 'book' musical 

2 
. . . is the musical play." Ewen even sets up a potential area of 

battle when he discusses the division at length in a chapter entitled 

3 
"Musical Play vs. Musical Comedy." Bordman is the only one who 

dissents, deciding to call anything that is a musical non-comedy an 

if4 "American operetta. 

Although Weales, et al., lack a certain precision in their word 

usage, their generic distinction does appear to be well-founded. 

There are two rather broad categories that become obvious upon 

23 
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examination and fit into a well-established mold. Frye has noticed: 

Ever since Aristotle, criticism has tended to think of 
literature as essentially mimetic, and as divided between 
a "high" form of epic and tragedy dealing with ruling-class 
figures, and a "low" form confined to comedy and satire and 
more concerned with characters like ourselves. 

The problera lies not with the delineation, but with the labels. 

George S. Kaufman, realizing that musicals could not all be considered 

to be comedies the way they once had been, humorously suggested that 

the musical play should be christened the "musical serious," an apt 

name that never really took hold. 

In order to stay within a useable vernacular, the two major 

categories will be designated as "Musical Theatre Comedy" and "Musical 

Theatre Drama." The use of "drama" can be just as illogical as the 

use of "play" above, but drama is not used here in the "drama as the 

written word" sense. Drama must be understood in a more complex, and 

even historical sense, as being in opposition to comedy ("tragedy" 

being an inappropriate term in this context). This distinction wiil 

be discussed at length in the introduction to Part Two. 

Within the category of Musical Theatre Comedy there appears to be 

three major genres, and each will be dealt with in its own chapter. 

Musical Comedy, an already familiar word, represents the largest of 

the genres and will be discussed in Chapter I. Musical Farce, a term 

that has perhaps been used too narrowly, will be analyzed in Chapter 

II. Musical Comedy of Manners is a new term that will resurrect some 

older concepts and apply them to today's theatre. It will be the 

subject of Chapter III. 

There is a fallacy that should be noted in reference to the above 
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quote of Weales. He automatically assumes that Rodgers and 

Hammerstein will fit into one genre and Jule Styne into another. It 

will be made clear in this study that Hamraerstein and his colleagues 

can write, like William Shakespeare, in several different genres 

depending upon the work itself, not upon the author. 
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CHAPTER I 

MUSICAL COMEDY 

Even though critics were aware of a major shift in the nature of 

the Musical Comedy, they did not know exactly what the important 

differences were between the pre-Oklahoma! and post-Oklahoma! eras. 

One person had the foresight to ask librettists Bella and Sam Spewack 

about this distinction after their great success with Kiss Me, Kate. 

They replied: 

You may remeraber that the old musical comedy consisted of a 
story, songs, dances, scenery, girls and boys. On the other 
hand, the New Art Form consists of a story, songs, dances, 
scenery, girls and boys. 

Actually they were very correct; for, as has been established, the new 

forras were not really comedy at all, but new musical genres. The 

standard "rausical comedy" was alive and well and basically unchanged. 

To be sure, there was progress and development within the form. 

"The average musical comedy of the twenties and thirties possessed a 

plot whose function was to provide soraething upon which to hang songs-

-much as strings of popcorn are festooned upon a Christmas tree.' 

Indeed this assessment could be applied to the musicals of decades 

earlier as well. Just as the other genres of rausical theatre were 

gestating, the rausical coraedy was reaching a new stage of maturation. 

The music and spectacle were no longer the center of attention. 

Social and music critic George McCue rightly noted: 

27 
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Roraantic and comic figures alike were no longer presented 
as stereotypes but were huraan beings with whora the audience 
could easily relate. The musical nurabers advanced the piot 
and the dances were integral part of the action. These 
musical plays had a spontaneity and honesty that appealed^ 
to the American people just recovering frora World War li. 

This development took on a previously designated terminology. 

Although the terra 'book musical' has come to mean a conventional 

show, it originally meant the rausical with a story, as opposed to a 

revue, which is a series of songs and sketches." Musical comedies 

had been "book musicals" for sorae time; but it was not until the 

integration movement, inexorably tied to Oklahoma!, that musical 

comedies could put at least as much emphasis on their books as they 

did on their comedic aspects. 

The vast raajority of rausicals before Oklahoraa! (i.e., up to 1943) 

fall into the genres of either musical comedy, musical farce, or 

musical revue. They tend to be readily definable and rauch more easily 

accessible for the modern director than the post-Oklahoma! (i.e., from 

1943) rausicals. For that reason the archetypal examples for anaiysis 

will all be chosen frora the later group. Even so, the standards that 

will be identified for the later coraedies will easily and aptly apply 

to the earlier works, despite their relative simplicity. The three 

archetypal musical coraedies are: 

Annie Get Your Gun....book by Herbert and Dorothy Fields; 
lyrics and rausic by Irving Berlin; 
produced in 1946. 

Kiss Me, Kate book by Bella and Sarauel Spewack; 
lyrics and rausic by Cole Porter; 
produced in 1948. 

The Music Man book, lyrics, and music by Meredith 
Willson; produced in 1957. 
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These three appear to be representative of the genre but by no 

raeans exclusively so. Other "classics" of the musical comedy stage 

include: Guys and Dolls and How To Succeed in Business without Really 

Trying by Frank Loesser; Damn Yankees and The Palama Garae by Richard 

Adler and Jerry Ross; Promises, Promises by Hal David and Burt 

Bacharach; and most of the works of George M. Cohan, e.g., Littie 

Johnny Jones, George Washington, Jr., and Hello, Broadway!; George 

Gershwin, e.g., Lady, Be Good!, Oh, Kay!, Girl Crazy, and Of Thee I 

Sing, although its satire draws it close to "musical farce," but not 

Porgy and Bess, an opera; Jerome Kern, e.g., Sally, Sunny, Roberta, 

but not Show Boat, a "rausical drama;" Cole Porter, e.g., Anything 

Goes, Panaraa Hattie, and Can-Can; Jule Styne, e.g., High Button Shoes, 

Gentleraen Prefer Blondes, Bells Are Ringing, but not Gypsy, a "rausical 

draraa," or Funny Girl, a "rausical comedy of manners;" and the team of 

Rodgers and Hart, e.g., A Connecticut Yankee, On Your Toes, Babes in 

Arms, The Boys from Syracuse, By Jupiter, etc, but not Pal Joey, a 

"musical draraa". This list is not raeant to be inclusive, only 

representative. 

The rausical coraedy raust be a coraedy first and a musical second 

(or else it would be a comic operetta). Northrop Frye captures the 

essence of the coraedic play form when he states that "coraedy usually 

raoves toward a happy ending, and the norraal response of the audience 

to a happy ending is 'this should be' . . . " That "happiness" raust 

also radiate throughout the work. AIl three of the examples are 

infused with huraor leading to their respective happy endings. It is 

this infusion of huraor that is pararaount in making the comedy coraedic. 
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not siraply the ending. "Radiating from the central story in every 

play is an atmosphere that colors all else." This atmosphere must be 

filled with an all-pervasive humor and is saturated in both the plot 

and the characters. 

All three comedies have similar plots. In Annie (let this stand 

for Annie Get Your Gun for the rest of this chapter), Annie wants 

first to survive, then to become a star; then she falls in love. In 

Kate (for Kiss Me, Kate), Lilli wants to get on with the show; then 

she falls in love. Marian, in Music Man (for The Music Man), wants to 

maintain the status quo; then she falls in love. From the male point 

of view there is not much difference. Frank, in Annie, wants to 

maintain his star status and falls in love. Fred, in Kate, wants to 

pursue lustful happiness and falls in love. Harold, in Music Man, 

wants to make a sale and falls in love. Frye states: 

There are two main ways of developing the form of comedy: 
one is to throw the main emphasis on the blocking characters; 
the other is to throw it forward on the scenes of discovery 
and reconciliation. One is the general tendency of comic 
irony, satire, realism, and studies of_manners; the other is 
the tendency of . . . romantic comedy. 

The musical comedy would obviously fall more comfortabiy into the 

latter category, even though there can be a certain emphasis on the 

"blocking characters" (i.e., those characters who prevent the 

protagonist from achieving his goals and that serve as obstacles to 

the inevitable happiness). 

Along with romanticism, using the term as it directly applies to 

"love" (it will be used in a much broader, historical context in 

defining Musical Romance in Chapter VI), there also seems to be 

considerable "sentimentalisra," or feelings controlled by emotion 
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rather than the mind, in musical comedy. This is nothing new, easily 

traced to the German coraic opera which was "directed primarily . . . 

to the middle class, which sought to be moved by sentiment and humor 

and had no wish to reach great emotional depth." This rampant 

eraotionalisra is obvious: both Annie and Frank are blinded by mutual 

jealousy; Lilli and Fred are angrily separated at the beginning of the 

play and are striving to remain so; and both Marian and Harold are 

swept off their feet by each other, contrary to what they know would 

be best. 

At this point four "Standard" aspects have been established: 

Standard One: There is a happy ending. 

Standard Two: There is an effusive humorous atmosphere. 

Standard Three: There is a romantic complication with 
the leading characters. 

Standard Four: It is sentimental. 

Still speaking generally, Frye notes that "the obstacles to the 

hero's desire . . . form the action of the comedy, and the overcoming 

of them the comic resolution." These obstacles can be in the guise 

of plot situations or complications or in the previously mentioned 

"blocking characters." Both forms are apparent in the archetypes. 

In Annie the plot obstacles are constant and humorous in themselves. 

Annie is new to "civilization" and, in order to assuage her hunger, 

shoots a stuffed bird off of a hat. She is asked for a bill for 

providing game for the local hotel but cannot read or write, giving 

her the perfect excuse to sing "Doin' What Comes Natur'Ily." She 

wants to capture some man's eye but realizes that "You Can't Get a Man 
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With a Gun." All of these are examples of plot obstacles that the 

heroine must and does overcome. 

The "blocking characters" in Annie are just as apparent. Frank 

is both hero and chief antagonist. Annie wants to fall in love with 

him and does, even though he constantly gives her ample reason not to 

do so. A character like Dolly plays a more traditionally villainous 

role, even though, in the tradition of most comedy, the villainy is 

not deep nor really detrimental. 

In Kate there is an unusual device of a running plot obstacle. 

The play-within-the-play, a musicalized version of The Taming of the 

Shrew, constantly interrupts the action of the main play of Kate. 

Blocking characters are even more obvious than in Annie. Bill 

prevents Fred from winning over Lois. Harrison prevents Fred from 

getting with Lilli. Lois interferes with Lilli's renewing of old ties 

with Fred. The gangsters (the First and Second Men) try to create 

obstacles to everything around them. 

Music Man has a wonderful plot obstacle built into it. The music 

man knows nothing about music. The character obstacles are 

delightfully manipulated by Harold into assets, such as the mayor's 

wife, Eulalie, and her friends, as well as the quartet (Olin, Oliver, 

Ewart and Jacey) transformed from a posse into a choir. 

The list of standards can now include: 

Standard Five: There are plot obstacles. 

Standard Six: There are blocking characters. 

In achieving the goals through the conquest of the obstacles on 
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its way towards a happy ending, the play must also fulfill another 

purpose. Frye summarizes the societal import of the comedic form when 

he states that "the action of comedy [is] moving from one social 

center to another, which is to say that a socialization process 

inevitably takes place. Either the outcasts are brought into the 

society, or the entire society shifts into a more reasonable frame of 

mind. 'The tendency of comedy is to include as many people as 

possible in its final society: the blocking characters are more often 

12 
reconciled or converted than simply repudiated." 

Annie becomes civilized, and she even accepts civilization's 

dictum that the man needs to wear the pants in the family. Frank 

picks up his cue, and the rival shows corabine. All characters enter 

the sarae society as both Annie and Frank must shift from their 

previous positions in order for them to live happily ever after; Dolly 

relinquishes her villainy. 

Fred has walked out on Lilli before. Lilli walks out on Fred in 

one of the last scenes in Kate. By her return in the final scene, she 

indicates her willingness to accept Fred as he is; Fred has already 

told us that he is ready to do the same in his "So in Love" reprise. 

Even more remarkably, the two gangsters appear onstage to demonstrate 

their place in the play's society by singing the highly unlikely, but 

delightfully huraorous, "Brush Up Your Shakespeare." 

Music Man demonstrates the largest societal shift. It is hoped 

that Harold will see the error of his ways, and he does. The surprise 

comes when Marian convinces the town to "forget our everlasting lowa 

,,13 
stubborn chip-on-the-shouider arrogance," and they all take a major 



shift toward sensibility. 

Standard Seven: There is a socialization process, 
a shift towards sensibility. 

One last aspect of the comedic play must be noted. Frye, 

building on an Aristotelian argument, states: 

We notice that just as there is a catharsis of pity and 
fear in tragedy, so there is a catharsis of the 
corresponding coraedic eraotions, which are syrapathy and 
ridicule. 

Syrapathy should not be confused with "sentimentalism," which deals 

with a wide gamut of eraotionalism. Sympathy refers to a friendly or 

even corapassionate erapathy towards a situation or a character, 

although in coraedy this never quite attains the level of pathos. The 

heart strings must hit a resonant chord with the action of the play. 

Annie and her siblings are orphans. They are naive and easily 

manipulated. Sympathy is hers from the start. The sympathy found in 

Kate is quite a bit more sophisticated. Both leading characters seem 

to be very self-reliant and able to fend for themselves in the chaotic 

environment in which they find themselves. The first hint of even the 

need for sympathy on the part of the audience occurs right after the 

nostalgic "Wunderbar!" (which does not happen until the middle of 

scene three). Lilli finally allows the audience to sympathize with 

her lost love in her soliloquy, "So In Love," later on in the same 

scene. Music Man is as playful as Annie, but with a touch of Kate's 

sophistication. Marian has lost her father, has a brother with an 

embarrassing lisp, and is a librarian which guarantees her future as 

an old maid. Like Lilli, she is rather self-reliant and, also like 
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Lilli, need for audience sympathy does not surface until her 

soliloquy, "My White Knight" (which, interestingly, takes place as 

late in Music Man as Lilli's "So In Love" does in Kate). Marian has 

not lost a love; she has never found one. These examples are not the 

most syrapathetic moments, simply the first. 

Ridicule and the ridiculous are as easy to discover in the 

archetypes as is sympathy. The already mentioned moment in Annie when 

Annie shoots the bird off of Dolly's hat pokes fun at both Dolly's 

sense of fashion as well as Annie's ignorance. In Kate, Lois' lack of 

stage experience and wealth of other experiences of a sexual nature is 

immediately held up to Lilli's and the audience's ridicule. Lilli's 

first line, "You bastard!" is guaranteed to make Fred look the fool. 

In Music Man, Harold makes the rest of his colleagues look ridiculous 

as he flashes his suitcase at them at the end of the first scene, 

bearing his name of "Prof. Harold Hill," the very man the salesmen 

want to tar and feather. 

Standard Eight: There is an evocation of sympathy. 

Standard Nine: There is ridicule. 

The above standards have dealt with some of the details that are 

contained within the script, but there is yet another, more general, 

factor that must be discussed: that of the basic "reality" of the 

work. Herbert Graf has defined the nature of opera (and this would 

apply to musical theatre too) as "fundamentally unreasonable. It uses 

facts only as vehicles by which to enter its own real worid. It 

treats in terms of music not only the story but, more basically, the 
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emotions arising from the story." The importance of rausic as an 

eraotional reinforceraent has already been discussed. The general 

"eraotionalism" of the rausical theatre has been equated with 

"sentimentalism," but is the work "unreasonable"? Critic George Jean 

Nathan put the question of reality in these terms: 

The dramatist, in the theatre, is not a worker in 
actualities, but in the essence of actualities that 
filters through the self-deception of the spectators. 
There is no such thing as realism in the theatre: there 
is only mimicry of realism. 

Even if the play only mimics realism it should not interfere with 

the reasonableness of the story or of the characters. Director Frank 

McMullan concludes that "audience desires and emotions make truth out 

of fiction. An audience believes not what is true but what it wishes 

1 o 

to think is true." He also states that "the high degree of 

19 
lifelikeness of [a] play ensures audience belief in it." The 

musical comedy is not abstract. It is not unreasonable, aithough at 

times it may becorae implausible. 

The authors make a fundamental choice to have their work appear 

"representational," representative of real life, or "presentationai," 

which is noniliusory in nature, and "makes no attempt to fool the 

20 
audiences into believing that they are looking at the real thing." 

The older musicals, most notably the work of George M. Cohan, tended 

to be very "presentational" in nature the way a revue almost always 

is. The post-Oklahoma! trend was very much "representational" in 

concept, as is the case with the archetypes. 

Annie, based on a real-life character to begin with, stretches 

credibility only slightly. The characters might be "shallow," but 
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what they do follows the dictates of common sense. Frank's opening 

song, "I'm a Bad, Bad Man," discloses an amazing arrogance, but not 

unrealistically so. The indoctrination of Annie into the tribe, while 

filled with theatrical potential, has a basis in historical fact. 

Even Annie's sight gag medal collection fits into the heightened sense 

of reality that the audience has been prepared for throughout the 

show. It is easy for the audience to "believe" in the plot and 

characters. 

Kate is an intriguing example of representationalism because of 

the Shrew sequences. A good deal of the play i^ presentational. The 

"actors" present a show and ver.y much perform directly for audience 

entertainment. However, a good deal of the audience pleasure in 

watching the interior play is due to the continuing development of the 

"real" relationships on stage, especially the Fred/Petruchio and 

LiIIi/Kate miasma. Kate is representational, but uses 

presentationalism as a plot device. 

Music Man probably strains credibility more than the first two 

examples. The opening sequence, with the salesmen's rhythm of speech 

indicating the movement of the train, is certainly a test of the 

willingness of the audience to suspend their disbelief. The large 

dance sequence in the library hardly seems appropriate or "believable" 

in a normal sense. Both of these moments, however, take place "in 

character." The characters never become "performers" and never invite 

the audience to drop their belief in them as salesmen or as library 

aficionadoes. Because they retain their character, the audience 

retains its belief in the reality of the situation. 
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Standard Ten: It is representational. 

In the Introduction, it was deterrained that there were three 

fundamental dramatic elements in the musical theatre: the book, the 

lyrics, and the music. The preceding standards have all dealt 

primarily with the book. To discuss the lyrics and music a workable 

vocabulary needs to be established. 

The score is the music in its entirety. Richard Kislan discusses 

the function of the score at length in his book, The Musical, and 

determines that rausic is used to: 

A. reinforce the emotion of the drama 
B. reinforce the dramatic action 
C. establish and maintain the appropriate dramatic tone 
D. personify, prefigure, and predict a character, event 

or emotion 
E. serve as a transitional device 
F. generate dance 

All of these factors are certainly present in the music. They will 

not be considered "standard," but definitive (fundamentally, not 

exclusively) for all of the genres discussed in this study. 

Lyrics can be defined, in an Aristotelian sense, as suitable 

words to sing to the lyre, i.e., what would usually be called poetry 

(note that rhyme is not an essential quality although it is usually 

present). The term should be considered as being inextricable with 

music, for actually any words can be set to music. Therefore, all 

lyrics are set to music. Lyrics set to music are called songs. Music 

without lyrics is a "musical number" but not a song. Musician and 

musical theatre critic Lehman Engel has determined the following 

standard usage and vocabulary in reference to "song": 
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1. Ballad: most often a love song; very melodic, music 
is more important than the words. Ballads are most 
often: a. narrative; b. soliloquies; or c. character 
songs (songs that reveal something about the character). 

2. Comedy Song: a song emphasizing the words over the music 
usually in one of two forms: a. the short joke, where 
there are several jokes contained within the lyric; 
and b. the long joke, where the whole lyric is an 
extended joke. 

3. Charm Song: song with an equal emphasis on lyric and 
music, where the lyric is "light" (as opposed to "heavy" 
or "serious") and the music is both melodic and rhythmic. 

4. Rhythm Song: song which is propelled by a musical beat, 
where the actual beat seems more important than either 
melody of lyric. 

5. Musical Scene: a theatrical (i.e., dramatic) sequence 
set to music, that furthers the plot; mav^consist of a 
combination of songs tightly interwoven. 

Several others have contributed addenda to the above references. 

Gilbert and Sullivan popularized the so called "patter song," and 

Kislan has compiled a few more types that appear to be universal in 

the musical theatre: 

6. Patter Song: a usually comedic song which places the 
eraphasis on a ryhthmic lyric, often with very little 
melody. 

7. Throwaway Song: a song with no other function than to 
mask a complicated scenery or costume change, accompany 
an entrance or exit, or generally divert the audience. 
(This type is usually found in a Reprise). 

8. The Eleven O'CIock Song: originally designed to show off 
the star right before the final curtain; now a rousing 
nuraber that stops the show near the end of the play. 

9. Special Material: songs that support the special 
performing talents of the star or featured performer." 

Playwright John Guare revealingly writes, "I realized that the 

second song of a musical is usually a 'want' song. Good shows have a 
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'want' song, something to set up to pay off in the end . . . " 

Kislan defines the "I want" song as a song that "can imply, suggest, 

25 
or outline a course of action for the character to take." Of course 

this type of song does not need to be the second one of the score, 

despite Guare's observation. Director Bob Fosse uses the "I want" 

song as part of his vocabulary and also has deterrained the presence of 

an "I am" song, which can be defined as a song that "establishes 

something essential to the audience understanding of character and 

situation." Both the "I want" and the "I ara" types apply to the 

book more than to the score and could be the content of almost any of 

the nine types of songs listed above. Directors, however, might find 

such a distinction to be useful and it will be exemplified. 

A working vocabulary has now been established that will reraain 

constant throughout the generic discussions with slight modifications. 

The above terms can and should be exeraplified to provide a deeper 

analysis of the archetypes. The following is a detailed score 

breakdown, including song analysis with inherent directorial 

iraplications, for Annie Get Your Gun. The numbers refer to the 

27 
numbers as published in the vocal score. 

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN 

(unnumbered) The Overture 

1. "Act I": underscore for chorus entrance. 

2. "Colonel Buffalo Bill": musical scene, set up of Bill's 
entrance. 

2a. "Colonel Buffalo Bill Play-Off": throwaway song, to cover 
exit of chorus. 
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3. "I'ra a Bad, Bad Man": charm song with large dance tag; 
an "I ara" song for Frank. 

4. "Doin' What coraes Natur'lly": comedy song, short joke 
variety; also serves as an "I am" song for Annie. 

5. "The Girl That I Marry": ballad, also an "I want" song 
for Frank. 

6. "You Can't Get a Man with a Gun": a comedy song, short joke. 

7. Encore "You Can't Get a Man with a Gun": special material. 

"You Can't Get a Man" could also be interpreted as a charm song 

in that the tune is quite melodic for a comedy number and the musical 

instructions (moderato espressivo) allow for a balance with the 

lyrics. This is also an "I am" song for Annie. The reprise is a good 

example of "special material." There is no dramatic reason to encore 

the preceding number. The joke is raerely continued. 

8. Entrance: music only, to underscore entrance (see "E" above 
in the function of the score). 

9. Gun Fantasy: music only, to indicate the passage of time 
(therefore, a combination of "C" and "E" functions above). 

10. Melos: music only, an interesting piece that needs 
explanation: 

Here the music serves as a "button," or ending, to the shooting 

contest scene. It is not a "musical scene" per se, but the dramatic 

action needs a bigger "finish" than dialogue alone would allow. The 

script indicates that Annie is hoisted up and carried around to the 

adulation of the crowd and represents the type of music cue that the 

director often overlooks. The staging is not really the province of 

the choreographer in that it is not a "dance," but it does require 

special moveraent. (AIl too often these moments are not discovered by 
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the director until the first run-through the musical director who 

points out to the embarrassed director that there is a musical cue 

that has been missed.) 

11. "There's No Business Like Show Business": charra song; even 
though this is one of the "blockbusters" of the score, it is 
a good example of a tuneful and catchy lyric, both hummable 
and memorable. 

12. Encore "There's No Business Like Show Business": unlike #7 
above, which served as a "star turn," this encore is used as 
an "E" function; it covers a scene change. 

13. "They Say It's Woriderful": ballad, which happens to be a 
duet and an "I want" song for both Annie and Frank. 

14. "Show Business" Utility: music only, underscores a mood 
shift, thus serving functions "A", "C", and "E". 

Number 14 also exemplifies a continuing problem that needs to be 

pointed out to the director. There is a mistake in the script as to 

when #14 should be cued. Often there will be a discrepancy between 

the director's script and the acting script, the score and the choral 

books, the conductor's score and the orchestra parts, etc. It is best 

to discover these errors before someone in the company points them 

out. That is why it is imperative for the director to be famiiiar 

with the score and to use the score as much as he does the script. 

The mistake with #14 is easily corrected by comparing the score with 

the script. The script indicates that #14 starts just before the 

28 
final lyric, "As they say." Not only is this lyric clearly a part 

of #13 in the score, but there are three complete bars of underscoring 

29 
before the final iyric is sung. Then there is a six measure play-

off, probabiy for something romantic to happen. The cue for #14 is 

30 
indicated in the score as happening "after applause." This means 
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that the cue in the script should happen with the entrance of Charlie, 

a completely different draraatic action than presently indicated in the 

printed script. 

15. "Moonshine Lullaby": ballad, also an "I am" song for Annie, 
iraportant in that it is undoubtedly her softest, raost 
ferainine moment in the play. 

16. "Buffalo Bill" Utility:- scene change music. 

17. "Wild West Ballet": dance (as in "F" above). 

This dance is scored in three distinct parts separated by 

underscoring varaps with specific cues. Here is another example of why 

the director should be familiar with the score as well as the dramatic 

action of the dances unless he wishes the choreographer to "direct" 

Charlie as well as choreograph the dances. 

18. Reprise - "Show Business": charm song that adds an "I am" 
aspect for Annie. 

19. "My Defenses Are Down": charra song, "I am" song for Frank. 

20. "Motorcycle": music only, underscores business with 
motorcycle, hence fulfilling "B" above. 

21. "Opening Chant" (see below). 

22. "Indian Dance" (see below). 

23. "Cereraonial Chant" (see below). 

24. "I'm An Indian Too": rhythm song, with short jokes. 

Numbers 21 through 24 constitute a "musical scene." They are 

segued together, breaking only for applause, and include a serio-comic 

vocal (#21 and #23) that is serious to the Indians but comedic for the 

audience, and a dance (#22). "I'ra An Indian Too" is not an "I am" 
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song. It is very "presentational" in nature and is "performed" for 

the tribe (and the audience). It does not reveal anything "true" 

about Annie. It could be classified as a comedic song except that the 

Indian rhythra (heavily accented cut-time) is established in #21 and 

carries throughout the scene. It is also interesting to note that -24 

has two separate sections: the lyric, and then a dance sequence, 

31 
which is entitled "Tribal Dance" and scored as a separate number. 

It would have been more consistent to label this dance as #25 or 

siraply to have listed #21-24 as #21 (in the same way that the three 

parts of #17 were listed as one number). 

25. Pinale Act I: musical scene. 

26. Entr'Acte: music only, "C", "D", and "E" all function here. 

27. Opening Act II: music only, one bar to bring the lights up. 

28. "I Got Lost in His Arms": ballad, an "I am" song for Annie. 

29. Ballroom Scene: music only, underscore (serves as "B"). 

30. Reprise: "There's No Business Like Show Business." 

"There's No Business Like Show Business" first occurred as a 

charm song, and later it was used to show character development for 

Annie. Here it is used as a "musicai scene," in that its dramatic 

purpose is to convince Mrs. Adams to invest in show business. 

Although it is a short reprise, its dramatic function transforms it 

from a charm song into a musical scene. 

31. "I Got the Sun in the Morning": charm song and then some. 

Like "Show Business," this song is a blockbuster. It happens too 
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early in the second act to be an "Eleven O'Clock Song," but it 

certainly approaches the categorization. It starts simply enough, 

with Annie singing solo, allegro moderato. The raale chorus joins her 

at measure 92, the woraen at ra.lOO, and they break into four-part 

harraony at m.l08. At m.l27 the piece goes into a double-time dance 

break. In that the song does qualify as "a rousing number that stops 

the show," it could be an eleven o'clock song. There ĵŝ  another 

nuraber that will qualify under this same category which is much closer 

to the final curtain. 

32. "An Old Fashioned Wedding": ballad and comic song. 

This song was added by Irving Berlin to the show in 1966 for the 

Lincoln Center revival. It is a good deal more sophisticated than the 

other nurabers, even though Berlin used the sarae technique in an 

32 
earlier show. This number begins as a ballad for Frank. It could 

be an "I am" song, except that the lyrics do not really belong to the 

character that the audience has come to know throughout the show up to 

this point. True to the ballad form, the melodic line is much more 

important than the fact that Frank is singing uncharacteristic lyrics. 

After Frank finishes his section Annie sings a classic comic song in 

long joke form, a new form at this point in the score. As with 

Frank's lyrics, Annie's lyrics are quite uncharacteristic, what with 

talk about the Waldorfs and the Vanderbilts. Actually it would be 

more appropriate for the characters to switch lyrics, but then the 

emphasis would go to Frank, and it is, after all, Annie's show. 

Aithough the first two words for both characters are "I want," this is 
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not an "I want" song in that it does not suggest a "course of action" 

as much as it sets up a comedic situation. 

The song's punch happens when both Annie and Frank sing 

contrapuntally. In the spirit of the eleven o'ciock song, it stops 

the show. There is a built-in encore which moves the ballad-comic 

song into the realm of special material. When this author saw the 

Lincoln Center revival, this song was encored seven times. 

(Obviously, Berlin knew what to have Ethel Merman do to stop the 

show.) 

33. Reprise: "The Girl That I Marry"": ballad. 

34. Utility: "I Got the Sun in the Morning": music only, covers 
scene change. 

35. Utility: "You Can't Get a Man With a Gun": music only, 
covers scene change. 

36. "Anything You Can Do": comedy song, short joke. 

This is the third "eleven o'clock song." It is actually the most 

traditional of the three. It is very close to the end of the show, 

and there is no doubt that the real intention was to showcase Ethel 

Merman's talents, both comedic and vocal. Unlike "Old Fashioned 

Wedding," the lyrics are very appropriate to the characters, clearly 

making it an "I am" song for both of them. It is also the last full 

song of the score, as all of the remaining numbers are reprises. 

37. Utility: "You Can't Get a Man With a Gun": music oniy, 
serves as A , B , and L . 

38. Reprise: "There's No Business Like Show Business": used 
to cover a scene shift to reveal a living oleo curtain; 
very presentational; anticipates the call. 
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39. Finale: "They Say It's Wonderful": underscores the call. 

40. Exit Music. 

Even this cursory examination of the score reveals an old 

fashioned quality to the entire script. Bordman rightly points out 

that Annie "made no pretense of being a serious musical or advancing 

33 
the art of the 'musical play.' Annie set out solely to entertain." 

Howard Dietz said of Irving Berlin, "He does not care to be considered 

O / 

witty or brilliant or artistic. He wants to be a hit." ,Pre-

Oklahoma! musicals strived to pack their shows with hit songs in order 

to be successful. Annie is archetypal in this aspect. "Few rausicals 
35 

had such a profusion of song hits." Not only were they successful 

in their conteraporary context, "Berlin's great songs were so good that 

they have enjoyed a long life after the show." Critic Martin 

Gottfried waxes poetic: 

To top this marvelous score—to top all of the songs in all 
of the musical theatre, perhaps—is "There's No Business 
Like Show Business." This song is to musicais what "White 
Christmas" is to Christmas and "Easter Parade" is to Easter, 
not just a tribute but, finally, the thing itself. It is a 
showstopper not because of the singer, not because of the 
dancers, not because of the staging or êven the theatrical 
moment, but because of the song's heart. Here is the very 
spirit of the Broadway musical, perhaps of all theater. 
It is greasepaint in song. 

In summary, if the reprises and utility numbers are elirainated 

(these are the so called "throwaway" numbers), the songs can be 

categorized as follows: 

Ballads 4 
Charm Songs 4 
Comedy Songs 4 
Rhythm Songs 1 
Musical Scenes.... 1 
Dance Numbers 2 
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For the purposes of this summary, "Anything You Can Do" is considered 

to be a coraedy song, that aspect overshadowing Frank's ballad portion. 

A score analysis of the other two archetypes follows. They are 

brief since many of the points made above remain constant. Kiss Me, 

Kate is the second archetype. 

KISS ME, KATE 

(Unnumbered) The Overture 

1. "Another Op'nin', Another Show": musical scene. 

la. "Another Op'nin', Another Show": dance. 

Ib. Reprise: "Another Op'nin', Another Show": continuation of 
previous musical scene. 

lc. Scene Change: music only. 

2. "Why Can't You Behave?": ballad, "I want" song for Lois. 

2a. Change of Scene: music only. 

3. "Wunderbar": charm song. 

4. "So In Love": ballad, "I am" song for Lilli. 

5. "We Open In Venice": musical scene. 

5a. Dance 

6. "Tom, Dick or Harry": rhythm song, debatabiy; could also be 
a charra song due to its balance between comedic situation and 
pseudo-madrigal vocal scoring. 

6a. Encore: "Tora, Dick or Harry" 

7. Rose Dance 

8. "I've Come To Wive It Wealthy In Padua": comedy song, 
long joke form. 

9. "I Hate Men": coraedy song, short joke form. 

9a. Encore: "I Hate Men" 
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10. "Were Thine That Special Face": ballad with long dance. 

11. Change of Scene: music only. 

lla. Change of Scene: music only. 

12. "I Sing of Love": musical scene. 

12a. Dance: Tarantella. 

13. Finale Act I: musical scene. 

14. Entr'acte: music only. 

15. "Too Darn Hot": rhythm song with long dance. 

15a. Change of Scene: music only. 

16. "Where Is The Life That Late I Led": comedy song, short 
joke form. 

16a. Change of Scene: music only. 

17. "Always True To You In My Fashion": comedy song, short joke 
form; also an "I am" song for Lois. 

17a. Ist Encore: "Always True To You In My Fashion" 

17b. 2nd Encore: "Always True To You In My Fashion" 

17c. Change of Scene: music only. 

18. "Bianca": charm song with dance tag. 

18a. Incidental Music: underscore dialogue. 

19. Reprise: "So In Love". 

19a. Change of Scene: music only. 

20. "Brush Up Your Shakespeare": comedy song, iong joke form. 

20a. First Encore: "Brush Up Your Shakespeare" 

20b. Second Encore: "Brush Up Your Shakespeare" 

21. Pavane: dance 

22. "I Am Ashamed That Women Are So Simple": musical scene. 

23. Shrew Finale: "So Kiss Me, Kate": reprise of Act [ finale. 
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24. Finale-Dance. 

24a. Grande Finale-Last Curtain: call. 

A coraparative analysis of the two summaries provides interesting 

points of discussion. Again, as with Annie, reprises, encores, and 

utility numbers have been eliminated: 

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN KISS ME, KATE 

Ballads 4 3 
Charm Songs 4 2 
Comedy Songs 4 5 
Rhythm Songs 1 2 
Musical Scenes 1 5 
Dance Numbers 2 6 

The most obvious difference is in the number of songs, including 

dance numbers. Annie has a total of sixteen while Kate has a total of 

twenty-three. Not only is Cole Porter's score longer, it is much more 

complex in form. Ironically, all of Porter's previous shows were very 

much in the Berlin mold. Gottfried notes that "Cole Porter wrote 

twenty-three shows but only his 1948 masterpiece, Kiss Me, Kate, is 

memorable. Though his songs are theatrical, most are isolated 

39 numbers, not part of score units or related to particular musicals." 

Kate was the exception. Rather than the constant reprises used in 

Berlin's score (an almost essentiai technique to secure a "hit," i.e., 

memorable status), Porter is constantly introducing new material. 

Annie has eight ballads and charm songs as compared to Kate's 

five. Berlin's score is much more dependent upon music and melodic 

iines than Porter's. The entire score is more "sentimental" than 

Kate. On the other hand, Porter is much more dependent on the 
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intellectuai, especialiy with his lyrics. "Porter, contrary to 

general lyric practice, employed compiex words, many of them little 

used elsewhere . . . he used many polysyllabic ones . . . But he used 

them well!" Just as Berlin reveled in the public's adulation, Cole 

was not immune to the popular taste: 

Cole was delighted to be popular and he was all the more 
delighted because his popularity was so unexpected: who 
would have guessed that the style he had spent so long 
forging and refining—a style so idiosyncratic, making no 
concessions to the then comraon taste, and often difficult to 
play and sing correctly—would become, along with Gershwin's, 
the most readily recognizable voice of the American musical 
theatre in the thirties? 

It is also striking to note the disparity between the number of 

musical scenes contained in each show; Kate dominates five to one. It 

is clear by this ratio that Porter was much farther along in the move 

toward integrating the musical art form. Bordman agrees: "In Kiss 

Me, Kate, the ideals that the musical plays had been striving for were 

1 1 • j tt42 triumphantly realized. 

Another category that Kate dominates is in the amount of dance 

numbers: six to two. It would be more accurate to list eight dances 

for Kate, including the long dance sections in "Were Thine That 

Speciai Face" and "Too Darn Hot," not to mention the longish dance tag 

to "Bianca." Annie had a couple of dances to break up the monotony. 

Kate uses the dance as an integral part of the action of the 

spectacie. It is true that the dance in Kate is not used in a 

dramatic way. It does not further the story but rather underscores 

the previous dramatic actions. 

One thing Annie has that Kate does not is the "eleven o'clock" 

blockbuster: 
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Of all the theatrical forms, the American musical theatre 
offers the most obvious chance for fragmented appreciation, 
because the musical coraedy, related on one hand to 
vaudeville and the revue, and on the other to opera, is a 
continual struggle between its desire to become an art form 
and its need, economic and visceral, to see t̂̂ at the chief 
coraic has at least one show-stopping number. 

Whereas Annie has at least three songs that could qualify, Kate, even 

with the extremely capable Alfred Drake and Patricia Morison 

originally in the leading roles, does not have one. Kislan warns that 

"unfortunately, special material carries a built-in iiability. A show 

whose eleraents are buiit to a star's unique gifts may not survive the 

44 star's departure. In Annie' s case thi-s did not seem to apply. The 

material itself was obviously solid enough to stand on its own. 

45 
Now to analyze the last archetype: 

THE MUSIC MAN 

(Unnumbered) Overture 

1. Train Opening: music only, curtain raiser. 

2. "Rock Isiand": acapella musical scene; rhythm song; 
patter song. 

3. "lowa Stubborn": musical scene, "I am" song for the chorus. 

4. "Ya Got Trouble": musical scene, rhythm song, patter song. 

4a. "Ya Got Trouble" Playoff: music to cover exit. 

5. "Piano Lesson" and "If You Don't Mind My Saying So": 
musical scene. 

6. "Goodnight, My Someone": ballad, an "I am" song for Marian. 

6a. "Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean": charm song. 

7. Reprise: "Ya Got Trouble": musical scene. 

8. "Seventv Six Trombones": charm song with long dance tag. 
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8a. "Seventy Six Trombones" Playoff: music to cover exit. 

9. "Sincere": acappella ballad. 

9a. Walking Music: music only, underscore. 

10. "The Sadder But Wiser Girl": charm song, "I want" song for 
Harold. 

11. "Pick-A-Little, Talk-A-Little" and "Goodnight Ladies": 
musical scene which includes underscoring, a patter song by 
the women and a ballad by the male quartet. 

12. "Marian the Librarian": charm song with long dance break. 

12a. Ist "Seventy Six Trombones" Crossover. 

12b. 2nd "Seventy Six Trombones" Crossover. 

12c. 3rd "Seventy Six Trombones" Crossover. 

13. "My White Knight": ballad, "I want" song for Marian. 

14. "The Wells Fargo Wagon": musical scene. 

14a. Finale - Act One: musical scene. 

15. Entr'acte: music only. 

15a. Eulalie's Ballet: dance. 

16. "It's You": acappella ballad. 

17. "Shipoopi": rhythm song with long dance break. 

17a. "Shipoopi" Playoff: music to cover exit. 

18. Reprise: "Pick-A-Little": musical scene. 

19. "Lida Rose" and "Will I Ever Tell You": two ballads sung 
individually, then contrapuntaliy. 

20. "Gary, Indiana": comedy song, long joke form. 

21. Reprise: "Lida Rose": used as underscore. 

22. "It's You Ballet": dance. 

23. "Till There Was You": ballad. 

24. Doubie Reprise: "Goodnight, My Someone" and "Seventy-Six 
Trombones": a mixture ot charm song and ballad. 



24a. Ice Cream Sociable: underscore. 

24b. Chase Music: underscore. 

25. Reprise: "Till There Was You". 

25a. Minuet in G": music only, underscores music on stage 

25b. Finale: music oríiy, one bar tag to dramatic action. 

26. Curtain Call Music. 

27. Exit Music. 

A three-way comparative analysis follows: 

Ballads 
Charra Songs 
Comedy Songs 
Rhythm Songs 
Musical Scenes 
Dance Numbers 

ANNIE 

4 
4 

1 
1 
2 

TE 

3 
2 
5 
2 
5 
6 

MUSIC MAN 

7 
4 
1 
1 
8 
2 

Once again this type of summary analysis immediately reveals 

important distinctions among the three musicals. Music Man has as 

many ballads as Annie and Kate combined. Music Man could very well be 

the most tuneful of the three shows. This observation, compounded by 

the fact that there is oniy one comedy song, "Gary, Indiana" (which 

could just as easily be ciassified as a charm song), shifts the focus 

from the comedically simple songs of Berlin and the comedically 

coraplex songs of Porter, to a strongly unintellectuai sentimentality. 

This difference did not miss the comment of the critics: 

Perhaps its greatest charm is its midwestern simplicity, 
something all but unknown on Broadway. For our musical 
theater's sound was born of shov\/ business and is steeped 
in a Broadway vernacular. Years of artistic inbreeding had 
made it even more Broadway . . . Willson's music for 
marching bands and barbershop quartets and his rhythms drawn 
from the salesman's spiel brought a fresh kind of show music 
to New York. 
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This simplicity is apparent in the form of the songs, relying more on 

the tone than the turn of the phrase. 

While some found it "fresh," others found it all too familiar, 

display[ing] the kind of prim vulgarity and strideqt whoiesomeness 

that mark the work of Rodgers and Hammerstein." The score did, 

however, have a unique quality to it: 

The Music Man was the only musical to date that without 
apology or subterfuge could bring a barbershop quartet 
onstage to croon a number ("Lida Rose") in close harmony. 
The rest of Willson's score was just as corgv, but it never 
dawdled and it never took itself seriously. 

If Music Man never took itself too seriously, many critics did. 

Variety reported that "not in recent memory has a Broadway audience 

been so spectacularly carried away. . . . Nothing like it has ever 

49 
been seen on Broadway." The major reason for this is not 

necessarily found in the "strident wholesomeness" of the story as much 

as the thorough integration demonstrated by the score analysis. Just 

as the score has more ballads than the other two shows combined, the 

number of musical scenes is equally amazing with a total of eight. Of 

course, "one reason for the show's pervasive uriity of style and tone 

was that it was the work of one man, Meredith Willson." Be that as 

it may, the whole idea of allowing the music to serve as dramatic 

action, to literally move the plot along, reached a new height in this 

work. The simplicity of therae and character belies the complexity of 

the work's structure. 

The depth of this integration is somewhat hidden in the same way 

that Kate's is. Although only two dance numbers are listed, there are 

three other large dance segments integrated into "Seventy-Six 
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Trombones," "Marian the Librarian," and "Shipoopi," making dance 

almost as important to the show as it is to Kate. Like Kate the 

dances tend to be more decorative than dramatic in both nature and 

function. 

There are sorae other aspects that are interesting to note in 

coraparative analysis. The use of acappella songs is highly unusual. 

It catches the audience by surprise and puts great emphasis on both 

rhythra (as in the case of "Rock Island") and tonality (as in ail of 

the quartet's numbers). Rhythm is also emphasized by use of a 

"patter" type lyric, as in "Ya Got Trouble," which almost took on the 

quality of a "special material" number due to the remarkable 

performance of star Robert Preston. Green noted that "Willson made 

great use of the technique of rhythmic, but not rhyming, lyrics." 

The rhyming lyric was the domain of Cole Porter. "His rhyming 
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technique was developed to an almost incredible degreé." 

A bit of comparative uniqueness occurs when analyzing "lowa 

Stubborn" in that it is the only chorus number examined that qualifies 

as an "I am" type of lyric. Focus rarely travels that far away from 

the leading players. 

There are several contrapuntal moments in Music Man as in the 

other two shows, but the "Double Reprise" of "Goodnight My Someone" 

and "Seventy-Six Trombones" adds a different type of dramatic, if not 

musical, sophistication. In this musical scene Harold and Marian 

begin by singing their respective verses and then in a delightfui 

twist, end up switching parts with each other. 

As with Kate there is not really an "eleven o'clock" number. 
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However, one song did have a tendency to stop the show: 

Nowhere was Willson's command of the audience stronger 
than with "Seventy-Six Trombones," the irresistible march 
in which Hill, prancing about like a pied piper, envisioned 
for the children their own band, ten times^bigger than 
Sousa's and a thousand times sprightlier. 

Its position in the show is rather unusual, occurring in the middle of 

the first act. It cannot act as a finale and forces the show to build 

dramatically, having already hit the musical pinnacle. 

Perhaps the most striking aspect of the score to note is the lack 

of a sung finale for both acts. Act I ends with a segue from the 

musical scene, "Wells Fargo Wagon," a good finale number in that the 

entire chorus is on stage and the musical instruments finaily arrive. 

Rather than singing until the curtain, the song ends and musical 

underscoring segues into a tag dramatic dialogue exchange. The act 

ends with a "grandioso" final chord, but with no vocal. Usually the 

orchestra and chorus hit fortissimo as the curtain falls. The same 

thing is true with the end of the play. While the orchestra does 

play, it only tags the scene with a short six bars. In this case 

there is no singing in the entire final scene of the play. This lack 

of a sung finale is a striking departure from the musical comedy mold. 

WiIIson depends totally upon the drama for his big finish. 

It is possible to derive several more standards of the musical 

comedy in direct relation to the score. It will be noted that there 

are also a few contra-standards, for there appears to be more 

flexibility in the score's function compared to that of the script. 

Standard Eleven: The first song of the play is a musical scene. 
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Annie begins with "Colonel Buffalo Bill," Kate begins with 

"Another Op'nin, Another Show," and Music Man opens with "Rock 

Island." All three of these numbers are rather complex, and all three 

provide plot material important in establishing both the story and the 

raood of the show. 

Standard Twelve: The first song of the act is a chorus number. 

In order to grab the audience's attention at the top of the show 

and after the intermission, the musical comedy's first number usually 

involves the chorus. It does not have to be a dance number and it can 

feature a main character. The song can actually begin with the 

curtain (or lights up), as with Annie's "Colonel Buffalo Bill," where 

the chorus enters with an underscore. There are a few ad libs before 

Charlie gets the crowd's attention and begins to sing. The chorus 

answers him. 

Act II has a much subtler approach. Music brings up the light's 

but then stops for a short scene between a few of the principals. The 

first song comes at the end of the scene and is almost contra-standard 

in nature. "I Got Lost In His Arms" is a ballad solo for Annie, but 

then the off-stage chorus echoes some of the lyric. It is a chorus 

number, but just barely. 

Kate is rauch more typical. It does have a short scene at the 

top, but when the music starts, it breaks into one of the biggest 

numbers of the show, "Another Op'nin', Another Show," which 

immediately segues into a dance. The principals are not on stage 

during the number. The chorus sets the scene and iiterally warms up 
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the audience for the leads. Act II is very similar. Once again the 

chorus, sans principals, are discovered. They sing a blockbuster, 

"Too Darn Hot," and segue into a dance. The big difference is that 

this song begins the act immediately, without a short scene set up. 

Music Man opens with "Rock Island." As has already been 

mentioned, it is acappelia. The audience is in the middle of a major 

musical nuraber before it even knows it. "From that point on, the 

audience readily succurabed to the inescapable charms of this show that 

was so unashamedly sentimental, homey, small-town and old-

fashioned." Act II is just as homey and just as surprising, as the 

curtain rises on Eulalie's'very small-town ballet. Like Kate, both 

openings in Music Man involve the chorus rather than the principals, 

even though Eulalie is certainly a supporting character. 

Standard Thirteen: Dances serve to decorate and intensify 
rather than further the plot. 

Unlike musical scenes which by definition must further the 

storyline, dances tend to serve many of the same functions that the 

music in the score serves. These functions include the reinforcement 

of emotion, of the dramatic action (although not introducing new 

action), and the maintenance of the dramatic tone or mood of the play. 

The dance tag in Annie's "I'm a Bad, Bad Man" is used to restate 

Frank's attitude towards women. The "Wild West Ballet" can be quite 

spectacular, but it merely serves as an extended commercial for 

Buffalo BiII's show. This is not necessary for the plot at all, 

although its theatrical worth (i.e., its entertainment value) is quite 

important. The "Tribal Dance" can be seen as the reprise of the 
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baliet. Even though Annie is inducted into the tribe, it is not a 

function of the dance, but of the succeeding song. In Act II there is 

a short waltz that establishes the Ballroom scene, but it sets the 

location and mood rather than furthering the plot. 

The dance break in Kate's "Another Op'nin', Another Show" is 

close to a contra-standard. The song, an interesting mixture of a 

chorus "I am" and "I want" song, reveals the hustle and bustle of the 

show's opening. The stage instructions indicate that the action 

continues during the dance. The dance, therefore, "reinforces the 

dramatic action," even though it does not reveal anything new. 

The dance following "We Open In Venice" is very presentational in 

nature as it is part of the show-within-the-show. It establishes the 

Shrew portion of the play and sets the scene for Baptista's first 

entrance. In this way it serves yet another score function previously 

mentioned, that of a "transitional device." The "Rose Dance" is also 

part of Shrew. Again, it is quite presentational, usually consisting 

of a male solo or a pas de deux. 

"Were Thine That Special Face" includes an extended beguine 

between Petruchio and the female dancers. It heips to reinforce the 

previous action of intensifying Katherine's jealousy and, because it 

occurs within Shrew, is usually very audience oriented in nature. 

Equally presentational is the "Tarantella" that establishes the 

festive mood for the upcoming wedding ceremony between Katherine and 

Petruchio. 

At the top of Act II, dance returns to the "real" world 

backstage, with the most explosive dance nuraber of the show, "Too Darn 
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Hot." Here the chorus works up a sweat establishing the intermission 

break of the actors, just after the real intermission break of Kate. 

This dance needs to be representational in nature to differentiate it 

frora the Shrew dance numbers, although the dancers can easiiy 

"perform" for their non-dancing colleagues. 

The next dance tag is representational also. It comes at the end 

of "Bianca" when Bill reinforces his feelings about Lois, who plays 

the role of Bianca. Once again, Bill can "perform" for his fellow 

actors while the real audience shares the view. As with "Hot," the 

dance reiterates the dramatic action of the song rather than to change 

or further it. 

The "Pavane" returns to the world of Shrew and establishes the 

final scene just after the wedding of Lucentio and Bianca. The sung 

Finale segues into the Finale Dance and often serves as the curtain 

call for Shrew as well as for Kate. The plot certainly has nowhere 

else to go at this point. 

The dance in Music Man is closer to the representational dances 

in Kate. The dance tag in "Seventy-Six Trombones" is long and can be 

very coraplex, but it clearly serves to reinforce the buiiding 

exciteraent of the salesman's pitch. The dance break in "Marian the 

Librarian" is much more difficult to justify. Like "Trombones," the 

library dance is quite complex, musically speaking, but it strains 

Standard Ten. There is no textual reason for the chorus to join in. 

Usually in a musical comedy the chorus sings first, then joins in the 

dance, but here the chorus does not sing at all. The dance reinforces 

Harold's advance upon Marian but has iittle basis in the text. It can 
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be a wonderfully theatrical moraent, filled with bibliophilic props and 

actions, but, out of all of the dances discussed, it is probably the 

one that raakes the least dramatic sense. 

"Eulalie's Ballet" is sheer presentational fun. It is also 

contra-standard. The ballet is a rehearsal for the upcoming 

festivities and meets the requirements of a musical scene. It is 

interesting to note that a presentational number can and does further 

the representational script. The "Shipoopi" dance tag is reminiscent 

of the "Trombones" dance segment. It, too, reinforces the natural 

excitement established by the vocal, in this case by Marcellus, who is 

perforraing for the townsfolk. 

Another contra-standard dance occurs at the beginning of Act II, 

scene iv, with the "It's You Ballet." While it serves the score 

functions of marking a transition, establishing the mood, and even 

prefiguring an event (the meeting of Harold and Marian at the 

footbridge), it also demonstrates the importance of the locale and the 

healthy state of romance in River City. It also serves the important 

dramatic function of the indication of the passage of time. 

Even though there are a couple of exceptions to the rule, 

Standard Thirteen is still extremely prevalent in musical comedy. 

This fact will be most useful when compared to the succeeding genres. 

Standard Fourteen: The finale is a choral number. 

Variable One: The first act finale is a choral number. 

These aspects have been discussed above. Only one of the three 

archetypes ends the first act with a choral number (i.e., Kate); 
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therefore, it can hardly be considered to be standard. However, just 

as the beginning of the musical coraedy act has a punch, the conclusion 

usually does too, especially with the earlier (pre-Oklahoraa!) 

musicals. The choral nature of the act two finale is much more common 

despite the fact that one of the archetypes (i.e., Music Man) lacks 

it. Examples of musical comedies with sung finales would include 

Anything Goes, Babes in Arras, The Boys Frora Syracuse, Damn Yankees, 

42nd Street, George M!, Guys and Dolls, and the list could include 

many more. 

Standard Fifteen: There will be at least one showstopping 
musical number. 

As was discussed earlier, there seems to be a need for musical 

comedy coraposers and lyricists to include at least one blockbuster, 

designed to "stop the show" by eliciting an overt audience 

demonstration. This type of song has been called the "eleven o'clock" 

number, but it need not come in the second act or be tied to "special 

material" for the star alone. 

At least three songs from Annie have been determined to be 

showstoppers: "I Got the Sun in the Morning," "An Old Fashioned 

Wedding," and "Anything You Can Do." Yet a fourth number can be added 

to this list, siraply due to the cognitive delight of the audience when 

it happens, plus the fact that it is encored. "There's No Business 

Like Show Business" always stops the show. 

Even though Kate lacks the type of showstopper that Annie abounds 

in, it does have two numbers that have that effect. Ironically, "Too 

Darn Hot" begins the second act; it is hardly the best time to "stop" 
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the show, but the dance does. This was obviously anticipated .(or 

"covered for" after the trial run) by the inclusion of "Bows" at the 

end of the nuraber. 

The second nuraber is not_ a star turn; it is not a chorus nuraber; 

and it is not a dance extravaganza. It i^ an "eleven o'clock" nuraber 

as far as its placement in the score right at the end, but it is 

perforraed by two rainor characters: "Brush Up Your Shakespeare" stops 

the show. Perhaps the song received accolades because of the entire 

concept of the show. 

Porter's unique accomplishment in Kiss Me, Kate lay in 
his facility for creating melodies and lyrics of uncommonly 
high standards while, at the same time, successfully 
bridging the completely different worlds of Broadway and 
the Bard.^° 

This nuraber has two encores written into the score. There must have 

been good reason to include them. 

There is one definite and two probable showstoppers in MusicMan. 

None of them are positioned to be an "eleven o'clock song," and two of 

them are aided by long dance breaks. "Seventy-Six Trombones" usuaily 

has the same effect on the audience as it does on the River City 

townsfolk: both buy it. Harold's enthusiasm, intensified by the 

dance segment, usually brings the house down. "Ya Got Trouble" can 

have the sarae effect due to its patter delivery style and its ability 

to show off the articulatory talents of the star. The chorus gives 

support, and the song has a big finish. The patter usage is encored 

with "Shipoopi," although by a different character. Even though the 

iyric lacks the power of the other two songs raentioned, the dance 

break is usually the biggest of the show. Foilowing Porter's example. 
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Willson includes a "Playoff" (i.e., built-in encore) to keep the 

audience jumping. 

Having already asserted the presence of a chorus in Standards 

Twelve, Thirteen, and Fourteen, the final standard is already evident: 

Standard Sixteen: There is a chorus (usually double cast) used 
to intensify musical numbers, for spectacle, 
and for atmosphere. 

Most musical comedies have large, busy choruses. Oscar 

Haramerstein once said, "In writing a musical show, one important thing 

- 59 Í3 to find an excuse for the chorus." Although they are not 

absolutely essential, the few musical comedies that do not have them 

definitely seem to be contra-standard. There are a few musical 

comedies that lack choruses, but they tend to be the Off-Broadway 

variety like You're a Good Man Charlie Brown. Broadway hits like 1_ 

D<', I Do, the first nart of The Apple Tree, or the limited chorus 

found in They're Playing Our Song are rare, but present. The three 

archetypes make typical use of the full chorus. 

The first thing seen in Annie is the chorus, playing rissidents of 

Cincinnati, Ohio. Like most choruses, they play a multitude of roles 

including train porters, residents of Minneapolis, Indians, and New 

Yorkers. It is one of the readily accepted conventions of the musical 

theatre to have the chorus play a multitudinous number of roles 

without straining the verisimilitude of the central storyline. Annie 

is not a really big "chorus" show in that the chorus is not featured 

very frequently. The Indians get a couple of dances, and the entire 

chorus participates in "I Got the Sun in the Morning." Other than 
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that, there is little for it to do. 

The Kate chorus is rauch more active. It is double cast in a 

different way than in Annie, most of the members playing actors and 

technicians, and then the "roles" of Shrew, as opposed to playing 

different people in different towns. They have two huge numbers all 

to theraselves, "Another Op'nin', Another Show," and "Too Darn Hot," as 

well as featured vocals and dances in no less than eight other 

numbers, including the old fashioned finales of both acts. 

As with Kate, the Music Man chorus is an inextricable part of the 

play. There is a slight case of double casting with the salesmen at 

the beginning of the show, but for the most part the chorus is able to 

develop a consistent persona as the residents of River City, lowa. It 

appears as a group quite frequently. Including "lowa Stubborn" and 

"Wells Fargo Wagon," the chorus appears in up to fourteen numbers. 

Eight raembers of the chorus, the ubiquitous quartet (made up of Olin, 

Oliver, Ewart, and Jacey) and Eulalie's followers (including Maud, 

Ethel, Alma, and Mrs. Squires), are so important that they could be 

considered to be minor supporting roles. 

One "variable" aspect of musical comedy has aiready been 

determined concerning the first act finale. The typicai score has a 

great variety which prohibits the discovery of too many Standards and 

the wide scope of elements involved can result in an unwieldy number 

of Variables. There are, however, several aspects of a variable 

nature found in the book that need to be discussed. 

Variable Two: There is a romantically involved couple in a 
supporting roie, usually featured as dancers 
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There is a long standing tradition in romantic comedy, dating at 

least back to the sixteenth century comraedia dell'arte, for the play 

/i r\ 

to include two sets of "innamorati," or "lovers." Kate, inspired by 

its sixteenth century model of The Taming of the Shrew, is the most 

obvious case in point, having the two couples in traditional plot 

positions. There is an older, more mature, and worldly wise couple in 

the leading roles, Fred/Petruchio and Lilli/Katherine; and a younger, 

more naive, and often more comedic couple in major supporting roles, 

Bill/Lucentio and Lois/Bianca. Both sets have their fair share of 

musical numbers, lines, and plot importance. 

The current version of Annie does not have two sets of lovers, 

but that was not originally the case. When Annie opened in 1946, it 

followed the tradition outlined above. Annie and Frank were the 

leading couple despite Annie's naivete. There was also a younger 

couple. Dolly had a little sister, Winnie Tate, and she was paired 

with a character named Tommy Keeler. They performed two featured 

numbers which could be classified as charm songs with long dance 

breaks, "I'll Share It All With You," and the more recognizable "Who 
f\ 1 

Do You Love I Hope." The later is more recognizable because it was 

recorded on the original cast album, unlike the first number. In any 

case, both the songs and the characters were eliminated for the 

revival. Ethel Merman undoubtedly did not want too many people 

sharing her spotlight. 

It is interesting to note that the younger couple usually serves 

as the "dance coupie" in addition to its other script functions. 

Winnie and Tomray were the featured dancers in Annie, and their 
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departure greatly reduced the nuraber of dances in the show. Bili and 

Lois in Kate are also the featured dancers. 

Music Man has a much younger couple in the persons of Tommy 

Djilas and Zaneeta Shinn. They do not have nearly the amount of lines 

as the other supporting couples do or had, but they do serve as the 

featured dance couple. 

Variable Three: Children are often in featured roles. 

Two of the archetypes exemplify this variable. Broadway has long 

had an affinity for child performers. The spectacular popularity of 

Shirley Temple on film had precedence in the theatre, dating, at 

f->9 

least, to the boys' companies of sixteenth century England. Annie 

has three sisters, Nellie, Jessie, and Minnie, and one brother, Little 

Jake. AII of the children have lines, and, while they do not sing 

very rauch, they are featured in "Doin' What Comes Naturally," singing 

the title line, and in "Moonshine Lullaby," where they sing part of 

the refrain. It is also usual practice to put a few children in the 

chorus to "naturalize" the setting. 

Children are even more important in Music Man. Winthrop Paroo, 

Marian's kid brother, is a major supporting roie. He leads the chorus 

in "Wells Fargo Wagon," sings a solo, "Gary, Indiana," and is 

instrumental in the climax of the play. There is a much smaller 

featured role, Amaryllis, who is a piano student of Marian's and is 

very important in scene three. Then, of course, the entire show 

hinges upon the formation of a boys' band. Although some of the boys, 

like Tommy, are played by adults, there has to be a healthy proportion 
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of children, both boys for the band and girls for the chorus, to make 

the whole location of River City believable. In this case the 

children are essential. 

On the other hand, Kate is devoid of children. This would not be 

contra-standard due to the fact that there are many musical comedies 

that have no need for children. 

Variable Four: Principal characters usually have a confidant. 

This variable's influence can also be traced back to the 

sixteenth century with the emergence of a character known as the 

"confidant," or trusted companion. It is very useful for a leading 

character to have someone to turn to in order to reveal his innermost 

thoughts and feelings, while the audience listens in. Musical comedy 

makes great use of this device. 

Annie has a good, if unusual, friend in the person of her foster 

father, Chief Sitting Buil. Often the confidant can be a parent or a 

parental figure who is filled with wisdom and advice. It is Sitting 

Bull who finally convinces Annie to lose the big contest, and, 

therefore, win Frank. It is Sitting BuII who threatens to commit 

murder, albeit in a playful way, to protect Annie's interests. 

Although Sitting Bull does not appear until the third scene, that 

gives him plenty of time to become Annie's confidant. 

Although Frank is a leading character, the audience does not 

reaily get to know much about him. Either Charlie or Buffalo Bill is 

in a textual position to serve as a confidant, but Frank does not seem 

to be the type of character that confides. Dolly couid also be a 
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confidant as she is madiy in love with Frank, but the feeiing is not 

reciprocated. 

Kate presents an interesting case in its lack of confidants. 

There is a probiem of theatrical time. Because of the amount ot time 

spent performing Shrew, there are precious few moments for the type of 

scene that necessitates a confidant. The fact of the matter is that 

Fred and Lilli talk so much to each other that they, in an ironical 

way, serve as confidants to each other. Their really private thoughts 

are not told to a confidant but revealed directly to the audience in 

the form of solo songs. 

Music Man has two classic confidants. Marian has her mother, 

Mrs. Paroo. Like Sitting Bull, Mrs. Paroo is instrumental in causing 

the eventual outcome of the play. Unlike Frank, Harold has a 

confidant in the person of Marcellus, his partner in fun and crime. 

Both characters are major supporting roies, and both characters are 

essentiai to the audience understanding of the leading characters. 

Variable Five: Villains are not evil; usually they are 
ridiculous. 

Standard Six determined the need for blocking characters and 

Standard Nine stated the need for ridicuie. Both of these standards 

are often combined in a villainous type character. If the character 

is raean or evil, he is usually ridiculed or made to look ridiculous by 

the other characters. Some viilains are just ridiculous by nature and 

not reaily mean, just insufferably ignorant. 

Annie's chief villain comes in the guise of unrequited love. 

Dollv has her eyes on Frank, and he keeps looking elsewhere. It is 
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ironic that, when she is caught in her most villainous deed, that is, 

the "fixing" of Annie's guns, it turns out to be the soiution to 

Annie's problems. She is made to look ridiculous in the "scalping" 

scene, punishment enough for her to be included back into the 

"society" at the play's end. 

Kate 's villains are delightful. The nameless gangsters, First 

Man and Second Man, have to be convincing enough to be the "rauscles" 

of a larger organization sent to collect a debt raistakeniy attributed 

to Fred (actually incurred by Bill). Fred is able to manipulate them 

into making Lilli stay through the performance, an otherwise unlikely 

occuirrence. Therefore, the villains are performing a good deed from 

the audience point of view. The real delight happens at the end of 

the show with the previously mentioned showstopper, "Brush Up Your 

Shakespeare," where they make fun of themselves and have fun with 

their lyrics. 

Music Man makes use of both types of villains mentioned: the 

mean type and the ignorant type. Charlie Cowell begins the show by 

telling his fellow traveling salesmen about horrible Harold Hill. He 

then returns to River City to expose Harold's fraud and encounters 

Marian. By this time Marian has fallen under Harold's spell, and she 

is abie to make a fool out of Charlie, at least temporarily. The 

ignorant villain is the unflappable Mayor Shinn who is constantly 

sparring with his wife and the town council. He is not evil, just a 

bit narrow minded. In the end, Charlie finally connects with Mayor 

Shinn, but by then it is too late. The society decides that Harold is 

an asset, and Mayor Shinn is left no other option but to agree. 
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At this point in the discussion, it would be useful to attempt a 

generic definition based upon the above conclusions and observations. 

In sumraary, the Standards and Variables are listed below: 

STANDARDS for MUSICAL COMEDY 

1. There is a happy ending. 
2. There is an effusive huraorous atmosphere. 
3. There is a roraantic coraplication with the leading couple. 
4. There is sentiraentality. 
5. There are plot obstacles. 
6. There are blocking characters. 
7. There is a socialization process, a shift towards 

sensibility. 
8. There is an evocation of sympathy. 
9. There is ridicule. 
10. It is representational. 
11. The first song of the play is a musical scene. 
12. The first song of the act is a chorus number. 
13. Dances serve to decorate and intensify rather than further 

the plot. 
14. The finale is a choral number. 
15. There will be at least one showstopping number. 
16. There is a chorus (usually double cast) used to intensify 

musical numbers, for spectacle, and for atmosphere. 

VARIABLES 

1. The first act finale is a choral number. 
2. There is a romantically involved couple in a supporting role, 

usually featured as dancers. 
3. Children are often in featured roles. 
4. Principal characters usually have a confidant. 
5. Villains are not evil; usually they are ridiculous. 

The above list suggests the definition of the American musical 

coraedy genre. Many of the standards are just as appropriate for 

comedy as they are for musical comedy. Several of the standards wiil 

also serve as standards for the succeeding musical genres. The 

variable list could become quite complex, but the major points have 

been touched uoon. There will be as many examples of contra-standards 
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as there are musical comedies. By combining the above standards and 

variables, and at the risk of excess verbosity, the following workable 

definition can be determined: 

MUSICAL COMEDY is a representational play interwoven with 
music, song and dance, that is characterized by romance, 
humor, sentiment and sensibility, and that overcomes piot 
and character obstacles, while evoking sympathy and 
ridicule, in its progress towards a happy ending. Musical 
comedy begins with a musical scene, has a chorus (that 
begins each act) includes at least one showstopping number, 
and builds to a choral finale. Musical comedies often 
feature a romantic, supporting couple, confidants for the 
principals, children, ridiculous villains, and a choral 
first act finale. 

There are several observations that can be made about the musical 

coraedy direction at this point. All three archetypes are as 

concretely structured as any play and must be approached as such. The 

older shows may have their logical difficulties (i.e., seeraingly 

arbitrary plot or character development), but even a plot as complex 

as that of Kate's can prove highly entertaining to the audience. 

"Because the two stories were developed logically and coherently and 

because their humor derived entirely from the situations and 

characters, the Spewacks' work was acclaimed as a shining example of 

ft î  

the new school of lyric theatre." Much of the responsibility for 

the coherence and the clarity of both situation and character falls 

directly upon the director's shoulders. 

The rausical coraedy exudes its own "American style." This might 

sound almost patriotically nearsighted, but the musical comedy has an 

amazing exuberance and American naivete that must be capitalized upon 

by the director's choice of styie. Energy and openness are two 



hallmarks. Another is found in the emphasis on the ciarity of 

objectives, emotions, and even diction. There is an American "sound" 

and raeaning to the lyrics that cannot be overstated. 

An interesting exaraple of the indigenous nature of 
present-day lyrics is the text of 'There's No Business 
Like Show Business,' which had to be equipped with new 
ideas for the Paris version of Annie Get Your Gun, 
since there are no French equivalents. 

Is it conceivable to even imagine The Music Man taking place in a 

small French town? The director must atterapt to imbue the musical 

comedy with this spirit. 

The most striking aspect of the musical comedy is its utter 

dependence upon sentiraentality and romance. Bordman notes that "The 

Music Man gladly donned rose-colored glasses for a glimpse of 1912 

America." In a very real sense, almost all musical comedies "don 

rose-colored glasses" while exaraining their topics. The ridicule is 

doled out wearing kid gloves, and there is very little room, if any, 

for the cynic. Martin Gottfried, previously quoted waxing poetic 

about "Show Business," referred to the "heart" of the song. The 

musical comedy is almost all "heart." (The brain has its place in the 

musical theatre and will be discussed later.) It is the heart that 

the modern director often neglects in the musical comedy, and that is 

where the work must start. The rose-colored glasses should not be hot 

pink. The Araerican honesty should not be stupefied simplicity. The 

musical comedy should not be underestimated because of its form. 

How does the above analysis help the director? By a careful 

examination of the material discussed, the director can greatly 

enhance his understanding of both the structure and the idiosyncratic 
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content of the rausical coraedy. Frora the above observations certain 

guidelines and tenants for directing can be ascertained. These will 

be organized using the broad Aristotelian topics mentioned in the 

Introduction. 

Plot 

The plot of a typical musical coraedy is very sirailar to that of a 

romantic coraedy. The raajor pitfall for the fledgling or experienced 

director lies in the tendency to want to overstate or overplay the 

plot eleraents. This characteristic will aptly be in the province of 

Musical Farce. Roraantic plots, by nature, are'delicate comraodities. 

Their outcoraes are seldom in doubt. Exaggeration only serves to 

expose their lack of depth. 

Due to the fact that musical comedies are representational in 

nature, even the largest of plot contrivances must be believable to 

the characters in order for it to be palatable for the audience. 

Sitting Bull can be a joy to watch if he is allowed to develop a 

realistic attachment with Annie. He is very frequently played in 

"caricature," thus exposing him as the confidant plot device that he 

is. 

The key to success with "thin" plot lines lies in "thick" (i.e., 

interesting, evocative) characterizations involving the blocking 

characters. All too often in a play like Annie, the character of 

Dolly is overlooked for the obvious reason that she does not have any 

songs. She, therefore, tends to be lost in the crowd. She is under 

used by the director in establishing and enhancing what iittle 
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draraatic tension there is in the script, namely the state of the rift 

between Annie and Frank. 

The same general observation is appropriate for Kate. The 

gangsters' importance to the plot is not commensurate with their 

meager amount of lines. With appropriate stage business, carefully 

controlled by the director, these characters can become an intriguing 

part of the whole backstage railieu, not to mention their importance in 

lending an exotic or even period flavor. 

The strength of Music Man's plot lies in the fact that there are 

so many plot obstacles. Wherever Harold turns, he is faced with 

potential discpvery. Once again, representational reality is 

essential. The more ignorant, stupid, naive, etc, the blocking 

characters, the less clever is Harold. On the other hand, if the 

Mayor and Eulalie and especially Marian (when serving as a blocking 

character) are extremely intelligent, the plot itself takes on a 

Machiavellian depth, as Harold wheedles his way from one crisis to the 

next. 

The happy endings usually have a sure-fire resolution, a choral 

number. It is essential that this moment is built to with emotional 

intensity, not simply spectacle. Annie and Kate provide a iogical and 

emotional progression to a final, sentimentally satisfying resolution. 

Some directors desecrate the ending of Music Man, however, due to the 

perverted conclusion of the cinematic version. The originai play 

ending is triumphant in its use of sentimentalism—Haroid directs the 

boys' band and they are awful, but the parents are proud. It 

represents faithfuliy the strong, American tradition of family unitv. 
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The movie ends with a rairaculous apotheosis in which the boys actuaily 

transforra into a top notch, gigantic marching band. Spectacle kills 

the emotions rather than enhancing thera. After the movie's release, 

it has become quite popuiar to insert the local band into the play's 

end in direct contradiction to the play's hard won representationai 
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base. Let this serve as an unfortunate example of misdirection. 

Generically it is the equivalent of playing a musicai comedy as a 

musical farce. 

The end of the act is a more complex challenge to the director 

than the end of the play. It has been determined that the first act 

finale is only variably a chorus number. Even so, the build to the 

curtain should be only slightly less than that build to the end of the 

play. In Music Man, for example, the heightening threat to Harold's 

true motivations should be quite palpable at the curtain. Despite the 

lack of choral support, the emotionalism must be sufficient to carry 

the audience through the intermission. 

Although Aristotle probably intended "music" to refer to "pace" 

and "mood," it is appropriate to discuss these elements now, saving 

"music" for just that. Probably the biggest error that the musicai 

theatre director raakes is in the overall pacing of the show. The 

musical coraedy is often as, or raore, romantic (i.e., sentimental) than 

it is comedic. Musical farce is the doraain of the fast-paced, overtly 

physicalized comedic timing. Musical comedy must take the time 

dictated by its high ratio of ballads and charm songs to allow the 

emotionalisra to permeate the plot's atmosphere. Directors are all too 

ready to cry out "pick up the pace" without regard to the explicit 
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content of the scene. Many scenes in musical comedy should be piayed 

as the coraedic forays they are, but the raellow numbers (e.g., 

"Moonshine Lullaby," "So In Love," "Till There Was You") simply must 

proceed at a leisurely pace. 

Perhaps the greatest challenge that the director faces is found 

in the transitions between the dialogue to the music and then to the 

song. The overall representationalism is constantly attacked at this 

crucial raoraent. There are three typical openings. A great number of 

songs allow a generous amount of underscoring to establish the 

transition before the beginning of the lyric. Examples would include 

"I'm a Bad, Bad Man," "Wunderbar," and "Till There Was You." The 

music almpst "fades in" to support dialogue. This is the easiest form 

for the director to handle. 

Some songs just begin. Often the director can use the abruptness 

of the song's entrance to his advantagé. This is especially the case 

when the lyric comes in with the first musical downbeat, and even more 

so if the song begins acappella. This is the way that "There's No 

Business Like Show Business," "Always True to You in My Fashion," and 

"Lida Rose" begin. 

Unfortunately, as standard as these two types of openings are, 

the most typical opening appears to be the two or four bar vamp. The 

audience knows that a song is coming because the actors tense up and 

the spotiights snap on (and they are usually off the target) at full 

strength. In these moments the director's art can be crucial in 

maintaining that all important representationai quality of the show. 

The foliowing suggestions should be examined: 
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1. The actor's physical actions must logically proceed 
frora the pre-rausic moments to the song. If he "breaks" 
into song, there should be a physical build. If it is a 
softer moraent, he shouid physically settle into it. 

2. The moraent must be filled with "dramatic" action. 
Why is the song being sung? What does the character 
have to say? It seems that many actors act, then sing, 
rather than doing both at the same time. 

3. The vocal quality should remain consistent between the 
speaking voice and the singing voice. (This is not in 
reference to those actors who think that singing and 
speaking are two different things—which will be 
discussed in the Conciusion.) If the speaking voice is 
filled with emotion (e.g., rage, love, hurt, whatever) 
then the eraotion should be in the song too. 

4. This coraraent anticipates "spectacle" below, but must be 
stated here as well. The director should use light to 
help with the transition not to hurt it. If the 
particular number is meant to be very presentationallv 
theatrical, then snap the spotlight on. If not, as is 
usually the case, then let the spot serve as an accent 
special, not as a blinding glare from heaven. 

The treatment of the end of the song is just as iraportant to the 

pacing of the plot as is the beginning. It is the director's 

responsibility to dictate the audience response, especialiy as to the 

tiraing of the applause (or even the elimination of the applause, as 

the case might be with a ballad). If the director wants a "big 

finish," then the physicalization should be big, crisp and then 

momentarily frozen. (This author uses the term "button" to describe 

this final moraent.) If the movement is not clear, or if it is 

anticipated, the audience is given the impression of a false ending. 

The button is best placed on the inevitable last, strong, downbeat of 

the number. If the number is a ballad, the button can be very soft 

and graduai, but there still should be that, albeit subtle, final 

tableaux to indicate to the audience that the song is over. It the 
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director wishes a long applause, the moment should be "held" or 

"frozen." The longer the hold, the bigger the applause. (There is, 

of course, potential for disaster if the moment is heid for longer 

than the audience is willing to attend.) If the moment is very 

"realistic," slight moveraent can begin once the audiénce has started 

the applause, but not before. The audience is weil aware of 

theatrical applause convention and will follow the corapetent 

director's lead every tirae. If no applause is desired, have the actor 

perforra sorae large theatricai or dramatic action to literally upstage 

the fact that the song has concluded. (This technique will be much 

more useful in directing musical drama than in musical c.omedy.) 

Finally, if the song is intended to be a "show-stopper," the director 

should let it stop the show and not fight against it. The flow of the 

show can be even raore disturbed if the audience is not allowed to vent 

its exciteraent when it has been peaked. 

Other aspects of directing plot elements will bê discussed at the 

end of each chapter, with occasional reference back to the musicai 

comedy. Needless to say, a certain amount of consistency is essential 

in approaching the plot. The director can easily establish his own 

set of theatrical conventions if he handles them in a consistent way. 

Character 

It is imperative that the director convince the actor that there 

is really no difference in the actual acting between the musical and 

the regular drama. Many actors have the instinctive urge to play 

evervthing much "bigger than life." Why else is there all that music? 
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This overplaying should be reserved for musical farce or allowed if 

the play contains a caricature rather than a character. These 

archetypes do not. 

Many times the director must confront the "singer" who treats all 

music as if it were sung at a recital. This affliction is marked by 

parallel hand gestures, or worse yet, none at all. A stiff posture 

that does not aiiow the neck to swivel in the least is another sign. 

The other fatal aspect ("fatal" in that the audience belief in the 

character dies) is the over-exaggeration of the mouth coupied with the 

freezing of the upper facial muscles, resulting in a most 

disconcerting and unnaturai visage. (See the Conclusion for more on 

this topic.) 

Actors raust be forewarned of the importance of sentimentality and 

roraance in the script. For younger actors, playing the romance 

truthfully can be a great challenge. Older actors have a tendency to 

be more cynical, especially when working with older musicals, and that 

can be just as unproductive. Eye contact, even on the biggest of 

stages, can be a very-effective technique to establish interpersonal 

relationships. 

Blocking characters and the more overtiy comedic characters will 

often wish to play for theatricai action, for the obvious viilainy, 

and/or for iaughs. It is eieraental that they becorae just as 

dramatically viabie as any other character. AII too often the 

dramatic action of the musical is underestimated. This is perhaps 

most obvious in the chorus. Directors must tollow the lead of the 

Duke of Saxe-Meiningen and make sure that the chorus has just as much 
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potential for dramatic and theatricai action as the principal 

characters have. 

Standard Two mentions the importance of an "effusive humorous 

atmosphere." The atmosphere is established by the general energy 

levei of the acting company. (High energy should not be confused with 

a fast pace, which raay or raay not be appropriate for the action.) The 

director must engender and sustain a kinesis that exudes the 

affirmation of life. The choreographer will be of great assistance 

for certain moments, but it is up to the director to sustain the 

energy throughout the play. 

Ridicuie (Standard Nine) is usually focused on a character(s) by 

another character(s). When dealing with this aspect the director must 

remeraber both the necessary overriding huraor, as weil as the overt 

sentimentalism of the characters. Ridicuie must be more tempered than 

it is in a regular comedy. There is a process of "making fun of," but 

it should not overemphasize derision and should definitely avoid 

maliciousness. Due to the fact that a leading character often is the 

origin of the ridicule, it must reflect his basic sentiraentality. For 

example, Annie's use of ridicule must be fundamentaliy naive. It 

occurs despite her wishes. When she insults Frank, it is not reaily 

her intention to do so. Harold must focus not on the gullibiiity of 

his victiras, but on his raanipuiation of thera. Fred and Lilli are in a 

different situation. They can afford to be a bit more caustic in 

their approach to each other due to the relative sophistication and 

maturity of their relationship. Beneath every biting comraent, the 

director shouid insist upon a layered character revelation. Perhaps 
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the characters are hurt by the comment. The director can make the 

pain clear in order to increase the sentimentalism. It also should be 

balanced to reflect the nature of the script. After all, both Fred 

and Lilli are able to express their innermost romantic feelings, 

reflecting both love and hurt, in the song "So In Love." 

The playing of a confidant can be a difficult task for an actor. 

Actors are trained to be the center of attention and focus. By 

definition the confidant is a giver of focus. Herein lies the 

difficulty. Actors fight their tendency to achieve focus to such an 

extent that often the roie of confidant is "underplayed." The primary 

dramatic action of the character is to listen. It is the director's 

task to make the listening process full of action, not necessarily 

physicai, but mental. The director must also find (or create) those 

moraents in the script in which the confidant is given the spotlight, 

if only for a brief raoraent. A play like Annie makes this task very 

easy in that Sitting Bull is not revealed as the confidant until after 

a featured plot function is under way. 

Villains present the other side of the focus diiemraa. Here the 

natural tendency of actor focus achievement is catered to; rarely are 

they underplayed. Once again the representationaiism of the musicai 

coraedy is the guiding rule. Charlie Cowell in Music Man is relatively 

easy to overplay in his vengeful pursuit of Harold Hili. If the 

pursuit is too vigorous, then Marian's diversionary ploy is not 

credible. If, on the other hand, Charlie plays the specific moment at 

hand (i.e., he sees a very attractive woman and is distracted from the 

beginning of the conversation) then Charlie's villainy becomes both 
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reaiistic and humorous. As stated in Variabie Five, he becomes not so 

much evil as ridiculous. 

Children are delightful. They are usually truly creative, and 

there is no debating the fact that they are born to "steal the show." 

The difficulty in directing children is that they need to be "coached" 

more than directed. Children can be extremeiy consistent and reiiabie 

if they are given sufficient attention by the director early on in the 

rehearsal process. Many directors direct children in the same way as 

an adult, and that can prove disastrous. 

While children should not be condescendingly treated by any 

means, they do require that special, caring attention from the 

director. Once they have received it and once they know that the 

director is watching and cares about what they are doing, raarvelous 

characterizations can result. After the director places the child on 

stage he should use the child to best advantage. Children steal 

focus. The director must give them focus so there is none left to 

steal. This is easiiy done with both Little Jake and Winthrop 

because, when they are onstage, they are usually in the limelight. 

Once a child feels comfortable in the role-playing, it is a 

relatively easy step to give him realistic, detailed business to take 

him out of the picture when necessary. In the chorus, nothing couid 

be worse than not using the children to speciai advantage. In Music 

Man it is far more interesting to give the children special attention 

and focus (occasionaliy) rather than to hide them behind their 

character-mother's skirt or try deliberately to upstage them. 
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Thought 

Romance, sentimentality, and humor are best achieved through 

individual characterizations. The evocation of syrapathy (Standard 

Eight) is slightly more complicated. Whiie the typical actor can be 

expected to have a reasonable control over audience empathy, he can 

not be expected to know precisely how to evoke sympathy, especiaily 

given the pervasive huraor of the musical comedy. Annie can be a 

strong individual and yet still reveal her vulnerability. These 

moraents must be carefully guided to achieve a maxiraal sympathetic 

response in a relatively short amount of time. A musical such as Kate 

provides a difficult challenge to the director. The two leading 

characters are strong, mature, and fairly arrogant. The sympathetic 

moraents are mere flashes and need directorial intensification if they 

are to have any affect on the audience. One good opportunity presents 

itself in "Wunderbar." Rather than playing it simply as a frivoious 

charm song, the director can begin it that way, and then let it 

develop into an "I want" song. The actors cannot piay the sympathy 

per se. They play the need for each other. It is the director's task 

to evoke a sympathetic response on the part of the audience by the way 

in which he stages the moment. 

The other important "thought" aspect for the director's concern 

is discovered in Standard Seven: there is a socialization process, a 

shift towards sensibility. If the musical comedy has a standard 

therae, this is it. All three archetypes conclude with the total 

integration of heroes and viilains into a sensible society. The minor 

exception is Charlie in Music Man, but he can be easiiy deait with in 
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one of two ways. He can simply disappear before the iast scene. 

There is no dramatic reason for him to be a part of the final 

confrontation between Harold and the River City citizens. Or he can 

appear at the end to receive the approbation of the townsfoik. If he 

quickly accepts their verdict, the focus can shift back to the major 

reconciliation. This would be the most satisfactory conclusion. He 

might not accept it and then leave; after ali, he is not a member of 

this town and has accused them of being "gullible green-grass 

goats!" It is important to note that there ±s_ no conclusion to this 

particular minor sub-plot written into the script. The director can 

and should take the creative opportunity to reinforce the major theme 

of the shift towards sensibility. 

Diction 

Herbert and Dorothy Fields imbued the book of Annie with a 

regionai dialect. Annie enters and shoots a bird off of Doliy's hat. 

Dolly says: 

Dolly: You shot it right off my hat! 
Annie: I did! How'd she git up thar? 
Dolly: I sawed it up thar. 
Annie: What fer? T'aint no good. 

Thar ain't no meat in it. [sic] 

Berlin foilows the Fieids' lead with his lyrics. This is not too 

difficult a challenge for the director other than the necessity to 

raake sure that the dialect remains consistent. Sitting Bull speaks 

"Indian" but only at the initiation ceremony in Act I, scene four. He 

must also maintain a "broken English" dialect throughout the play. 

Once again, the director's task is to maintain consistency. 
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Kate, iike ali of Cole Porter's work, is extremely articulate. 

Bordman is one of many who notes, "Here were lyrics and diaiogue that 

never cheapened theraselves for effect, that remained literate and 
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witty or touching throughout." Sometimes the iyrics become almost 

too literate. The obvious case in point is found in "Brush Up Your 

Shakespeare," which includes such unlikeiy couplets as: 

Just declare a few lines from Othella 
And they'll think you're a helluva feila. 

If your blonde won't respond when you flatter'er 
Tell her what Tony told Cleopaterer. 

If she fights when her clothes you are mussing, ^, 
What are clothes? Much Ado About Nussing. [sic] 

Faced with the above diction, it is imperative that the director 

demand a superb articulation from his actors in order for the 

cleverness to carry over to the audience in the measured amount of 

time allowed by the tempo of the music. All of Petruchio's songs are 

based upon a Shakespearean cadence and will require an extra amount of 

attention from the director just so that the actor can be 

comprehensible. 

Corapared to the first two archetypes, Music Man is relatively 

siraple. It does present a challenge in the character of Harold Hill, 

raost notably in the patter song, "Ya Got Troubie." It is important 

that the director, in conjunction with the musical director, not allow 

this song to drag. It is scored as "Bright" (a conductor might labei 

it "Ailegro con brio"). Ironically, once the actor is infused with 

performance level adrenaline, there is a marked tendencv to rush this 

song, making it incomprehensible. The best tempo is to take it as 

fast as comprehensibly possibie, and only the director can define that 
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threshoid. 

There is another potential difficulty with diction found in the 

character of Winthrop. From his first pronunciation of "Amaryilith" 

(i.e., Araaryiiis), he announces his erabarrassing iisp. This 

difficulty reaches gigantic proportions during Winthrop's verse of 

"Weils Fargo Wagon." He sings: 

0-ho, the Wellth Fargo Wagon ith a-corain' now 
I don't know how I can ever wait to thee 
It could be thumpin' for thumone who ith 
No relation but 
It could be thump'n^thpethyul 
Jutht for me! [sic] 

It is not difficult to teach a child this type of aberration. 

Children are usually wonderful mimics. This particular vocal quaiity 

should not be underplayed as it is a crucial aspect of the character's 

motivation. The use of excessive spittle will allow the child to have 

a great deal of fun with the technique and also provide the director 

with good potential for comedic lazzi. 

The distinction was made between the "long joke" and the "short 

joke" form of comedy songs. Although the director cannot control the 

rhythm of the delivery of "punch lines" dictated by the music, he 

should be aware of the joke structure with regards to his physical 

staging. The short joke form shouid contain many, equaily important, 

comedic gestures. A coraedic plateau is achieved. On the other hand, 

the long joke form dictates a physical build, saving the iargest 

action for the long awaited punch iine. 

Music 

The director must be aware of both the import and the function of 
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the music. Ballads, generally speaking, shouid not be played too 

quickiy by the orchestra or played for laughs by the director. Charm 

songs should be vibrant, both musically and physically. Music should 

be the servant in a comedy song and adapt to the personality of the 

performer and the staging, regardiess of tempo. The same can be said 

for the rausical scene as well as any musical underscoring. Dances 

must maintain a steady beat or else be very well rehearsed. 

Consistency of musical tempo is the key to successfui choreography. 

The comparative score analysis reveals a wide variety of song 

forms within the genre. It is possible to propose a generalized 

theorem: 

Musical Comedy scores consist primarily of ballads, charm 
songs, comedy songs, dances, and musicai scenes. The 
foilowing conciusions can be drawn, depending upon the 
score's song form emphasis: 

A. The greater the nuraber of ballads, the more melodic and 
musical the score. The more melodic the score, the more 
sentimental the content. 

B. The greater the number of comedy songs, the more lyric 
oriented the score. The more iyric oriented the score, 
the more intellectual the content. 

C. The greater the number of musical scenes, the more plot 
oriented the score. The raore plot oriented the score, 
the greater the integration of the musical form, 
equalizing the emphasis between book, music and lyrics. 

The rhythm song does not seem to have that much effect on the 

form and, therefore, the style of the musical. For the most part, 

rhythm songs tend to be more "charm songs" than anything else. The 

lyrics are often coraedic in nature, but they achieve a baiance with 

the music—not with the melodic line of the music, but with the meter. 

Dance appears to be mostly decorative in nature, although it certainly 
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shares the musical score functions of reinforcing both the emotion and 

the draraatic action of the scene. 

The theorem generaiization could prove to be useful to the 

musical theatre director. Type "A" musical comedies would require 

careful attention to Standards Three, Four, and Eight, those dealing 

with the romantic compiication, the script's sentimentaiity, and the 

evocation of sympathy. Type "B" wouid put the emphasis on Standards 

Six, Seven, and Nine, dealing with the blocking characters, the shift 

towards sensibility, and ridicule, all putting the greater emphasis on 

the intellect rather than the emotions. Type "C" would hinge upon 

Standard Five and the obstacles that the plot affords the characters. 

All three types wouid have to be concerned with Standards Two and 

Ten, the huraorous atmosphere and the representationaiism of the script 

being greatly influenced by the relative importance of sentimentality 

versus intellect. Standard One, the happy ending, will be reached 

regardless of the path chosen to get there. 

This type of separation is very reminiscent of the historicai 

differentiation between the classic Greek Old and New Comedy. While 

important to note as variations, however, aii three of the types are 

still very dependent upon all of the standards and are more similar 

than not in their use of the score and song form. 

Some so-called "Throwaway" numbers can be very useful in the 

mechanics of staging the production. The director, however, should be 

astute enough to discover whether or not the nuraber shouid be 

iiteraily thrown away. Often the non-Broadway production will have 

less coraplicated scenic changes which can and should result in the 
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cutting of transition rausic or even encores. In the pre-Oklahoma!, 

78 
era encores were usually sung downstage "in one," whiie the set was 

changed behind the actors. If there is no set change, the encore can 

becorae quite tedious and totally inappropriate and detrimental to the 

flow of the plot. 

The director's reiationship with the musical director will be a 

subject of discussion in the Conclusion. 

Spectacle 

The rausical theatre was spawned frora a very spectacular operatic 

tradition. The typical Broadway production has a tendency to be 

extreraely lavish in both sets and costuraes. It is iraperative that the 

director keeps the focus on the players. (Musical extravaganzas, 

where lavishness is raore essential, will be discussed in both Chapter 

Two and Part Three.) It should be noted that all three of the musical 

comedy archetypes are actually rather "smali" in their focus, namely 

on the central romantic couple. Sets and costumes can and do upstage 

actors. It is the director's responsibility to keep audience focus in 

the appropriate piace. 

The director should also be very aware of the technical 

difficulties involved in the changing of both sets and costumes. The 

audience can becorae very irapatient, no matter how spectacular the set 

or costume, if they have to wait for the draraatic action to continue. 

This extreraely coraplicated task raust be foreseen in the earliest 

stages of the production. 

Any director knows that lighting can "raake or break" a 
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production. Musical coraedy lighting should be very bright and very 

colorful. The point has already been made but will now be reiterated 

concerning the use of spotlights. The instruments are very special in 

their ability to focus attention, but they can aiso be most 

distracting. Spot cues should (except when theatrical surprise is 

desired) be anticipated to allow the operators to find their mark. If 

a hard-edged focus is desired, why not slightly dim the lights after 

the spot has been taken up? The edge will unconsciously appear and 

will keep the focus on the actor. The end of the song is just as 

important. The spotlight that snaps off the actor after the song, in 

the middle of the scene, is not oniy distracting in that the focus is 

called to the light, but it is also depressing. The star appears to 

be in a relative dark spot for a few seconds. Musicai comedy is 

fundaraentally representational and should be lit accordingly. 

Dance is as iraportant in most musicals as the sets, lights, and 

costumes. In the musical comedy it is important to underscore the 

decorative importance of the dance. The choreographer should be 

ailowed to participate in the initial design concept in order to make 

fullest use of the other spectacular elements at his disposal. 

Costumes that cannot accommodate the dancer's body are an anathema. 

Three dimensional units should be able to support the dancer's weight. 

The lighting designer can achieve his most captivating effects during 

the dance. The dances will usually be the most presentational moraents 

of the production and shouid be treated accordingly. It is the dance, 

by definition, that ailows for the most spectacular moments of the 

musical comedy. 
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The discussion of musical comedy in this chapter has been 

purposefuily extensive in order to lay the appropriate groundwork for 

the chapters to follow. There have been a few references to upcoming 

aspects. There will be many comparative references hearkening back to 

musical comedy in the succeeding material. Some more fundamental 

techniques of musical theatre direction will be the topic of the 

Conclusion. The above comraents are made to highlight the particularly 

interesting aspects of the musical comedy. 

Leonard Bernstein has remarked: 

And somehow in that great mass of song and dance and 
drama lies something called the American musical 
comedy—a magic phrase. We seem to be addicted to 
it; . . . We hear on all sides that America has given 
the world a new form—unique, vital, inimitabie. 

The form is not entirely new; however, it is the director's 

responsibiiity to make it unique and vital. The director should have 

no difficulty in his creative attack on the inimitable. 
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CHAPTER II 

MUSICAL FARCE 

Bring on the lovers, liars and clowns. 
Old situations, 
New complications, 
Nothing portentous or polite: 
Tragedy tomorrow, Coraedy tonight! 

The opening lyric frora A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The 

Forura is an apt definition of theatrical farce. In the world of 

musical theatre there are several examples of "comedy" that stretch 

beyond the parameters already established in the preceding chapter. 

These are not revues, for the plot is still important. Uniike coraedy, 

farce tends to piay "the moment" and play with the piot line the same 

way it plays with a convoiuted joke or iyric. For the purposes of 

this study the use of the term "farce" will be expanded to include 

many sraaller genres that are often able to stand upon their own 

raerits. 

Farce wiil include the categories of "low comedy" or "broad 

comedy" or "vulgar coraedy" (using "vulgar" in both senses: coramon, in 

the vernacular, as weil as crude and obscene) or "slapstick," and 

farce itself, the genre Hardie Albright christens "the mother of 

comedy. In its eariiest form it consisted of iow, risque humor, 

2 
exaggerated pantomiraes and absurd situations." Francis Hodge cails 

farce "a diluted forra of coraedy . . . with the basic elements of 

99 
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comedy simplified and the emphasis piaced on the external aspects." 

The inside "heart," so important to musicai comedy, becomes an object 

of externalized ridicule in farce. 

The term "burlesque" has acquired many meanings. In the United 

States it usually is used, improperly, as soraething synonymous with 

vaudeville. Part Three wili discuss the Musical Revue which traces 

its origins back through vaudeville. Burlesque can be a part of 

vaudeville, or even a revue, but the genre dates back to a heyday in 

the eighteenth century. Historian Oscar Brockett traces it ali the 

way back to the Greek "satyr" plays. These works burlesqued or 

ridiculed the gods or heroes, much to the delight of the populace. It 

is "burlesque as ridicule" that will be included in the scope of 

musical farce. The twentieth century Araerican usage of "burlesque" as 

"striptease" was a relative momentary phenomenon in theatre history, 

although the "tease" aspect is still very much a part of farce. 

The satyr play, labeled a disorganized "ribaid farce" by critic 

Frye, leads to another term often used genericaily—that of "satire." 

Satire, often used synonymously with burlesque, can also be a form of 

ridicule. Furthermore, it can be a form of humor reiying on wit and 

f. 

irony, used to expose or discredit folly. Frye argues that "satire 

deals less with people as such than with mental attitudes." In the 

drama, of course, these mental attitudes are typically the product of 

a fool's mind. It is this "mental attitude" which dictates the appeal 

that farce has to the mind, rather than the heart. 

Satire can also appear in the form of "parody," which is a 

speciaiized form of mockery or ridicule in which the author or 
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composer tries to miraic the work of another. Often the closer the 

parody or "spoof" is to the originai, the more effective the satirical 

comraent. Impressionists have long made use of parody although the 

resultant ridicule can be very mild in nature. Vicious parodies are 

usuaily labeled "burlesques." 

Frequently there are musicals that would be considered "musical 

comedies," except that their attack on their subject matter, or even 

their staging, is so exaggerated that they move beyond that particuiar 

peer group. Some of these works have been labeled "extravaganzas," 

but that term seeras to imply "revue," especiaily for those familiar 

with the Las Vegas type of theatrical entertainment. Musicais like 

The Wiz, or the tamer Kisraet, have far too much plot to be considered 

revues and far too broad an attack on spectacle, character, and piot 

content to be raere comedies. This type of exaggeration—of heightened 

theatricality—will be considered to be musical farce, even though 

satire or burlesque are incidentai. 

Whether it be called farce, burlesque, satire, extravaganza, iow 

comedy, broad comedy, exaggerated comedy, parody, or just plain vulgar 

slapstick, many of the directorial approaches wiil be similar enough 

to group them all under the broadly conceived genre, "Musicai Farce." 

The three archetypal musical farces that will be analyzed are: 

A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum.... 
....book by Burt Shevelove and Larrv 

Gelbart; lyrics and music by 
Stephen Sondheim; 
produced in 1962. 

Grease book, lyrics, and music bv Jim 
Jacobs and Warren Casey; 
produced in 1972. 
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Little Mary Sunshine book, lyrics, and music by 
Rick Besoyan; 
produced in 1959. 

As with the musical coraedy archetypes, there are several other 

rausicals that could be used to exemplify the musicai farce including 

parodies iike The Boy Friend by Sandy Wilson and Dames at Sea by Jim 

Wise; satires iike Candide by Leonard Bernstein and Lillian Hellman, 

Bye Bye Birdie by Lee Adams and Charles Strouse, and The Rocky Horror 

Picture Show by Richard O'Brien; broadly conceived "rock" musicals 

like Your Own Thing by Hal Hester and Danny Apolinar, and Two 

Gentlemen of Verona by Galt MacDermot and John Guare; extravaganzas 

such as The Wiz by William Brown and Charlie Smalls, and Kismet by 

Robert Wright and George Forrest; and larger than life comedies like 

Once Upon A Mattress by Mary Rodgers and Marshall Barer, Li'1 Abner by 

Johnny Mercer and Gene de Paul, Celebration by Tom Jones and Harvey 

Schraidt, Barnura by Michael Stewart and Cy Coleman, and the last two 

acts of The Apple Tree by Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick. Many of the 

older rausicals (circa 1900-1930) have been and can be directed as 

rausical farces. The major determining factor wouid be found in the 

amount of sentimentalism present or lacking in the script. 

In order to clarify the inherent differences between the musical 

farce and musicai comedy, this chapter will examine the standards 

already determined for musical comedy and judge their relative 

significance for farce. There are many similarities, but even more 

differences. 

Farce arrives at a happy ending, although the fact that it is 

happv is not neariy as important as the fact that it is "contrived." 
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Farce purposefuily defies iogic and verisimilitude, although it 

sustains a certain believability: 

If a comedy or farce is to give the audience raore than just 
laughs, it must begin with theatricaliy true characters in 
a credibie situation. These characters and situations need 
not be "real," that is, the sort encountered in everyday 
experience, but must be plausible. 

Credibility can be a reiative term, as iong as there is a certain 

amount of consistency. 

The characters in Forum (let this stand for A Funny Thing 

Happened On The Way To The Forum for the rest of this study) occupy 

real life situations. It is their individuai approach to life and the 

subsequent complications that they find themselves in that makes the 

play work. The ending is surely happy, but its eventuai arrivai is 

classicaliy convoluted. A ring, a gaggie of geese, a seniie old man, 

and the threat of incest all are exposed and resolved in a dozen 

, . 10 
iines. 

Grease lacks the intricacies of Forum and occasionally strains 

credibiiity (e.g., Teen Angel and his entourage appear out of very 

thin air), but the environment is consistent enough to satisfy the 

audience need for plausibility. It seems unlikely that Sandy would 

undergo a complete personaiity change to give the show its happy 

ending, but that is more credible than everyone else reversing their 

personalities. 

The ending of Little Mary (iet this stand for Littie Mary 

Sunshine for the rest of this study) is predictably just as 

farfetched. A deus ex machina in the form of the "Temporary 

Undersecretary, Second in Charge of Indian Affairs" is able to give 
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Chief Brown Bear one quarter of the state of Colorado; Oscar gets 

Ernestine; Billy gets Nancy; Brown Bear gets Fleet Foot; the girls get 

the boys; and, as was expected from the start, Captain Jim gets Little 

Mary. 

Standard One: The plot follows contrivance and convoiutions 
that are theatrically credibie and iead to a 
happy ending. 

Where musical coraedy is "huraorous," musical farce is ridicuious. 

Comedy illicits a smile in response, farce illicits a belly laugh. In 

coraedy, the audience is araused by the familiarity of the situation; in 

farce they chuckle at the situation's absurdity. 

Absurdity abounds in Forum. Senex, the lecher, is married to the 

frigidly domineering Doraina; the virgin, Hero, falls raadly in love 

with a courtesan; the virile Miles Glorious is madiy in iove with 

himseif; and Pseudolus, the usualiy contented siave, wants freedom. 

The heights of absurdity are reached as Pseudolus tries to achieve his 

goal by forcing others, notably the Slave-in-Chief, Hysterium, into 

doing his will. David Ewen noted: 

The whole thing was contrived to produce laughter for 
laughter's sake without too much concern where the piot 
was heading for or if it was going in a straight direction; 
nor with too much of an attempt to make logicai the 
remarkable situations ia which the characters become 
inextricabiy enmeshed. 

All of Grease's thin plot iine is based on the uniikeiy premise 

that Danny Zuko, Rydell High's biggest "greaser," falis for Sandy 

Dumbrowski, the transfer student from Immaculata. The plot is fleshed 

out by foliowing the escapades of the "Burger Palace Boys," with 

merabers like Kenickie and Doody, and their relationships with the 
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"Pink Ladies," represented by the iikes of Rizzo and Frenchy. Even 

though Grease's plotline is best described as "another ioosely 

12 
constructed chronicie," its vocabulary reaches new heights of the 

absurd. A typical line is: "Dip-da-dip-da-dip, Doo wop da dooby 

doo."^^ 

Littie Mary has befriended one of the two remaining Kadota 

Indians and convinces him to negotiate with the U.S. government, 

represented by the intrepid Forest Rangers led by her beioved Captain, 

"Big Jim" Warington. While Mary pursues Jim, the Young Ladies from 

Eastchester Finishing School attack the rest of the troops. AIi this 

takes place despite the ever-present threat of Yellow Feather's one 

man warpath. 

Standard Two: There is an effusive atmosphere of absurdity 
of situation. 

This standard does not contradict Standard One. It is essential for 

the characters to be theatricaliy believable; some may even be normal, 

but they are constantly finding themselves in absurd situations. If 

the characters are absurd, there can be no empathy. 

Unlike musical comedy, musical farce does not dictate a romantic 

involvement for its principal couple. Pseudolus is far too busy 

running around to become roraantically invoived, aithough he 

unsuccessfuliy tries to become sexually active. This romantic 

compiication wouid be a "variabie" aspect due to the fact that it is 

certainly present in the other two archetypes. Danny and Sandy, and 

Mary and Jim end up happiiy ever after. Indeed almost the entire 

casts of both of the shows end up that way! 
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Variable One: Romantic entanglements are used as a plot 
device. 

The use of sentimentality is one of the most striking differences 

between the musical comedy and the musical farce form. Gerald Weaies, 

striving to distinguish the musical from the operetta, mistakenly 

noted that "one of the ways of distinguishing operetta from musical 

comedy . . . is that the book of the former is allied with sentimentai 

meiodrama, of the latter with sentimental farce." He was correct in 

assigning sentimentality to coraedy, but its presence appears to be a 

variable in farce. In order to have emotionaiism there must be 

emotions. True emotions are the province of the heart, not of the 

brain. The strongest of the emotions, iove, is almost universally 

replaced by lust in farce. The lust is played for laughs, not for 

erapathy. 

Forura actually burlesques sentimentality. "I'm Calm," sung by the 

frenetic Hysterium, extolls the virtues of being "utterly under 

control," while, in reality, he is falling apart. Romantic 

sentimentality is dealt a more severe blow with the "romantic" ballad, 

"Lovely," not once, but twice. The first time, Philia sings to Hero, 

and he replies. This is a typical innamorati situation except that 

Philia sings about how lovely she is, an unusuai and comedic twist. 

The reprise of "Loveiy" reaches the heights of absurdity. Pseudolus, 

in order to convince Hysterium that he is attractive as a 

transvestite, sings the song to him. Engei is very safe in observing 

that "'Loveiy' is a love song that makes us laugh at other love 

ttl6 
songs. 
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One of the most melodic ballads in Grease, "Freddv My Love," is 

sung by Marty, who is very much in love with Freddy's gifts. A 

typical lyric reads: 

I treasure ev'ry giftie, 
The ring is really nifty, 
You say it cost you fifty, 
So your thriftv, 
I don't mind!^^ 

Roger, also singing a melodic ballad, gets to sing the memorable 

1 Q 

lyric, "I spend my nights just mooning all over you." His nickname 

is "Rump." Not much more needs to be said about Grease's attitude 

toward sentimentality. 
Little Mary has been described as "affectionate ridicule aimed at 

19 
Rudolf Friml's Rose Marie," which is undoubtedly one of the most 

romantic operettas ever to grace the genre. Although Little Mary 

lacks the burlesque cutting edge apparent in both Forum and Grease, 

its satire is just as present. As Big Jim and Little Mary reach the 

climax of their beautiful duet they sing: 

Both: Then You-oo-oo and I 
Shall iive and die 
Underneath a Colorado sky 
'TiI then I'II try 
To say goodbye: 

Little Mary: Goodbye, goodbye, 
Capt. Jim: Goodbye; 
Little Mary: Goodbye, goodbye, 
Capt. Jim: Goodbye;^^ 
Both: Goodbye! 

This type of lyric, sung to a lush accompaniment, is typicai of Little 

Mary's attack on sentimentaiity. 

Standard Three: Sentimentality is intellectually lampooned. 

In musical comedv plot obstacles are standard, as thev are in 
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almost every type of piay. In farce the obstacles are not set up to 

stop the plot's progress as much as they are established to be 

outmaneuvered and out witted. Farce seems to follow a fairly 

predictable pattern. The plot is extremeiy simple, and then it is 

twisted and convoluted to the point of absurdity before it reaches its 

illogically coincidental happy resolution. 

"Forum had a slight plot, but one so invoived with various petty 

21 
schemes that it seemed far raore complicated than it actuaily was." 

It simply is a story of Pseudolus' quest for freedom, but the things 

he is forced to do are labyrinthian in nature. 

"Grease betrayed the formless libretto endemic among rock 

22 
rausicals." The play is a parody of a comedy of manners and deais 

basically with the "boy meets giri" plot. The adraitted formlessness 

of the plot, ironically, fools the audience into thinking that the 

story is much raore corapiex than it is, just like with Forum. The 

pajama parties, potential rurabies, picnics at the park, and high 

school proras add the aura of plot respectabiiity. 

"Beneath every bombastic vocal ornament, every overacted line, 

and every incredibie twist in the plot's denouement was Besoyan's 

finesse." Littie Mary's piot is more substantiai than Grease's but 

much iess convoluted than Forum's. The "finesse" aliows ail 

coraplications to be taken in stride, allowing a smoothness in progress 

that the other two shows lack. The story is still a simple plot (boys 

get girls) raade exceedingiy corapiicated by Indians, Mata Hari fans, 

and an Austrian ex-opera singer. 

Standard Four: The plot is very simple, made very compiicated. 
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Whiie there are biocking characters in musical farce, the 

iraportant thing to note about them is their "typical" nature. "Just 

9Á 

as in some coraedies, farce characters are chiefly types." Type 

characters are immediately identifiabie by the audience. They are 

accepted quickiy so the more important work of laughing at them in 

their ridiculous situations can commence. 

Forum is literally filled with "classic" types, being based upon 

that classic comedian, Plautus. Pseudolus, Hysterium, and Lycus are 

the clowns, intelligent buffoons who control everyone else's destiny. 

Hero and Philia are the innocent young lovers. They also fulfill the 
25 

types of the "serious youth" and the "courtesan." Senex is the old 

fool. Domina is the dorainating fool. Miles Gloriousus is the classic 

braggart warrior. 

Sandy is beauty and innocence personified. She is parodied as 

the Sandra Dee type, "Look at me, I'm Sandra Dee, Lousy with virginity 

9<S 
. . . " In the cast list, the authors give a "type" description for 

each one of the characters: Danny is "cool and confident"; Rizzo is 

"tough but vuinerable"; Frenchy is a dreamer; Marty is a beauty; Jan 

is an eater; Kenickie is off-beat; Doody is young; Roger is a clown; 

27 
Sonny is a self-professed lady killer; and so forth. There is no 

real need to know more about them. 

Because of the style of the show, Little Mary seems populated 

with mannequins. Little Mary and all of the finishing school girls 

are prim, proper, and absoiutely one-dimensional. Big Jim and his men 

are strong, handsome, and just as unfaceted as their female 

counterparts. Chief Brown Bear is the strong silent type. 
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Mme. Earnestine von Liebedich is the strong talkative type. Nancy 

Twinkle sparkles; Biily Jester is a clown. All are familiar. 

Standard Five: The characters are types. 

Musical comedy Standard Seven calls for a sociaiization process 

for all of the characters involved. In the end even the viilains are 

assimiiated into the group. Farce has no need to tie up all of the 

ends so neatly, although societai concerns are certainly a topic that 

is explored. Frye says, "Where gaiety predorainates in such satire, we 

have an attitude which fundamentaily accepts social conventions but 

28 
stresses toierance and flexibility within their limits." In fact, 

comic authors, beginning with Aristophanes, have been notoriously 

conservative. It is much easier to burlesque a stable society than a 

transitionai one. The more toierant the society is, the less 

iikelihood of fundamental change. Even though farce is risque in 

topicality, it is actually conservative in action. 

Forura contains a potentialiy expiosive scene in which Pseudoius 

and Hero are shown the wares of a house of iil-repute, but nothing 

happens; it is all tease. Rizzo fears that she is pregnant in Grease, 

but it is siraply a false alarm. Murder is aimost coramitted in the 

closing moments of Little Mary, but Capt. Jim manages to save the day. 

Society's rules are obeyed; the audiences morais are left undisturbed. 

There is no need in farce for society to shift, or for all of the 

members of the cast to be integrated into the society. Pseudolus' 

social position changes as does Phiiia's, but everyone eise stays 

pretty much where they were to begin with. Sandy changes, but no one 
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eise does in Grease. Society does not adjust to sensibilicy (as 

exemplified in The Music Man); Sandy adjusts to the society. At the 

end of Little Mary the renegade Yeilow Feather escapes, but Capt. Ji~ 

reveais that he will be caught and that "the Forest Rangers (wili) 

return him to the world as a useful member of society."" 

Standard Six: The society is tolerant but remains stabie 
and conservative. 

Musical comedy evokes both sympathy and ridicule. Farce setties 

for half of that; there is no room in slapstick for sympathy. Frye 

has determined that "two things, then, are essential to satire; one is 

wit or humor founded on fantasy or a sense of the grotesque or absurd, 

30 
the other is an object of attack." The piace of absurdity in farce 

has already been discussed. 

The attacks of ridicule can be very narrow in scope, such as the 

personal insult. Lycus says to a slave, "You'II never learn. You'll 

31 
be a eunuch all your life!" In the case of Forum, it appears that 

the sensibilities of the entire audience are under attack. "The 

authors aimed to re-create good, old fashioned burlesque—with its 

rough-and-tumble humor, bawdy innuendos, none too subtle gags, [andj 

f 32 
girls in transparent and revealing gowns." 

In Grease, the object of ridicule becomes quite broad in scope: 

In Chicago the show had been little more than a revue of 
musicai parodies on early rock'n'roll, but in New York, 
with more dialogue and sharply stylized performances, it 
became . . .^a burlesque on ali the rituals of '50's 
adolescence. 

Grease is filled with pettv ridicule, a definitive state or being tor 

insecure adolescence, Ail characters, at one tine or another, serve 
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as the object of attack for the others. 

"Little Mary Sunshine drew laughs by attacking all the genres of 
o / 

the era." Ridicuie can have a less abrasive side. "Director Ray 

Harrison, Besoyan, and their cast spoofed the fastidious gentility 

35 
without sneering at its pretensions." Grease has plenty of 

sneering; Forum has its share of leering. Little Mary is ail smiles. 

The smiies are very broad, however, showing all of the artificial 

teeth therein contained. 

Standard Seven: There is ridicule. 

Whereas representationalism is paramount in musical comedy, 

musical farce is strictly presentational. "Farce must be piayed for 

an audience and to an audience, and is most effective when played with 

the assistance of an audience." The players of farce need not be 

concerned with the illusion of the "fourth wall" separating them from 

the audience. 

All three of the archetypes begin with a scene in "direct 

address;" they are talking directly to the audience. Pseudoius plays 

the role of "Prologus" and speaks as an actor to the audience. This 

is foilowed by the entire cast performing "Comedy Tonight," not in 

character, but in anticipation of their characterizations. Grease 

begins with an address to the assembled alumni of Rydeil High by Miss 

Lynch and Eugene, and the audience assumes the role of the alumni. 

Little Mary, like Forum, begins with a prologue which ieads directly 

into the arrival of the Forest Rangers who proceed to address the 

audience directly, identifying themseives in song. 
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This type of direct coramunication with the audience is 

appropriate throughout the length of the shows. It is permissible to 

"drop character" if the end result is a laugh. The credibility of the 

situation is not dependent upon "reaiity" but upon the convention 

estabiished, as previously discussed. Once the convention of direct 

address is established, anything goes. 

Standard Eight: It is presentational. 

Before moving to a score analysis there are two other aspects of 

the musical farce that appear to be standard. The nature of parody is 

not so much based upon ridicule as it is on admiration. It has been 

said that miraicry is the raost sincere form of flattery, and it wouid 

follow that the truly effective parody must treat its originai source 

material with great respect. 

Little Mary Sunshine is an affectionate parody of the kind 
of operetta that Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy used to 
do in the raovies; it succeeds largely because the best 
numbers (for instance, "Do You Ever Dream of Vienna?) came 
so close to working straight that the show becomes a joke on 
the audience's own sentimental indulgence as much as the 
genre being kidded. 

Meiodically speaking, Little Mary has some wonderful tunes. They are 

very close to their inspiration. The ridicule appears in the lyric, 

not the music. 

Grease is exactly the same. The "sound" of the music replicates 

the sound of the fifties and, if played on a "Golden Oldies" radio 

show, would be indistinguishable from the real thing, except for the 

iyrics. Whiie the show avoids sentimentality, it certainly allows the 

audience to indulge in memories of a tirae past. "In the absence of 
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topicality and satire, nostalgia has become one of the main 

ingredients of the musical comedy."^^ This "parody cum nostalgia" can 

be a potent theatrical force. "Affectionate and funny, if not 

O Q 

memorably melodic, it has retained the public's fancy." "Fancy" is 

an understatement. This piece of fiuff achieved the longest run in 

Broadway's history (3,388 performances), a record only recently 

surpassed by A Chorus Line. 

Whiie Forum's parody was more precise and individuaily oriented, 

there is a certain nostaigia to be found: 

But what the musical really represented was a hilarious 
mixture of burlesque and outrageous comedy, the closest 
thing the American Musical Theatre could expect to an 
evening with the Marx Brothers, without the Marx 
Brothers. 

Abe Laufe traces the nostalgic appeal of Forum even farther back in 

time than relative newcomers like the Marx Brothers: 

A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum may not 
have done anything to advance the development of the musical 
comedy, but it proved that skillful actors can make some of 
the world's oldest jokes and situations come aiive, and that 
the universal appeal of slapstick, low comedy, and farce have 
not changed in over two thousand years. 

The authors must iove what it is they are satirizing in order for the 

audience to love the satire. 

Standard Nine: Affectionate parody and nostalgia are 
eleraental. 

Another aspect of farce should be noted. Ironically, low or 

vulgar coraedy is not born from iow or crude intellect. Even though 

"high comedy," best exeraplified in "comedy of manners," is the comedy 

of wit, there is an amazing amount of inteiligence present in farce. 
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Because the heart of the audience is never reaily engaged, the mind 

must be kept entertained. This entertainment can be in the form of 

slapstick and spectacle, but that is not enough nor easiiy 

sustainabie. The words have to be as humorous as the situations, and 

the trip of the tongue must be just as facile as the trip of the foot. 

Therefore, it is not surprising for Martin Gottfried to observe 

about Forum: 

It is without doubt the raost intellectual of all of our 
rausical books, but its brains are applied to showmanship. 
It is tempting to say that of all the books written to date 
for the rausical theatre, Forura's is the least iikely to 
date. No Qther book succeeded as well in accomplishing its 
intention. 

The cleverness of the plot manipulations are echoed in both the lines 

and the lyrics. Lycus, the saiesman, says to Pseudolus, "Panacea, 

with a face that holds a thousand promises, and a body that stands 

/ 'í 
behind each promise." Pseudolus, singing about freedom, says, "Why, 

„44 
I'Il be so conscientious that I may vote twice! 

Grease, although not as articuiate as Forum, manages to replace 

with cleverness what it iacks in wit: Roger says to cheerleader 

Patty, "Do a split, give a yell, shake a tit for oid Rydell;" and 

Danny's solo at the drive-in includes: 

I'm all alone 

At the drive-in movie 
It's a feelin' that ain't too gropvy 
Watchin' werewoives without you. 

The show also has an overriding social intelligence. The authors know 

exactly what topics will be the most entertaining to iampoon, and then 

they "move in for the kiil." 

Although the predominant intelligence is found in the score and 
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lyrics of Littie Mary, a few lines that rise above iow humor. Mme. 

Ernestine says to Little Mary and Jim: 

Breeze deep. Fill up der diaphram; like der singer. 
Der mountain air put new life in body. It makes der 
man der man und der voman der voman. Let us ali breeze! 
. . . Enough. Iss like giving der rich creara to von who 
has only had der skim milk. 

There is the exaraple of the Eastchester giris singing a chorus which 

inciudes the lyric: 

Of French and Greek we've a passing command 
Pianofortes we're playing 
Most words we use are so terribly grand„ 
We can't understand what we're saying. 

Rather than being filled with "one-Iiners," Little Mary's charm comes 

from the fact that the whole work is like an extended "long joke." 

Every perverted moment is true to its model, and every moment seems to 

work. 

Standard Ten: It is marked by intelligence and wit. 

Before analyzing the scores of the archetypes, it is important 

to add a different song type to those previously considered. By 

definition, the "ballad" must give emphasis to the music. Therefore, 

there must be a distinction between the true melodic ballad and the 

"ballad parody," the tuneful song that gives emphasis to the iyrics 

despite the music due to their inherently satirical nature. The 

emphasis between the music and lyrics becomes equalized, but the songs 

should not be considered to be charm songs. In a way they could be 

considered long form comedy songs, but that takes away from their 

melodic properties. Hence, thev shall be designated as "ballad 

parodies," satiricaiiy conceived ballads that are both melodic and 
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coraedic. 

At this point rather than going through the entire score, song 

categorization wiil be directly considered. The songs can be labeied 

as follows: 

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM 

Ballads: 
Baliad Parodies; 
Charm Song: 
Comedy Songs: 

Rhythra Song: 
Musical Scenes: 

Dances: 

"Love, I Hear" 
"Lovely" 
none 
"Free," "Everybody Ought to Have a Maid," 
"I'm Calm," "Impossible," "Bring Me My 
Bride," "That Dirty Old Man," and "That'il 
Show Him;" ail of these are in long joke 
form. 
none 
"Comedy Tonight," "The House of Marcus Lycus" 
(with iong dance breaks), "Pretty Littie 
Picture," and "Funeral Sequence." 
none 

GREASE 

Baliads: 

Bailad Parodies 

Charm Songs: 

Comedy Songs 

Rhythra Songs: 

Musicai Scenes 
Dances: 

"It's Raining On Prom Night," and "There Are 
Worse Things I Could Do." 
"Freddy, My Love," "Mooning," and "Alone At 
the Drive-In Movies." 
"Rydeil Alma Mater," "Summer Nights," "Those 
Magic Changes," and "Rock and Roil Party Queen" 
"Rydell Alma Mater Parody," "Look At Me, I'm 
Sandra Dee," and "Beauty School Dropout;" 
all of these are in long joke form. 
"Greased Lightning," "We Go Together," Born 
to Hand Jive," and "Aii Choked Up." 
none 
"Shakin' At the High School Hop." 



LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE 

Ballads: 
Ballad Parodies: 

Charra Songs: 

Coraedy Songs: 
Rhythm Songs: 
Musicai Scenes: 

Dances: 

none 
"Colorado Love Cali," "Every Little Nothing," 
and "Do You Ever Dream of Vienna." 
"The Forrest Rangers," "Littie Mary Sunshine," 
"Look for a Sky of Blue," "You're the Fairest 
Flower," "Say, 'Uncle'," "Naughty, Naughtv 
Nancy," and "Coo Coo." 
"Mata Hari" in iong joke form. 
none 
"Playing Croquet," "Swinging" and "How Do You 
Do" in counterpoint, "Tell a Handsome 
Stranger," "Once in a Biue Moon," "Act I 
Finale," and "Such a Merry Party." 
none 

A comparative analysis: 

Ballads 
Ballad Parodies 
Charra Songs 
Comedy Songs 
Rhythm Songs 
Musical Scenes 
Dances 

FORUM 

1 
1 
0 
7 
0 
4 
0 

GREASE 

2 
3 
4 
3 
4 
0 
1 

LITTLE MARY 

0 
3 
7 
1 
0 
6 
0 

As with the musicai comedy, this type of score breakdown reveais 

important distinctions within the archetypes. One thing that is 

readily apparent is the lack of songs in Forum. Originally Sondheim 

felt that the script did not reaily need musical numbers. Once 

convinced to the contrary, a definite game plan was devised. Sondheim 

relates: 

The intent of each song was to provide periods of respite 
frora the relentlessness of the farce as one farcical 
situation piies upon another. They pinpoint moments of joy 
or delight or desire and they give the performers a chance 
to perform. Though they're not used to develop character, 
they stiil had to be written with a specific personality 
since the characters are all prototypes. 
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The songs that made it into the score have a sharp edge; over haif the 

songs are comedy songs. The musical scenes are very comedic in nature 

but are tied into piot development. There is one dance hidden within 

"The House of Marcus Lycus." The utter lack of charm songs and the 

inclusion of only one legitimate ballad reiterates the lack of 

sentimentality and inteilectual emphasis aiready established. It is 

also fascinating to note that all of the comedy songs in all of the 

archetypes are in "long joke" form. The stress is on the comedic 

situation rather than on the individual punch lines. 

Grease reflects an amazing balance of song forms compared to the 

other six archetypes examined so far. It has both legitimate ballads 

and parodies, a few comic songs, and severai charmers. Many of the 

rhythm songs doubie as dance numbers, but the amount of rhythm songs 

(twice as many as any other musical) accurately refiects the period 

under parody. 

Little Mary, too, reflects its parodied genre. It sets a new 

high for the number of charm songs in a musicai, and the number of 

musical scenes indicates the importance that music has in the actual 

development of the piot, just as in the operatic form. The theorem 

postulated on page 89 of this study is just as appiicable for musical 

farce as it is for musical comedy, except that Littie Mary's lack of 

coraedy songs should not be raisconstrued as lack of intellectual 

content. 

The coraparative anaiysis between the previously determined 

standards of musical comedy as they apply to musicai farce will be 

continued. Standard Eleven stated that the first song of the play is 
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a musical scene. This holds for Forura, but not for Grease and Little 

Ma£y_, which begin with a charra song. There are several other farces 

that also begin with something other than a musical scene (e.g., 

Kismet, Daraes At Sea, The Wiz, and Barnum) so the standard for a 

musical coraedy becoraes a variable for musicai farce. The same thing 

is true with Standard Tweive which hoids that the first number of the 

act is a chorus number. Five out of the six acts in the archetypes 

do. The second act for Forum has underscoring for a scene, but the 

first actual song is a soio. Ail four exampies cited above start the 

show with a solo, so this standard also becomes a variable. 

Variable Two: The first song of the play is a musical 
scene. 

Variable Three: The first song of the act is a choral 
number. 

Standard Thirteen says that dances serve to decorate and 

intensify. It is interesting to note that two of the archetypes are 

almost devoid of dance. Dance is very important in the embellishment 

of Grease but seemingly not as fundamental as it is to a show iike 

Kate. Despite what the archetypes wouid indicate, dance can be very 

important to the genre. It is essential in the above mentioned Dames 

at Sea and The Wiz, and Grease would be hard pressed to keep audience 

attention without it. Little Mary seems to be contra-standard in its 

lack of emphasis on dance, although it must be pointed out that there 

are raany opportunities for chorus choreography. The standard holds. 

Standard Eleven: Dances serve to decorate and intensifv 
rather than further the plot. 
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Standard Fourteen states that there is a choral finale. This is 

the case with the archetypes and is, therefore, as true for farce as 

it is for comedy. 

Standard Tweive: The finale is a chorai number. 

Standard Fifteen noted at ieast one showstopping number. This is 

surprisingly absent from musical farce. Zero Mostel was not as big a 

star while in Forura as he was during Fiddler on the Roof and that 

raight explain the lack of "star turn" material. The "Funeral 

Sequence" is spectacular, but it builds to the natural place to stop 

the show, the intermission. Grease exudes a certain amount of energy, 

but the biggest numbers come as the act finales, and a show cannot 

stop when it is already over. Little Mary is very meilow compared to 

the other two archetypes (as far as traditional farce is concerned), 

and does not even come close to a blockbuster number. Neither Grease 

nor Littie Mary featured stars in the leading roles, and that fact 

could easily explain the iack of an eleven o'clock song. Showstopping 

numbers can certainly be present in musicai farce, but they would have 

to be considered as contra-standard. 

The final musical comedy standard dealt with the presence of the 

chorus, and that possibiiity would also apply to the musical farce. 

The interesting difference in the two genres is that the "chorus" in 

farce seems to constitute individual characters as opposed to the "one 

of the crowd" variety. Forura is the partial exception to this rule. 

The female "chorus" is made up of Lycus' courtesans, and all of them 

have names. Every character in Grease has a name, too, and even 
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lines. The same is true for Little Mary. The later two shows involve 

no double casting of characters, something almost standard in musical 

comedy. Therefore, choruses are still standard, but their importance 

has increased. 

Standard Thirteen: The chorus is often made up of named 
characters and are used not oniy for 
decoration but for piot advancement. 

Five variables were discovered for the musical comedy. The first 

stated that the finale of the first act is a chorai number. This 

remains variable: Grease and Little Mary allow for this; Forum does 

not. 

The second variable noted a romantically involved couple in a 

supporting role. This hoids true for ail of the archetypes: Forum 

has Hero and Philia; Grease has several options including Rizzo and 

Kenickie; and Littie Mary has Nancy Twinkle and Billy Jester. 

However, The Wiz and Barnum do not have such a couple. It remains a 

variabie even though the "dance" portion of the originai statement can 

be eliminated. Hero can bareiy walk, let aione dance. 

Variable Three mentioned the use of children. None of the 

archetypes has any use for children at all. Children are used to 

increase sentiment and, therefore, have no function in farce. The 

presence of chiidren in farce would be contra-standard. 

Confidants are the subject of Variable Four. Pseudoius has 

Hysterium, but he is not so much a confident as a foii. There is 

almost a group confidant in Grease; individuals confide in the group. 

There are not any special friends possessed by Sandy or Danny. Little 
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Mary and Big Jim have each other; they do not need anyone else. The 

confidant is basically a representational device. The character turns 

to his friend to bare his soul. In farce, the character can turn to 

the audience. Most of the time he has no soul to bare. Type 

characters do not need a soul. 

Variable five talked about villains. Miles is a bully but not a 

villain. Grease does not have any villains, just a few "stick-in-the-

muds." Little Mary lives in fear of Yeilow Feather, but he is more of 

a presence than a character (i.e., he is referred to more often than 

he is seen). When the characters themselves are fools, there is no 

need for a villain to block the action. The fools can stop it ali by 

themselves. 

That leaves the following variables: 

Variable Four: The first act finale is a choral number. 

Variabie Five: There is a romantically involved couple in 
a supporting role. 

At least two more standards not previously mentioned can be added 

to this list. The first has to do with the usually risque nature of 

farce. Several of the lines already quoted from the archetypes wouid 

simply not be found in rausical comedy. Bordman noted that Forum 

"ieaned heavily on double entendre." Little Mary was labeled as 

containing "none too innocent merriment." Grease is the most risque 

of the three. 

Following are just a few of the many examples available. Domina 

instructs a slave carrying her statue: "And carry my bust with 

52 
pride." Pseudoius leaves Philia with Hero and, in an aside to the 
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audience, says, "Don't' worry. Nothing will happen. He's a virgin, 

53 
too." Phiiia declares to Senex, "Though you have my body, you shall 

never have my heart." To which he repiies, "Well, you can't have 

everything." There are the very obvious courtesans, a 

transvestite, and the threat of incest to be reckoned with by the 

audience. 

Grease "hits the audience over the head" in the very first 

nuraber: 

And if ya' gotta use the toilet 
And later on you start to scratch like heli 
Take off your underwear and boil it 
'Cause you got raeraories of old Rydell. 

The published version of Grease is "toned down" from the production 

that appeared on Broadway and was subsequently recorded. In "Greased 

Lightning," key words "stocks" and "dream" repiaced the originai 

"rocks" and "creara." In any case, even the purified version is 

still a paean to satryic adolescence. 

The relatively raaidenly Little Mary features a number entitled 

"Say 'Uncle'" in which "uncle" Oscar tries to convince the prim 

maidens to let him hold thera in a way that wiil make them cry 

"uncle!" Nancy Twinkle, the typicai soubrette, cannot seem to keep 

her skirts down. 

Standard Fourteen: It is risque. 

One final standard deals with the general staging style 

necessitated by farce. The basic "unreality" of the situations has 

aiready been established. "Farce [is] a non-mimetic form of 

59 comedy." The director must find an aiternative to mimesis, naraelv. 
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"lazzi" (i.e., "bits," "stage business"). Director/teacher Hardie 

Aibright notes, "Perhaps the very essence of farce staging is in the 

timing. At its best it has speed, wit, crackling dialogue, and a 

brilliant use of mechanics: entrances, exits, surprises, climaxes, 

denouements." These elements were not lost on the director of 

Forum. 

The direction of George Abbott, a master of farce technique, 
emphasized speed, never letting the action lapse. Even when 
the siira piot remained static, it seemed to deveiop rapidiy 
because Abbott kept the actors in motion, bumpiQg, kicking, 
chasing one another, or colliding in doorways. 

Glenn Litton noted that "what sold Grease was not substance but 

í->9 
style." In aii farce, the director must be prepared to take a firm 

attack on the action of the play, for, without the action, there is 

little else in the plot to keep attention of the audience. 

Standard Fifteen: The action is very fast; the styie is 
very physical. 

In summary, the above conclusions are listed: 

STANDARDS for MUSICAL FARCE 

1. The plot follows contrivance and convoiutions that are 
theatrically credibie and lead to a happy ending. 

2. There is an effusive atmosphere of absurdity of 
situation. 

3. Sentimentality is intellectually lampooned. 
4. The plot is very simple, made very complicated. 
5. The characters are types 
6. The society is tolerant but remains stabie and 

conservative. 
7. There is ridicuie. 
8. It is presentational. 
9. Affectionate parody and nostalgia are eiemental. 
10. It is marked by inteiligence and wit. 
11. Dances serve to decorate and intensify rather than further 

the plot. 
12. The finaie is a chorai number. 
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13. The chorus is often made up of named characters and is 
used not only for decoration but for plot advancement. 

14. It is risque. 
15. The action is very fast; the style is very physicai. 

VARIABLES 

1. Romantic entangiements are used as a piot device. 
2. The first song of the play is a musical scene. 
3. The first song of the act is a choral number. 
4. The first act finale is a choral number. 
5. There is a romantically involved couple in a supporting 

role. 

Only five of the aspects mentioned above are the same for musical 

comedy and musical farce, namely, Standards 7, 11, 12, and Variables 

4, and 5. The director needs to key in on the fundaraentai differences 

in the musical farce when approaching the genre. A definition for the 

new genre can now be proposed: 

MUSICAL FARCE is a presentational play interwoven with music, 
song, and dance, that is characterized by inteliigence, wit, 
nostalgia, parody, ridicule, and absurdity, that follows a 
simpie plot, compiicated by contrivance, on its way to a 
happy ending. Musical farce features type characters and an 
important functional chorus representing a tolerant but 
conservative society where sentimentaiity is lampooned and 
life is risque. The action is fast, the style physical, 
building to a choral finale. Musical farce often begins 
with a musical scene, begins and ends each act with a choral 
number, and features romantic entanglements, usuaily 
featuring a couple in a supporting role. 

The most striking difference between musical comedy and musical 

farce is the former's dependence on romance and sentimentality, and 

the latter's lack of it. Because music is so closely tied to 

emotions, it is no wonder that the book and lyrics are emphasized much 

more heaviiy in musical farce than they are in musical comedy. Abe 

Laufe noticed this emphasis when discussing Forum: 
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Stephen Sondheim wrote clever songs but integrated them so 
well that they meant little out of context. Even when they 
were quite meiodious, they became so closely linked with 
the action that^the audience remembered the lyrics rather 
than the tunes. 

The same thing is true with all three of the archetypes. Though all 

of thera proved to be iraraenseiy popular, there is not even one "hit" 

song araong thera. The audience laughs to the point of tears during the 

experience, but iramediately foliowing the performance is hard pressed 

to recall the plot, let alone the meiodies, despite the fact that some 

of the numbers are quite melodic. Musical comedy dipiomatically 

ingratiates the audience, capturing it with lyrical charm and good 

feelings. Musical farce attacks the audience and conquers the senses 

and sensibilities. 

Unlike rausical coraedy, the director has to establish his 

stylistic approach firraly and clearly which can be in addition to the 

style already inherent in the script. He cannot depend on the script 

alone for draraatic nuances. "A Funny Thing would never win any prizes 

for literary merit or subtlety, but it proved that lowbrow humor could 

stiil be very entertaining if done properly." It is very easy to 

over-anaiyze but under-direct the musical farce. 

The director's work is rauch raore crucial in the musical farce 

than in the musical comedy due to basic presentationaiism of the 

former genre. Actors cannot "present" theraseives with any type of 

artistic unity, that is to say in relation to one another. Therefore, 

the director's staging becomes just as important as the script, if not 

more so. The above observations can be suraraarized with an 

Aristotelian anaiysis. 
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Piot 

It is iraperative that the convolutions and contrivances of the 

plot are theatrically credible as stated in Standard One. The basic 

presentationaiism of the play can often help. When something 

particularly peculiar occurs, the "actor" can indicate his disbelief 

in his own character's gullibiiity. 

Even though the piots are usually quite simple in a general way, 

a good deal of the "fun" of farce comes with the plot complications. 

The director should be very conscious of particuiarly complex twists 

and make sure that the audience is able to foliow them. 

Several comraents have already been raade concerning the physical, 

fast-paced action. In addition to speed, there must be a consistency 

in the comedic action as well as a certain amount of finesse. Stephen 

Sondheim reported that an important technique that he iearned from 

Bert Shevelove was never "to sacrifice smoothness for cieverness." 

The resulting movement the director contributes, no matter how rife 

with "shtick," must have a fluidity to match the most iyrical moment 

of the score. 

Little Mary is somewhat contra-standard to the above observation. 

Even though there are several quick paced moments, there are an equai 

number that are moderato. Freneticism is a defining factor of both 

Forum and Grease, but not Little Mary. 

Character 

Northrop Frye has observed that "in draraa characterization 

depends on function: what a character is follows frora what he has to 
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do in the play; the character has certain things to do because the 

fift 
play has such and such a shape." AIi too often the raodern American 

director has a difficuit time with farce because he gets lost in the 

directing of fairly realistic characterizations for characters whose 

plot functions are simple and clear. In-depth psychological character 

analysis has no place in this type of presentational theatre. To be 

sure, the typical American actor usuaily needs motivational 

justification for his actions. It wouid be dangerous, however, to tie 

these raotivations into the psyche, especiaily to a concept such as 

"through line." The actors will constantly be called upon to revel 

in inconsistent theatrical action, the antithesis of the usual 

draraatic norm. 

Even though the characters do not have any need for realistic 

psychological justification, they should not be "flat." There is a 

basic challenge to the portrayal of type characters. A "typicai" 

characterization shouid not be confused with a one or even two-

dimensional portrayal. Characters are types because they are so 

universal, not because they are incredibly idiosyncratic. As obvious 

as Philia, Sandy, and Little Mary might seem, they cannot survive (or 

interest the audience) by simply batting their eyeiashes. Miles, 

Danny, and Capt. Jim must find something more interesting to do than 

swagger. The actor will usually depend upon the director to help him 

add diraension to his portrayal. Personal comedic lazzi can be quite 

useful. If the actors are allowed to interact freely with one 

another, their character personalities will appear fuller. One 

familiar comedic device is the use of parallel gesturing. It can be 
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quite effective, especialiy in comedic numbers like "Everybody Ought 

to Have a Maid," "Look At Me, I'm Sandra Dee," and "Playing Croquet." 

The characters should also be relatively comfortable in their 

dramatic situations, no matter how absurd they become. The audience 

can relish both the absurdity and the compiexity of the piot without 

the "confusion" that some actors insist upon showing. An example of 

this would be found with the character of Hysterium in the "Lovely 

Reprise." The actor must enact a coraplete character reversai between 

C.Q 

measures #37 and #38 of the score. Reality is obviously not 

desirable. 

It was noted in Standard Thirteen that the chorus wili play a 

much greater role in the plot advancement than with the musical comedy 

genre. The director must give a commensurate amount of time to the 

development of these characters. Here again the development need not 

be psychological, but sufficiently interesting to allow for plot 

advancement. 

Thought 

Intelligence and wit engaged to iampoon and ridicule is the 

definitive element in the musical farce's thematic content. This 

aspect is often lost in the director's struggle to realize a physical 

staging. It is not the fauit of the actor, for very often the most 

intelligent statement wiii spew out of a "stupid" character's mouth. 

It is the director's task to make sure that wit is not lost in the 

shuffle. Physicai business is important, but it should be designed to 

undergird and not to undercut the intellectual edge. One useful 
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technique is the actual physical pause which inevitably draws the 

audience's attention to what the actor is about to say. This device 

shouid not be overused, and it should be reserved to those few moments 

that are genuinely intelligent. These moments are usually not a punch 

line per se, but a delightful societal parody. The foliowing iines, 

for example, parody social class, religion, and government, 

respectively. Hysterium fervently declares to his mistress: "I live 

69 
to grovel." Roger is reminded that it is Friday as he eats his 

cheeseburger and says, "What'dja remind me for? Now I gotta go to 

confession." Corporal Billy reads from his book of regulations: 

"Desertion from the United States Rangers is punishable by life 

iraprisonraent, death before a firing squad, or both." 

Sex and sentiraentality are the butt of many a joke in musicai 

farce. Some of the romance, however, can be played in a relatively 

straightforward fashion. Hero can realiy care for Philia despite the 

ridiculousness of the characters or of their situation. Sandy and 

Danny must be mutually attracted to each other with something more 

than just sexual desire. Capt. Jim and Mary seem to be very much in 

love even though the serving of refreshments appears to be more 

72 
important to Mary than Jim's proposal of marriage. This scene is a 

good example of the director's controi being essential. Little Mary 

very much wants to marry Jim, but for some reason is unabie to notice 

Jim's impending proposal. The director must stage the moment so that 

it is theatricality credible. Perhaps Little Mary misreads Jim's 

proposal position as a sign of fatigue. Perhaps she is so caught up 

with emotion that she uses the call for refreshments as a detense. If 
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she simply ignores him, then she is stupid, and the satire is lost. 

Diction 

Lines in farce have a tendency to be rather short. A typicai 

exchange in Forum reads: 

Pseudolus: Half a league! 
Lycus: We only have moments! 
Pseudolus: I'il give her the potion! 
Lycus: Yes! 
Pseudoius: Yes! 
Lycus: Wait! 
Pseudolus: What? 
Lycus: Don't leave me! 
Pseudolus: Why not? 
Lycus: He's coming! 
Pseudolus: I know he's coraing! 
Lycus: You speak to him. I'll give her the potion! 
Pseudolus: Wait, you can't give her the potion! 
Lycus: Why not? 
Pseudolus: You'il catch the plague! -,,. 
Lycus: Oh, I don't want the plague! 

The obvious pace is "break-neck." It is important for the director to 

make sure that such diction is understandabie to the audience without 

slowing down the speed at which it is spoken. Exciamation marks are 

frequent occurrences and must be piayed as much as reiativeiy 

possible. 

Comedic timing is aiways a directorial challenge. Farce is 

doubly difficult. The stand-up comic only worries about the timing of 

the punch iine and the audience response. The clown only worries 

about the physical action and reaction that causes the audience to 

iaugh. The director of farce must be concerned with the integration 

of both phenoraena. He must judge when a physical joke is more 

appropriate than a verbal one, or when they should be combined. 
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Sometimes the physicai action will be indicated in the script. Marty 

asks Danny how she looks in a college letter sweater. He replies, 

"Booia-Boola." From a diction viewpoint, this remark is neither 

remarkable nor humorous. The physical action, however, reveals the 

joke. Danny says his line as he pulls her sweater tightiy across her 

chest and "boola-boola" has a reference point. 

While Forum is typical of any farce, musical or non-musical, 

Grease reiies on a nostalgic use of diction. Words such as "cooi," 

"barf," "broads," "knockers," "chug," "horny," "meathead," etc, must 

be made clear to the audience as well as to the actors. Even though 

the actual word choice is not that unusuai, the characters of Little 

Mary should be extremely articulate. It is not easy to say, for 

example, as Cora does: 

Perhaps a "Thank you," a "Thank you" is quite past 
indefinite; but a "How do you do," a "How do you do" 
does border on the indicative personai. Your attempt 
has been a noble one and we want to thank you. 

This pseudo-intellectualism should try to sound intelligent. Little 

Mary's songs need to be sirailarly articulate, especialiy when 

extending vowei sounds, a popular operetta technical device. 

Music 

The director need not put a strong emphasis on the musicaiity of 

shows such as Forum. Miles Gloriosus is actuaily the only character 

who needs any kind of a singing voice. This is almost diametrically 

the opposite of Littie Mary which needs operatically trained singers 

for the parody to work. Forum is very much an "actor's musicai," and 

Little Mary tvpifies a "singer's musicai." It is essential that both 
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the director and the musical theatre director are well aware of this 

fact. A brilliant singer cast as Pseudoius could be an absolute 

disaster in Forum. If Little Mary cannot sing, there is no reason to 

have her act at all. 

Grease lies between the other two archetypes. It is relatively 

normal in its need for singer-actors. It is atypical of musicai 

comedy, however, in the types of demands it makes upon the vocal 

technique of the cast. True to its inspiration, the maie characters 

are called upon to slide, scoop, scat, and consistently break into 

falsetto. Sorae singers are very wary of this type of vocal usage and 

should be elirainated in the audition process. The females may be 

called upon to use a guttural vocal technique (especially Sandy in 

"All Choked Up"), and here again auditions are crucial in order to 

deterraine the range of the vocai dexterity of the actors. Neediess to 

say, it is essential that the director have enough knowledge of voice 

so as not to ask the cast to do anything that might result in physical 

damage. 

Due to the lack of bailads or baliad parodies (especiaily in 

Forura, not so much in Grease), it is advisable to make the most of the 

slower moraents in the musical farce. A ballad in the middie of chaos 

can be very effective as a dramatic respite. Charm songs are 

inevitably brisk, and farce allows them to be even more sprightly than 

in reguiar musicai comedy. The director shouid make the raost he can 

frora the diacriticai raarkings of the comedy songs. It can be 

generaily stated that the iarger the dynamic range of the song's tempo 

and volume, then the more huraorous the outcorae. 
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Spectacle 

Interestingly, the three chosen archetypes are not nearly as 

spectacular as the typical musical comedy. Both Forum and Littie Mary 

require a siraple unit set and do not necessitate any scene shifting at 

all. Grease requires many scenes, but even its Broadway production 

was extreraely siraple, raaking use of selective realisra (e.g., a single 

car represents the entire drive-in raovie theatre). Sets can piay a 

very important part in the farce-extravaganza, such as Kisraet. 

Costuraes for all three archetypes are rather simplistic as weli. 

The Roraan cut in Forum is exotic, but there is no real reason to even 

change a costume. Grease involves costume changes, but the costumes 

are traditionally fairly close to the real era. Little Mary is the 

raost arabitions of the three but also does not require more than one 

costurae per character. Once again the case will be quite different 

with an extravaganza. 

Lights, therefore, becorae extreraely iraportant in increasing the 

spectacle. All three archetypes have ample opportunity to empioy 

lighting dexterity and iraagination. Forura concludes the first act 

with a lavish funerai that cries out for exotic and barbaric iighting 

effects. Grease, with its raany dance segraents, including the long 

sequence at the High School Hop, is simiiariy chalienging. Little 

Mary can even parody the use of theatrical lighting. The ballads can 

easily tolerate the clicking on of the spotlight concurrent with the 

blacking out of the rest of the stage. It must be reraembered that the 

presentationalisra of the genre allows for the lights to constantly 

call attention to their own presence, in direct opposition to musical 
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comedy. 

Dance has been discussed in Standard Eleven. The fundamental 

precepts of dance will be simiiar to musical comedy; however, the 

nature of farce allows for a more consistent "largeness" to the action 

as well as a slightly different aesthetic. Musical comedy dances are 

usually "pretty." They function as a heightening of energy as opposed 

to the heightening of humor. Musical farce dance can be quite 

grotesque. Humor is a much greater driving force behind the action. 

The musicai farce allows the director a greater amount of 

creative freedora as corapared with the musical comedy. 

Representationalism deraands a consistent credibility. The 

presentationalism of the musical farce releases the director from many 

of the inhibiting conventions of iliusionary theatre. It is more 

important that the characters are "performed" rather than "acted." 

This factor also gives the director a much greater responsibiiity in 

the estabiishing of new and consistent conventions. 
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CHAPTER III 

MUSICAL COMEDY OF MANNERS 

Ever since the deveiopment of comedy by the ancient Greeks, most 

notably with Aristophanes, authors have not been abie to resist 

pointed comments directed toward the society in which they live. It 

was Moliere who brought this concept into an even sharper perspective 

in the seventeenth century when he said, "correction of sociai 

absurdities must at all times be the matter of true comedy." Moliere 

practiced what he preached and started a trend with his play Les 

Precieuces Ridicules which was soon labeled as a "Comedy of Manners." 

While Moliere planted the seed, the "bumper crop" was realized across 

the Channei in England during the Restoration. Playwrights iike 

William Wycherly and Wiliiam Congreve firmly established the 

popularity of the new form, and the English provided several 

renaissances through the centuries with Oiiver Goldsmith and Richard 

Brinsley Sheridan in the eighteenth, and Oscar Wiide in the 

nineteenth. The American musicai theatre is the twentieth century 

heir to this tradition. 

In the 1950s, playwright Alan Jay Lerner called for an end to 

"the drama of eavesdropping and araateur psychiatry," and a return to a 

2 
theatre of "eloquence, humor and poetry." This return was a reaction 

against both the new trend in Musicai Drama (to be discussed in 

141 
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the next chapter), as well as the totally unpoetic frivoiity of 

eariier musical coraedy. To achieve this blend of eloquence and humor, 

Lerner turned to the wit and satire of George Bernard Shaw and 

produced a rather classic "comedy of manners" with music—Mv Fair 

Lady. 

Comedy of manners has severai readiiy identifiable 

characteristics. Period styles expert Douglas Russeli capsuiized the 

elements in describing Restoration comedy: "sophisticated characters 

from the upper classes, preoccupation with the game of iove and 

seduction, arranged marriages, excesses of fashion, and brilliant 

3 
witty repartee." Historian Phyllis Hartnoil adds that "this 

artificial comedy . . . was at its best deiicate and disarming, at its 

worst equivocal and indecent, but always witty and intellectually 

4 
remote from reality. The musical comedy of manners never quite 

achieves indecency, but it certainly can be disarming. 

Although most comedy tends to be societally oriented, the comedy 

of manners is essentially so. John Harrop notes that it is "a form of 

drama that illustrates and satirizes the behavior of a particuiar 

social group." This combination is usually a simultaneous 

phenomenon as the iilustration itself serves to satirize. 

As with the farce, there is a controlling sensibility in the 

depicted world. Fools are not suffered lightly. Historian Brockett 

states: 

In thera the wise are rewarded and the fooiish are duped; 
virtue consists of unsentiraental self-knowledge. The 
self-deceived are ridiculed and guiled, often by protag-
onists who use their own superior (if somewhat cynical) 
insights to justify their treatment of the fools. 
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Intellectual ciarity, self-knowledge, and cynicism give the manners 

comedy a sharper edge than regular comedy or farce. The humor shifts 

frora the physicality of farce and the sentimentality of comedy to the 

mentally controiled individual trapped in a world filled with 

Moliere's "social absurdities." 

The three archetypai comedies of manners that will be anaiyzed in 

this chapter are: 

A Little Night Music...book by Hugh Wheeier; 
music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim; 
produced in 1973. 

Hello, Doily! book by Michael Stewart; 
music and lyrics by Jerry Herman; 
produced in 1964. 

My Fair Lady book and lyrics by Alian Jay Lerner; 
music by Frederick Loewe; 
produced in 1956. 

The comedy of manners genre is a bit more rarified than the 

previously established comedy genres, but there are several other 

exampies that could serve as archetypes. Jerry Herman's Mame, as well 

as his recent Tony award winning effort, La Cage aux folles, would 

qualify. Stephen Sondheim's Company and even the more esoteric 

Pacific Overtures seem to fit more logically into this category than 

any other. Maury Yeston's lyrics and music, combined with Arthur 

Kopit's insightful book, produced another comedy of manners, Nine. 

Although based on a cartoon and seemingly more connectable with farce 

than with manners, Annie by Charies Strouse, Martin Charnin, and 

Thoraas Meehan contains many of the requisite elements of the manners 

genre as does the simiiarlv broadiy conceived, The Robber Bridegroúm 
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by Alfred Uhry and Robert Waldman. 

Comedy must finish with a happy ending, and the comedy of manners 

is certainly no exception to this rule. While farce becomes almost 

lost in its absurd complications, and comedy clearly and logicaliy 

progresses to its completion, comedy of manners combines both iogic 

and compiication. Brockett has referred to the comedies of manner as 

being akin to "comedies of intrigue," and this relationship seems to 

8 
be constant. 

Sondheim, who started out as a lyricist and then became a 

composer-lyricist, is, ironically, very aware of the importance of 

piot. He has said: 

Books are what the musical theatre is about, it's not about 
songs, and I'm not being modest. . . . A book is not oniy the 
dialogue, it's the scheme of the show, the way theqSongs and 
the dialogue work together, the style of the show. 

"Scheme" seems to be a particularly apt word when discussing comedy of 

manners for it conjures up the word "scheming," and that concept is 

certainly characteristic of the genre. In his own work, Night Music 

(let this stand for A Little Night Music for the rest of this study), 

Wheeler gives the characters plenty of opportunity for intrigue, both 

in spite of, and with the great assistance from, Sondheim's lyrics. 

In the first scene alone Fredrik desperateiy plots the way to 

consumraate his eleven month old marriage. His son, Henrik, is 

striving to consuraraate anything with anyone, the raost obvious 

candidate being the suitry housemaid, Petra. Meanwhile, Anne, 

Fredrik's reluctant wife, connives to be less endearing and more 

accommodating—soon. Ail of this simuitaneous plotting occurs in the 

first scene by way of exposition; more compiications ensue. 
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Hello, Dolly! is based upon Thorton Wilder's The Matchmaker, the 

title suggesting an element of intrigue, or, at the very least, 

manipulation. In some ways Dolly Levi appears to be intrigue 

personified. She makes this very ciear in her opening number, "I Put 

My Hand In Here." 

I have always been a woman who arranges things, 
It's my duty to assist the Lord above. 
I have always been a woraan who arranges thincs, 
Like luncheon parties, poker games and love. 

It is her constant and endless intervention that provides for, or 

inspires, the vast majority of the piot compiications in the piay. 

My Fair Lady does not quite have the amount of deceit that 

permeates the other two archetypes, but the major thrust of the piay 

evolves around one major deceitful conceit: Professor Henry Higgins 

wants to dupe society into thinking that a gutter-snipe is a lady. 

Once this contrivance is accomplished, personal intrigue takes over as 

Eiiza tries to ceraent her new found affection with some type of 

societal position. 

All three musicals end happily, although they lack the 

crystalline clarity of either the musical comedy or farce. Heilo, 

DoIIy! is the closest to the already established norm, even though the 

looked-for match for Dolly herself does not occur until the very last 

minute of the show. Night Music has a particularly bittersweet 

ending. While the major love complications are unraveiled and 

resolved, Madame Armfeldt literally dies as she speaks the last line 

of the play. The ending of My Fair Lady is probably one of the most 

frustrating that a director wili come upon in the musical theatre— 

frustrating because the two leading characters, who are obviouslv in 
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love, cannot show it in the last moment. The stage directions are 

quite explicit: 

Eiiza: (Gently) I washed my face and hands before I come, 
I did. 

(Higgins straightens up. If he could but let himseif, 
his face would radiate unmistakable reiief and joy. If 
he could but let himself, he would run to her. Instead, 
he leans back with a contented sigh pushing his hat 
forward till it almost covers his face.) 

Higgins: (Softly) Eliza? Where the devii are my siippers? 

(There are tears in Eliza'a eyes. She understands) 
The curtain falls slowly. 

She raight very well understand, but the audience has to guess. After 

ali, Higgins cannot run to her ojc_ even let his face radiate. As with 

farce, there will be a certain amount of intellectual distancing to 

prevent excessive romanticism. 

Heilo, Dolly! has a clear happy ending, confirmed by the entrance 

of the chorus, who come in iiterally through the walls, to reprise 

"Hello, Dolly!" as the Finale Ultimo. In both Night Music and My Fair 

Lady, however, the ending has a certain reserve, a touch of 

seriousness that serves to "broaden" the final experience. Even Doily 

evokes a tear, a slightly diversionary tactic, when she gives thanks 

to her dearly departed raentor and husband, Ephraim, just before the 

final number. The endings are "happy" in that they are "life 

affirming" (despite Madame Amrfeldt's death), but the happiness is 

qualified, even cautionary. Perhaps these endings serve as a warning 

to society to not play the fooi. 

Standard One: The plot allows logical but complicated 
intrigue on its way to a reserved happy 
ending. 
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Musical comedy demands an effusive humorous atmosphere; farce 

requires a certain absurdity. Comedy of manners must be concerned 

with a sense of "style." This word is not being used here as in 

"directing style," "acting style," or as "period style," but more 

simply, as an overriding concern with society's mores, habits, and 

fashions. This emphasis does not imply shallowness or a concern with 

superficiality. The comedy of manners pokes through the veneer of the 

society in order to illuminate its foibies. 

There are raany exaraples in Night Music where propriety is 

raaintained while the world underneath is in shambles. Chariotte 

invites herself to Anne's house in order to inform her of her 

husband's philandering. Very politeiy Anne offers Charlotte some 

13 iemonade, to which Charlotte replies, "Lemonade! It would choke me!" 

The ladies then proceed to sing the duet "Every Day a Littie Death," a 

paean to decorum even as death approaches. 

A direct indictment of style comes with Madame Armfeidt's 

discreetiy scandalous, unrepentant confession, "Liaisons." She 

decries the fall from eiegance (figs) to commonality (raisins). She 

deraands: 

It pains me more than I can say, 
The lack of taste that they display. 
Where is style? 
Where is skill? ,/ 
Where is forethought? 

Styie and fashion, even if lacking in Madame Armfeldt's opinion, 

is a constant thematic and conversational topic. A wonderfully 

theatrical moment depends on fashion when Charlotte convinces Anne to 

upstage Desiree by wearing white on her visit to the country. The 
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"punch iine" occurs when everyone appears in white. 

Martin Gottfried is one of the few critics who saw Hello, Dollv! 

for what it was: 

The central plot deais not with a romance between a standard 
hero and heroine, but, rather, with an antiromance between a 
conniver and an object of ridicule. The basis of Stewart's 
libretto is actually style, and in that respect Hello,,^ 
Dolly!'s story is consonant with its stage production. 

Even though there are other themes present, two of Herman's 

numbers could be designated as fashion anthems: "Put On Your Sunday 

Ciothes" and "Ribbons Down My Back." Indeed there were a few critics 

that raaintained that the only redeeming aspect that the show had was 

in its dedication to fashion. Bordman notes that "the show was in no 

way innovative and made not the slightest pretense to artistic merit. 
1 fi 

But it was mounted and staged in rare style." Perhaps Bordman 

missed the point. The eraphasis on style was not accidental. 

In My Fair Lady style has an even more permanent position than it 

does in the first two exaraples. Not only must Eliza master the 

English tongue, but she must also attain a styiistic equality with the 

upper echelons of London society. Shaw's original Pygmalion had many 

things to say on the foibles of societal "class," and the musical 

follows this lead: "Lerner and Loewe's adaptation was uncommonly 

faithful, and even when it deviated from the original it did so with 

unerring intelligence, taste, and style." It was adapted with 

styie, done with styie, and concerned with style. 

Standard Two: Society's manners and style dictates and 
influences action. 
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Unlike farce, but like musical comedy, comedy of manners always 

appears to contain a romantic invoivement between the leading couple. 

Desiree and Fredrik, Doily and Horace, and Eliza and Henry all manage 

to pair off. In Night Music this pairing is the main dramatic action. 

Hello Doliy! is about matchmaking. In My Fair Lady the pairing is a 

result of the major action of the play, namely, the transformation of 

Eliza. (A musical such as Company is slightly contra-standard, even 

though Robert tries to fall in love.) 

Standard Three: There must be a romantic complication with 
the leading couple. 

Sentimentality is essential in musical comedy. It is present but 

larapooned in musical farce. In the musical comedy of manners, 

sentimentality is also present but brought to a higher, more 

intellectual plane. When Jerry Crawford compiled a list of 

conventions for the genre, he noted that "constancy in love, 

especially in marriage, was a bore; sex should be tempting; love 

thrived on variety," and concluded that "genuine sexual feelings 

1 Q 

(e.g., sentimentalism) had no place on the stage." These 

characteristics are certainly applicable to Night Music. 

Glenn Litton says that Sondheim, in Night Music, "distilled most 

of the sentimentality from the Romantic style and left behind a clear, 
19 tt 

slightly acrid liquor." Bordman comes to the same conclusion: Yet 

Bergman's tale, as retold by Hugh Wheeler, interwove a series of love 

stories that were the essence of woridly cynicism, bathing them in 
20 

warm, deceptively sentimentai giows." 
Ironically, even though sentimentalism has "no piace," is 
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"distilled," and is "deceptive," it is still present in the genre. 

Both Desiree and Fredrik, especially in "Send in the Ciowns," make it 

clear that they realize that they were foois to let themselves be 

carried away by sheer emotionaiism, but they áo_ have their emotive 

moraents, especiaily when involved with the Count and with each other. 

Undiluted sentiraentalism is not the province of the ieading 

characters, however, but of the supporting ones. Henrik and Anne are 

awash in eraotionalisra and duly ridiculed for it, but their dramatic 

escape at the end seems to be destined for at least temporary 

happiness. Charlotte is desperateiy in love with her philandering 

husband, and he seems passionate about everything! Of course they, 

too, pay the price of sentiraentalism: ridicule. No matter how 

sophisticated the relationship of the leading couple, it stili results 

in their arrivai at sensibility with each other. This conciusion is 

pretty sentimental no raatter how it is analyzed. 

Gottfried was previousiy quoted, saying that Hello, Dolly! was an 

21 
"antiroraance between a conniver and an object of ridicule." Unlike 

Desiree and Fredrik, Doily raanages to avoid ridicule for her 

sentimentalisra, even though she wallows in it. Her "talks" to her 

dead husband can be either delightful or mawkish, but they are 

certainiy sentimental. In her biggest number, "Before the Parade 

Passes By," she sings out: "I'm gonna feel my heart coming alive 

22 again." She is not ridiculed by others or by herself for this 

emotionalism, and, no doubt, she is applauded by the audience. Her 

romance is subject to ridicule due to its focus: Horace Vandergelder. 

This distancing allows the plav to fail into the more traditional 
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intellectuaiization of sentimentalism as demonstrated in Night Music. 

As with Night Music, it is the supporting characters thac carry 

the disproportionate share of sentimentalism. Cornelius and Barnaby 

are established as rather clownish characters, worthy of society's 

ridicuie, but then they become involved with the raore sensibie Irene 

Molloy and the iess sensibie Minnie Fay. As the reiationships 

deveiop, especially that of Irene and Cornelius, they move from the 

ridicuious to the sentimentai. This sentimentalism ciimaxes in the 

romantic ballad, "It Only Takes a Moment." The number is astonishing 

not for its lyric, but for its ridiculous setting: in the courtroom 

during the trial. The intent might be to ridicule or distance the 

overt sentimentalisra, but, in reaiity, it seems more incongruent than 

anything else. If this was a regular musical comedy, the song would 

be sung as a soliloquy duet. In the musical comedy of manners, the 

society joins in for the refrain. 

The show's original director, Gower Champion, was avv/are of this 

difficuity. Bordraan notes that "the reai glory of the original 

production was Gower Champion's inventive styiization with its mock 

23 
hauteur and tongue-in-cheek period nostalgia." This type of 

approach would help to control the built-in sentimentaiism, perhaps 

making the few intrinsicaily sentiraental raoments (e.g., Doliy's taiks 

with Ephraim) even more effective. 

My Fair Lady is the earliest archetype for this genre. Critics 

noted its reiatively different qualities: "the score, the lyrics, and 

the book dispiay a brittle quality and a wit that is not to be found 

9 A 
in earlier musicals." The wit and brittleness were found in place 
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of the much more prevalent sentimentaiism typical of the 1950s. Those 

familiar with the original Shaw play had a somewhat different 

perspective: "Shaw intended Pygmalion as a satire on class and social 

distinctions. In My Fair Lady the acid of such criticism is diiuted 

25 
by a welcorae addition of giaraour and tenderness." Both qualities of 

wit, on the one hand, and tenderness, on the other, are best 

exemplified in the leading couple. 

Higgins is the epitome of the unsentimental intellectual. He 

prides himself on his control, as demonstrated in "I'm an Ordinary 

Man." There is a certain amount of ridicule, but it must come more 

from the audience than from Eliza, who is no match for the professor. 

It is through her sentiraental eyes that the "tenderness" and Henry's 

relative cruelty are established. Eliza has many opportunities to 

display her emotions. "Wouldn't It Be Loverly?" "Just You Wait," and 

"I Could Have Danced All Night" are all perfect exampies of 

sentimentalism run rampant. 

A supporting figure is the major receptacle for sentimentaiism as 

weil as the butt of ridicule. It is not a "coupie" in this case 

because Eliza is the woman involved: 

Although restrained by Shaw's plot from writing any 
conventional love songs for Eliza and Higgins; Loewe did 
manage one of the most bracing of romantic melodies for 
Eliza's stalwart suitor^.Freddy Eynsford-Hill: "On the 
Street Where You Live." 

Freddy is uitimately ridiculed, because, unlike Henrik or 

Cornelius, his love in unrequited. This lack of development is ironic 

in that Shaw had other intentions. In a note in the My Fair Lady 

script Lerner confesses, "Eliza ends not with Higgins but with Freddv 
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and—Shaw and Heaven forgive me!—I am not certain he is right."" In 

the Shaw version, Eliza does not live happily ever after with Freddy. 

Shaw delights in a totally unromantic ending for the pair, who prove a 

28 
failure at everything they try. This would be too cynical for 

musical coraedy of raanners. Lerner was understandably reticent, but 

popularly accurate, in giving his play the requisite "happy ending," 

sentimentai though it might be. 

Sentimentalisra is present in musical comedy of manners. It is 

partially ridiculed but permissible. Emotionaiism is acceptable ±f_ it 

is tempered by a certain amount of intellectual perspective. Desiree 

and Fredrik are well aware of where their relationship will lead. 

Dolly is ready to control Horace the way she has controlled everything 

else in her life. Higgins is ready to accept Eliza, but on his own 

terms. As long as the sentimentality is based upon a mutual need, 

rather than sheer romanticism, it has a use. 

Standard Four: Sentimentalism is ridiculed but acceptabie 
if tempered by intelligence. 

Sentiraentalisra is not the oniy thing that is ridiculed in the 

rausicai coraedy of raanners. Both characters and raanners often receive 

the brunt of belittling wit or cynicism. Anne is almost painfully 

naive, and Fredrik is very foolish to tolerate her, as so adeptly 

pointed out by Desiree in her portion of the duet, "You Must Meet My 

Wife." Carl-Magnus' excessive braggadocio is aiso ably iampooned by 

Desiree's typical observation that he has "the vanity of a peacock, 

29 
the brain of a pea . . . " Madame Armfeidt's critique of 

contemporary romance has been noted above. 
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Horace Vandergelder plays the fool from his very first entrance, 

where he plays his version of "Yonkers My Yonkers" on a bass drum, 

while listening to the wailing of his hopelessly spoiled nice, 

30 
Ermengarde. The ridicule increases in the third scene when Mrs. 

MoIIoy, his supposed intended, pulls the wool over his eyes by hiding 

his escaped employees in her hat shop. She then, of course, falls 

madly in love with one of them, leaving Horace no solace except Dolly. 

The strongest critique of society occurs during the quartet entitled 

"Elegance," sung by Mrs. Molloy, Minnie, Cornelius, and Barnaby: 

Middle class, don't speak of it. 
Savoir faire, we reek of it! 
Some were born with rags and patches, 
But we use dollar bills for matches, 
And Vanderbilt cowtows to us, 
J.P. Morgan scrapes and bows to us. 
We got elegance, ^ 
We were born with elegance. 

Higgins ridicules his entire nation in his very first number, 

"Why Can't the English?" He constantly derides poor Eliza and has 

particular fun with her unsuspecting father, Doolittle, in the fifth 

scene. Shaw, via Lerner, also has fun with Doolittle, especialiy in 

his monologue concerning middle-class morality. Pickering inquires of 

Doolittle: "Have you no morais, man?" To which Dooiittle replies: 

"No! I can't afford'em, Governor." He then proceeds with a scathing 

32 
indictment of the English social strata. The upper crust of this 

strata is toyed with in the infamous Ascot Race, scenes six and seven. 

Eliza communicates in her rather unique way and charms the pretentious 

elite, especially with her closing line: "Come on, Dover!!! Move 

33 
your bioomin' arse!!!" 
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Standard Five: There must be ridicule. 

In musical comedy the society shifts towards sensibility. In 

musical farce society remains conservative yet flexible. In musical 

comedy of manners there is a different twist. Northrop Frye explains: 

Finaily comes the comedy of manners, the portrayal of a 
chattering monkey society devoted to snobbery and slander. 
In this kind of irony the characters who are opposed to or 
excluded from the fictional society have the sympathy of 
the audience. 

It just so happens that in the archetypes, one leading character 

is the epitome of the society, while the other leading character is 

located on the fringe. In Night Music Fredrik is the rather 

conservative lawyer and respected raeraber of the community. Desiree is 

an actress, representative of a fringe if ever there was one. Horace 

is a respectable businessman. Doliy is a raatchraaker, or as she calls 

it, a raaker of "Social Introductions." As if this was not enough, she 

also is availabie for "Financial Consultation, Instruction in the 

Guitar and Mandolin, Short Distance Hauling . . . and Varicose Veins 

35 
Reduced!" This wouid surely raake her out of the ordinary. Higgins 

is a gentieraan and a scholar; Eliza is a guttersnipe. 

In each of the above cases, it is the female who dominates the 

"syrapathy of the audience." Unlike traditional comedy of manners, 

these characters are not opposed to society as much as they are intent 

upon manipulating it to their advantage. Desiree "has her cake and 

eats it too." Dolly even manipulates the courts of the land. Eliza 

has nothing to lose and everything to gain by duping society. In each 

case the man, like the audience, appears to be won over by the wiies 

of the woman. 
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It is also interesting to note that each archetype has a 

character that controls both the audience empathy as well as their 

respective fictional society's. Madame Armfeldt is representative of 

both worlds. In reality she was an upper ciass prostitute, but her 

talent earned her a duchy. She now represents, ironicai though it may 

be, the "highest" rank of any society member depicted in Night Music. 

As the raisonneur of the piay, she aiso deals most directly with 

audience attention. 

Mrs. Molloy also plays the borderline between respectability and 

ostracism. She is a successful business woman about to make the 

socially acceptable and advantageous marriage with Mr. Vandergelder, 

when she runs away on a whim with Cornelius. There is potentiai for 

disaster, but the audience is with her all of the way. 

Doolittie is another intriguing character. Even though he does 

not fit into the world of Higgins, he has a position in his own 

societai circle second to none. He ably leads his cohorts through two 

of the shows biggest numbers, "With a Little Bit of Luck" and "Get Me 

to the Church on Time." He controls the audience. He aiso makes 

quite an impression on Higgins, who is so enamored by his personality 

that he recomraends Doolittle to a club as a speaker. Higgins calls 

him "one of the most originai moraiists in England." 

In the musical comedy of manners the society is not exactiy the 

"chattering monkeys" described by Frye above. It is, however, the 

subject of ridicule even as it is manipulated by the ieading 

character. In this endeavor the leading character captures both the 

intellectual acceptance of the audience as well as their sympathy. 
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Standard Six: Society is both the subject of ridicule and 
manipulation by the leading character. 

Standard Seven: There is an evocation of sympathy. 

It has been deterrained that the musicai comedy is 

representational. The musical farce is presentationai. The musicai 

comedy of manners is both. There are many examples of the importance 

of a sense of "reality" in the piays' depiction. There are, however, 

an amazing number of examples that dispel the "fourth wall" illusion 

to remind the audience of the theatricai nature of the presentation. 

Night Music raakes the greatest use of presentationaiism of the 

three archetypes. The "chorus" consists of five characters, Mr. 

Lindquist, Mrs. Nordstrom, Mrs. Anderssen, Mr. Erlansen, and Mrs. 

Segstrora, who initially surprise the audience by entering and singing 

the overture. Known collectively as the "Liebeslieders" or the 

"Quintet," they hardly ever relate to the rest of the cast. The 

slight exception to this ruie is when two of them "perform" with 

Desiree. They sing several numbers by themselves, always in direct 

address, and support the rest of the cast in several others, even 

though they may or may not be recognized by the rest of the 

characters. They are very much unlike any character examined so far. 

Even the raajor characters are discovered in presentationai 

conventions, most notably in the finai waitz. 

Hello, Dolly! makes traditional use of the chorus but frequently 

aliows them to break through the fourth wali. The opening number, 

"Cali On Doily," can be piayed very presentationaily. It is basically 

a "set up" for Dolly's entrance. The song fades in and out 
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underscoring representational dialogue until the pick up for "I Put My 

Hand In" (the score indicates that that the songs "almost segue" ). 

The total effect is quite presentational. 

This type of thing happens again in Heilo, Dolly! During "It 

Takes A Woman," which one thinks is going to be a trio, a supporting 

group of singers literally appear from nowhere. This is indicated in 

the script by "instant Glee Club appears," and foilowed several iines 

3fi 
iater by "all the men disappear." Then they come back for another 

chorus! Verisirailitude is obviously not important to Herman and 

Stewart. Two other largely presentational nurabers are "Hello, Doliy!" 

and "It Only Takes a Moraent." 

My Fair Lady has the least amount of this kind of stylistic mix, 

but it is certainly present. Most of the "big" numbers are fairiy 

representational, including the two Doolittie numbers mentioned above, 

as is the "Embassy Waltz" finale to Act I. Ali of these are 

"performed" for other characters who are on stage. The use of the 

servants in "The Servants' Chorus," however, is very reminiscent of 

the use of the Quintet in Night Music. The servants come in from 

nowhere and serve to telescope the passage of time as Higgins gives 

lessons to Eliza. They sing in direct address as the rest of the cast 

performs in a representational manner. The other presentational 

moment occurs with the "Ascot Gavotte." The upper ciasses sing a 

satire about themselves in direct address as the audience is shown 

just how different they are frora Eliza. 

This combination usage of presentationalism and represen-

tationaiism is a striking departure from both musical comedy and 
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musical farce. While the rausical comedy does have an occasionai 

number that is designed to rouse the audience, it is very rare for 

them to break the "illusionary" theatricai convention the way each one 

of the archetypes for musical comedy of manners does. Yet, similar to 

comedy and opposed to farce, there is a basic need for verisimilitude 

in manners. The genre is more representaional than not. 

Standard Eight: It is primarily representationai with many 
presentational moments. 

Musical farce was marked by intelligence and wit. This 

preoccupation is also the case with the comedy of manners. Glenn 

Litton made this observation about the first archetype: "The soui of 

A Little Night Music was its lyrics—urbane, compact, and so true to 

the characters who sang them that the actor needed very little spoken 

39 
dialogue." Sondheim had gained a reputation as being the most 

articulate lyricist that the American musical theatre ever produced, 

and Night Music proved the conjecture. "Some of his lyrics are the 

most briliiant our popular musical stage has ever heard, packed as 

they are with matter and ingenious rhyme." The Sondheim lyric moves 

beyond ingenuity; it establishes character as ciearly as the book. 

Sondheim uses the lyrics to demonstrate the basic inteiligence ot 

the character. He has said, "The more rhymes the sharper the mind." 

In Night Music both the rhyme and the vocabuiary reach a higher, more 

intellectual level than had heretofore been achieved in the musical 

theatre. A typicai example is found in "Now," where Fredrik sings of 

his potential sexual approach to his wife, Anne: 
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Which leaves the suggestive, 
But how to proceed? 
Although she gets restive, 
Perhaps I could read... 

In view of her penchant 
For something romantic, 
De Sade is too trenchant 
And Dickens too frantic, 
And Stendhal would ruin 
The plan of attack, 
As there isn't much blue in 
"The Red and the Black." 

De Maupassant's candor 
Would cause her dismay. 
The Brontes are grander 
But not very gay. 
Her t a s t e i s rauch blander , 
I'm sor ry to say, 
But is Hans Christian Ander-
son ever risque? 

The quote is lengthy to iliustrate the remarkable consistency of 

rhyme, not to mention the literacy of the iyric. This verse tells an 

amazing araount of "matter" or information about the character, as weii 

as providing a witty critique of world literature. The erudition 

evidenced in this lyric alone is remarkable. As typically indicative 

of a larger work, it is staggering. 

Hello, Dolly! cannot compare with Night Music in wit or 

intelligence. The people represent a different and relatively iovv/er 

class of society. The characters are simpiy not the educated type. 

Just as there is a dramatic intelligence, perhaps there is a 

theatrical inteiligence that is just as viable. Some critics found 

the intelligence to be in the actual production: "Henry Hewes, the 

Saturday Review reviewer called it, 'a triumph of staging over a book, 

43 
iyrics and music that are not in themselves extraordinary.'" Jerry 

Herman put it this way: 
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Aside from being a songwriter, I'ra a composer-iyricist 
for the musicai theatre. No that's not being redundant. 
There's an enormous difference . . . [the composer-lyricist's 
song] probes a character, and informs and enlightens us . . . 
[it] is actually a substitute for dialogue ,,. . [it] is 
playwriting in the form of music and lyric. 

Herman's characters have no deep intelligence to reflect, but his 

lyrics do enlighten us. Cornelius sings to Barnaby: 

Put on your Sunday clothes, there's lots of world out there 
Get out your brilliantine and dime cigars 
We're gonna find adventure in the evening air 
Girls in white 
In a perfumed night , t-
Where the lights are bright as the stars! 

Cornelius has a certain intelligence, although he is obviously far 

from "intellectual." The sarae is true with Dolly. She is "clever" 

rather than witty, as demonstrated in Act II, scene two, where she 

manipulates Horace into considering the possibility of their marriage. 

This facility passes for wit in Dolly's society. 

Shaw helps My Fair Lady to achieve the kind of inteiligence that 

Wilder could not manage for Hello, Dolly! Bordman cailed Lerner's 

Líf\ 

book and lyrics both "civilized" and "literate." Not surprising, 

this is most evident in the songs of Professor Higgins. He sings to 

Colonel Pickering: 

You were a man of grace and polish 
Who never spoke above a hush. 
Now all at once you're using language 
That would raake a sailor blush. 

Oh, let a woraan in your life 
And you are plunging in a knife! 
Let the others of my sex 
Tie the knot—around their necks; 
I'd prefer a new edition 
Of the Spanish Inquisition , -, 
Than to ever let a woman in mv life! 
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While lacking the verbal virtuosity of Sondheim, Lerner does manage to 

project an inteliigent character with a touch of wit. 

Standard Nine: There is inteiligence and wit or cleverness. 

It was determined that musical farce was risque. This has been a 

historical characteristic of the comedy of manners, too. Crawford 

noted that the genre is filled with a "display of witty, bluntly 

sexual dialogue, boudoir intrigues, sensual innuendos, and rakish 

behavior." These qualities are very evident in Night Music, but not 

so apparent in the other two archetypes. 

Night Music is a glittering cesspooi of sexual complications. 

Desiree is having two adulterous affairs while her mother, a whore, 

raises her illegitimate daughter. Henrik is waiting for his 

incestuous opportunity, while Petra, the maid, attacks anything that 

is male. Anne is frigid; Charlotte is desperately waiting. Fredrika 

seems to be the only normal person in the iot, bastard though she be. 

Hello, Dolly! has no bluntly sexual dialogue or boudoir intrigue. 

It does have a certain rakish behavior, not so much in the abandonment 

of morals, as in the abandonment of common sense. Cornelius and 

Barnaby risk all that they have known by perpetrating the tomato can 

explosion at the feed store. Mrs. Molloy is treading on dangerous 

ground when she joins Cornelius for a night on the town. All are in 

danger of censure when they are brought to court. 

Mrs. Pierce reminds Higgins that "you can't just take a girl up 

49 
iike that as if you were picking up a pebble on the beach," when he 

proposes to take Eliza into his house. This is not boudoir intrigue; 
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it is all very proper and above board. Indeed Higgins is very 

uninterested in things sexual or romantic. It is Doolittle who 

suggests that something raight be amiss but only mentions it in hopes 

of getting some kind of financial remuneration from the situation. 

The oniy overtly sexual reference comes in desperation as Eiiza 

sings/pieads to Freddy: 

Don't taik of stars 
Burning above; 
If you're in love, 
Show me! . . . 

Haven't your lips 
Longed for ray touch? 
Don't say how much-
Show me! Show me! 

She finishes the song by smashing Freddy on the head with her 

suitcase, not quite the type of finish Freddy, or she, had hoped for. 

The sexual eleraents, always present in historical comedies of 

manner, only appear in one of the archetypes, although it is very much 

present in some of the other exampies (e.g., La Cage, Robber 

Bridegroora, or Nine). This aspect, therefore, becomes a variabie for 

the genre. 

Variable One: It can be quite risque, although not 
necessarily so. 

A song categorization of the archetypes deserves momentary 

consideration. For musical farce it was necessary to estabiish the 

new category of "ballad parody," but the form was indigenous only to 

farce and has no place in musical comedy of manners. Also, no rhythm 

songs are evident in this genre. There is, however, a need to 

establish a new category of song. The distinction was made in the 
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first chapter that the ballad and the comedy song were at opposite 

sides of a continuum based upon the relative importance of the music 

in the former and the lyric in the later. For the first two genres, 

"comedy song" was an appropriate term due to the inevitabie subject 

matter of the piece. With the musicai coraedy of manners there is an 

occasional comedy song; but there is aiso a type of song that, while 

dependent upon the lyric, is not primarily comedic in nature. As 

these songs are alraost inevitabiy "I ara" or "I want" songs in content, 

they will be designated as "character songs," and defined as songs in 

which the lyric is more important than the music. They will not be 

fundamentally comedic (although they can contain humor), but are 

intended to reveal something about the character. 

These "character songs" wiil emphasize what Guernsey, writing 

about Sondheim specifically, has called, "theatre lyrics, lyrics in a 

dramatic situation on a stage in terms of character—not pop 

lyrics." The ballad still serves to indicate a song where music is 

predominant, and the charm song is still appropriate where the lyrics 

and music are more or less equal in importance. 

A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC 

Ballads: none 
Charm Songs: "Remember," "Every Day a Little Death," 

"Perpetual Anticipation." 
Coraedy Songs: none 
Character Songs: "Now," "Later," "Soon," "Liasons," "In Praise 

of Women," "It Would Have Been Wondertul," 
"Send in the Clowns," "The Miiler's Son." 

Musical Scenes: "Overture," "The Glamorous Life," "You Must 
Meet My Wife," "A Weekend in the Country," 
"The Sun Won't Set," "Night Waltz II." 

Dances: "Night Waltz," "Last Waltz." 
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Ballads: 

Charm Songs: 

Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 
Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

"Ribbons Down My Back," "It Only Takes a 
Moment." 
"It Takes a Women," "Put On Your Sundav 
Clothes," "Before the Parade Passes By," 
"Elegance," "Hello, Dolly!" "So Long, Dearie." 
"Motherhood March." 
"I Put My Hand In" 
"Opening" 
"Dancing," "Waiters' Gallop," "Polka." 

MY FAIR LADY 

Ballads: 

Charm Songs: 

Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 

Musical Scenes: 

Dances: 

"Wouldn't It Be Loverly?" "I Could Have 
Danced All Night," "On the Street Where 
You Live." 
"With a Little Bit of Luck," "Ascot Gavotte," 
"Get Me to the Church on Time." 
none 
"Why Can't the Engiish," "Just You Wait," "Show 
Me," "A Hymn to Him," "Without You." 
"I'm An Ordinary Man," "The Servants' Chorus," 
"The Rain in Spain," "You Did It," "I've Grown 
Accustomed to Her Face." 
"Erabassy Waltz." 

A comparative analysis: 

Ballads: 
Charm Songs: 
Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 
Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

NIGHT MUSIC 

0 
3 
0 
8 
6 
2 

HELLO, 

2 
6 
1 
1 
1 
3 

MY FAIR LADY 

3 
3 
0 
5 
5 
1 

It is obvious from the above iistings that Night Music and M^ 

Fair Lady are quite ciose in comparative content, while Helio, Dolly! 

appears to be quite different. The musicai comedy of manners has a 

preponderance of numbers that couid be considered to be character 
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songs or musical scenes as well as a heavy emphasis in the number of 

charm songs. What is most striking is the lack of comedy songs and 

ballads, the most obvious component of musical comedy. 

The total lack of ballads in Night Music is a debatable 

assessment, especially considering that many critics consider this to 

be a "concept musical" about music, seemingiy fertile ground for 

ballads. What exactly is a "concept musical"? Glenn Litton states: 

The components of a conceptual musical were integrated by a 
theme instead of a narrative, although telling a story was 
not prohibited. Because the emphasis was on theme the test 
of a conceptual musical was not how smoothly it moved 
between song, dance, and dialogue, but how successfully its 
style rairrored its concept. 

Richard Kislan concurs, saying that in a Sondheira concept musicai the 

"music, lyrics, dance, direction, dialogue, and design integrate in 

production to support a thought. That thought dictates everything." 

The particuiar "thought" or "concept" in Night Music deals with music: 

"Whether the song was a Viennese waltz, a mazurka, or a polonaise, it 

54 
retained at ieast some of the seductiveness of three-quarter time." 

Night Music is certainly unusual in its adherence to three-

quarter time, but the assumption that this "concept" dictates the 

dramatic action is erroneous. The play is not about music or waltzes. 

The concept dictates an overaii mood and rhythm, but not character, 

plot, or diaiogue. As melodic as some of the music is, Sondheim roots 

his lyrics into character, purposefully giving emphasis to the lyric. 

He shares his technique: "sub-text . . . what it means simply is, 

give the actor soraething to act. I think this is a real secret." 

Sondheira practices what he preaches, giving his characters not just 

his "concept," but theatricai life. "Stephen Sondheim writes songs 
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for the theatre, virtuosic songs that grow from the dramatic ideas 

inherent in a show's concept to become the very drama earlier songs 
rc 

wouid only reflect." This idea of "concept" needs to be put into 

perspective. It is not the overriding or even fundamental premise of 

a theatrical work. It is rather something sirapler; as composer Nancy 

Ford says, it is "something that ties the whoie show together.""^ 

Sondheim's songs do not content themselves with being simpie, 

melodic airs. Therefore, even with what would normaliy be considered 

a ballad, "Send in the Clowns" for example, becomes, in a Sondheim 

show, an important character revelation—a character song. Usually a 

ballad is very easy to take out of the context of the show (e.g., "It 

Only Takes a Moraent" or "On the Street Where You Live") and stand on 

its own as a popuiar song. Sondheim seidom makes the "hit parade": 

His songs seldom achieve popularity outside the context of 
their shows because the coraposer creates material exclusive 
to context, to the particular characters for whom the songs 
are written and the sgecific situation that precipitates the 
dramatic revelation. 

That is why there is such a preponderance of character songs and 

musical scenes, types of songs that are integral, by definition, to 

the musical. That is also why there is such a lack of ballads and 

coraedy songs, the easiest type to take out of context and have stand 

on their own merits. 

Hello, Doily! represents quite a different phiiosophy. "Merrick 

coordinated (the) work with the intention of making Hello, Doiiy! a 

candy store musical: No one was to worry about nourishment or 

tt59 
cavities; the idea was to raake induigence irresistible." It 

contains three numbers that are difficult to categorize, all three 
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foilowing exactly the same pattern. "Put on Your Sunday Clothes," 

"Before the Parade Passes By," and "Hello, Dolly!" are charm songs. 

At least that is how they begin, with simple melodies and simpie 

lyrics. They proceed to grow. They "were played and sung in almost 

every tempo from 'maestoso' to 'presto,' and with each change a 

fiC\ 
different, highly polished facet would glint." As spectacuiar as 

they become, they never quite attain the status of a musical scene, in 

that they do not facilitate the dramatic action, even though "Sunday 

Clothes" covers a scene change. 

My Fair Lady was the true predecessor to Night Music. Critic 

Allan Lewis was one of many who felt "for the musical play, a totai 

unified dramatic experience in song and dance and lyrics must arise 

out of the situation and character, . . . My Fair Lady is an 

f> 1 
outstanding example." Even in retrospect, the play compares well to 

more modern, advanced examples like Night Music. Bordman noted that 

Lerner and Loewe's "songs are functional. If they do not develop 

f-i9 

character, they at least define it." This functionality resuits in 

the large nuraber of character songs and musical scenes that are 

present. 

The score analysis has revealed that dance serves the same 

function in the musical coraedy of manners as it does for comedy and 

farce: decorative rather than dramatic. The first song of the play 

is a musical scene for Night Music and Hello, Dolly but a character 

song for My Fair Lady. The act one finale is a chorai number for the 

first two, but not Lady. The opening of the second act is a musical 

scene for Music and Lady but not for Dolly. The finale is not a big 
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chorus number for Music and Lady and should not be for Dolly. It 

"should not" be in that the play actually ends, iike the other two 

archetypes, on a quiet note, a soft duet between Doily and Horace. 

The rest of the chorus, in a presentational manner, appear from 

nowhere to anticipate the curtain call and reprise the big numbers. 

This finale is actually contra-standard. The following standards and 

variables emerge: 

Standard Ten: Dances serve to decorate and intensify 
rather than further the plot. 

Variable Two: The first number of the act is a musical 

scene. 

Variable Three: The first act ends with a chorai number. 

Standard Eieven: The finale is not a chorai number. 

Several aspects noted for the other genres do not apply to comedy 

of manners. There are not any chiidren (Fredrika is aimost too 

sophisticated to qualify). There are not really any viilains, just a 

lot of fools. The leading characters have no real need for 

confidants. Higgins talks to Pickering, but Pickering rarely gives 

advice. Doily confides in a non-character, her dead husband—and, 

therefore, herself. Desiree talks to her mother, but the relationship 

is more adversary than empathetic. 

Ail three of the archetypes make use of a chorus, more in the 

tradition of comedy than farce, in a subordinate role. It also 

happens that all three archetypes have a romantically involved 

supporting couple. Night Music has two: Henrik and Anne, as weil as 

Charlotte and Carl-Magnus. Hello Dolly! actualiy has three: 
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Mrs. Moiloy and Cornelius; Minnie Fay and Barnaby; and Ermengarde and 

Ambrose. My Fair Lady could certainly inciude Freddy and Eliza, even 

though she does "double duty" and qualifies as a lead, too. 

Standard Tweive: There is a chorus used to intensify 
musical numbers, for spectacle, and for 
atmosphere. 

Standard Thirteen: There is a romanticaily invoived couple 
in a supporting role. 

Musical farce had no real place for the "showstopper," a mainstay 

of musical coraedy. Musical comedy of manners appears to revive this 

device. Night Music, already lauded for its dramatic integration, 

boasts only one showstopper. "We have a smash hit with 'Send in the 

Clowns,'" despite the fact that "Sondheim's songs are the hardest to 

extract from their context and, therefore, the hardest to grow 

fiií 
affectionate about." "Clowns" usualiy manages to receive an 

inordinate amount of applause in performance. 

There is another remarkabie number that would stop the show, if 

it were not for the fact that the curtain is already closing on the 

first act. "A Weekend in the Country" is operatic in scope, building 

through seven parts to achieve a full cast musical and dramatic ciimax 

to end the act. This section is undoubtediy one of the most complex 

and challenging musical scenes of all of musical theatre. Neither one 

of these numbers could be considered to be a star turn, however, even 

though "Send in the Ciowns" was written with Glynis Johns and Len 

Cariou in mind. 

Jerry Herman, like Irving Berlin, is a master of the blockbuster 

method. Glenn Litton described "Sunday Clothes" and "Helio, Dolly!": 
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[They were] . . . two gigantic production numbers, which 
operated on the principle of the topper, the climax no 
one believes can be surpassed untii the next wonder—the 
next topper—leaves^the audience cheering and the performers 
gasping for breath. 

Ironically Jerry Herman planned the title song to be "a routine 

production in the 1890s style and did not consider it exceptional in 

fif\ 
any way." That is not how the audience perceived it. Gottfried 

puts it miidiy: 

The song "Heilo Dolly!" is not only one of the most famous 
and best loved showstoppers in the modern musical theatre 
but it also teaches a lesson that should never be forgotten. 
This is a iesson of directness. Such a song sounds corny 
to raany a musicai theatre sophisticate, but no song that 
comes out and wows and audience is corny. Such directness 
is the essence of showmanship_and without showmanship, 
there is no musical theatre. 

The above statement is debatabie, but he is right about the "wows." 

My Fair Lady may appear to be meliow compared to Helio, Dolly , 

but they are actuaily quite simiiar in their ability to capture the 

audience. Critic Geraid Weales, who is not a musicai theatre 

aficionado like Gottfried, noted that My Fair Lady "has been wideiy 

praised as an example of the movement of musical comedy toward a form 

in which all of the elements contribute to the work's unique 

irapression . . . stili . . . the main songs are basicaily star or 

comic turns." In the original production, Julie Andrews was highiy 

touted as both a singer and actress, particulariy effective in numbers 

like "Show Me." Litton observed that "Doolittie was a natural for 

musical comedy—a roistering boozer and philanderer with a gift for 

69 
rausicai speech." The fact that the roie was originally created by 

the English music hall favorite, Stanley Hoiloway, guaranteed stopping 

the show after "With a Little Bit" and "Get Me to the Church on Time." 
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My Fair Lady was one of the first musicals to risk putting a non-

musical actor in a leading role. "Loewe soived this probiem ot having 

a leading raan, Rex Harrison, with a weak singing voice by capitalizing 

on his rich speaking voice. . . . Loewe made it an actual asset."^^ 

Harrison captured the Best Actor Tony award and stopped the show with 

his share of showstoppers. 

Unlike Hello Dolly!, the spectacle of My Fair Lady was not the 

basis for the theatrical climaxes; the script was. In referring to 

"The Rain in Spain," Walter Kerr called it the "most musically and 

dramatically effective episode" in the play. "You listen astonished— 

because you believe in her so completely that you didn't reaiiy 

suppose she could do it. Suddeniy her deiight becomes yours." 

Standard Fourteen: There is at least one showstopping 
number. 

One final aspect of the musicai comedy of manners must be noted. 

Farce was described as being both fast and physical. Musical comedv 

is famous for its generally sprightly pace. The comedy of manners 

takes more tirae to accompiish its dramatic goals. 

Night Music is greatly affected by the predorainance of the three-

quarter time terapo. As the music lilts, so does the drama, making a 

steady but very smooth progress towards its conclusion. The 

occasional interraezzi by the Quintet have the effect of even slowing 

the pace more. This technique is also used in the middle of scene 

four, when Desiree and Fredrik's tryst takes place while Madame 

Armfeldt sings "Liasons." She finishes the song just in time for 

Cari-Magnus to interrupt the iovers. Even though the action is 
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intense, the pace is leisureiy. 

Doily is in no hurry to do anything. To be sure, Corneiius and 

Barnaby cannot wait to discover the "world outside of Yonkers." 

Dolly, on the other hand, is certain that things will eventually turn 

in her favor. Her final solo, "So Long Dearie," is, in effect, a 

tease. The audience expects her to capture Horace's heart, but then 

she just walks away. She finaily wins him over, but in her own good 

time. 

Higgins has to meet the deadline of the Embassy Ball to win his 

bet with Pickering, but the pace is hardly blistering. There is 

plenty of time to feature Dooiittle and to put Eliza through trial 

paces at the Ascot race track. Even after the big moment at the bail, 

when Eliza meets the Queen, the play still has an entire act for the 

Eliza-Higgins relationship to bloom. 

Standard Fifteen: The action takes a leisurely pace. 

In summary, the conclusions are listed: 

STANDARDS for MUSICAL COMEDY OF MANNERS 

1. The plot allows logical but complicated intrigue on its 
way to a reserved happy ending. 

2. Society's manners and style dictates and influences 
action. 

3. There must be a roraantic coraplication with the leading 
couple. 

4. Sentimentalism is ridicuied but acceptable if tempered 
by inteiligence. 

5. There must be ridicule. 
6. Society is both the subject of ridicule and manipuiation 

by the leading character. 
7. There is an evocation of syrapathy. 
8. It is priraarily representational with many presentational 

moments. 
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9. There is inteiiigence and wit or cleverness. 
10. Dances serve to decorate and intensify rather than further 

the plot. 
11. The finale is not a choral number. 
12. There is a chorus used to intensify musicai numbers, for 

spectacle, and for atmosphere. 
13. There is a roraanticaily involved coupie in a supporting 

role. 
14. There is at ieast one showstopping nuraber. 
15. The action takes place at a ieisurely pace. 

VARIABLES 

1. It can be quite risque, aithough not necessariiy so 
2. The first number of the act is a musicai scene. 
3. The first act ends with a choral number. 

There are very few standards that remain constant through the 

musical theatre comedy. It has been established that ali three 

archetypes depend upon ridicule and that all use dance in a decorative 

rather than a dramatic way. The first acts of ail nine musicais 

exarained end with a big choral nuraber. The other aspects vary, 

depending on the forra. The following definition can now be proposed 

for the final comedic genre: 

MUSICAL COMEDY OF MANNERS is a representational piay, with 
presentationai raoments, interwoven with music, song, and 
dance, that is characterized by wit and/or cieverness, as 
society's raanners and styie dictate a complicated but logi-
cal intrigue that leisureiy results in a happy but reserved 
ending. Society and sentimentalism are ridicuied as they 
are manipulated by intelligence in the guise of the ieading 
coupie who are roraantically involved. Musical comedies of 
manner feature a decorative chorus, a romantically involved 
supporting couple, the evocation of sympathy, a subdued, 
non-chorai ending, and at least one showstopping number. 
It usualiy: can be quite risque; ends the first act with a 
chorai finaie; and begins each act with a musicai scene. 

The musical comedy of manners mixes severai aspects of both 
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musical comedy and musicai farce. The first important aspect for the 

musical theatre director to note deais with the mixture of 

representationalism and presentationalism and with his abiiity to 

clearly conclude which style is predominant at any given moment. All 

too often directors destroy their own theatrical conventions by using 

them inconsistently. The audience begins to accept everything in an 

"anything goes" spirit, and the true dramatic power of the 

representationai moraents, especiaily when dealing with romance or 

sentimentality, are sacrificed. At the sarae tirae, a presentationai 

moraent can be "underplayed," destroying the theatricality of the 

event. It is essential that the director determines his most 

advantageous use of verisimiiitude. 

An interesting note: Musical comedy inevitably had an "American" 

flavor. It is interesting to realize that two out of the three 

archetypes take place on foreign soil, and the third takes place in 

19th century America. While this is not reaily a "standard" (Company 

being the most obvious exception), it does complicate matters for the 

director by adding a "period" flavor (i.e., distant times and foreign 

cliraes) to the production. Not siraply "any" societai manners will do. 

The director must be inspired by the set of given circumstances 

provided by the script. What raakes Night Music Swedish? What makes 

Helio. Doily! nostalgically archaic? Why could not My Fair Lady be 

set in New York? These are just a few of the questions that confront 

the musicai theatre director. 

The conclusions to the above questions wiil pervade all of the 

theatricai elements of the production. Following is an Aristotelian 
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breakdown of other important eieraents for the musicai theatre director 

to note. 

Plot 

The final standard is probably the most important one for the 

director to heed in the progress of piot. Musical farce is meant to 

be frenetic. Musical coraedy is exuberant. The musical comedy of 

raanners reflects an altogether different pace. It is urbane, to be 

sure, but not chaotic. It foliows Doily's lead rather than 

Corneiius'. There is a confidence that prevents excessive energy. 

The director must discover when this energy can be given free reign 

(e.g., with Henrik or Petra in Music, with Barnaby or Ermengarde in 

DoIIy, or with Doolittle in Lady), and, more important, when it should 

be controlled and regulated. 

There is an occasionai twist in the piot, but the characters 

should never appear to be fiustered or even the least bit out of 

control. Desiree and Fredrik are abie to recover from Carl-Magnus' 

intrusion. Doliy is in charge no matter what Horace does. Higgins 

likewise controls the antics of Eliza. It is important that the 

director keep in mind Standard Six, which allows the audience to 

clearly perceive the manipulation of the society by the leading 

characters. In farce this manipuiation often occurs despite the 

actions of the characters. In musical comedy of raanners the controi 

is a direct result of their actions. The director can be very 

instruraentai in making sure that the audience is aware of this fact. 

As mteilectuai as the comedy of manners might appear at first 
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glance, in many ways it is as romantic, if not more so, than musicai 

coraedy. The director shouid not hesitate to underiine the romantic 

corapiications of the plot. One of the delightfui dramatic ploys of 

this genre is the sentimental iosing of the heart (i.e., control) 

despite the precautions of the mind. Fredrik cannot help but to re-

fall in love with Desiree. Horace knows exactiy what Doily is but 

stiil cannot avoid her web. Higgins is very ready to throw Eliza out 

but then cannot live with himself. By allowing the romantic moments 

to be highiighted, either by staging, vocai interpretation, or even 

with spectacle elements (most likely with lights), the director can 

heighten both the intellectual and the sentimentai appeal of the 

genre. The romantically involved couple in a supporting role (see 

Standard Thirteen) is sirailar to the device found in musical comedy 

and requires no special attention. 

As mentioned previously in the discussion of musical comedy, if 

there is a showstopping number, it should be allowed to stop the show. 

Indeed, due to the more leisurely dramatic pace of the piay, this 

interruption is not neariy as distracting as it can be in musical 

comedy. 

Character 

Even though the spectacle wili be just as important in this genre 

as in the others, there appears to be a much heavier emphasis on basic 

character. The director will find that he must spend considerabiy 

raore time in character deveiopment than with comedy or farce. The 

comedy of manners raoves a step closer to "musical drama" and needs to 
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be conceived and directed as such. Farce had very littie use for 

psychological, in-depth characterization. Musicai comedy of manners 

is dependent upon it. What is directoriaily intriguing about this 

type of characterizational approach is that it is necessary despite 

the many presentational raoments in the script. Usuaily the more 

presentational the script, the more important the actor's personality 

(as opposed to character's personality). In the case of musical 

comedy of raanners it is iraperative that the actor's persona shines 

through the character but does not subsurae it in any way. (Consider 

the fundaraentally different personalities of Ethel Merman, Carol 

Channing, and Pearl Bailey. Each actress was abie to bring their own 

interpretations to the role of Dolly, creating, paradoxically, the 

72 
sarae character with three totaliy different personaiities. ) 

An iraportant character note concerns the presentational moments 

of the play. In the musical farce, presentationalism is usuaily very 

acceptable in the form of "breaking" characterization. The actor 

moraentarily steps out of character to coraraent upon the play's action. 

This shouid never happen in coraedy of raanners. Rather, the character 

raoraentarily steps out of the situation in order to comment, but never 

out of his character. It is up to the director to make sure that this 

important distinction is apparent to the audience. 

The type of character that ailows for the kind of diversity of 

characterization raentioned above can be a deiightfuily creative 

opportunity for both the actor and the director. The basic 

inteiiigence, wit, and cleverness reraain the sarae. It is the way the 

actor interprets the eraotionai and sentimental side of the character 
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that ailows free creative reign. The director should foilow the 

actor's instincts, rather than impose his own directorial persona. 

To reiterate an obvious point, the actuai "manners" of the 

society should receive the utmost attention from the director. 

Details, like how to greet a duchess (as in Night Music), how to 

accept a date from a total stranger (as in Hello Dolly!), or how to 

greet the queen (in My Fair Lady) are crucial. These details are 

always important for a director, but especially so in musical comedy 

of manners where the faux pas is alraost tragic in its consequences. 

While farce is dependent upon large, fast, physical action, the 

coraedy of raanners is raost effective when performed with physicai 

reserve. Night Music is perhaps the outstanding example in musicai 

theatre that deraonstrates the necessity of physicai control. Even its 

chorus is forraally dressed. In Hello, DoIIy! Horace is the butt of 

ridicuie, but he is not a clown. Dolly and Mrs. Moiloy have a certain 

position in society that should not be undercut with physical antics. 

In My Fair Lady Eliza begins expansively. The more "cultured" she 

becomes, the more reserved and controlled she should become. Higgins, 

to a great extent, his mother, Freddy, and Coi. Pickering are the 

epitorae of sociai decorura and should feel quite at horae in the iess-

than-frantic Ascot races. It is the director's obligation to harness 

the actors' energies into soraething other than physical 

expressiveness. There are, of course, exceptions to the above 

observation. Petra in Music, Barnaby in Dolly, and Doolittle in Ladv 

are seemingiy transported in from the worid of musical comedy, but not 

musicai farce. They, also, must never get too far away from the 
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accepted norm of the plays' prevailing societal attitude and decorum. 

Thought 

The sentimentalism of musical comedy is deiicately mixed with the 

intelligent undercut of the musical farce to result in the musicai 

coraedy of manners. Both eiements are equaily important. Uniike the 

historical manners genre, the musicai society is not fundamentaliy 

cynical. Irony is present, but it is not deep, dealing more with the 

humorous than with the sardonic. Sentimentaiisra is boistered by 

intelligence as often as it is defiated by it, and it would be wrong 

for the director to neglect or undermine its effectiveness. Nobody 

likes a cynic. The audience can laugh at him, but rarely with him. 

The musical coraedy of raanners is rauch more iikable than its historicai 

antecedent. The romanticisra is not the naive sort found in musicai 

comedy, but of a rauch raore sophisticated and woridly nature. The 

huraor runs deep, and it is truthful. The director must not allow the 

punch line to overshadow the spirit of the comedy. How is this done? 

Obvious laugh-iines such as the following from Night Music should be 

underplayed. 

Anne: And how's dear Marta? 

Charlotte: Ecstatic. Dear Marta has renounced men and is 
teaching gymnastics in a school for retarded 
girls in Beetleheim. 

The huraor should corae frora the absurdness of the reality, rather than 

frora mere technicai inflection on the part of the actor. The more 

honest the deiivery of such lines, the more humorous they become. 
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Diction 

There has aiready been a discussion of diction in the defense of 

Standard Nine, concerning the basic inteliigence that prevails in the 

musical comedy of manners. The comments that were made concerning 

Kiss Me, Kate are appiicable here as weii. Night Music and My Fair 

Lady are rarely matched by other musical theatre pieces in either the 

extent of their vocabulary or their facile word usage. The director 

raust insist upon, and assist his actors to achieve, decades of 

cultural indoctrination within the short rehearsal process. Indeed 

there are sorae actors who, try as they raight, siraply cannot appear 

believable as a piece of the upper crust of society. Auditions shouid 

raake their vocal appropriateness (or lack thereof) evident. 

My Fair Lady, like Annie before it, is dependent upon dialect 

usage. In the Annie script the diaiect is actuaily written upon the 

page. The actor basically uses standard speech in reading 

"misspelled" words. My Fair Lady is infiniteiy more complicated, 

given the fact that the principal character of the show is a 

dialectician. This occupation naturally focuses the audience's 

attention to the speech (and especially to dialect) throughout the 

work. In Annie the diction is used to add local color and atmosphere. 

In My Fair Lady it is an essentiai element of the plot and characters. 

Whereas Annie has one overail speech "locale," My Fair Lady cails for 

two distinct varieties: the upper class (often referred to as "high 

British") and Cockney. It is greatly recoraraended that the director 

empioy a dialect speciaiist for teaching the basic form and 

supervising its usage. The director simply does not usually have the 
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tirae (or the expertise) to give diction its proper emphasis. 

Consistency of phonetic pronunciation as well as regional cadence is 

the key to success. 

Heilo, DoIIy! is aimost contra-standard in its linguistic 

siraplicity. The piay is raore akin to rausical coraedy than to musicai 

comedy of manners from a diction standpoint and should present no 

speciai difficuities to the director. 

Music 

Frederick Loewe and Jerry Herman write music in a simiiar vein. 

It is meiodic, singable, and reiatively easy for the singer-actor to 

iearn and perforra. Despite the fact that they were writing their 

works with forraidable singers in raind (i.e., Julie Andrews and Ethei 

Merraan respectively), they kept the entire score in an easily 

achievabie range. 

A Stephen Sondheim score, on the other hand, is never easy. 

Forum's score was his easiest because it was written for comedians who 

could barely carry a tune. By 1970 Sondheim developed a raore 

deraanding style. Three characters in Night Music, nameiy, Desiree, 

Fredrika, and Mme. Arrafeldt, do not need any special expertise. The 

rest of the cast must be accompiished singers. In tonal range, iength 

of song, and melodic line Sondheim's work is challenging for the best 

singers. The director can never recover frora miscasting in the 

audition process, and it is recommended that he give speciai credence 

to the musicai director's artistic opinion as to the vocai 

capabiiities of those actors under consideration. The vast majority 
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of musicai theatre can get by on less than adequate singing. Nio.nt 

^^si^ is an exception. Even adequacy is not good enough because of 

the eraphasis that the rausic receives in the actual acting (i.e., piot 

progression and character definition) of the play. Bluntly speaking, 

if the director is not assured of the expertise of the actor pool 

available, this show should not be atterapted. The director can 

usually "teach" a singer how to act, or an actor how to act more 

competently. It is, however, impossible to teach an actor how to sing 

this type of score in a short araount of time, unless the actor already 

possesses the necessary skills. 

In general, the genre emphasizes charm songs, character songs, 

and rausical scenes. The charm songs should be just that—charming. 

Unlike the musical farce, they should be staged in a reserved manner 

with a more raoderate than fast tempo. The character songs and musical 

scenes ailow the director much opportunity for dramatic imagination. 

The director shouid not be intimidated by the presence of the music. 

The music will dictate certain moods, feelings, and actual 

inflections. Here the director must draw out that personality 

mentioned above, in order to make each song carry its own dramatic 

weight. In the other musical comedy genres the directing of musicai 

numbers is usually confined to physicai staging. In the musical 

comedy of manners the director raust direct the dramatic action to a 

greater extent than the physicai action in this type of song. The 

choreographer can be of occasional assistance with these moments, but 

the director must insist upon their uitimate dramatic significance. 



Spectacie 

As a group, these archetypes are actually the most spectacular of 

any genre examined. All three are iavish in both their scenic and 

costurae requireraents. There are raany scenes and many costume changes. 

Because the society depicted leans toward the "upper crust," the 

materials must be of high quality (or raade to look as if they are) and 

of abundant quantity. This is corapiicated by the stylistic 

vacillation between representationalisra and presentationaiism. It is 

not unusual, for example, for Horace's feed store in Hello, Doliy! to 

be fairly realistically depicted. The audience will accept the 

incongruity of a "fantastic" approach to the Harmonia Gardens scene 

later on in the second act. 

The same could be said about Higgins' study as opposed to the 

scene at Ascot. Consistency of visual styie is not as important as 

the unity of artistic vision. The director must be certain that the 

audience will accept the theatrical world created as a whoie, no 

matter how incongruous the individual pieces. 

The comraents raade concerning the use of lights in farce would be 

applicabie, in a slightly more restrained way, to the musical comedy 

of raanners. As far as light usage is concerned, the musical comedy is 

the most conservative of the genres and farce the most liberai. The 

comedy of manners falls somewhere in between. 

Probabiy the most important responsibility of the director, and 

one that is all too frequentiy overlooked until it is too late, is the 

actuai mechanics of design as a function of the production. It is 

very easy to "overdesign" or "overproduce" this type of musical to the 
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detriment of the entire production. The spectacle needs to be 

reasonably opulent. It raust be workably extravagant. It must be the 

servant of the play, not vice versa. 

In many ways the rausical comedy of manners is more akin to the 

musicai draraa than the musicai comedy, as will become clear in the 

next chapter. The director must be very concerned with many of the 

same external aspects as the musical comedy, but there is a 

fundamental shift to a deeper and more challenging characterization 

and sophistication of dramatic themes. 
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PART TWO 

MUSICAL THEATRE DRAMA 

Cole Porter said, "The most profound change in forty years of 

musical coraedy has been—Rodgers and Hammerstein." He was right. It 

was Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hamraerstein II who popularized a serious 

approach to "rausical comedy" with their seminai work, Okiahoma! In 

the process they developed a major new branch of the musical theatre. 

They did not invent a new form. Decades eariier Hamraerstein 

foreshadowed this developraent in his work with Jerorae Kern. David 

tt2 
Ewen says, "The rausicai play can be said to eraerge with Show Boat." 

Stanley Green concurs and calis Show Boat the first "modern American 

3 
musical play." That raight very well be, but there were no immediate 

imitators. Show Boat was iconoclastic, but it was idiosyncratic. 

Show Boat paved the way, but it was Oklahoma! that set the criticai 

standard and, more iraportant for the American commercial theatre, the 

popularity of the fledgling form. 

The serious musical theatre can be traced back to the beginnings 

of opera. This development culminated in the efforts of Richard 

Wagner, who is credited with giving the most eloquent articulation to 

what he would christen "musikdraraa." His work remains, however, in 

the province of "grand opera," and his theories probably had little 

effect on American musical theatre authors. 

190 
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Siightiy after Wagner, musicai theatre evoived in an interesting 

way. Music critic Homer Ulrich explains: 

A new terrainology was soon adapted, and an opera that 
contained continuous music, ballet, choral ensembles, and 
a fair amount of emotionai expressiveness became known as 
"drame lyrique." One written in an unpretentious, popular 
style that stressed entertainment values developed into a 
type cailed light opera or operetta. 

Oklahoraa! and its successors are a corabination of the "drame iyrique" 

and the operetta, stressing both entertainment and emotional 

expressiveness through a very unpretentious raanner. Their immediate 

predecessor was not the "drarae lyrique" or the operetta, however; it 

was the rausical coraedy. 

In a recently published book on arts raarketing, a survey is 

described in which a potential audience is asked to choose a 

preference between "heavy vs. frivoious," and "serious vs. funny." 

The conclusion is that the more serious a person is, the more he 

enjoys drama; the more frivolous he is, the more he enjoys musicals. 

Oklahoraa! proved that there could be seriousness in a musical. No 

longer was it possible to assume that the terms "musicai" and "comedy" 

were synonymous. A new, workable vocabulary needed to be deveioped 

for both the critic and the theatre artist. The term "musical play" 

was barely the start. 

With "comedy" as a raajor part of the musicai theatre repertoire, 

it is not illogical to expect "tragedy" as, if not a major portion, at 

ieast representative of a genre. Tragedy, however, has not made an 

impression on the musical theatre in the way it has on opera. 

Aithough there are a few musicals that raay lay claim to the titie of 

"musical tragedy" (West Side Storv to name a popular example, Phiiemon 
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to name a lesser known contender), no musical to date really achieves 

the stature of classical or even so-called modern tragedy. Serious 

dramatic musicals can easily, and more appropriateiy, fit into one of 

the three genres developed within the next three chapters. 

As with musical theatre comedy, there appears to be three major 

genres within the larger heading of "musical theatre drama." Musical 

Drama, iike musical coraedy, represents the majority of plays with a 

serious inclination. Although a translation of "drame lyrique," it 

should not be confused with Wagner's opera (i.e., musikdrama). 

Musical Draraa will be the subject of Chapter IV. "Musicai melodrama" 

sounds redundant. "Melodrama" transiates from the French "meio drame" 

as "musical drama." In the American vernacular, however, "melodrama" 

has taken on severai different connotations, many of which wiil help 

in the understanding of the genre. Musical Melodrama will be 

discussed in Chapter V. Musical Romance, like the musicai comedy of 

manners, will recall a historical movement and adapt some of its 

tenets to the contemporary musicai theatre. It wiil be the topic of 

Chapter VI. 

The musical theatre drama will in no way replace the musical 

theatre comedy. The latter maintains numerical preponderance, popular 

appeal, and, therefore, critical importance. Musical theatre drama 

will, however, afford the musicai theatre director a different set of 

communicative chailenges and a different set of directoriai techniques 

to master. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MUSICAL DRAMA 

Critics were aware of the difficulty of continuing to use the 

word 'comedy" where it was no longer appropriate. It was not untii 

much after Okiahoma! that an aiternate term, previously discussed in 

this study, carae into liraited use. Alan Downer recalis that "aithough 

the terra 'rausical play' was not forraally used until South Pacific in 

1949, the forra had been developing alongside musicai comedy since 

Maxwell Anderson wrote Knickerbocker Hoiiday . . . eleven years 

earlier." The problem with the term "piay" has already been 

examined, and it is true that "drama" can be defined with similar 

broadness. "Drama," however, seemed to be closer than "play" to what 

the authors of musical theatre were attempting to accomplish. The 

2 
score for Oklahoma!, for example, was labeled "dramatico-musicai." 

Historian Phyllis Hartnoll notes that "drama, in a narrower sense 

3 
. . . is applied to plays of high eraotional content." In Chapter I 

the iraportance of eraotionalisra was discussed, using the terra 

"sentimentalisra," in the rausical coraedy. This brings to mind a minor 

genre calied "sentimental comedy." Historically the genre has a 

certain sobriety; "in sentimental comedy the purpose of clouds is to 

have a silver lining." Clouds are more appropriate to drama than to 

comedy. "In sentimental drama there is at the expense of reason an 

194 
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eraphasis on tearfui situations." Downer concurs, asking a pivotal 

question: 

In what sense is rausical coraedy coraedy? George Jean Nathan 
used to say the term was a misnomer, in that the typical 
musical coraedy is not comic at ail, but, on the contrary, 
highiy lachrymose. 

Milton Marx has noted in most of Rodgers and Hammerstein's work 

that the plays are really comedy-dramas with appropriate music and 

lyrics; therein lies their originaiity." Unfortunately the term 

comedy-drama is not only awkward (in its lack of common usage and its 

potentially paradoxical meanings), but it is misleading, implying two 

separate forms. A more faraiiiar word is that of "tragicomedy," whose 

usage is described by Sylvan Barnet: 

In the twentieth century the word and the form have become 
thoroughly respectable; indeed, it is now evident that most 
of the best plays of our century are best described not as 
tragedies or as comedies but as tragicomedies—distinct 
fusions (not mere aggregations) of tragedy and coraedy. 

Once again, the term appears to have a major epistemological flaw. 

Musicals do not have enough in comraon with "tragedy" to inciude the 

word in an accurate appeilation. 

Marx tries again: "The serious play that is not a tragedy may be 

9 
called a serious-drama." He defines this term as a play with the 

sincerity and earnestness of a tragedy without its inevitability of 

impending disaster, and with the kindly and tolerant attitude without 

its underlying spirit of humor." This definition appears to be 

quite applicable, except for the very end. Even the most serious of 

musicais tends to have not only a "tolerant attitude," but a genuine 

affinity for huraor. The type of play with the "spirit of comedy," but 

that "corabines the dramatic situation of serious-drama," is labeled bv 
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Marx as "comedy-draraa." If, iike "sentimentai," the term "comedy" 

is irapiicit in "musical," why not just shorten "musical sentimental 

comedy-draraa" to the more workable "musicai drama"? 

It is iraportant to note that "musicai draraa" does not impiy the 

absence of coraedy or sentiraentalism, because both are present; but the 

serious approach taken by the authors that is refiected in the work 

suggests the terra's usage. (Comedy authors are serious in writing 

their work too, but the seriousness is not refiected in the end 

product.) Geraid Weales rightly concluded, "The apparent seriousness 

of piot and theme and the comparatively sophisticated use of dance and 

musical bridges in these eariy works give them a permanent piace in 

12 
the history of the American musical theatre." The perraanent place 

is a generic one: rausicai draraa. 

The rausical was, and is, uniquely positioned to be as dramatic as 

it is comedic. Due to the fact that music ties so seamlessly into the 

expression of eraotions, it foliows that any eraotion that can be felt 

in the drama wili be heightened and emphasized by the support of the 

rausic. Aian Lewis says that: 

The straight draraatic play may attempt to bridge man's 
loneliness and isoiation; the rausicai does so. The play 
raay reach for the unknown, the disturbing, the nature^of 
discontent; the rausical reinforces the joy of living. 

The rausical can also reach into the unknown, but it is the 

reinforceraent of life, in a serious way, that is the raajor topic of 

rausical draraa. 

The following musicals wiil serve as the archetypes for the 

musical draraa: 
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Gypsy book by Arthur Laurents; 
music by Jule Styne; 
lyrics by Stephen Sondheim. 
produced in 1959. 

Oklahoraa! book and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II; 
music by Richard Rodgers; 
produced in 1943. 

1776 book by Peter Stone; 
music and iyrics by Sherraan Edwards; 
produced in 1964. 

More inforraation has been written about Oklahoma! than any other 

piece of musical theatre. For that reason there was a temptation not 

to include it as an archetype. There were severai plays before 

Oklahoraa! that could be discussed as musicai drama: Show Boat by 

Jerorae Kern and Oscar Hararaerstein II was actually the first non-

traditionai rausical comedy that can be called a "drama" even now; Of 

Thee I Sing by George and Ira Gershwin was considered a "serious" 

coraedy and won the Pulitzer Prize, but it seems more akin to musicai 

farce than to musicai drama; Kern and Hamraerstein wrote the littie 

known Music in the Air which raany critics likened to Show Boat, and 

Kern's The Cat and the Fiddle was also considered part of the new 

trend; Gershwin's Porgy and Bess is an opera, even though many critics 

refer to it as the first musicai draraa; Knickerbocker Holiday is 

raentioned above; and, perhaps the most frequentiy mentioned pre-

Oklahoraa! venture into draraa was Pal Joey, even though it was called a 

coraedy by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart. All of these musicals can 

be directed as musical dramas. It was Oklahoma!, however, that set 

the new standard and served as the actual archetype, not just the 

critical archetype, of the genre. Oklahoma! is still one of the most 
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popular and one of the most frequently performed musicais. 

Since the 1940s, many musicais would be more describable as drama 

than comedy, including: sorae of Rodgers and Hammerstein's less 

popuiar works like Allegro, Pipe Dream, and Flower Drum Song; Rodgers 

and Stephen Sondheim's Do I Hear a Waltz; the more operaticaily 

inclined Song of Norway by Robert Wright and George Forrest, Fanny by 

S. N. Behrman and Harold Rome, and The Most Happy Feila by Frank 

Loesser, whiie hardly typical, could all be considered dramas; Jerry 

Herman's Milk and Honey; Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe's Paint 

Your Wagon; Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick's Pulitzer Prize winning 

Fiorello!, and their lesser known She Loves Me; the sentimentai A Tree 

Grows in Brooklyn by Arthur Schwartz and Dorothy Fieids; Burton Lane 

and E. Y. Harburg's fantasy, Finian's Rainbow; Michaei Stewart and Bob 

Merrill's Carnival; John Kander and Fred Ebb's Cabaret; I Do, I Do and 

110 in the Shade by Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt, as well as their 

record holder for the longest running show in the history of the 

United States, The Fantasticks; and finally, the longest running piay 

in Broadway's history and Pulitzer Prize winning A Chorus Line, by 

Marvin Haralish, Michaei Bennett, et al. 

"The aim of drama is to tell a story." Such is the basic aim 

of musical drama as weil. Inevitably, the musicai theatre comedy took 

a simple tale and then convoluted it with obstacies in order to arrive 

at a happy ending. Musical drama also eventualiy reaches a happy 

ending, but the ending does not have to be expected, as it is with 

musicai theatre coraedy, or without its negative aspects. 

One archetype, Okiahoraa!, teils an amazingly simple story. 
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Martin Gottfried rightiy points out that "Oklahoma! can be accused of 

a certain simpleraindedness—after ail, the show's cruciai concern is 

1 f\ 
whether Jud or Curiy wiil take Laurey to a box sociai." Even that 

concern does not seera to be cruciai after the leading characters are 

introduced; it is obvious who likes whom. The ending is ciassic 

musical comedy: a joyous wedding, with a fringed surrey thrown in for 

good measure. The negative aspect has to do with the rather startling 

death of Jud and the fact that Curiy was responsibie. 

Gypsy is not based upon so siraple a premise. It telis the story 

of a woraan's life as she raises her children, spanning at ieast a 

decade or two, and containing at ieast two raajor subplots dealing with 

her two children. This type of corapiicated plot is not typical of the 

sirapie but convoluted musicai comedy piot. It is made complex by its 

narrative progression, not simpiy by coraplications. The ending is not 

exactiy happy, aithough the audience is lead to believe that there is 

a certain resolution. Gerald Weales explains: 

The show shouid probably have ended with Rose's last 
song, but there is an aimost sentimental afterthought, a 
reconciiiation between Gypsy and Rose, which is saved from 
saccharinity by the fact that Rose is stiii taiking and is,^ 
stiil pushing herseif in front of her successfui daughter. 

There is nothing "almost" about it. The finai scene adds a much 

needed sense of seif-realization on the part of Rose. She makes two 

very important discoveries: she finally acknowledges the fact that 

everything she did, she did for herself and not for her daughters; and 

she finally notices her daughter in a reai way. When she mimetically 

places Gypsy's narae above hers in the raake believe marquee, there is 

not a dry eye in the house. Rose has been so tough throughout the 
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play, so unwiliing to admit her raistakes, that when she does (in the 

last few minutes of the piay), she finaily aiiows the audience to 

erapathize with her. She is finaily vulnerable. The ending is very 

sentiraental, catharticaily so, and very theatricaliy effective even 

though there are negative aspects. Rose's future is hardly bright. 

She stiil has lost her first daughter and has bid fareweil to a 

potential husband. Yet the audience ieaves satisfied. She has 

finaiiy done soraething right. 

Whiie Gypsy tells the story of a large portion of one woman's 

life, 1776 tells the story of a birth of a nation! Although the basic 

thrust of the plot is readiiy apparent in a Greek sense (i.e., like 

the Greeks, Araericans already know the outcorae of the story), the plot 

complication couid have been staggering. "No one on Broadway wouid 

have dreamed of basing a successful musical on the signing of the 

Declaration of Independence, particularly with few songs and dance 

numbers and concentration on poiitical concepts in draraatic 

1 o 

opposition." The eraphasis shifts from the action of the body to the 

action of the mind, not exactiy farailiar territory for the musical 

theatre. 

As with Okiahoma!, the ending is seemingly classicaliy comedic: 

the Deciaration is signed. As with both of the other archetypes, 

there are reservations. The prospects for the new country are grim at 

best. Severai major concessions had to be negotiated so that the 

heroes, especiaiiy Jefferson, are faced with an almost Pyrrhic 

victory. There is aiso an aimost religious solemnity during the 

finale, which adds to the iack of comedic feeling. 
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Similar to the musicai comedy of manners, the musicai drama 

eventuaiiy reaches a happy ending, but it is a reserved one. The 

reservations tend to be much more serious in nature. Ailowing slavery 

as a concession in 1776 is simply raore dramatic than Fredrik losing 

his virgin wife, who did not seera to be right for him in the first 

place. 

Standard One: There is a siraple or coraplex piot that is 
resolved with a reserved but happy ending. 

Musical coraedy is huraorous. Musical farce is absurd. Musical 

draraa must be generally serious in tone, even though comedic 

interludes are essentiai. One critic saw this seriousness as a 

negative aspect in Okiahoraa! and subsequent Rodgers and Hammerstein 

work. Alan Downer says, "Oscar Hamraerstein seeras to represent, not so 

much a permanent genre, as a phase in American history . . . a phase 

of humorless highraindedness, a phase of philistine goodwill and 

19 conforraisra." Geraid Bordman partiaily concurs in writing about 

Oklahoraa!: "For the raost part it also rejected wit and patentiy 

20 
polished sophistication for a certain earnestness and directness." 

One critic sees highminded philistinism whiie the other detects an 

earnestness. One rejects humor, the other wit. It seems that it is 

the "seriousness" of Hammerstein that is mistaken for 

"highmindedness." There is no question that Hammerstein was totaiiy 

devoid of the cynicism that was so clearly reflected in the work of 

Coie Porter or even George and Ira Gershwin. Hararaerstein may iack 

wit, but certainly not humor. 

His humor is of two types. One side is exempiified by the 
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delightfui Ado Annie and her raenage a trois with Will Parker and Ali 

Hakem. This is pure musical coraedy. The other, more serious side, 

has more to do with amusement than with ridicule. Laurey recognizes 

the absurdity of not going with Curly, an absurdity of the mind, not 

of the body. This recognition is hardiy "highminded." It is 

indicative of comedy as "sensibility." Stanley Green writes: 

They wrote with warmth, understanding, a decent outlook on 
life, a respect for their fellow man, a fondness for simple 
pleasures, and a basic optimisra for their world-,, Their 
theraes touched our heads as well as our hearts. 

Taylor Deems puts it even more poetically: "It is youth that 

Oklahoraa! brings to us; youth, and something else that this puzzled 

22 
world is so desperately looking for—hope!" Hope is a serious topic 

not only in 1943, but in any time. Youth impiies freshness and 

exuberance. 

Oklahoraa! has some comedically serious moments (e.g., the first 

scene with Curly and Jud), as weil as seriously comedic moments, 

(e.g., the death threat to Ali to force him to marry Ado), but all are 

marked by "warmth" and "understanding." The same cannot be said for 

musical comedy. 

Gypsy is at the same time more serious and more comedic than 

Okiahoma! It is more serious in that Rose is beset by difficulties 

incomparable to Laurey's dilemma. After all Laurey gets her man and 

they live happily ever after. Rose simply survives. Composer Harvey 

Schmidt said: 

[Gypsy 's] . . . real distinction is in the fact that at 
its heart it is a "serious" musical dealing with deep human 
drives and needs. And it manages to avoid the pitfalls 
that work against most attempts at "seriousnes^!^ in 
musicals: sentiraentality and pretentiousness." 
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Gypsy is actuaily more comedic in the sense that it deals with a 

wider range of comedy. Okiahoma! is mostly dependent on sentimental 

comedy with a dash of the absurd for the supporting couple. Gypsy has 

farce (e.g., "Mr. Goidstone"), comedy of manners (e.g., the way Rose 

deals with everyone), absurdity of situation (e.g., when they ali 

discover that they are in a burlesque house; even the "acts" that Rose 

stage are absurdly funny), wit (e.g., "You Gotta Get a Gimmick"), and, 

of course, sentimental comedy (e.g., "You'il never Get Away from Me"). 

When 1776 was announced, many peopie feared that the "musicai 

comedy" would trivialize one of history's most important moments, that 

it would be sacrilegious. The authors managed, however, to waik the 

fine line between seriousness and coraedy, entertainment and 

patriotism. Glenn Litton noted, "By the usual standards 1776 was 

understated, even austere, but by avoiding extraneous production 

nurabers, a flip tone, and irrelevant romance its authors produced a 

9/ 

taut musicai draraa." 

Whiie never reaching farce, 1776 raade great use of broadiy 

coraedic moraents, raost notabiy in "The Lees of Oid Virginia." Broad 

comedy mixes with wit in "The Egg," where Adams, Franklin, and 

Jefferson sing about what bird the new country should have for its 

mascot. Sentimentai humor is much iess important in this show than in 

the other two archetypes, but it is very present in scene four, in 

which Adams "writes" to his wife, Abigail (the "writing" occurs when 

both characters speak or sing directiy downstage, but to each other), 

and iater in the same scene, when Martha Jefferson sings about Thomas' 

love-making habits in "He Plays the \'iolin." 
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Standard Two: The tone is prevaiiingly serious, aithough 
there are many comedic moments. 

In musical comedy and comedy of manners, there must be a romantic 

compiication with the leading couple. In musicai farce this is a 

usuaily present variable. This complication is present in musical 

drama, but there appears to be an interesting variation. The leading 

character of two of the archetypes is, or can, stand aione. There is 

not a "leading couple," just a "lead." 

In Oklahoma! as in standard rausical comedy, there is a ieading 

couple, and they eventualiy end up together. In Gypsy, however, 

Herbie comes into Rose's iife after the beginning of the play and 

leaves before the end. She is roraantically involved with him, but, 

contrary to all of musical comedy, she ends up rejecting his iove in 

favor of her own ambition in the guise of her daughter's career. In 

1776 John Adams is a "loner." He is disiiked, even by his friends, 

and his raajor goai is to pass a certain piece of iegislation. He is, 

of course, roraanticaliy involved with his wife, but she is a minor 

character serving as a tension reiease rather than as a piot 

furthering device. Martha Jefferson is important in that she aliows 

Thomas to continue writing, but she, too, is a minor character. 

The two ieading characters of Oklahoma! are Curly and Laurey. 

The two ieading characters of Gypsy are Rose and Louise (i.e., Gypsy), 

and of 1776 John Adams and Ben Frankiin. Therefore, it is not 

standard that the leading couple is romantically involved with each 

other. Furtherraore, one cannot assurae that the roraantic complication 

wiil resolve happily. 
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Standard Three: The ieading character is roraanticaiiy 
involved, although the involvement 
need not be resoived happily. 

Sentiraentaiism is a mainstay of musical comedy, although it is 

ridicuied greatiy in farce and inteilectually in manners. It returns 

to the fore in musical draraa. 

The entire piot of Okiahoraa! is romanticaily and, therefore, 

sentimentally based. Even the subplot concerning Ado's romantic 

exploits never pokes fun at the nature of sentimentaiisra, just at 

Ado's insatiable thirst for raen (as expressed in "I Cain't Say No"). 

The difficult problem of psychologicaily justifying Jud's character is 

handled in a sentimental way. In soliloquy Jud sings of his feelings 

in "Loneiy Roora." 

And ali the things that I wish fer 
Turn out like I want thera to be 
And I'ra better'n that smart Aieck cowhand 
Who thinks he is better'n me! 

David Ewen notes that "this is self-analysis, but it is eraotionai not 

cerebral. No dialogue could do this dramatic job as vividly and 

Ofi 
quickly as does the song." The reason, of course, is due to the 

haunting music which helps to increase the eraotionaiisra and the 

sentiraentality. 

Gypsy has raany things in it that cry out for emotional reaction, 

not oniy between the characters themseives, but between the audience 

and the characters: the single parent; the chiidren, both Rose's and 

the orphan-types she picks up aiong the way; the struggle to make it 

and the continual defeats; the bitter-sweet romance; and the shock of 

burlesque and its sexual expioitation. Arthur Laurents said, "I've 
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always thought that anything you write in fiction must have universal 

appeal. Mothers and chiidren. There you are. In this case, the 

9 7 
mother was interesting because she was a gorgon." 

This maternal characterization is one of the key obstacies in the 

presentation of sentimentalisra. Geraid Weales felt it was surmounted: 

"The virtue of Gypsy . . . is that it lets us admire Rose's gusto 

28 
without our adrairation making her any less a monster." Comedy 

partially helps to reconcile this paradox. Sentimentality assures 

erapathy. Glenn Litton credits Jerome Robbins for finding "the key to 

raaking Maraa Rose syrapathetic: the concern that Mama will not admit to 

29 
herself, the worry that one day her offspring wiil desert her." 

If the audience had no, or negative, feelings towards Rose during 

the show, the last nuraber was a triumph of persuasive sentimentalism. 

For many . . . the raost reraarkable song in the show came 
at the end, a haif-frightened, half-belligerent soliloquy 
calied 'Rose's Turn,' in which Rose faces„up to the reasons 
for and the consequences of her behavior. 

The first time Ethei Merraan heard the song, "she exclaimed 'lt's a 

31 
goddamed aria!' with tears in her eyes." Just as she was raoved by 

the song, she was able to move the audience. This is a wonderful 

example of sentiraentalisra that is not in the ieast bit roraantic. 

Another stirring exaraple of sentimentaiism sans romanticism comes 

in the latter part of 1776. Throughout the show a young courier has 

been delivering raessages frora George Washington to the Continental 

Congress. On his iast trip he is asked about his experiences. He 

proudly taiks about the fighting but then remembers the dead and 

proceeds to sing the iovely ballad, "Momma Look Sharp," describing a 

young man cailing for his raother to find him before he dies so that he 
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can have a decent burial. Sentiraentalism deepens into pathos. 

A different type of sentimentalism is manipulated by John Adams. 

Similar to Rose in his abrasive personality, he has the same guts and 

drive that she has. These become even more admirable traits when 

reinforced in what obviousiy is John's "darkest hour." Almost 

resigned to defeat, he receives the unlikeiy cataiyst of a keg of 

saltpeter from his wife, forcing him into action through the song "Is 

Anybody There?" He rises to a frenetic pitch, taking the audience 

with him. 

In the musical coraedy, sentiraentalisra is aimost inevitabiy tied 

to roraanticisra. Musical draraa's sentiraentalism is much more broadiy 

based. The audience is carried through a much larger range of 

eraotionalism, both wider and deeper. "Sentimental drama" is very much 

a part of musical draraa. 

Standard Four: There is a deep and broad sentimentalism. 

In musical coraedy, raost of the plot action came from the need to 

overcorae obstacles, especiaily in the case of farce. In drama the 

obstacles are upstaged by another factor. "The essence of drama is 

conflict. Every draraatic situation arises frora conflict between two 

32 opposing forces." In coraedy conflict often was personified in the 

use of "blocking characters." In drama the conflict can be this type 

or much raore ideological. 

Once again Oklahoraa! remains ciose to musical comedy in its use 

of a blocking character: Jud. Fortunateiy, Jud is a fuily developed 

character as well as a plot device. He is not the only contlicting 
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force, however. Curiy is rather egotistical and Laurey is rather co\. 

They estabiish a series of minor obstacles that are not so much 

conflicting as they are opposing. Similariy, Ado uses AIi as a 

blocking character despite her attraction to Wiil. Ali has no desire 

to be in conflict with Will, but that is how he finds himself. 

"Characteristic of most serious-drama are tense situations, 

moraents on which the confiict between the opposing forces is brought 

33 
vividly to a head." This ciiraactic confiict happens very near the 

end of Oklahoraa! As Jud tries to kiss the bride against her wiil, 

Curiy stops hira, and a fight ensues in which Jud is killed. Aithough 

this resoiution is acceptable to the audience (who knows that Jud was 

responsibie for raurder), it creates yet another conflict for the 

play's society. After all, now Curly is a murderer. Fortunateiy, 

Aunt Eller convinces the iocai Judge to try the case immediately, just 

in time to sing the finale. 

Gypsy reveals a conflict that is much more subtie than the 

hero/viilain variety. The major conflict is within the centrai 

character. Her arabition frequently confiicts with her maternal or 

roraantic instincts. She creates a lot of conflict for those around 

her, raost obviously for her children and Herbie. There are severai 

confiicts between Rose and rainor characters (i.e., Uncle Jocko, Weber, 

Kringelien, and Miss Cratchitt), ail the result of Rose's 

abrasiveness. 

In Gypsy there are three raajor crises, but interestingly it is 

not the direct confiict that causes them; instead it is Rose's 

reaction to the conflict. The first happens at the end of the first 
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act when Rose iearns of June's elopement. The conflict is not with 

June, but internally, within Rose. The second happens when Herbie 

finally decides to leave Rose. Rose lets him go. The turning point 

is not here, but a few seconds later when Rose, reacting to the loss, 

gives her daughter a finai push as she says, "(with anguished 

34 
determination) And you-are-going-to-be-a-star!" The last happens 

after the eraotional scene, fiiled with confiict, between Rose and 

Gypsy. She waits for Gypsy to exit, before singing the climactic 

"Rose's Turn." 

1776 contains conflict that is both emotional and inteilectual. 

The blocking characters do not block with their personaiities, like 

Jud, but with their ideas. John is a iiberal—the raost liberal— 

delegate to Congress. He finds hiraself constantly at odds with the 

conservative faction ied by Dickinson of Pennsyivania. Adams, like 

Rose, is constantly invoived with minor conflicts, even with his 

intellectual allies. The most humorous of these conflicts ieads 

Jefferson to sing: 

Mr. Adaras! Daran you, Mr. Adams! 

You're obnoxious and disliked, 
That cannot be denied. 
Once again you stand between me 
And my lovely bride! ^c 
Oh, Mr. Adams you are driving me . . . to homicide!! 

Conflict is both the source of humor and drama in the musical drama. 

It is essential to the progression of the plot. 

Standard Five: The piot is defined by conflict. 

As wouid be expected, musicai drama is filled with characters 

that have psychological definition and reaiity. Unlike the type 
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characters of musicai farce, or the usual "stock" characters of 

musicai comedy, musical draraa offers character studies that are 

crucial to the deveiopraent of the plot and theme of the play. 

Even Okiahoma!, which is the most psychoiogicaliy shaiiow of the 

archetypes, set new boundaries for musical comedy actors to reach. To 

be sure, Oklahoraa! had its share of "type" characters. Weaies noted 

that all of Hararaerstein's books seera to contain "two basic types (of 

heroines) both of which corae frora Okiahoraa!, the paiey gentie girl 

(the Laurey type) and the supposediy lovable hoyden (the Ado Annie 

type)." Curly is certainly the basic heroic type. 

The chailenge in this show lies with the character of Jud. David 

Ewen cailed Jud "a despicabie person, a pervert, and a sadist, who had 

37 
to be portrayed with boid reaiistic strokes." It would have been 

easy for hira to becorae a caricature. Hammerstein solved the problem 

ingeniousiy. 

But how to keep him from becoming too much of a villain 
was the big problem. This was soived by two songs, "Poor 
Jud" and "Lonely Room." In "Poor Jud," he is reveaied as 
a soraewhat coraic and pathetic figure, drearaing of the tears 
being shed over hira at his funeral. In "Lonely Roora," he 
sings of his unhappy, ionely iife. Jud Fry may not have 
been someone you'd want to meet, but^at ieast Rodgers and 
Hamraerstein made him understandable. 

Even though the characters of Oklahoma! are shallow by today's 

standards, they were reraarkably realistic for the musical theatre of 

the early forties. 

When Stephen Sondheim first read the book for Gypsy, he found 

that the characters were extreraely reaiistic. He toid Laurents, "This 

is reaily a play. I don't know why you need music." To which 

39 Laurents repiied, "You're dead wrong. It's much iarger than life." 
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Obviously Sondheira concurred, but the "iargeness" never seemed to 

interfere with the characters' reaiity. Geraid Weales states: 

It is one of the most carefully integrated musicais in 
the American theatre. . . . Its attention to plot and to 
raood, but more important, to the psychoiogical veracity of 
its leading characters puts to shame some of our ostensibly 
well-organized operettas, and it does so without ever 
ceasing to be a musical comedy in the nosiest, most vulgar 
sense of the term. 

Rose received the vast majority of the lines and numbers so it 

foilows that her character is the most clearly defined and refined. 

The other characters were not neglected. Jerome Robbins, after a iong 

casting process, toid Jule Styne that he had found the perfect Herbie 

in the person of Jack Klugman. But he confessed, "Juie, there's only 

one problera. This raan can't sing." Jule sraiied and repiied, "So what 

. . . he's got a lousy voice but he sounds reai. That's all that 

counts, isn't it?" 

Peter Stone does not give John Adams quite as much opportunity to 

dispiay his personality as Laurents did for Rose, but the 

psychological veracity is certainiy present. The audience is toid a 

iot about John in the opening musicai scene, "Sit Down, John." The 

device of using Abigail as a confidant tells even more. What is 

missing is filled in by Ben Franklin, a good friend, aibeit critical 

and outspoken. This character definition could be expected in a 

musicai written two decades after Okiahoraa! 

What is remarkable is the feeling of reality that Stone manages 

to give the entire Congress. Part of this could come from the fact 

that the entire group is on stage for so long a time, but the audience 

actuaiiy gets to "know" the individuai merabers of the group. They are 
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all given just enough iines or musicai phrases to establish their 

individuaiity and with it, their psychologicai reaiity. 

In ali cases, the major characters wiil have a definition that 

the minor ones wili lack. The minor characters, however, achieve a 

reaiity all of their own. They are not well drawn, but they need not 

be shaliow. 

Standard Six: Characters are psychoiogically realistic. 

In the musical theatre comedy the demarcation of style is rather 

clear: musical comedy is representational; musical farce is 

presentationai; and musical coraedy of manners is a combination. 

Musicai draraa follows the latter pattern raost ciosely. 

Oklahoraa! was hailed as a new type of "realistic" production frora 

the very first nuraber. Unlike typicai musical comedy which usuaily 

begins with a iarge rausical scene invoiving the chorus, Okiahoma! 

begins with a soio, and the soioist is not even on the stage when he 

begins singing! The chorus wiil finally arrive, but not until two 

nurabers are corapleted. 

The vast majority of the show is representational, with one major 

exception: the "Dreara Baliet." Act one, scene three, begins in a 

fairly typical way. The female chorus teases Laurey who wishes to be 

alone. They begin the song, "Out of My Dreams," which Laurey picks 

up. Laurey then proceeds to "dream" the bailet. The dream itself is 

very theatrical and presentationai in character. It is long and 

complex and has a piot line ail to itself. 

Because of the theatricai nature of Gypsy, there are several 
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moments in which the characters perform or audition for an imaginary 

audience or character who just happen to correspond with the reai 

audience. The number, "Let Me Entertain You," is used at ieast four 

times in this way and embellished with dance numbers like "Baby June 

and Her Newsboys," "Military Routine," "Farm Sequence," "Broadway," 

and "Toreadorabies." 

There are also three numbers that have a very presentationai 

flair, although they are performed representationaily. "AII I Need Is 

the Girl" is a "work in progress" in which Tulsa perforras his new act 

for Louise. "You Gotta Get a Gimmick" is sung by three strippers to 

instruct Louise, but it, too, is performed more than "acted." 

Finaily, there is the previousiy discussed "Rose's Turn." Whiie parts 

of this song are very "internai" and psychoiogically real, several 

raoraents are very presentational, for example, when Rose sings, "Hold 

/ 9 

your hats and hallelujah, Momraa's gonna show it to ya." 

1776 is similar to Oklahoma! in that the vast portion of the piay 

is representational. Each time Adams coramunicates to his wife, they 

use a very presentational convention: speaking in direct address. 
/ o 

The indication is that Abigaii "appears in John's iraagination." 

These interludes happen regardiess of what eise is happening on stage. 

Therefore, in the first one, the Congress reraains in a tabieaux while 

John and Abigail coramunicate. 

The only other moraent that could be considered to be 

presentational is in scene five when Dickinson leads his feilow 

conservatives in the only dance nuraber of the show, "Cooi, Cool 

Considerate Men." Even this number couid be staged in a fairiy 
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representational way. 

Like the rausical coraedy of manners, the musical drama is 

basically representational. In that all three of the archetypes 

contain presentational aspects, however, it wili be considered to be 

standard as weii. 

Standard Seven: It is primariiy representational, usualiy 
with several presentationai moments. 

Musical theatre coraedy dance was basically decorative in nature. 

It very rarely fulfilled any plot function and often was not even used 

to assist with characterization. Musical drama wili make use of the 

dance in a much more essential way. 

In Oklahoraa! the "Dreara Bailet" tells a story ail of its own. It 

is not the story per se that is important, but the story's point of 

view. This is very definitely Laurey's dream, Laurey's perspective, 

and, subsequently, Laurey's character development. 

The only other major dance in the show is "The Farmer and the 

Cowman." While this couid be considered to be a decorative dance, it 

is strategically piaced in the piot where a dance is actuaiiy needed. 

After all, the farmers and the cowraen have all gathered for a picnic, 

and what wouid be more natural than a country dance? The lyric also 

helps to underscore the basic animosity that has already been 

established between Curly (a cowboy) and Jud (a farraer). 

Interestingiy, the hit song frora the show, "Oklahoma!," was 

„44 
"originaliy pianned as a dance. The authors came to the 

conclusion, however, that there was no reason to have a dance at that 

point (aithough it could have been part of the wedding celebration). 
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Rather than include an extraneous dance nuraber, it was decided to 

stage the nuraber as a straightforward and rather simpie, choral 

nuraber. 

All of the dance nurabers in Gypsy are associated with a 

perforraance, an audition, or a rehearsal. They are relatively short, 

and all are connected in a very logicai way with the piot progression. 

The raost intriguing use of dance happens in Act II, scene 4, which 

deraonstrates a telescoping of tirae and dramatic action. This reprise 

of "Let Me Entertain You" takes Louise from her shaky debut as a 

stripper through her economic and psychologicai progression to Gypsy 

Rose Lee, a star. This araazing progression takes just a few moments 

45 
and is done entirely through song and dance. 

As mentioned above, 1776 has a few bits and pieces of dance but 

only one number that contains a major dance (though it could not be 

considered to be a dance number; it is more of a charm song), Even 

this short dance is more than a simple decoration. The dance is a 

rainuet, a conservative dance for the time, danced by conservative men. 

In a stroke of wit, Sherman Edwards has the lyric and the dance always 

raoving toward the right. 

To the right, ever to the right, 
Never to the left, forever to the right, 
Let our creed, be never to exceed, ^. 
Reguiated speed, no matter what the need! 

Dance terminology is even used to indicate politicai positions. 

Hancock, the President of the Congress, wiil not join the minuet. He 

„47 
says, "But still I'd rather trot to Mr. Adams' new gavotte. The 

dance does not further the piot, but it does help clarify inteilectuai 

positions by physical deraonstration. Coupled with the lyrics, it is 
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used as both psychologicai reveiation and deviiish parody. 

The iraportance of dance is greatiy increased in the musicai 

draraa, often furthering the plot or illurainating character deveiopment 

in addition to the decorative and intensification functions. 

Standard Eight: Dance serves as a device for important 
plot and/or character development, and 
to decorate and intensify. 

A brief song analysis follows. Just as with the musicai comedy 

of manners genre, there is no need for the category of rhythm song. 

Sirailariy there is a need, as raight be expected, for the character 

song category. 

Baiiads: 
Charm Songs: 

Comedy Songs: 
Character Songs 

Musical Scenes: 

Dances: 

GYPSY 

"Small World," "Little Lamb." 
"Baby June and Her Newsboys," "You'il Never 
Get Away Frora Me," "If Momma Was Married," 
"Ail I Need Is the Girl" (with long dance tag), 
"Together Wherever We Go." 
"Mr. Goldstone," "You Gotta Get a Gimmick." 
"Some People," "Everything's Coming Up Roses," 
"Rose's Turn." 
"Rose's Entrance," "Some Peopie Reprise," 
"Gypsy Strip Routine." 
"Military Routine," "Farm Sequence," 
"Broadway," "Toreadorables." 

OKLAHOMA! 

Ballads: 

Charm Songs: 

Comedy Songs: 

Character Songs 
Musicai Scenes: 
Dances: 

"Oh, What a Beautiful Morning," "People Wiii 
Say We're in Love," "Out of My Dreams." 
"The Surrey with the Fringe on Top," "Kansas 
City," "Many a New Day," "All Er Nothin'," 
"Oklahoraa!" 
"I Cain't Say No," "It's a Scandal! It's a 
Outrage," "Pore Jud Is Daid." 
"Lonely Room." 
"The Farraer and the Cowman." 
"Many a New Day-Dance," "Dream Bailet," 
"Farmer Dance." 
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1776 

Ballads: "Yours, Yours, Yours," "Momma, Look Sharp." 
Charra Songs: "He Piays the Violin." 
Coraedy Songs: "The Lees of Old Virginia," "The Egg." 
Character Songs: "Piddle, Twiddie, and Resolve," "But, Mr. 

Adaras," "Molasses to Rum," "Is Anybody There'" 
Musical Scenes: "Sit Down, John," "Till Then," "Cool, Cool 

Considerate Men." 
Dances: None 

A comparative analysis: 

Ballads 
Charm Songs 
Comedy Songs 
Character Songs 
Musical Scenes 
Dances 

PSY 

2 
5 
2 
3 
3 
4 

OKLAHOMA! 

3 
5 
3 
1 
1 
3 

177 

2 
1 
2 
4 
3 
0 

In coraparing this brief analysis with the conclusions of Part One 

of this study, there is a reraarkable "spread" in the usage of the song 

categories in the rausical draraa. For example, the drama makes a 

greater use of the baiiad than either musical farce or manners. It 

has more charra songs than comedy. Amazingiy it has more comedic songs 

than raanners and aimost as many as musical comedy itseif (a 15% to 16% 

coraparison). The sarae thing is true with dance, with drama having 

many more than farce, more than raanners, and just a percentage point 

shy of rausical comedy. It is also interesting to note that while 

alraost one-fourth of the rausic in musical theatre comedy is utilized 

in musical scenes, only 15% of the music in musical drama is used in 

this way. 

Musical comedy is dominated by bailads and scenes, musical farce 

by comedy and charm songs, musical comedy of raanners by character and 
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charm songs aiong with the musicai scene. In contrast, the musicai 

drama is not dominated by any one or two categories (although there is 

a slight proclivity toward charm songs). This anaiysis proves that 

there is a subtle, but very distinct difference in the use of song in 

the musical drama. This phenomenon was intended. Hammerstein has 

said, "We reaiized that such a course was experimental, amounting 

airaost to a breach of an implied contract with a musical-comedy 

audience." He was not aione in this determination: 

When Rodgers, Hamraerstein, Mamoulian, and Miss de Milie 
got together for the first time, they decided right from 
the start that there wouid be an overall plan of the entire 
production. No one would sing a song, do a bit of business, 
or leap into the air with the idea of stopping the show. 
Everything would have to have a purpose, everything would 
be in character, everything would fit into the story. 

This sense of integration marks the beginning of the modern 

musical theatre. While most musical comedy and musical farce remained 

fairly conservative, that is to say slightly oid-fashioned, musical 

theatre draraa raade new headway in transforming the director's job from 

one of coordination to one of integration. Critic Allen Lewis 

explained it this way: 

A musical play is a composite of all the theatre arts: 
acting, piot or libretto, music, music arrangeraent, song, 
iyrics, choreography, costuraes, lighting, and set. Each 
is a belligerent art form seeking to assert itseif . . . 
Okiahoma! was the first major success to achieve subordi-r 
nation of all the elements to an overall point of view. 

Gerald Bordraan takes this anaiysis one step farther: 

But while Oklahoraa!'s integration of song, story, and 
dance was noisiiy ceiebrated on all sides, the artists 
associated with the show had quietly achieved additional 
integration that received far iess attention, an integration 
of tone and style that was just as important as the textual 
integration. 
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This integration, conceived by the authors and reflected in both the 

score and the script, is under the regulatory hand of the director. 

The following conciusion is apparent. 

Standard Nine: It is musically balanced, importance going 
to every type of song. 

In moving back to the study of the archetypes, it is not 

surprising to notice that both Gypsy and 1776, being later works, have 

achieved a rauch higher degree of integration than Okiahoma! Both 

shows raake a rauch greater use of character songs and musical scenes. 

It is aiso fascinating to note that musical draraa makes less use of 

the rausical scene than does the rausicai theatre coraedy. This could be 

reiated to the fact that, in general, more emphasis is put upon the 

script itself. The rausic is not called upon to move the plot or the 

dramatic action of the storyline as much as in musicai comedy. The 

rausical eraphasis, therefore, moves to character. 

The "I am" and "I want" songs did not seem to be an essential 

part of musical coraedy or farce. They are certainly present, but not 

essential. Their iraportance increases in musical comedy of manners as 

demonstrated by the nuraber of character songs, which, by definition, 

exerapiify these characteristics. What is readily apparent in a song 

analysis of musical drama is the importance of these psychoiogical 

characteristics where they are not expected, naraeiy in the baliad, the 

charra song, the coraedy song, and even the dance. 

A ciose examination of Gypsy by song category will prove 

iiluminating. Both ballads reveal iraportant character information. 

Rose's "Small World" is an interesting combination of both an "I am" 
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and̂  an "I want" song. She notices things about Herbie (i.e., he' s a 

stranger, he iikes to travel, he likes children, etc.) and notes that 

she is siraiiar, clearly establishing the "I am" requirement. The "I 

want" enters in with the overt but almost rhetorical statement, "We 

52 
could pool our resources by joining forces from now on." This 

should be a question. Rose clearly wants/needs Herbie's assistance, 

but this subtle treatraent, enclosed in a very meiodic line, defines 

the song as a baiiad. The script immediately preceding has the 

important function of proposing a raerger. The song is used as part of 

the arguraent. Herbie, soraewhat surprised by Rose's brash behavior and 

affrontery, is manipulated by Rose in a coyly feminine way. Before 

she sings, she says, "You look at what we don't have, I iook at what 

53 
we do have." The song seals the draraatic action. 

The other ballad is just as surprisingiy dense as "Sraall Worid." 

Louise is very excited by her birthday, but the event is quite 

literally upstaged by the arrivai of a new contract in the person of 

Mr. Goldstone. Left aione in her disappointment she sings "Little 

Lamb." This song is a very subtle exaraple of an "I want" song. 

Ensconced in a beautifuily sirapie and lyricai raelody, most of the 

lyrics revolve around chiidhood toys (e.g., the lamb, a bear, a hen, 

and a cat), but a few lines deepen the disappointment into sentimental 

pathos: 

Littie cat, iittle cat, 
Ah, why do you look so blue? 
Did somebody paint you like t^at, 
Or is it your birthday, too? 

The "want" is never directiy expressed. Louise sings to the fish, "Do 

you think I'il get my wish?" By not expressing exactly what the 
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wish is, the child's wants become overwheiming. The audience knows 

that they concern her mother and probably her sister, and probably 

Herbie, and probably much more. The simple ballad assumes a 

remarkable character resonance. 

Briefly, the same can be said about the other songs. The charm 

song, "Baby June," expresses a need for June to be accepted by the 

audience. "You'II Never Get Away From Me" is another "I am-I want" 

corabination, this tirae for both Rose and Herbie. "Ail I Need Is the 

Girl" defines itself for Tuisa by the titie alone. "Together Wherever 

We Go" is a rautuai need song for Rose, Louise, and Herbie. 

In the coraedy category, "Mr. Goldstone" teiis a lot about Rose's 

need for work, and, ironicaily, nothing about Mr. Goldstone. "You 

Gotta Get a Gimmick" is a biatant demonstration of the strippers' need 

for overt attention. All of Gypsy's dances have dancers that need to 

be "good." After all they just do not happen because the characters 

feel like dancing, or inexplicably break into dance (as is so often 

the case in rausical coraedy), but because the characters need to sell a 

product, themselves. They must be good. 

This type of analysis is applicabie to the other two archetypes 

as well and, therefore, leads to another two standards: 

Standard Ten: The emphasis is on the characters. 

Standard Eleven: AIl song forras are used for character 
psychological revelation. 

Sorae strictiy structural observations can be made. Both Gypsy 

and 1776 begin with a musical scene. Infamousiy, Okiahoma! does not. 

This becomes a variable for the genre. Okiahoma! and Gypsy begin the 
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second act with a choral number. 1776 is performed without an act 

break, and that in itself is contra-standard.^^ Okiahoma ends the act 

with the "Dreara Ballet" (i.e., a big chorai finaie). Gypsy ends with 

a soio. The characteristic becoraes variable. It appears that the big 

opening of the second act is standard. Similar to the musical comedy 

of manners, both Gypsy and 1776 end without a big finale. Okiahoma! 

does but illogicaily so. The last song is an unnecessary refrain, 

tacked on to reprise the opening ballad, and then seguing directly 

into the sung curtain cali. This device is contra-standard. The 

following may be conciuded: 

Variable One: The first song is a musical scene. 

Variabie Two: The first act ends with a choral number. 

Standard Twelve: The second act begins with a choral 
number. 

Standard Thirteen: The finaie is not a choral nuraber. 

As implied in the last two standards, there is usualiy a chorus. 

Unlike rausical coraedy and coraedy of raanners and iike musical farce, 

the chorus becomes relativeiy iraportant. Okiahoraa! is more old-

fashioned and uses the chorus in more of a decorative vein, although 

the dancing chorus takes on the prestige of the enlarged function of 

the dance within the show. Gypsy's chorus is made up of named 

characters and all have lines. The same is true with 1776. 

Therefore: 

Standard Fourteen: The chorus is often raade up of named 
characters and is used not only for 
decoration but for plot advancement. 
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The idea of a "showstopping" number undergoes an interesting 

metamorphosis from musical coraedy to musicai drama. The intent of the 

number is no ionger iiteraily to stop the show. That is not to say 

that there are no "star turns" or virtuosic opportunities for the 

performers. It is striking that Oklahoma! lacks these despite an 

extreraeiy competent original cast. It is interesting to note that the 

show evolved a classic "showstopper" in spite of the authors' 

intentions. Originally the show opened under the title Away We Go, 

but after a few trial performances, it became ciear that one number, 

especialiy after several rewritings, was "destined to bring the house 

down." Rodgers and Hamraerstein wiseiy decided to change the titie of 

the show to raake the showstopper the title song, "Oklahoma!" 

Ethel Merman, the undisputed queen of the star turn, was given 

two blockbuster numbers in Gypsy. With an incredible amount of 

foresight Laurents positioned them at the end of each act. They did 

not stop the show because the curtain did. The first is the raost 

faraous number of the score, "Everything's Coming up Roses," and the 

second is "Rose's Turn." In comparison to these two powerhouse songs, 

the rest of the score appears almost tiraid. 

1776 is a classic ensemble show. John Adams (in the person of 

Wiiliam Daniels) did get to sing one powerfui number, "Is Anybody 

There?" The resultant effect was not to bring people to their feet in 

appiause but, rather, to stun thera into the cognition of the 

seriousness of the situation. It is a "star turn," but the type that 

does not and should not result in an applause. The same thing can be 

said about another dramaticallv "flashy" song, "Molasses to Rum." 
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Sung by a relatively minor character, Edward Rutiedge, it, too, is 

meant to shock rather than entertain. 

The "showstopper" becoraes an inappropriate term for the musical 

draraa. However, there is still a proclivity towards including "star 

turns." These are not universaily present making this characteristic 

a variable. 

Variable Three: There are star speciaity numbers. 

In rausical theatre coraedy a romantically invoived couple was 

usually present in a supporting role. Such is the case in musicai 

draraa as well. It is readily apparent in Oklahoma! with the 

characters of Ado Annie and Will Parker. Gypsy is slightiy more 

focused, due to the domination of the character of Rose; but two 

important supports, June and Tuisa, end the act by eloping. Even 

1776, which is by far the least romantic of the archetypes, raanages to 

exeraplify the standard with the lusty relationship of Mr. and Mrs. 

Jefferson. 

Standard Fifteen: There is a romantically involved couple 
in a supporting role. 

In the musical comedy there were often villains of a ridicuious, 

if not evii nature. There are definiteiy villainous characters to be 

found within musical drama. Okiahoraa! has the already much discussed 

character of Jud. Aithough he is slightly ridiculed in "Poor Jud" 

58 
(one critic noted that the song "is both iudicrous and touching" ), 

the character itseif is dealt with in quite a serious way. There is 

no doubt that he is evii, representing a much different force than 
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found in comedy. 

Interestingly, Rose is both the heroine and the villain of Gypsv. 

She is her own best friend and her own worst enemy. She is certainly 

not evil though. There really is not an evil force in Gypsy as such. 

While "villain" might be too strong a term to use in discussing 

1776, there is a very clear demarcation between the Loyalists and the 

Patriots, the Conservatives and the Liberais, and there is no question 

that one side is "good" and the other "bad." The shades of gray are 

also abundant in that Adaras, the leader of the good side and the 

undoubted hero of the play, is obnoxious; whereas Dickinson, the 

ieader of the bad side, is quite articuiate in defending his views and 

is adraired by his colleagues for upholding his principies. As with 

Jud, the dark side is clear, but understandable. 

Variable Four: There is often understandable viilainy. 

In order to determine a generic definition, the above conciusions 

are summarized: 

STANDARDS for MUSICAL DRAMA 

1. There is a simple or coraplex plot that is resoived with a 
reserved but happy ending. 

2. The tone is prevailingly serious, aithough there are many 
coraedic moments. 

3. The leading character is romanticaliy involved, although the 
invoiveraent needn't be resolved happily. 

4. There is a deep and broad sentimentalism. 
5. The plot is defined by conflict. 
6. Characters are psychologically realistic. 
7. It is primarily representationai, usually with severai 

presentational moraents. 
8. Dance serves as a device for important plot and/or character 

developraent, and to decorate and intensify. 
9. It is musicaliy balanced, importance going to every type 

of song. 
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10. The emphasis is on the characters. 
11. Aii song forms are used for character psychological 

revelation. 
12. The second act begins with a choral number. 
13. The finale is not a chorai number. 
14. The chorus is often made up of named characters and is used 

not only for decoration but for piot advancement. 
15. There is a romanticaily invoived couple in a supporting role. 

VARIABLES 

1. The first song is a musical scene. 
2. The first act ends with a chorai number 
3. There are star specialty numbers. 
4. There is often understandable villainy. 

While many of the standards for the musical drama are echoes of 

those previousiy discussed for the rausicai theatre comedy, there are 

also several important new ones. Most important is the repiacement of 

ridicule with seriousness and the shift of dramatic emphasis from the 

piot focus of comedy to the character focus of draraa. The foilowing 

stateraent can serve as a comprehensive definition for the genre: 

MUSICAL DRAMA is a representational play, with presentational 
moraents, interwoven with rausic, song, and dance, that is 
characterized by seriousness and sentiraentaiism, with 
coraedic outbursts, centering upon psychologically realistic 
characters as they raove through a simple or compiex piot 
defined by conflict, that resuits in a happy but reserved 
ending. All types of songs are iraportant and can be used for 
character exposition, and the dance and the chorus serve 
iraportant piot and decorative functions. Both the leading 
and the supporting couples are romanticaily invoived, 
aithough the relationships need not end happiiy. The second 
act begins with a choral number and ends without one. The 
musicai drama usuaily begins the first act with a musicai 
scene and ends it with a choral nuraber; features star 
speciaity nurabers; and contains understandable viilainy. 

There are essentiai coraedic aspects contained in all of the 

genres discussed to this point. In rausical theatre comedy it is all 
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pervasive. It shouid be present in every moraent. Even an otherwise 

depressing moraent (e.g., the "So In Love" ballad of Kate) should have 

a certain hope, a certain sense of survivability come what may. 

This is equally applicable to parts of the musical drama. Surely 

Ado Annie and Will should have as much optimism as Zaneeta and Tommy 

in The Music Man. Thomas Jefferson's relief should be just as coraedic 

to the audience as it is sexual for hira in 1776. The coraedy must be 

confined, however, to the appropriate moraents. While permissible in 

"Poor Jud," it would be disastrous in "Lonely Room." "Little Lamb," 

provides a remarkable and rich contrast by imraediateiy following "Mr. 

Goldstone." There are not even any lines in between the two songs. 

If "Little Larab" is too optimistic, or even optimistic at all, it 

ruins an incredibly dynamic moraent—"dynamic" in the emotionai 

distance between the riotous comedic song and the pathetic character 

ballad. The sarae type of contrast is found in 1776 when the funny and 

clever "Cool, Cool Considerate Men" is imraediately followed by the 

touching "Moraraa, Look Sharp." 

It is difficult to overstate the iraportance of the rausical drama 

as an integrated art form. Bordman observes: 

The idea that integration was something spanking new 
and desperately needed took hold of Broadway's thinking. 
Interaction of songs, story, and dance became more than 
a catchphrase; it became the keynote of most musicals that 
followed Oklahoraa! 

The integration lends itseif to a specificity of draraatic action 

iacking in the earlier rausical theatre. Stanley Green noted that 

Rodgers' music "in combination with his partner's lyrics . . . teli[s] 

his audience exactly what the characters in the play are feeling and 
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doing." 

Sondheira was nervous at the prospect of working with Juie Styne 

on Gypsy. 

My . . . raisgiving had to do with the fact that Juie's shows 
had been in a rather traditional mode—what used to be 
called "musical comedy," with songs and block coraedy scenes. 
I didn't know how he'd adapt to another way of thinking, 
whether he'd be willing to keep his eyes and his^ears on 
character and story rather than hit songs . . . 

He was and he did. Geraid Bordman recognized that Gypsy was a 

different type of musical theatre. "Yet Gypsy was ciearly something 

more, something superior. Its book—although it was a chronicie 

covering a number of years—was taut and relentiess, with Robbins' 

fíO 

brilliant staging underscoring its cohesiveness and flow." That is 

the point. The director must contribute to the cohesion as rauch as 

the authors for the piece to be truly integrated. This is not an easy 

task. Gypsy has a sprawiing plotline, and 1776 presents a different 

set of probleras altogether. 

Critic Jeff Sweet noted that 1776 had "twenty-five minutes 
f\'\ 

without a musical number, which most people didn't even notice." 

Glenn Litton pointed out that "Peter Stone's libretto, half history, 

half fliraflara, stuck tenaciously and claustrophobically to events 

inside the charabers of the First Congress and introduced only two 
fi/ 

women." Gerald Bordman remarks on the original production: 

Its tremendous success, indeed, its very success, came as 
a surprise to rauch of Broadway's sraart raoney. . . . Even 
more dubious than the work's virtually unknown authors was 
its subject. . . . They eschewed all the standard formulas 
for easy entertainraent. There were no toe-tapping raelodies 
or high-kicking choruses. The one tune that bordered on 
being a love song was kept at arra's length by lyrics such as, 
"Soon, madarae, we shall walk in Cupid's grove together." 
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It overcame its obstacies because of its clearly drawn characters set 

in their cleariy drawn conflict. It was the drama, ably supported by 

the music, that made the show theatrical. It was the director, Peter 

Hunt, that made it successful. 

The task of integrating the separate elements of the musicai 

draraa begins with the director. The foilowing Aristoteiian anaiysis 

discusses sorae of the salient points to notice. 

Plot 

Whether or not the plot is corapiex, the musical drama is marked 

by conflict as discussed in both Standards One and Five. Uniike the 

musicai coraedy, rausical draraa follows the basic ciimactic pattern of 

most modern realistic drama. This pattern is one of graduaiiy 

building intensification through several moments of crisis, leading to 

a main climax just before the finai conclusion. The director becomes 

the main regulator of draraatic tension. It is essential that the 

drama build in order to sustain the audience's attention. The 

director must allow for a growth in tension through two basic 

techniques. The first is to carefuiiy judge each moment in the 

continuum of the entire play. It is an alraost inevitabie trap for the 

director: buiid too soon and there is no piace else to go. The 

second technique concerns the appropriate reiease of tension directly 

after a ciiraactic moraent. Many directors underestiraate the iraportance 

of the raoment after. A generai rule of thurab would be: the greater 

the tension, the longer the recovery (i.e., period of release). 

This draraatic controi is often to be found in the script, but not 
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aiways. The first dramaticaiiy tense moment is the most important one 

for the director to establish. Oklahoma!, being the eariiest 

archetype, is also the most simpiistic in its use of dramatic tension. 

The most iraportant scene for the director concerning this point is act 

I, scene ii. There is a bit of tension before this scene, but it is 

coraedic, not dramatic tension. In a very real sense the first scene 

is pure musical comedy, and the audience is not "set up" for the drama 

of the second scene. This difficulty is compounded by the fact that 

the first number of the scene is "Pore Jud is Daid," a comedy song. 

The script does indicate that Jud picks up and polishes a gun before 

f\f\ 
the dialogue even begins. The director must sustain this threat of 

raenace throughout the dialogue preceding the song. The song itself is 

usually interpreted as a sirapie comedic song, which is not necessarily 

the case. Curly can, and should, be the receptacie of the song's 

huraor. Jud, on the other hand, can be caught up in the iraage of his 

own death in an alraost raorbidly fascinated way. The audience then 

iaughs at Jud and not with him, and that distinction is cruciai to set 

up the rest of the scene. Also, when the gun play occurs in the 

raiddle of the scene, it should be very threatening for both of the 

characters, not as Eiler says, "Jist a pair of fools swappin' 

fil 
noises." This tension control and usage wiil not only establish the 

necessary raood for Jud's "Lonely Roora," but for the entire dramatic 

side of the rausical. 

Gypsy is rauch raore sophisticated in its introduction of the draraa 

frora the very first scene. Rose is abrasive from the minute she walks 

onstage. She raanipulates, threatens, corrects, and dorainates. The 
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audience laughs at her vulgarity, not at her sense of humor. The 

director shouid not undercut Rose's entrance by not allowing the 

tension to buiid from her first line. He can attack the draraatic 

tension frora the start, just as Rose attacks everything with which she 

coraes into contact. There wiil be a natural reiease in scene two. 

1776 also begins in the middle of conflict. In what should be 

directed as an almost riotous raoraent, the chorus is admonishing John 

to "Sit Down." The director can capitalize on this opportunity to 

explode (directly at the curtain) into a fiurry of theatricai activity 

coupled with dramatic tension. This song has a buiit-in tension 

reiease, for John (in a presentationai moraent like those discussed in 

Standard Seven) literally steps out of the scene in order to piead and 

argue with God. 

Standard Thirteen noted the lack of a choral finale for the 

rausical draraa. This convention is exactly the opposite of what one 

wouid expect in a climacticaliy structured show. Musicai comedy 

usuaily reaches a theatrical climax involving the entire cast. 

Musicai drama usually reaches a dramatic ciimax that centers around 

the individual. Okiahoraa! is siightly contra-standard in this regard. 

1776 tacks on the visual spectacle of the Declaration tabieaux and 

does achieve a certain theatricai cliraax, but it is the "frosting on 

the cake" that Adaras has painstakingiy "baked." Gypsy is the best 

exaraple of this observation. Rose bares her dramatic soul without 

theatrical assistance. The director must assure a "big finish" 

despite the presence or lack of spectacle through the use of dramatic 

tension. 
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Character 

The raore seriously dramatic (as opposed to comedicaily dramatic) 

the play, the more the director evolves from theatrical manager to 

dramatic interpreter. It is imperative that the actors are given the 

necessary guidance to delve beyond the usually superficiai 

requirements of musicai comedy into the wonderfully deep 

characterizations of the musicai draraa. This process is not 

fundaraentaiiy different from directing a normal psychologicaliy 

realistic drama; however, it does becorae a bit more complicated. (See 

standards Ten and Eleven.) 

Many of the previous comments on presentationaiism in the musicai 

coraedy of raanners are applicable to the musical drama. The major 

difference lies in the fact that when the character makes an aside in 

coraedy of manners, it unusuaily is to make some humorous observation. 

In drama, these observations are usually self-revealing and blatantly 

honest. This type of exposure allows the director a much wider 

opportunity and responsibility than found in reguiar drama. 

In a normal play the director usualiy deals with each character 

on an individual basis, no raatter how small the part. Unfortunateiy, 

in the musical theatre the use of a chorus has led the director into 

negiecting the rainor roies. It is not surprising that there are some 

directors who never even direct the chorus, this task being ieft for 

the choreographer or assistant director. As mentioned in Standard 

Fourteen, the typical musical drama demands that greater attention be 

paid to the minor roles. Oklahoma! is soraewhat contra-standard to 

this observation in that it neatly divides into three main divisions: 
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principais, the singing chorus, and the dancing chorus. Usually the 

director takes the first, the musical director the second, and the 

choreographer the third. In both Gypsy and 1776 (and indeed most 

post-Okiahoma! musical dramas) there is no singing or dancing chorus, 

just many rainor roles. The director raust work with each actor in roie 

deveiopraent. Most directors do not realize that this makes his job 

much raore time consuming because his directoriai team (i.e., the 

rausical director and the choreographer) cannot provide the type of 

assistance found in the rausical theatre coraedy. 

Variable Four mentioned the use of "understandable viiiainy." 

Uniike musical comedy it is not iraportant that the audience like, or 

even consider accepting into the norraal society, the viiiain. It is 

iraportant, however, for the director to make the viilain just as 

psychologically developed as the heroic figures. The audience must be 

able to discern the reason for the villainy, and good drama wiil 

provide these answers. It is the director's responsibility that these 

reasons are suitabiy projected into the production. Jud is sexuaily 

frustrated; Dickinson is a conservative Royalist; and Rose is 

defeatingly self-centered. None of these characters are shailow 

villainous types. 

Thought 

One of the raost obvious raistakes for a musical theatre director 

to make concerning a musicai drama is interpreting it as a musical 

coraedy. This approach is not unusual, for the genres are simiiar in 

severai iraportant aspects. Both of thera are very sentimental and both 
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contain comedy. It is the sentimentaiism that demands the 

prevailingly serious tone discussed in Standard Two. 

It is imperative to recognize the fundamental difference in the 

type of sentimentalisra that the two different genres project. This 

distinction is very clear with musical farce and musical comedy of 

manners, where sentimentality is either ridiculed or lampooned. In 

musicai coraedy sentiraentalism is omnipresent, but it tends toward 

draraatic (i.e., textual) shallowness. Love serves as a means of 

getting two people together, that is to say it is a plot device. It 

often lacks a psychoiogicaiiy realistic basis. Marian shouid be an 

anatheraa to Harold Hill in The Music Man, but she is not. Why should 

peopie with huge egos iike Annie or Frank even consider tying 

theraseives to a iesser creature? But they do in Annie Get Your Gun. 

Kiss Me, Kate is more plausibie, but only because of a past 

relationship between Fred and Liili that is never really reveaied in 

the play. 

The emotionalism in musical drama is infinitely deeper. Laurey 

not oniy loves Curly, she needs him to protect her from a very real 

threat. Herbie desperately wants to iove Rose, but she cannot accept 

it, despite her emotions. Her sentimentai, internai conflicts are a 

core of the draraa. She loves her daughters, her career, their career, 

Herbie, and herself. She wants it ail, cannot have it ail, and cannot 

decide what she wants without giving up soraething else. John Adams is 

ignited by the inner fire of patriotism, reveaiing an intellectual 

eraotionalisra that is simpiy not within the scope of musicai comedy. 

It is the director who must underscore these distinctions. If 
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the sentiraental needs are made clear to the actors, they will be able 

to project them to the audience. In musical comedy sentimentalitv is 

usually romantic. In musical drama sentimentality is serious. 

Diction 

Okiahoma! pre-dated Annie Get Your Gun by three years and 

obviousiy inspired its use of a regional dialect. The opening lines 

of dialogue are typical: 

Eiler: If I wasn't a ol' women, and if you wasn't so 
young and smart aiecky—why, I'd marry you an git 
you to set around at night and sing to me. 

Curly: No, you wouldn't neither cuz I wouldn't marry ypu 
ner none of yer kinfolks, I could he'p it.[sic] 

Obviously the accent, as with Annie, is written in the script. The 

director needs to be responsibie for consistency. The diaiect is 

rather easy and should not present any overt difficulties. 

Gypsy's diction is rather normal despite Stephen Sondheim's 

Íyrics. He matched the simplicity of Jule Styne's music so that the 

adraonitions concerning Night Music would not apply in this case. The 

director can have fun by inserting the use of regionai dialects for 

the strippers, or personnel of the various different theatres (to 

indicate the fact, and reraind the audience, that Rose is constantly on 

the raove). These are not indicated in the script and not necessary. 

They can, however, be quite effective. 

Like Gypsy, 1776 is fairly normal. Unfortunately there is a 

slight archaically awkward feei to some of the lines. John queries 

Abigail: "Have you done as I asked?" Franklin declares: "No 

coiony has ever broken from the parent stem in the history of the 
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worid!" Richard Henry Lee informs the audience of his travel plans: 

ttx . I 11 stop off at Stratford just long enough to refresh the missus, 

72 
and then straight to the matter." This is not everyday speech and 

wili require an extra bit of attention from the director. 

Music 

Standard Eleven noted that all song forras are used for 

psychological portrayal. This observation would seem to diminish the 

role of the rausical director and increase the role of the director. 

The director is the priraary interpreter of the book and lyrics. What 

is raore iraportant, however, is the director's ability to irapress upon 

the rausical director the draraatic importance of the individual songs. 

The musical director is quite capable of giving the raost accurate and 

best interpretation of the musical score. If he is properly advised, 

there is no reason why he cannot make an iraportant dramatic 

contribution to the production as well. Many directors make the 

mistake of iiraiting the musical director's comraents to tonaiity and 

terapo. If the director and rausical director agree on basic character 

interpretation, then the iatter's work on musical phrasing can become 

critical in the finai presentation of the character. This 

collaboration wiil be discussed further in the Conclusion. 

It is interesting to note the predorainance of charm songs in the 

musicai draraa and the almost equal distribution of the other song 

forras. This genre is raore eclectic than the others examined. The 

director should approach each song individually with specific regard 

to how it fits into the dramatic scheme of the play. 
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Spectacle 

Okiahoma! is actually a rather simple show scenically. There are 

only six locations, much less than the typicai musical comedy, and 

they can be sirapiistically depicted. Unlike the musical comedy of 

manners, the characters are simple people and should be dressed 

accordingly. There is a change of costumes for the principals in 

anticipation of the picnic, but no special difficulties present 

theraselves. Lights are most important in the "Dream Ballet." It is 

recommended that the scene (even though it is designated as occurring 

73 
in "A grove on Laurey's farm" ) be kept as open as possible to 

reflect the openness of Laurey's consciousness. 

Gypsy is very complex. Many of the coraraents raade concerning the 

rausical comedy of manners are applicable to this play. The added 

challenge comes with the use of different "stages" and "stage numbers" 

on the one actuai stage at the director's disposai. One solution to 

this is the use of footlights. They are not only historically 

accurate, but they also can add a very "theatrical" feel to the stage 

picture. Costumes provide an exciting variety for the designer, 

ranging from the naturalistic to the exotic. The director shouid make 

certain that the strippers are more comedic than risque. It would be 

a sharae for their big coraedic nuraber to be upstaged by the iack of 

costurae. 

1776 is pristine. The original production used a unit set for 

the Congress with siiding screens that provided several other 

locations. This siraplicity worked very well for it gave undiluted 

focus to the play. The costuraes should be historically accurate. 
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without too rauch artistic license due to the fact that it is a 

rausical. Color as a lighting eleraent is probably raore limited in this 

show than almost any other musical. There is, however, a good 

opportunity for intensity and area control, especially during the 

presentational moraents. 

As noted in Standard Eight, the director should be most aware of 

the dance as it serves the plot development. As mentioned above with 

the rausical director, it is essential that the choreographer and the 

director reach a mutual understanding as to the dramatic function of 

the dance. It is not unusual for the director to not even see a dance 

until it is inserted into the finai runs of the show. This quite 

literal lack of foresight on the part of the director could prove 

disastrous in the rausical draraa. A number like "Let Me Entertain You" 

will require a good deal of comraunication between director, 

choreographer, and designer for it to work properly. The first 

technical rehearsal is obviously too late to start this process. 

The musical drama is not really more "integrated" than the 

rausical theatre coraedy. The integration does, however, become more 

cruciai to the final outcome of the production. Incongruity is a 

fundamentaily coraedic device. If there is an unintentional iack of 

integration in a typical rausicai coraedy, the audience is apt not to 

notice, or to assume it is part of the established convention. In 

musical drama the lack of integration could be disastrous. The more 

inherent the integration in the play, the more important the 

director's roie as "persuader" becomes. He must persuade the musical 
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director and the choreographer to share the sarae vision. He must 

persuade himself to adapt his vision to include the expertise of his 

colleagues. The dramatic vision must be more unified than the coraedic 

vision; the unification process begins with the director. 
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CHAPTER V 

MUSICAL MELODRAMA 

Unfortunately the word "melodraraa" has taken on multiple 

connotations, most of them negative in nature. Theorist Robert 

Corrigan, trying to resurrect a coherent usage of the word, begins an 

explaination of it this way: 

I am aware that to take "melodraraa," which in casual 
conteraporary usage is a derogatory terra . . . and appiy 
it to a wide range of literature that includes sober work 
and soraber tones may be capricious to the point of 
scandal. 

Milton Marx describes the term in a similar way. "Melodrama has 

always been regarded as the lowliest forra of draraa, fit only for a 

2 
critic's scorn and laughter." This assessraent was not always true. 

The root word can be traced back to the Greeks and appears in the 

3 
writings of Aristotle, meaning "rausic draraa" or "song drama." It did 

not take a generic meaning until much later. Historian Phyllis 

Hartnoll explains the term's origins: 

Melodraraa had a twin birth as a contradictory musical term 
about 1780. In Germany it raeant a passage in opera that 
was spoken to an orchestral accorapaniraent. In France 
raelodrarae was applied to the device . . . whereby music 
expressed a character's emotions when he was siient. 

It was the Frenchraan Denis Diderot who argued for a new type of script 

allowing for "doraestic tragedy." He labeled this new genre "drame." 

The subsequent generic terra "melo drarae" referred to a serious 
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domestic drama with musical underscoring and became quite popuiar 

during the nineteenth century. 

Because it was not pure tragedy and because the genre lacked the 

seriousness of the Roraantic raoveraent, it became increasingiy 

vulgarized and eventually fell into critical disrepute. Now meiodrama 

conjures up heroes and villains, incredibie contrivance, fast-paced 

but often iilogical adventure, and overt sentimentalism. The best, 

and therefore worst, exaraple of this type of treacie has even acquired 

the narae of "raelerdramer" and can be seen throughout the country 

during the summer. 

The more serious work lost the omnipresent music towards the end 

of the century and as a basic form is still very much present in the 

popular entertainment. The television "soap operas," probably the 

single raost popular genre of theatrically based entertainment, are 

actually good examples of raelodraraa. The widely attended adventure 

filras of the past decade, including such serial fare as Star Wars and 

Star Trek have been labeled "space opera," but are actually melodrama. 

Despite its vuigarity, "some critics use 'melodrama' without any 

pejorative connotation to describe . . . serious . . . plays." 

Actually raeiodraraa has become a very useful word in many serious 

analyticai studies of genre. Frank Whiting recalis one important 

study: 

In a brilliant defense of the much maligned word melodrama, 
James Rosenberg points out that melodraraa is certainly not 
true to life, nor does it pretend to be, but that it is 
true to the theatrical, the exciting, the stimuiating, the 
highiyQselective, and the sometimes illuminating view of 
life. 

It is upon this type of understanding that this study wili utilize the 
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word "raelodrama." However, it can still be argued that the term 

"musical melodraraa" is redundant. A case has already been made for 

the usage of the term "musical drama." Whiie "melodrama" has a 

negative connotation, it actuaily comes closest to describing the type 

of play script that forms the basis of the genre. Due to the fact 

that the "musical" part of melodrama has not realiy been implied in 

coramon usage during this century, the appendage of "musicai" before 

"melodraraa" appears to define and separate the musicai theatre term 

frora that of the general draraatic vernacular. It is redundant oniy 

for a seraiotician. It should prove raost useful to the theatricai 

practitioner. 

The following rausicals have been selected to serve as the 

archetypes for the rausical raelodraraa: 

Fiddler on the Roof book by Joseph Stein; 
music by Jerry Bock; 
lyrics by Sheldon Harnick; 
produced in 1964. 

The King and I book and lyrics by Oscar 
Hamraerstein II; 
music by Richard Rodgers; 
produced in 1951. 

West Side Story book by Arthur Laurents; 
music by Leonard Bernstein; 
iyrics by StephenpSondheim; 
produced in 1957. 

Although Rodgers and Hammerstein were credited with inventing the 

modern American musical piay (i.e., rausical drama), their real forte 

was in the genre of musical raelodraraa. In addition to The King and I, 

their Puiitzer prize winning play, South Pacific, could also be used 
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as a perfect example of musical melodrama. Their work, The Sound of 

^usic (which not surprisingly held the record for the most popuiar 

film untii unseated by siraiiar melodramas), wouid also typify the 

genre. The play that many critics consider to be their best, 

Carousel, wiil actuaily be more appropriateiy categorized as a musicai 

romance in the next chapter. 

One of the first musical melodramas (if one discounts Porgy and 

Bess as an opera) would be the criticaiiy acclaimed Lost in the Stars 

by Maxwell Anderson and Kurt Weii. Cailed by many a "musical 

tragedy," it contains the characteristics of melodrama. The lesser 

known and previousiy mentioned Phiiemon, by Jerry Bock and Sheldon 

Harnick, would likewise fit the criteria. Joseph Stein, who wrote the 

book for Fiddler on the Roof, produced another melodrama with John 

Kander and Fred Ebb entitied Zorba. Although the rainor contribution 

of the English rausical theatre to the overali genre has not been 

previously discussed, there were two particularly successfui musical 

raelodramas that won acclaim on Broadway: Lionel Bart's classic 

reworking of a classic meiodrama, Oliver!; and the more recent, award 

winning Evita by Tim Rice and Andrew Lioyd Webber. Another recent and 

highly acciaimed exaraple of musicai melodraraa can be found in 

Drearagirls by Tom Eyen and Henry Krieger. 

All of the genres that have been examined so far end happily, 

albeit both comedy of manners and musical drama have certain 

reservations. With rausical melodrama the musical theatre broke out of 

the need for pleasant resolutions. While it is not necessary for the 

ending to be resolved in a particular way (a requirement for tragedy), 
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the melodrama is bound to achieve a pathos heretofore unachieved. 

Robert Corrigan explains: 

Several types of outcome are possible—victory, or 
defeat, or perhaps a stalemate or compromise. . . . The 
identifying mark of the melodramatic structure is not 
the particular outcome of the plot, but the conception 
of character and the alignment of forces. 

The outcome can corae close to tragedy although it is raore aligned to 

the elicitation of intense eraotions. 

Fiddler (let this stand for Fiddler on the Roof for the rest of 

this study) has the least shedding-of-tears of the archetypes. Its 

heartfelt eraotionalisra is raore reserved but certainly present and 

exploited. The imraediate cause for concern is the fact that Tevye and 

the rest of his village are being evicted frora their life-Iong home, 

Anatevka. For Tevye the sorrow is greatly increased because he leaves 

not only his town but three out of his five daughters behind. While 

nothing tragic occurs and there is a slight hope for the future (they 

are making their way to America), Tevye is leaving behind his guiding 

light, "tradition." Allan Lewis was correct in concluding that 

Fiddler "is an example of the integrated musical that becoraes a deeply 

raoving huraan docuraent." 

The King and I goes one step further in evoking pity. The 

principal male character dies. This plot event is heightened by the 

fact that he is finally reconciled with the play's protagonist, Anna. 

The heart-strings are further piucked because he ieaves behind a 

rauititude of wives and, raost iraportant, a lot of children. It is not 

classical tragedy, but it is a tragic occurrence for the play's 

society. Pity is assured with "a play that ends with the death of the 
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hero. 

Sirailar to The King and I, West Side Story also loses its 

principal raale character and protagonist, Tony. Based on 

Shakespeare's Roraeo and Juliet, Tony/Romeo's death comes the ciosest 

to achieving tragedy in the musical theatre, but it is melodramatic. 

The protagonist does not chose his fate, and the actual death is 

unexpected by both the character and by the audience. This element of 

"surprise" is a hallraark of raelodraraa, even though the audience knows 

the play will not end happily. 

The plots tend to be siraple. In an ingenious raetaphor, critic 

Marvin Rosenberg concluded: 

Anologically, the siraple action melodraraa is like a popular 
raelody: it raoves thinly frora a beginning to an end, setting 
up little arches of expression, corapleting thera, bringing 
thera toward a final terminus—a satisfying, unmistakable 
end we have been led to anticipate. Chords play around the 
line of,melody . . . [and] thicken it with compleraentary 
theraes. 

This layered simplicity is exemplified by all three archetypes. 

Although Fiddler has the potential to be as complex as Gypsy, it 

unfolds episodically, using the "arches" described by Rosenberg. It 

simply relates the life of Tevye told in one major and two less major 

episodes: the losing of Tzeitel, which constitutes the first act; the 

losing of Hodel, which is the subject of the first half of the second 

act; and the loss of Chava which is the last part of the second act. 

There are occasionally embellishments, but the plotline is very 

simple. 

While not exactly the typical "boy meets giri" story, in essence 

that is what The King and I is. In this case it is "man meets woman" 
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and "woman meets children." Other than the two raain characters siowly 

getting to know each other, there is a surprising lack of dramatic 

action. Like Fiddler, there is a minor subplot involving a love 

affair between a supporting couple, Tuptim and Lun Tha, but this story 

is mostly relegated to two rausicai numbers. 

West Side Story is a classic "boy meets giri" story, and foliows 

the expected "boy ioses giri" pattern. In a comedy he would end up 

with the giri; in a melodraraa the ioss remains. The plot is 

heightened by the boy's murder of the giri's brother and the generai 

tension of the piay's society, but the essential plot remains a very 

simple one. The following conclusion resuits. 

Standard One: There is a simpie plot which ieads to a 
pathetic resolution. 

Musical drama boasted a prevailingly serious tone interspersed 

with coraedic moments. The same is true with musical melodrama, even 

though the type of comedy is considerably more controlled, more 

contained. 

The subject of a pogrom, which underiies the entire action of 

Fiddler, is inherently very serious and is never treated iightly. The 

comedy is not so much the brand normally associated with musical 

comedy as it is the type that demonstrates man's ability to survive. 

Tevye controls both the most serious and the most comedic moments of 

the play. His triumphant "If I Were a Rich Man" is not so much a 

comedic song, as it is a slightly ridiculous "I want" character 

revelation. Another comedic moment, the duet between Golde and Tevye 

entitled "Do You Love Me?", is more important as a sentimentai piece. 
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The comedy is reserved, life affirming, and without ridicuie. 

The King of Siara is an absoiute monarch and naturally treats his 

people as such. Although some moments are humorous, Anna is quite 

appalled by many of the conditions and the customs of the Siamese 

people. The King is seriously trying to upgrade the education of his 

vast progeny as well as guiding his own self-improvement. The 

potential of his kingdora being overrun by the imperial British lends 

an added weight to the proceedings. Like Fiddler, the comedy is 

humorous rather than iaughable. Anna and the children have great fun 

singing "Getting To Know You," and the wives enjoy singing "Western 

Peopie Funny," but the humor is dependent upon recognition rather than 

pratfalls. 

West Side Story is similarly iacking in comedic moments. The 

Puerto Ricans deiight in singing "America," and Maria's "I Feel 

Pretty" has a certain iightness. The oniy comedic moraent in the show 

occurs, however, when the Sharks sing "Gee, Officer Krupke," a ciassic 

exaraple of coraedic ridicule. 

While rausical drama is definiteiy a "mixed forra" with the comedy 

being essential to the overall product, musical melodrama is 

comparatively rauch more serious. Comedy and huraor are used for 

relief, not for an essential comedic viewpoint. 

Standard Two: The tone is prevailingly serious. Humor 
can be present but is reserved and limited. 

Standard Three concerns the romantic involvement of the leading 

couple. This involvement need not end happily. Fiddier's ieading 

couple, Tevye and Golde, do live happily ever after even without their 
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daughters. Their relationship is not exactiy romantic in the 

traditional sense, but their corapatability and mutuai need for each 

other are weil-established. 

The King and I and West Side Storv both end with the tragic loss 

of the raale iove interest. The love between Anna and the King was of 

a different type than had previously been the subject of rausical 

theatre. Rodgers and Hararaerstein wrote: 

In dealing with thera rausically we could not write songs 
that said "I love you" or even "I love her" or "I love him." 
We were dealing with two characters who could indulge 
themselves only in oblique expressions of their feelings. 
This is because.they themselves did not realize what those 
feelings were. 

Love in this case is entirely platonic. One critic was quick to point 

out that "they do not even kiss." In West Side Story love is almost 

entirely visceral. Tony and Maria make love, but hardly talk. There 

is plenty of room for both types of romance in the genre. 

Standard Three: The leading character is romantically 
involved, although the involvement need 
not be resolved happily. 

Sentimentalisra has been discovered in all forms of musical 

theatre. It is soraetiraes ridiculed, but always present. In melodrama 

another layer of sentimentaiisra must be understood. Up to this point 

sentimentalisra has been inevitably tied to eraotionaiism. In the usuai 

vernacular, however, it tends to refer to a combination of romanticism 

and sensitivity. Most important, it is centered in the heart rather 

than the mind. This type of eraotional sensitivity is very rauch 

present in melodraraa, but it is joined by a much greater use of raw 

emotionalism that could be said to be centered in the proverbial 
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"gut." 

Sentiraentalisra as a draraatic, textual device is clearly a 

dominant factor in melodraraa. Music critic Peter Yates says: 

A popular theatrical art has existed since the sixteenth 
century, directed to an audience which likes the show as 
rauch as the rausic, which enjoys shedding tears and shudder-
ing at sentiraentally exaggerated horrors, while it dislikes 
being driven to the extreraity of a more profound emotionai 
experience . . . this audience wishes to feel but not to 
think. 

The above mentioned "sentimentaily exaggerated horrors" does not have 

to refer to terror. It refers to those sentimental situations that 

are heightened due to something horrific. For exaraple, the joyous 

wedding of Tzeitel and Motel is interrupted and stopped by a ruthless 

band of Russian soldiers. Anna forces herself to witness the torture 

of Tuptira on the night that Tuptim had planned to be wed to Lun Tha. 

Anita is terrorized by the Jets as she goes to deliver an important 

message to Tony from Maria. Robert Corrigan noted that "in early 

melodrama, music was used to heighten the emotion." In rausical 

raelodraraa, the plot serves the same function. 

Corrigan also realized that "one of melodrama's greatest 

achievements is its capacity to give direct, objective form to our 

1 o 

irrational fears." This, of course, would not exclude rational 

fears either. In Fiddler, Tevye fears the loss of his daughters, but 

he reaiizes that he cannot hold onto the girls forever. What is 

intriguing is the eraotionaiism that dynamically builds as the future 

sons-in-law stray farther from the acceptable norm. The first, Motel, 

lacks a certain charisma, but he is a good man, a Jew. The second is 

somewhat of a radicai, but he is a Jew too. He seems honorable, but 
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he has a penchant for arguraentation. Tevye's fear for his daughter's 

future happiness is rauch greater, especially when she leaves him to go 

to prison, where her iove has been incarcerated. Tevye's deepest 

fears are exploited last. Chava falls in iove with a Christian, a 

Tsarist Russian. Fyedka stands for everything that Tevye does not 

coraprehend. His fear is irrational and pervasive. Bordman said of 

Fiddier, "Although it was thoroughly sentimental, the cruelties so 

inextricably interwoven into its piot made the sentimentaiity 

19 beiievable and paipable." The cruelties also served to heighten the 

emotionalisra. 

While Anna never shows her fear, it is clearly present and 

defined in the very first song of the show, "I Whistle a Happy Tune," 

a paean to the controlling of fear. It reaches its height in Act II, 

scene four, when Anna is appalled by the beating of Tuptim. She 

20 
screams at the King, "You are a barbarian!" In doing so she 

confesses soraething she has feared from the start: that her presence 

is totaily futiie. She later discovers that this is not the case, but 

by then the King is on his death bed. 

Although Anna can calmly sing "I Whistie a Happy Tune" and 

indicate her eraotional controi, the Jets in West Side Story are bareiy 

able to contain their overt emotionalism in "Cool." 

Boy, boy, crazy boy, 

Stay loose boy! 
Breeze it, buzz it, easy does it. 
Turn off the juice boy. 
Go, man, go, 
But not like a yo yo school boy. 
Just play it cool, boy, 
Real cool! 

They do not contain themseives. They try, but lack any real emotionai 
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control. Glenn Litton relates: 

Tension was everywhere—in the dialogue, the choreography, 
and the score—of West Side Story. Even the comic set 
pieces and love songs were shadowed by tragedy. Purely 
melodic associations between violence and romance were 
subtly made by repeating the same opening intervals in songs 
as disparate in style as the taut jazz of "Cool" and the 
exuberant romance of "Maria." 

The audience becomes a part of the overail tension. Frora the "jazz 

undertones of the opening dance . . . This quality, one of ugly 

expectation, is apparent under 'Cooi' and 'The Dance at the Gym,' and 

23 
is finally realized in 'The Rumble.'" Blood is shed; two lives are 

lost. There is real fear and real terror for all involved. 

Theatre historian Hartnoll points out that all melodrama need not 

be of the visceral variety, but more simply sentimental. "The growth 

of the middle classes produced a new type of raelodraraa . . . [that 

24 
was] sentimental and picturesque. This picturesque sentimentalism 

goes side by side with the overt emotionalism of musical drama. 

Fiddler has many lighter moments steeped in sentimentalisra. Examples 

include the previously mentioned duet, "Do You Love Me?"; the joyous 

love songs, "Miracle of Miracles," and "Now I Have Everything;" the 

robust ceiebration of "To Life;" and the extremely sentiraentai 

"Sunrise, Sunset" and "Anatevka." Litton points out that even "the 

squeaky ditty sung by the fake poltergeist ('The Dream') was less 

25 
horrific than horaespun." It was bizarrely picturesque. 

The King and I can be similarly sentimental. Anna tells the 

wives about herself and her feelings in "Hello, Young Lovers." She 

has great fun in "Getting To Know You" and "Shall We Dance." The love 

ballads, "We Kiss in a Shadow" and "I Have Dreamed," are very 
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roraantic, and sentiraentalism reaches great heights in Lady Thiang's 

"Soraething Wonderful." 

As agitated as West Side Story is, it takes plenty of time to 

explore the more mellow side of sentiraentalisra, exerapiified by the 

"Baicony Scene," "One Hand, One Heart," "Maria," and climaxing with 

Maria and Anita's duet, "I Have a Love." The distinction made within 

the definition of sentimentalism is worthy of special attention. 

Therefore, two separate standards can be proposed. 

Standard Four: There is a deep and broad sentimentalism. 

Standard Five: There is an overt emotionalisra, deaiing with 
both rational and irrational fear. 

In addition to sentiraentalisra and strong eraotionalism, there is 

also a very distinct evocation of sympathy in the rausical raelodrama. 

This is iraportant enough to distinguish from the previously mentioned 

use of pathos at the end of the play. Sympathy is evoked throughout 

the work. This characteristic is present in musical comedy and 

musicai comedy of manners, but it did not seem to play as important a 

part in musical draraa. It is back in force with melodraraa. The case 

is ciear. When Tevye intones "Little Bird" as he loses Chava, when 

Anna recalls her beloved late husband, Tom, during "Hello, Young 

Lovers," or when Maria discovers that Tony has murdered her brother, 

sympathy reaches an intensity heretofore unexplored within the realm 

of musicai theatre. 

Standard Six: There is an evocation of sympathy. 
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Musical drama's plot is dependent upon conflict. Musical 

melodraraa is too, but, once again, there is a shift in emphasis. 

There is a different focal point for the conflict. Critic Robert B. 

Heilraan, in an essay entitled "Tragedy and Melodrama: Speculations on 

Generic Form," draws some iraportant distinctions that are applicable 

to the differentiation between draraa and melodrama as weil. He 

states: 

In the structure of melodraraa, I suggest that man is 
essentiaily "whole"; this key word impiies neither 
greatness nor moral perfection, but rather an absence of 
the kind of inner conflict that^is so significant that it 
must claim our first attention. 

Tevye faces a dilemraa every tirae he confronts another daughter. 

However, he is "whole." It does not take hira very long to corae to his 

conclusions. He rather quickly decides in favor of his first two 

daughters and against the third, but there is no real struggle. In 

raaking his finai, raost difficuit choice, he says, "If I bend that far, 

27 
I will break. On the other hand . . . there is no other hand." He 

lives with his decisions. The choice is not pleasant, but he does not 

wrestle with the thought of change. 

There is a certain araount of internal struggle involved in The 

King and I, but it is on the part of the King, not Anna. Anna, the 

protagonist, is very set in her ways and very confident in her 

opinions. She is quite capable of standing up to the King and does 

not hesitate to do so. The King has a difficult time accepting Anna's 

proposed changes, and it can be argued that she is the eventual cause 

of his death. He cannot change as she would have him so he dies. His 

son is ready to take his place and is ready to change. Indeed his 
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first officiai act is to change the rule about groveiing to the king. 

The conflict of primary interest is not within the King, but between 

the King and Anna. His last words to her are, "This proclamation 

98 
against bowing I believe is your fault!" He is angry; she is 

delighted. 

Tony has already experienced a change before the play takes 

place. He has left the gang seeking something new and finds it in the 

person of Maria. He tries to change the prevailing attitudes (i.e., 

to break up the fight), but has no struggle within. The same is true 

of Maria. Once she sees Tony, that is enough to resolve any conflict 

she might have had with his race or culture. She exclaims, "All the 

29 
world is only you and rae!" The feeling is quite mutual and totally 

without reservation. 

Heilman concludes by noting that "in tragedy, the confiict is 

30 
within man; in raelodraraa, it is between men and things." Corrigan 

concurs: "The first important characteristic of melodraraa . . . is 

that all the significant events of the plot are caused by forces 

31 
outside the protagonist." This conflict is not understated in the 

least. "Melodraraa . . . owes its character to astute plotting and to 

32 
raoraents of intensely heightened confiict." This heightened 

confiict, over which the protagonist has no control, is easily 

exeraplified by the three archetypes. 

The Russians are in almost "natural" conflict with the Jews. 

Every father has experienced parental conflict with a child. Tevye is 

in constant conflict with his wife. Perhaps most important, Tevye 

finds hiraself in conflict with a thing—tradition—which should not be 
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confused with an internal conflict, for it is definitely socially 

iraposed. He can accept it or deny it, but he cannot change it. All 

of these conflicts are heightened by setting them against the backdrop 

of tumultuous change. In the end Tevye must leave everything. 

The King wants progress in his mind, but his heart is not 

altogether ready. The conflict, however, takes place externaily in 

action, rather than inside. Anna and the King are in a good deal of 

conflict, a conflict that is even paralleled by their respective 

children, Louis and Prince Chulalongkorn. As with Fiddler, the most 

important conflict for the King is tradition. Unlike Tevye, he can 

affect change and tries to a certain extent. The centrai confiict 

between Anna and the King is heightened by the ciiraactic scene in 

which the focus momentariiy shifts to the subpiot of Tuptim and Lun 

Tha. Anna is abie to prevent the beating of Tuptim, but not the death 

of Lun Tha. Both characters see themseives as failures: the King can 

no longer be King, and Anna has faiied to teach. The only resolution 

to this conflict is found in death, another heightening technique. 

Frora West Side Story's opening nuraber, "The Prologue," there is a 

clearly established conflict between the native New Yorkers and the 

iraraigrant Puerto Ricans. It has a very iarge base; "there are two 

forces, one psychoiogicai, the other social, pushing the two street 

33 gangs toward explosion . . . " The conflict is clearly defined and 

raaintained throughout the show. It does not seera to matter to Tony 

and Maria, however. The entire piay is heightened by these 

conflicting forces. There is always potential for violence and 

anarchy due to the intensity of the confiict. Tony tries vaiiantiy to 
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decrease the tension, but even as he attempts to resolve the conflict, 

he intensifies it by killing Bernardo. Like the conflict of The King 

andl, the only resolution is found in death. 

Standard Seven: The plot is defined by heightened conflict 
between forces over which the protagonist 
has no controi. 

Perhaps no genre is more noted than melodrama for its so-called 

"type characters," best exemplified by the hero and the viilain. This 

is not the case in rausical melodraraa. There is no readily apparent 

villainous characters in Fiddler (the Anatevka Russians are just 

following orders) or The King and I, and the Sharks are no worse than 

the Jets. Unlike farce and like rausicai draraa, the characters 

portrayed are psychologically realistic. 

Lyricist Sheldon Harnick was well aware of this fundamental 

choice. In discussing the writing of a good book for a musicai, he 

said, "It means coraing to terms with the type of the show itself: are 

the characters to be naturalistic, realistic, satiric, poetic, 

o / 

caricatures, just plain-old-fashioned-song-and-dance—what?" Stein 

obviously opted for realisra. The audience knows a reraarkable amount 

about Tevye primarily through his "prayers," which happen to be 

soliioquies or raonologues in direct address. While he raight not be as 

coraplex a character as Rose in Gypsy, he certainly is as believable 

and raultidimensional. Glenn Litton relates: 

The challenge of . . . Fiddler on the Roof was how to add 
music and dance to Joseph Stein's book without prettying 
or sentiraentalizing it. Granted Stein had already pared 
some of the bitterness and made Tevye, his protagonist, 
into a hero, nor had he changed Tevye's stubbornness into 
indignant melodraraa or inspirational slush. 
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In short, Tevye becarae an attractive, realistic character. The other 

characters are naturally not as well defined, but none ever begin to 

strain credibility. 

Theatre critic John Lardner praised The King and I for its 

"touches of character drawing . . . and its faithfulness to a 

reasonably adult and literate story." Gertrude Lawrence (an actress 

as opposed to a musical comedy star) wanted to play the role of Anna 

since she saw the non-rausical film version starring Irene Dunne and 

37 
Rex Harrison. She was attracted by the emotional range of the 

character, a range that was eniarged, not diminished, by the musical 

version. Both Anna and the King are given sung soliloquies ("Shall I 

Teli You What I Think of You?" and "A Puzziement" respectiveiy), and 

both are able to fill-in many psychological details for the audience 

to absorb. Another strikingly realistic aspect of the piay has 

already been comraented upon. "The odd and daring novelty of The King 

and I was that its principai characters were oniy dimiy aware of their 

iove. Even if they had been totally conscious of it, they couid never 

38 
have admitted it or acted on it." This type of reaiistic portrayal 

was very rare in the musical theatre of the early 1950s. Even the 

supporting roles of Lady Thiang and the Kralahome are remarkably well 

drawn. 

West Side Story spends less time in character delineation for its 

principals than the other two archetypes. This lack of development 

might be explained by the age of the characters. Tevye, Golde, Anna, 

and the King are all adults with relatively complex attitudes. Tony 

and Maria are very young and very naive. The audience does not really 
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need to know very much about them. The important thing is that they 

are realistically portrayed. Enough is known about them to allow 

empathy for their relationship, and that is sufficient to make the 

draraa effective. Stephen Sondheim is still bothered by one piece of 

minutia that he felt interfered with the reality of the character of 

Maria. He confesses that he is still erabarrassed every time he hears 

the lyric "alarming how charming I feel," because it was far too 

39 
intellectual for a character iike Maria to sing. 

Standard Eight: Characters are psychoiogically realistic. 

Although all three archetypes are fundamentally representational, 

two out of the three make extensive use of presentationalism, and the 

third, The King and , has one of the longest presentational sequences 

ever written for the musical theatre stage. Fiddler tells a very real 

story in a very lifelike way, with a few major exceptions. The play 

begins with a very presentational prologue. (This is doubly 

reminiscent of Forum in that it lays the foundation for the evening's 

entertainraent, and it just happened to be performed by the same actor 

that piayed Pseudoius, Zero Mostel.) Although Tevye's prayers are 

direct address, it is certainly no strain on verisimilitude. 

What i^ unusual is the fact that he often interrupts his 

conversation in order to address the audience directly, leaving the 

rest of the actors on stage going into a "freeze." This device is 

classic presentationalism. The delightful dreara sequence of Act I, 

scene seven, where Tevye convinces his wife that Motel should marry 

Tzeitel by conjuring up the dead, is another raajor presentationalistic 
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raoment. The last major break with representationalism occurs in Act 

II, scene six, when Tevye sings "Chavela" while dancers represent the 

three sisters and their respective husbands in the background. 

Fiddler is fundamentally realistic but very theatrical in concept and 

execution. 

The King and I, being the oldest of the archetypes, is much more 

conservative in its use of presentationalism. While the two leads 

have those two major sung soliloquies already mentioned, they can be 

perforraed "to theraselves," thus allowing for verisirailitude. Indeed 

it would be inappropriate, considering the rest of the show, for the 

characters to actually use direct address. However, the very long and 

very theatrically conceived "The Sraall House of Uncle Thoraas" is 

written to be perforraed. This nuraber is devised as an "entertainment" 

for the visiting British dignitary, and as they watch the performance, 

so does the audience. 

West Side Story is very similar to Fiddler in its frequent use of 

presentationalism. The "Dance at the Gyra," like the bailet in The 

King and I, allows for a naturally theatrical display without any 

strain on reality. All of the kids are dancing for each other for the 

most part. Reality breaks when Tony's eyes meet Maria's, and the rest 

of the group raagicaily fades into the background as Tony and Maria 

dance. Reality returns when the dancers are interrupted by Bernardo. 

The "Tonight Enserabie" is another exaraple of classic 

presentationalisra. Soioists and groups appear onstage singing a 

coraplicated contrapuntal version of "Tonight" in direct address. Even 

"The Rurabie" was the subject of an interesting stylistic struggle: 
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To Bernstein, creating West Side Story was like walking 
on a tightrope. The iraportant thing was to keep it from ever 
getting too poetic or too realistic. In the "Rumble," for 
instance, the composer felt that if it "had been too 
bailetic, we would have fallen off on one side—all you'd 
have is just another ballet. And if it had been too 
realistic, we would have fallen off on thgp̂ other side—there 
would have been no poetry to it, no art." 

The strongest example of presentationalism is found in Act II with the 

"Ballet Sequence" which is very reminiscent of Oklahoma!'s "Dream 

Ballet." Like the other two archetypes, the play is basically 

representational, but the presentationaiism plays a much more 

iraportant role than in the musical drama. 

Standard Nine: It is primarily representational, but 
includes many important moments of 
presentationalism. 

In rausical draraa the relative iraportance of the dance was greatly 

increased. No longer was it used simply to intensify and decorate, 

but it actually served to further the plot. Musical melodrama is 

similarly served. 

Unlike the decorative and descriptive prologue for Forum, the 

"Prologue" for Fiddler is a coraplex musical scene, of which dance is 

an important part. It usually begins with the chorus entering and 

dancing a "hora," a traditional Jewish folk dance. "Tradition" is the 

subtitie of the number and the raajor theme of the entire play. The 

dance evolves into a four part polyphonic exposition of the 

traditional roles in the Anatevkan society. After a brief return to 

the hora, the dances eventually split into two groups who are caught 

in an argument over a raercantile dispute. After the momentary 

fractionalization, the chorus rejoins for a finai verse, returns to 
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the hora step, and exits. The whole action is very presentational and 

very dependent upon the dance. 

There are several "natural" dance opportunities that Fiddler uses 

to good dramatic, as well as theatrical, advantage. Tevye and his 

fellow Jews break into a spontaneous celebration in the local bar when 

he announces that Lazar Wolf is going to marry his eldest daughter. 

The men start singing "To Life" and eventually evolve into a simple 

dance step. As the emotions grow, so does the number of dance 

participants. The "drama" begins when the Russians at the bar becorae 

infected by the celebrants. They begin their own dance in an almost 

"challenge dance" way. Their song segues into a large dance number in 

which the Jews and the Russians dance separately, then together. The 

dance becomes draraatically important as it underscores one of the 

basic themes of the play: that humanity is universal, prejudice 

notwithstanding. 

Perchik teaches Hodel how to dance in Act I, scene six. Again, 

it is a very "natural" way to deraonstrate that Perchik is very modern 

in his ways and that Tzeitel conservative in hers. This will cause a 

scandal at the end of the act when yet another natural dance 

opportunity becoraes very draraatically significant. At the wedding of 

Tzeitel and Motel, the celebration begins in a very traditional 

raanner, evolving into a few men being featured performing the "Bottle 

Dance." Emotion boils over when Perchik, in open defiance of 

tradition, invites Hodel to dance. Up to this point the dancers have 

been strictly sexually segregated. The dance represents the breaking 

down of older traditions, as well as the importance of accepting new 
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ways of doing things. Once again the dance becomes a very important 

dramatic device. 

The use of dance in The King and I is fairly limited. Aside from 

a few incidental moments, there are reaily only two major dance 

numbers. The first, "The House of Uncie Thomas," is actuaily a play-

within-a-piay. It stands on its own as a complete work, with its own 

plot and characters paralleling the action of the larger work. The 

dramatic importance of the bailet iies in how Tuptim, the ballet's 

author, uses it to express her disagreements to the King. 

The other raajor dance is a sirapie polka, but it, too, provides an 

iraportant draraatic function. The King has noticed the way the 

Westerners have danced and, in his own iniraitable way, wants to learn 

how to do it too. He says, "You teach! You teach! You teach!" The 

dance is iraportant in showing the King's wiilingness and need to 

learn, and Anna's to teach. More important, it is the most intimate 

moment between the two principal characters. They actually touch for 

an extended period and become truiy comfortable with each other for 

the first and last tirae. This raoment is vital for their character 

development. 

Dance is far more important to West Side Story than any of the 

other archetypes. Weales says: 

With the increased popularity of the integrated musical 
show, dances have been made to do plot work, to express 
character, to indicate the nature of the particular 
conflict; but West Side Story is the first rausical to 
be conceived as a dance show. It is not so much a musicai 
comedy with dances added as it is a bailet expanded into a 
musical play. 

There is no question that this musicai deals with dance in a special 
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way. Director Michel Saint-Denis said, "West Side Story is not simple 

entertainraent. The dance part, which is the most interesting, has a 

meaning." Dance is integrated throughout the show and provides an 

essentiai plot and character foundation. 

The opening, like Fiddler labeled as the "Prologue," is a musical 

scene that begins with an empty stage and grows to a minor rumble. 

Blood is shed in the first few minutes of the play, and the tension 

increases from there. Due to the youth of the principais and the 

chorus, the songs are rhythraicaily very strong, an open invitation to 

dance. For exaraple, the first song of the play, "Jet Song," demands 

to be choreographed although there is not a dance "break" as such. 

Dance is indicated in the score a^ the chorus sings, a much more 

advanced use of dance as an integrated art form than has been 

previously seen. Up to this time in the later 1950s, the singing 

would stop when the dancing began and vice-versa. Starting with West 

Side Story, a true dance-song integration was estabiished. Even the 

ballad, "Something's Coming," sung by the energetically physical Tony, 

needs a certain amount of choreographed movement. 

Like Fiddler's wedding dance sequence, "The Dance at the Gym" 

allows for an extended physical display in five movements: the 

"Blues," the "Promenade," the "Marabo," the "Cha-Cha," and the 

"Jump." The dances themselves serve an important dramatic function 

as the rival gangs preen for their girls and "challenge" their 

adversaries on the dance floor. Most important from a dramatic 

standpoint is yet another, sixth, raoveraent of the dance sandwiched 

between the cha-cha and the jump, entitled "Meeting Scene." This 
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moraent is the first meeting of Tony and Maria. A very presentational 

moment is trapped in an otherwise representational sequence. They 

meet, dance, and talk, and then are violently separated by Bernardo's 

interruption. 

There are several examples similar to the "Jet Song" where dance 

evolves naturally frora the kinetic energies of the characters and the 

rhythras of the music. The Shark girls in "America" and the Jets in 

"Cool" both complete raajor dance breaks. Maria and friends in "I Feei 

Pretty" and The Jets in "Gee, Officer Krupke" require choreography 

despite the lack of a formal dance break or tag. 

To top all of the previously mentioned dance moments, there are 

two major choreographed sequences. The first act concludes with "The 

Rurable," a nuraber previously discussed. Needless to say, its action 

is essential to the play. The second, more esoteric, major number is 

the "Ballet Sequence" which also takes place in five movements: 

"Ballet Sequence," "Transition to Scherzo," "Scherzo," "Somewhere," 

and "Percussion and Nightmare." While the total number does not 

advance the plot as such, it does embellish the characters and several 

themes of the play, and in that way is very similar to the ballet in 

The King and I. Bordman was correct when he said, "For many the most 

electrifying parts of the evening were—unfortunately for future 

generations—Robbins' tense, vibrant dances, particularly the 

rumbie. 

Standard Ten: Dance serves as an essential plot and 
character developraent device, in addition 
to intensifying and decorating the entire 
piay. 
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Melodrama contains a singularly important aspect not previously 

inherent in the musical theatre. In the more serious works of the 

genre, Peter Yates has noted: 

Meiodrama has aiso taken a generally less popular direction 
away frora physical, eraotional and erotic violence, intended 
to stir up the audience, towards an objectiye contemplation 
of events which invite philosophic thought. 

This philosophical side is partially borrowed from other genres. 

Theatre critic William Hazlitt, comraenting on Richard Steele's 

sentimental comedy, said, "It is alraost a misnomer to call them 

comedies; they are really homilies in dialogue . . . the whole aim of 

course is to reform society." This idea of reforming society is 

very much present in all three of the archetypal examples for musical 

melodraraa. 

The overriding conflict of Fiddler between the Jews and the 

Russians and the irarainent pogrom has already been mentioned. In 

melodraraa, "moral principles are clearly established, and so, too, are 

49 
the rules of proper conduct." It is clear that the Jews have not 

violated any rules for proper conduct, and the weight of moral 

principle falls heavily on their side. In a fascinating twist, these 

rules and raores confront Tevye in his dealings with his daughters. 

Once again the lesson is clear. Sensibility should rule. Sorae rules 

of conduct need to be bent in order to underline the basic value of 

morai principles. Although Tevye cannot force himself to embrace his 

errant daughter, Chava, he can whisper "under his breath" the words, 

"God be with you!" 

Rodgers and Hararaerstein were often concerned with larger issues. 

Stanley Green said that "The King and I gave the partners the 
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opportunity to continue writing about a therae that concerned them 

deeply—the necessity for people of one group to get aiong with people 

of another." Just as they did in their previous South Pacific and 

their later The Sound of Music. Rodgers and Hammerstein cry out for 

man to be huraane with their fellow man—that "for all of our 

differences, we are very much alike." 

Philosopher Hegel has written that "tragedy need not be stated in 

terras of good against evil, but possibly in terras of the opposition of 

52 
conflicting goods." This seeras to be applicable to the melodraraa of 

The King and I. The King is certainly not a villain. He wants only 

good for his people, which raotivates hira to bring Anna to Siam. As 

they both struggie to provide the most for the Siaraese, they 

inevitably get into conflict, an opposition of conflicting goods. 

(This is the sarae type of conflict that develops between Maria and the 

Captain in The Sound of Music.) 

"Still another forra of melodraraa argues a case or presents a 

53 
strong point of view." This seems to be the case in West Side 

Story, but it can be a difficult case to express. Glenn Litton thinks 

the show was only partially successful. "West Side Story may not seem 

all that daring today, and some of what was taut, slangy and poignant 

in 1957 now seems self-consciously preachy and histrionic." David 

Ewen would disagree: "Rarely before had such a grim social problem 

been treated in our popular rausical theatre with such compelling 

reaiism and force, with such uncompromising dramatic truth." 

Just as in Fiddler and The King and I, the cail for social 

tolerance and mutual respect is clearly evident in West Side Story. 
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Bernardo is not the villain of the play. He responds by reflex. 

Riff: You crossed the line once too often. 
Bernardo: You started it. 
Riff: Who jumped A-rab this afternoon? 
Bernardo: Who jumped me the first day I moved here? 

It is also clear that there are no winners in this conflict. Maria 

speaks with great wisdom when she says at the end of the play about 

Tony, "WE ALL KILLED HIM."^^ Weales put it this way: 

The virtue of West Side Story is that it is neither 
apologetics nor protest. It is a romantic piay in which 
the villain is the settings; no Prince of Verona appears 
at the end to point the raoral; the social iraplications are 
left to the audience. 

The moral is clear; the raessage is strongly stated; and the 

philosophic coraraent is very pointed. 

Standard Eleven: There is an iraportant moralistic theme 
motivating the dramatic action. 

Before the discussion of song analysis, there is another 

important aspect of generic raelodraraa that raust be discussed. 

59 
"Melodraraa depends upon visceral effects." The iraportance of overt 

eraotionalisra that is inevitably connected with the viscera in the 

musical melodraraa has already been discussed. Attention must now be 

paid to the "effects." Edwin Wilson, along with many other critics, 

has pointed out that melodraraa is a very "exaggerated theatre" that 

puts a preraiura on effects. 

Fiddler has its share of presentational moments, and all of them 

tend to fall into the "effects" category. There are a few heightened 

moments that can be pointed out that are designed to thrill the 

audience in either a visceral or simply a spectacular way. The very 
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fact that there is a fiddler perched on a roof, both at the beginning 

and the end of the play, is a wonderfully theatrical symboi of man's 

own potential danger. Tevye says, "Without our traditions, our lives 

f\ 1 
would be as shaky as—as a fiddler on the roof!" 

"Sabbath Prayer" is a simple ballad that becomes quite 

spectacular through the magic of scrim usage. The script indicates 

that after the first verse, "The lights go up behind them, showing 

other farailies behind a transparent curtain, singing over Sabbath 

fiO 

candles." The effect is quite spectacular and raoving. "The Dream" 

segraent of Fiddler, especially the screeching entrance of Lazar's dead 

wife, Fruraa Sarah, has great potential for spectacle. Indeed the 

entire dreara sequence, with its built-in balance of terror and coraedy, 

is a theatrical gold raine for effects of all kinds. Even the simple 

bottle dance during the wedding creates a great deal of theatrical 

tension. 

Not all of the theatrical effects of The King and I are confined 

to the bailet, even though "the charm and humor of the literalness of 

the conception, and the ingeniousness of the overall approach, helped 
fLO 

create pictures unforgettable for their beauty." The first entrance 

of the King's emissaries onto the ship has them "speaking" in 

instruraental tongues. "The interpreter and the King's rainister reraain 

silent, but a clarinet or bassoon speaks for them." This device is 

a minor but quite theatrically effective. 

One of the highlights of the show is the infamous "The March of 

the Siamese Children." Besides the spectacle of the costumes, the 

spectacle of the chiidren, and the number of children, the march 
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itself creates one of the most delightful pieces of musical theatre 

ever to be written. Whenever children are on stage, they bring a 

certain magic, and magic is exploited time and time again in The King 

and I. 

The finaie of the first act is aiso rather spectacular. Amidst a 

fireworks dispiay, the King leads the entire cast in a rituai prayer, 

corapiete with chanting Buddhist raonks, hand clapping, and much bowing. 

The opening of the second act is spectacular in a different way as the 

royal wives busy themselves in preparations for the coraing British 

dignitaries by dressing up as western peopie. The finale of the act, 

the death scene, is heavily sentiraental but also spectacular, once 

again inciuding the entire cast dressed around the dying monarch. 

West Side Story is replete with spectacular moments: the 

opening rumble, the big dance at the gym, the "Tonight" ensemble, the 

major rumble finale, the ballet, "Gee, Officer Krupke," and the final 

death scene. Less iraportant, but just as theatrically effective 

moments would include Tony vaulting up to Maria's balcony, the make-

believe wedding sequence using the dress shop mannequins, and the 

character of Anybodys, the Jet girl who wants to be a boy. 

Another very visceral moraent not previously discussed is the 

scene in which Anita tells Maria that her brother is dead. This 

emotional moraent begins with Anita's "A Boy Like That" and segues into 

Maria'a "I Have a Love." This scene is dramatically interrupted by 

the unexpected entrance of Lt. Schrank. This is followed by another 

very violent, visceral, and theatrical moment. Anita goes to Doc's to 

warn Tony, and she is stopped by the Jets. What follows is an 
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attempted rape, a scene that is more disturbing to some audience 

members than the murders before and after it. After ail, Anita is on 

a mission of mercy, not looking for a fight. The dramatic and 

theatricai raoraent is explosive. 

Standard Twelve: There are many theatrical effects, both 
dramatic and spectacular. 

The individual song analysis of the archetypes is now in order 

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF 

Ballads: 

Charm Songs: 

Comedy Songs: 
Character Songs; 

Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

"Sabbath Prayer," "Sunrise, Sunset," "Far 
From the Home I Love," "Chavela." 
"Matchmaker," "To Life," "Miracie Of 
Miracles," "Now I Have Everything." 
"Do You Love Me?" 
"If I Were a Rich Man," "Tevye's Monologue," 
"Tevye's Rebuttal," "Anatevka." 
"Proiogue-Tradition," "The Dream," "The Rumor 
"To Life-Dance," "Perchik and Hodel Dance," 
"Wedding Dance," "Chava Sequence." 

THE KING AND I 

Ballads: 

Charm Songs: 

Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 

Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

"My Lord and Master," "Helio, Young Lovers," 
"We Kiss in a Shadow," "Something Wonderful," 
"I Have Dreamed." 
"I Whistle a Happy Tune," "Scene Before 
Curtain," "Schooi Room Scene," "Getting To 
Know You" with dance break, "Shall We Dance" 
with long dance tag. 
"Western People Funny." 
"A Puzzlement," "Shall I Tell You What I 
Think of You?" "Song of the King." 
"Reprise: A Puzzlement," "Finale Act I," 
"Vignettes and Dance," "March of the Siaraese 
Children," "The Sraall House of Uncle Thoraas." 
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Ballads: 

Charra Songs: 

Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 

Musical Scenes: 

Dances: 

'Maria," "Balcony Scene" (Tonight), 
'One Hand, One Heart." 
'Soraething's Coming," "America" with dance 
break, "I Feel Pretty." 
•'Gee, Officer Krupke." 
'Jet Song," "Cool" with large dance break, 
'A Boy Like That and I Have a Love." 
'Prologue," "Tonight: Ensemble," "The Rumble," 
'Taunting Scene." 
'The Dance at the Gym," "Ballet Sequence." 

A comparative analysis: 

Ballads: 
Charm Songs: 
Comedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 
Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

DLER 

4 
4 
1 
4 
3 
4 

KING AND I 

5 
5 
1 
3 
2 
3 

WEST SI 

3 
3 
1 
3 
4 
2 

A coraparative song analysis between musical drama and musical 

melodraraa reveals an basic simiiarity between the two genres, with two 

major exceptions. As divergent as the musical theatre comedy forras 

were between each other, musical drama and melodrama come within one 

percentage point in four categories: charm songs, character songs, 

musical scenes, and dances. One striking difference, however, is 

found in the nuraber of ballads. The rausical drama archetypes had 15% 

of their total songs in this category as opposed to the musical 

raelodraraa's 22%. This is second oniy to musical comedy's 23%. It is 

obvious from this that the melodrama is indeed raore melodic in nature 

than many of the other musical theatre genres. The other major 

distinction is found in the lack of comedy songs. Musical melodrama 
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has only one example in each of the above archetypes. Again the 

emphasis appears to be on music. 

Sorae of the previously discussed standards can be quickly 

resurrected and raodified to reflect the musical melodrama. Once again 

there is a remarkable balance between all of the song types except for 

the dearth of comedic numbers, an important distinction. 

The emphasis is still certainly on the characters rather than the 

plot, as in the musical drama. The relative simplicity of the 

plotlines of musical melodraraa and the lack of musical scenes would 

bolster this line of reasoning. 

Once again, all song forms are used for character revelation. A 

few examples would be: 

From Fiddler: "Far From the Horae I Love" is an "I want" song for 

Hodel; "Matchraaker" is an "I want" song for all three giris; "Now I 

Have Everything" is an "I ara" song for Perchik; and even "Do You Love 

Me?" is a corabination of "I want" from Tevye and an "I am" from Golde. 

Frora The King and I: "Hello, Young Lovers" is an "I am" song for 

Anna; the two love ballads, "We Kiss in a Shadow" and "I Have 

Dreamed," are both "I want" songs between Tuptim and Lun Tha; "I 

Whistle a Happy Tune" is an "I am" song for Anna; "Getting to Know 

You" is an "I want" song for the wives, the children, and Anna, too; 

and once again, the comedy song (i.e., "Western People Funny") is a 

reverse of an "I am" song, defining the wives by what they are not. 

From West Side Story: "Maria" is an "I want" song for Tony; "One 

Hand, One Heart" is an "I want" song for both Tony and Maria; 

"Something's Coming" is another "I want" song for Tony; "America" is 
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an "I am" song for the femaie Puerto Ricans; "I Feel Pretty," is an "I 

am" song for Maria; and following the expected pattern, the comedy 

song (i.e., "Gee, Officer Krupke") qualifies as an "I am" song for the 

Jets. 

The following three conclusions can be drawn: 

Standard Thirteen: It is musically balanced, importance 
going to every type of song, but with 
littie emphasis on comedic numbers. 

Standard Fourteen: The emphasis is on character. 

Standard Fifteen: Ail song forms are used for 
psychological character revelation. 

Both Fiddler and West Side Story begin with large choral numbers 

(musical scenes); The King and I does not. This aspect will be a 

variabie. The first act of The King and I ends with a big chorai 

number; Fiddler and West Side Story both end the first act in a 

similar way. There i-S_ a large chorus scene, but then something 

happens (i.e., the soldiers' beating of Perchik and the murder of 

Bernardo), causing the crowd to disperse, leaving a few characters on 

stage. This must be classified as a variable, too. The second act of 

The King and I opens with a choral number, but the other two shows do 

not. Finally, none of the archetypes ends with a large choral number 

although the full cast of The King and I is on stage. Like in musical 

drama, this will become standard for the musical melodrama as well. 

Variable One: The first song is a musical scene. 

Variabie Two: The first act ends with a choral number. 
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Variabie Three: The second act begins with a chorai 
number. 

Standard Sixteen: The finale is not a chorai nuraber. 

In rausicai draraa it was determined that the chorus was very 

important in the advancement of the plot. This is very much the case 

in both Fiddler and in West Side Story. Both plays contain many minor 

characters and, although more papas than mamas in Fiddier and more 

Jets than Sharks in West Side Story are known, the importance of the 

chorus is palpable in either case. King and I uses the chorus in the 

old-fashioned way, for decoration and intensification. This appears 

to be contra-standard and undoubtedly the result of the very large 

concentration upon the two principie characters. 

Standard Seventeen: The chorus is often made up of name 
characters and is used not oniy for 
decoration but for plot advancement. 

Aii three of the archetypes have supporting couples that are 

roraantically involved. Fiddler has no less than three such couples: 

Tseitel and Motel, Hodel and Perchik, and Chava and Fyedka. The King 

and I has one, Tuptira and Lun Tha. In a way it even has two more: 

the King and his first wife Lady Thiang, (while he never says 

anything, she is very much in love with him as indicated by her song, 

"Soraething Wonderful"), and Anna has obviously had a piatonic affair 

with the Engiish arabassador, Sir Edward Ramsey. West Side Story has 

one in the persons of Bernardo and Anita and to a lesser extent in 

Maria and Chino. Actually it is surprising that Riff does not have a 

more obvious femaie partner in the play. 
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Standard Eighteen: There is a romantically involved couple 
in a supporting role. 

Lyricist Sheldon Harnick once went on record to "warn the 

potential librettist of the possible danger of the 'show-stopper.'"^^ 

It appears that the musicai melodrama heeds the warning. While there 

are raany numbers from the archetypes that became quite popular, there 

are none (with the possible exception of Zero Mostel's version of "If 

I Were a Rich Man") that intend to stop the dramatic fiow of the plot 

action. "Rich Man" wouid actually be contra-standard. This 

observation can be put into the form of a negative standard. 

Standard Nineteen: There is no show-stopping number. 

There is one aspect present in musical comedy but not important 

in the other genres: the confidant. This device is back in force in 

the musical melodrama. In Fiddler it is perhaps stretching the point 

that God is a confidant, but Tevye makes constant use of this other 

presence. He certainly confides more to God than to his wife. Golde, 

on the other hand, turns to Yente, who talks more than she listens. 

Confidants are raore obvious in The King and I. Anna confides in her 

son, Louis, as well as her new friend, Lady Thiang. Even Captain 

Orton serves in this capacity. The King usually turns to the 

Kralahorae. In West Side Story there is a complex interreiationship: 

Riff turns to Tony; Tony confides in Doc; and Maria turns to Anita. 

In all of the archetypes the major characters have someone to turn to. 

Standard Twenty: Principal characters usually have a 
confidant. 
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The standards are iisted in summary order: 

STANDARDS for MUSICAL MELODRAMA 

1. There is a simple plot which leads to a pathetic resolution. 
2. The tone is prevailingly serious. Humor can be present but 

is reserved and limited. 
3. The leading character is romantically involved, although the 

involvement need not be resolved happily. 
4. There is a deep and broad sentiraentalism. 
5. There is an overt emotionalisra, dealing with both rationai 

and irrational fear. 
6. There is an evocation of sympathy. 
7. The plot is defined by heightened conflict between forces 

over which the protagonist has no control. 
8. Characters are psychologically realistic. 
9. It is primarily representational, but includes many 

important moraents of presentationaiism. 
10. Dance serves as an essential piot and character deveiopment 

device, in addition to intensifying and decorating the 
entire play. 

11. There is an important moralistic theme motivating the 
draraatic action. 

12. There are raany theatrical effects, both draraatic and 
spectacular. 

13. It is rausically balanced, importance going to every type 
of song, but with little emphasis on comedic numbers. 

14. The emphasis is on character. 
15. AIl song forms are used for psychological character 

revelation. 
16. The finale is not a chorai number. 
17. The chorus is often made up of name characters and is used 

not only for decoration but for plot advancement. 
18. There is a romanticaily invoived couple in a supporting roie 
19. There is no show-stopping nuraber. 
20. Principal characters usually have a confidant. 

VARIABLES 

1. The first song is a musical scene. 
2. The first act ends with a choral number. 
3. The second act begins with a choral nuraber 

While many of the standards for musical drama are the same for 

musical meiodrama, there are some important modifications and 
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additions. The musical meiodraraa is much more emotional and much less 

comedic in nature. It is also more theatrical. The genre can be 

defined as follows: 

MUSICAL MELODRAMA is a representationai play, with important 
presentational moments, interwoven with music, song, and 
dance, that is characterized by seriousness, sentimentalism, 
and overt emotionalism, centering around psychologically 
realistic characters as they raove through a simple plot 
defined by heightened conflict leading to a pathetic 
resolution. AIl types of songs are important and used for 
character exposition with a special emphasis piaced on dance. 
There is an important raoralistic therae which evokes sympathy 
and is embellished by theatrical effects and the important 
usage of confidants and chorus. Both the leading and 
supporting couples are roraantically involved, although their 
relationships need not end happily. The first song of the 
act is usually a choral nuraber as is the first act finale, 
while the grand finaie is not a choral nuraber. There is 
little coraedy and no show-stopping numbers. 

In directing a musical raelodraraa there is one major pitfail, as 

pointed out in a generic way by critic Northrop Frye: 

Serious melodraraa soon gets entangled with its own pity 
and fear: the more serious it is, the more likeiy it is 
to be looked at ironically by the reader, its pity and 
fear seen as sentimental drivel and owlish solemnity 
respectively. 

Musical melodraraa has a slight built-in safeguard in that it will 

contain some coraedy. The astute director will play these moments 

wisely and use the comedy for the main purpose for which it was 

included: relief. 

More important for the musical theatre director is the control of 

the theatrical effects inherent within the genre. John Gassner 

recognizes this within all of musical theatre. It is, however, most 

appiicable to the musical melodrama. 
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Theatricalism has proved itself capable of expressing 
the modern age rather than raerely entertaining it. But, 
obviously there is nothing reraarkable in the success of 
theatricalisra in musical theatre, which realism^has never 
really dorainated and cannot expect to dominate. 

This need not be dichotomous. The script has a theatricai reality, 

without which it wouid be irapossibie to evoke the necessary 

eraotionalisra. It is in the theatricality itseif, however, that the 

director can intensify the emotional experience. As Bernstein pointed 

out earlier, it is the "art" that is important to achieving the 

desired experience within the audience. 

Rodgers was also aware of the importance of theatrical realism. 

He said: 

The King and I is truly a musical drama with every song 
and dance advancing the plot. We ask the audience to 
believe that these people on the stage, who face many 
serious problems of life, suddenly stop talking and burst 
into song. We tried to avoid destroying the reality by the 
singing, and the singing by reality. 

It is the director who must controi this fine balance and use it to 

the script's best advantage. If the audience is concerned with the 

dramatic action of the work and the reveiation of character, it 

raatters little if the information is sung or spoken, if it is 

realistic or theatrically conveyed. 

It is the director who has the final responsibility in achieving 

the extreraeiy delicate balance that will result in coraraunication with 

the audience. Stanley Green clearly saw the work of Fiddler's 

director. 

The guiding hand of director Jerome Robbins was in 
evidence throughout in soaking the production in authentic 
atmosphere—despite an occasional intrusion ot a line or 
piece of business that seemed like unnecessary concessions 
to musical coraedy taste. 
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The director raust be very wary of those unnecessary concessions, which 

usually are left over, as Green rightly points out, from some musical 

coraedy lazzi. The director must remain faithful to the material at 

hand, which can cover a broad area. 

Meiodrama includes a range of actions that extend from 
disaster to success, from defeat to victory, and a range 
of effects from the strongest conviction of frustration and 
failure that serious art can dramatize to the most frivolous 
assurance^^of triumph that a mass-circulation writer can 
confect. 

With such a wide subject potential, it is the director who is 

central to cohesion. It is the director who must unify the score and 

script in order to elicit the desired response from the audience. The 

type of integration discussed at the conclusion of the last chapter is 

applicable here as well. The Aristotelian analysis for the musical 

raelodraraa follows. 

Plot 

The discussion of tension control for the musical drama is quite 

applicable to the musical melodrama as weil. The three archetypes 

present three differing types of tension control, however. The King 

and I is on the low end of the continuum, representing an extremely 

controlled and slow build of tension. Fiddler is in the middle, 

proceeding at a moderate pace. West Side Story is on the high end, 

starting high and building frora there. The director must very clearly 

see the "whole" of the play in order to assure the success of the 

parts. The King and I can become all too mellow; West Side Story can 

become ail too frenetic. 

The raelodrama, like the drama, is dependent upon conflict. It 
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is, however, much more intense. The director should highlight the 

visceral effectiveness of the script as discussed in Standard Twelve. 

The more successful the director is at helping his actors achieve both 

the seriousness and the intensity of the situation, the more effective 

the scene frora the audience's point of view. 

The iraportance of the choreographer was discussed under the 

heading of spectacle in the last chapter. In melodrama, the 

choreography is more essential to the plot than to the spectacle. It 

is recoramended that in plot-dances (i.e., dances that are primarily 

designed for plot advanceraent, like "The Rumble" in West Side Story) 

the director and the choreographer actually become co-directors, that 

is to say that the integration of the draraatic and the physical action 

is so iraportant that the break between the two artists' work needs to 

be absolutely iraperceptible. While literal co-direction can often be 

less than efficient or even confusing for the actors, the point is 

that the director and the choreographer must be of one mind as to the 

direction of the number. It is relatively simple for this type of 

number to be under-choreographed or under-acted. The director must 

avoid this trap. 

Character 

Musical melodraraa, like musicai draraa, puts major emphasis on 

psychoiogicaily realistic characters. The plot is subordinate to and 

contingent upon character developraent. The director must make each 

principal or supporting character as interesting as possible due to 

the fact that the draraa is much closer to a woven tapestry than to a 
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continuous thread (with the possible exception of West Side Storv 

which is raore traditionally plot oriented than any other musical drama 

examined so far). 

In many ways, the rausical melodrama is as roraantic as the musical 

comedy. The type of romantic entanglement, however, provides an 

interesting chaiienge to the director. In Fiddler, he has no less 

than four important relationships to develop. Naturally it is 

important to provide as much variety as possible. The girls, all from 

the same family, should have a certain consistency. The men are 

extremeiy different, and, in this case, the director can exploit the 

differentiation between the relationships. The three younger couples 

are very similar to those found in the musical comedy: boy meets 

girl, boy almost loses girl to father, boy gets girl. The most 

intriguing and most textually developed relationship is between the 

leading characters. It is atypicai of musical comedy in that the 

roraance is not very roraantic, as discussed in Standard Three. It is 

crucial for the director to clearly deraonstrate what it is in the 

relationship of Tevye and Golde that make them so compatible. It is 

very easy to direct Golde as a domineering witch and Tevye as a fool 

based upon the iines alone. The sub-text must be made compatible with 

the show's overall concepts, and that is the task of the director. 

The King and I presents a similar challenge in the romantic 

involvement of the King and Anna. Once again the text is not nearly 

as important as the sub-text in developing the continuing growth of 

their relationship. The King cannot be an inscrutable Orientai. The 

audience will not be interested in anything or anyone that remains 
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obtuse for that amount of time. So too, it must be very clear exactly 

what Anna sees in the King to make him so interesting. This is not a 

play about a barbaric king and a disgruntled employee although it can 

easily become so in less than competent directorial hands. 

The passion of youth is hard to proi'ect. It is relatively easy 

for the actors to pretend that they are madly in iove, but the 

director must convince the usually skepticai audience of that fact. 

Heavy breathing and long kisses will not work. The director must 

search for soraething rauch raore evocative. Eye contact is a good place 

to start. Physical contact becoraes very iraportant. The first instant 

that they actually touch in the dance at the gyra is a pivotal moment. 

The director must be sure that the relationship develops and does not 

simply plateau in adolescent nirvanna. 

The iraportant plot device of the confidant reappears in the 

rausical melodrama. The director shouid purposely highlight the honest 

character revelation that this type of exchange allows. When Tevye 

speaks to God, when Anna speaks to Louis, and when Maria taiks to 

Anita, they should speak frora the soul, not the heart or the mind. 

How is this distinction raade? It is a question of reiativity. 

Roraance and intellectuaiisra is obvious in the script. The confidant 

needs to be addressed in a different way, a way that the director 

needs to find within the actor. He needs to force the actor to 

explore one more layer for characterizational exploration. 

Thought 

I t i s imperative that the raajor raoralistic theme not be 
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overstated by the director as it is already inherent in the script. 

It is very easy to expand the theme into caricature, inviting, in 

Frye's term, irony. However, if the basic realism of the text is 

maintained, this problem should be avoidable. If "the audience is 

drawn into the action, the issues are clear-cut, and the characters 

are easiiy identified as good or bad," then the intent of the theme 

wiil be crystalline. 

Standards Two, Four, Five, and Six have already discussed the 

importance of serious eraotionalisra, sentimentalisra, the evocation of 

sympathy, and the play's handling of fear. This clearly indicates the 

iraportance placed on the director's ability to coramunicate with the 

heart of the audience. Musical comedy is basically an intellectual 

comraunication; rausical melodraraa is basically a visceral one. If the 

director fails to raove the audience eraotionally he has failed 

corapletely. Success is alraost assured in the archetypes due to the 

solidity of the text, but it is very dependent upon the director's 

ability to involve the audience in an active, rather than passive, 

way. In other words, raelodraraa is not a subtle form. It hides behind 

none of the delicacies of the musical coraedy of raanners. It needs to 

be painted by the director in very bright colors using very broad 

strokes in order for it to optiraaily succeed. The director should use 

the widest dynamics at his disposal to ensure the audience's 

empathetic response. 

Diction 

Fiddler is based on stories from Shoiom Aieichem and is 
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intrinsically Jewish in flavor. Unlike Annie or Oklahoma , there is 

not a dialect written into the script. There is, however, a slightly 

exotic cadence that is buiit into the diction. Yente's speech is 

typical: 

Golde, darling, I had to see you because I have such news 
for you. And not just every-day-in-the-week news— 
once-in-a-lifetime news. And where are your daughters? 
Outside no? Good. Such diamonds, such jewels. You'll 
see, Golde, I'il find every one, of them a husband. But 
you shouidn't be so picky. Even the worst husband, God 
forbid, is better than no husband, God forbid. And who 
shouid know better than me? 

This can be spoken with a thick Yiddish dialect, in which case the 

director should employ the services of a dialectician. It also can be 

read without a dialect because the script's built-in diction will be 

able to project the Jewish flavor of the cadence. If the audience is 

mostly non-Jewish, a heavy accent raight serve unnecessariiy to 

alienate thera. If it is raostly Jewish, they will delight in a heavy-

handed dialect usage. In any case, there are several words that 

should be pronounced with great and accurate care, such as character 

naraes like "Chava" and "Shprintze," Russian words like "tsar," and 

Hebrew words like "L'Chaim," and "mazeltov." 

The King and I, like My Fair Lady, presents an enormous challenge 

to the director in that it does not contain any American characters at 

all. There are only four Englishmen, and all of the rest of the 

characters are Siaraese. Needless to say, a vocal coach is essential. 

While the English accent is as easy as any other for the actor to pick 

up, most actors have never corae across the need for a fluency in 

Siaraese. As with all accents, consistency is actually more important 

than accuracy. Ihe King, due to his amount of iines, not his exalted 
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station, sets the pace. The inteiligent vocal coach will base the 

entire play upon the King's speech patterns and articulation. The 

King not oniy has to deal with articulation adaptation, but also 

exotic sentence structure. Even a simple sentence can prove quite 

challenging. For example, the King commands his son: "You wait. 

Please to recite proverb you have learned yesterday and writing down 

73 
twelve tiraes in your copybook." The director should be very patient 

in the face of such language usage. He should also plan sufficient 

rehearsal tirae to allow for actor assirailation of the diction. 

While not quite as difficult as The King and I, West Side Story 

presents its fare share of chailenges to the director. It contains 

three very distinct linguistic worlds: the American street talk, the 

Puerto Rican anglicization, and the adult New York idiom. Fortunately 

all of these are readily accessible to the typical actor. The street 

talk (as discussed with Grease) is just a matter of saying words like 

the following with conviction. 

Diesel: Then rev us off. Voom-va voom! 

Action: Chung chung! 
A-rab: Cracko, jacko! 
Snowboy: Riga diga dum! 
Baby John: Pam para! y, 
Riff: O.K., buddy boys, we rumble! 

The Puerto Ricans will often speak Spanish: "por favor," 

"Querida," "una poca poca," "si." This should be as accurate as 

possible. It is also important for the Spanish dialect to permeate 

the English lines as well which is a much more difficult task. It is 

suggested that the director encourage as much Spanish ad-libbing as 

possible. Once again, a dialect coach is the best way to insure 

consistency. 
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Music 

As with the musical draraa, all song forms become important in 

character development in rausical raelodrama. The importance of the 

musical director as dramatic interpreter is imperative. Indeed the 

director will find that the musical director can prove to be of great 

assistance in the plot-dances mentioned above. 

Music seeras to be raore iraportant to the meiodrama than to the 

draraa. Reference has already been made to the relative lack of comedy 

songs and the predominance of ballads. The score in all of the 

archetypes is even more important than that. In each case the music 

reflects the overall physical locale as well as the eraotionai climate. 

This almost scenic use of music increases its overall importance in 

the scherae of the play. Consider the ethnic predominance in Fiddier, 

the Oriental tonality of The King and I, and the cacophonous American 

jazz of West Side Story. How does the director use this information? 

He might want to help the musical director in convincing the producer 

to allow for a coraplete orchestration. He can also find opportunities 

to call attention to the rausic. A moment of stasis in "The Rumble," 

or a slight delay in the entrance of the first child in the "March of 

the Siamese Children" will accomplish this. 

Spectacle 

The scenic attack on this genre allows for a great deal of 

variety. It can be reiatively simple. Most of Fiddler occurs in a 

milkraan's shack. The King and I can alraost be confined to a unit set. 

West Side Story can use selective realism in a very theatrical way 
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using very little setting. On the other hand, Tevye's Broadway house 

was a self contained unit that revolved and opened up to reveal 

wonderfully rustic detail. The King's palace can be absolutely 

sumptuous, utiiizing a different charaber for every scene. West Side 

Story can be naturalisticaiiy approached, ranging around the west side 

of a very large city. The director must keep in mind that the 

emphasis rests with the character and not with the spectacie. The 

greater the spectacle, the stronger the actor must be in order to 

achieve his fair share of the focus. 

Costuraes do not provide the same latitude. Both Fiddler and West 

Side Story are historically and socially confined. The costumes for 

the former need to be very earthy in both coior and texture. The 

iatter's clothing can be colorful but must be distinctly lower class. 

The King and I is sirailarly restricted, but on the opposite end of the 

scale. The characters raust be lavishly dressed. Anna and the King 

can use raultitudinous costurae changes, as can the vast raajority of the 

chorus. The fabric choice has to reflect the opulence of the court 

and should be highiy colorful and reflective (i.e., expensive). AIl 

of this does not include the play-within-the-play. While its set is 

raade up of several simple props, the entire interior production must 

be costumed distinctly differently from the rest of the play. The 

director's main task in this case is to raake sure that the characters 

can and do move appropriately in their costumes. It is not easy to 

move in a hoop skirt. 

Due to the presentational segments, lights play a very important 

roie in the spectacle. Whiie sets and costumes might receive the 
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greater eraphasis in The King and I, lights can easily become the 

predominate force in both of the other archetypes. West Side Storv 

especially, with its large number of dances, needs a maximal use of 

space. This space is infinitely more flexible if shaped by light 

rather than scenery. Eraphasis on light also allows for the smoothest 

possible transition between the presentationai and representationai 

moraents so integral to the genre. 

The musical raelodrama is a more intensified version of the 

rausical draraa. It finally abandons the happy ending in search of a 

more realistic (as opposed to optimistic) view of the world. The 

director should approach this world as viscerally as possible and try 

to capture the audience's empathy on an emotional level. The genre 

calls for a higher level of collaboration between the director, 

rausical director, and the choreographer than previously discussed. In 

this respect, it is the most challenging genre so far considered. 
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CHAPTER VI 

MUSICAL ROMANCE 

Up to this point in the study, the term "romantic" has been used 

in the comraonly vernacular way, having something to do with love. As 

with the term "melodraraa," it is necessary to delve back into history 

to resurrect sorae of the original connotations applied to the word. 

"Roraanticisra" was an international raovement that affected all of the 

arts during the first part of the 19th century. It occurred slightiy 

after meiodraraa but managed to infiuence that genre as weli. As with 

most new artistic movements, many considered it a negative reaction to 

the oid as much as it was a searching for something new. Whiie much 

of the basic Romantic philosophy had a German foundation, theatre 

historians usually trace Theatre Romanticism to an inflammatory 

preface to an 1827 play entitled Crorawell, by playwright and novelist 

Victor Hugo. His basic message: "There are no other rules than the 

general laws of nature, which soar above the whole field of art." 

The French had many restrictions to rebel against due to the 

stranglehold of neo-classicism which had managed to stagnate the drama 

for over a century. While raany theorists spent a good deal of time 

looking backwards, there were those who called for a new eraphasis in 

art. Nature was reality. Nature was unbridled. Life, too long 
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overly controlled, was meant to be lived passionately. 

The romantic spirit is expansive, exuberant, vibrant with 
life; it gives man high aspirations, and the vision and 
power to attain them or try to attain them; it colors his 
existence with excitement and suspense. To the romanticist 
the unattainable and^the unknowable are the most important 
things in the world. 

This sense of freedora from restraint was also evident in the 

music of the time. Music historian Paul A. Pisk notes that 

Romanticisra favors a "radical kind of expression . . . characterized 

3 
by restiess seeking and irapulsive reaction." Another music 

historian, Elliott Schwartz, noted that "the quest for originality was 

an essential aspect of romanticism," and that the period was 

"characterized by a vast range of positions and contradictions." The 

individual was the center of both art and society. 

One of the raost interesting individuals of the period for both 

theatre and rausic historians and theoreticians was Richard Wagner. It 

was his work that epitomized the Romantic moveraent in both art forms 

with his evolution of the previously mentioned "music drama." While 

he called for the creation of a "Gesamtkunstwerk," he never really 

achieved an equilibrium between rausic and the theatre. In Wagner's 

work, rausic is always extreraely dominant despite his wishes. 

Wagner's influence in the musical world was quite considerable by the 

time his theories becarae known to the theatrical world, but the new 

idea of "reaiisra" literally upstaged him. The Romantic theatre 

movement was rather short lived, quickly succumbing to the popularity 

of bourgeois comedy, domestic tragedy, and, of course, the melodrama. 

Considering the intense call for the freedom of expression and 

subsequent emotionalism, it is not surprising that music, which 
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Wagner held . . . in itself was the immediate expression of feeling," 

wouid be a natural receptacie for Romantic comraunication. The 

authors of melodraraa were well aware of this factor and immediately 

put music to work as an intensifier of emotions. Unfortunately 

melodrama had other concerns and quickly left both the themes and the 

characters of Romanticisra by the wayside. Although there was a brief 

theatrical raoveraent labeled "Neo-Roraanticisra," it carae and went with 

its chief practitioner and archetypal example, Edmond Rostand's Cyrano 

o 

de Bergerac, in 1897. (Interestingly, Rostand's play, The Romancers, 

became the basis for Araerica's longest running musical, The 

Fantasticks.) The Araerican musical theatre resurrected many of the 

roraantic ideals first promulgated in the nineteenth century and 

applied them to very effective theatrical pieces of the mid-twentieth 

century. 

The following musicals are archetypal examples of the musical 

romance: 

Caraelot book and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner; 
rausic by Frederick Loewe; 
produced in 1960. 

Man of La Mancha book by Dale Wasserman; 
music by Mitch Leigh; 
lyrics by Joe Darion; 
produced in 1965. 

Sweeney Todd; The Deraon Barber of Fleet Street... 
...book by Hugh Wheeler; 

music and lyrics by Stephen Sondheim; 
produced in 1979. 

The rausicai romance is the raost rarified of the musical theatre 

genres. While it seems to have very few exampies, it appears that the 
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nature of the work is distinct enough to merit its own generic 

identity and, therefore, its own directoriai approach. Just as 

Rodgers and Hammerstein epitomized the musical melodrama, Alan Jay 

Lerner and Frederick Loewe gave a distinct identity to the musicai 

roraance. Their Brigadoon couid easiiy serve as an archetype, and 

Paint Your Wagon has many romantic eieraents in it, although is is 

considerably lighter in tone than Brigadoon or Caraelot. Many critics 

regard Rodgers and Hamraerstein's Carousel to be their most advanced 

work. Even though that contention is debatable, it has a different 

focus frora the rest of their opus, qualifying it as a rausical romance. 

Although raany could argue that it should be considered to be a rausical 

raelodraraa, Shenandoah, by Gary Geld, Peter Udell, and James Lee 

Barrett, meets many of the criteria for rausicai roraance. Another 

exaraple is found in Stephen Sondheim's collaboration with John Weidman 

called Pacific Overtures, a fascinating experiment in theatricality 

that embodies raany roraantic tendencies. 

Although Sweeney Todd (let this stand for Sweeney Todd: The 

Deraon Barber of Fleet Street for the rest of this study) was inspired 

by the classic melodraraatic form and based upon a true-Iife figure, 

its remarkable score and dramatic intent has made it quite dissirailar 

to the other musical raelodramas already discussed. It will become 

clear that it has more in coraraon with the musical romance despite the 

fact that it has been billed as a "rausicai thriller." 

In the musical draraa a siraple plot leads to sorae sort of a pathos 

evoking resolution. The classic roraance is slightly raore coraplex 

although the ending can be just as, if not raore so, pathetic. 
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Northrop Frye has distilled the romantic plot to the foilowing: 

The complete form of romance is ciearly the successful 
quest, and such a completed forra has three main stages: 
the stage of perilous journey and the preliminary adven-
tures; the crucial struggie, usually some kind of battle 
in which either the hero or,his foe, or both, must die; and 
the exultation of the hero. 

The first two stages are very clearly exemplified in our archetypes, 

the iast stage is a bit more debatabie. 

Camelot's raajor storyline traces King Arthur on a quest for a 

better society, a better worid. He strives to define "a new order, 

where might is only used for right, to improve instead of destroy. 

12 
. . . Might for right!" At the beginning the journey is not very 

perilous. Frye, in addition to his description of the stages, also 

13 admits that "the essential eleraent of plot in romance is adventure." 

Arthur's perils are not exactly life threatening, but they are 

adventurous. They begin with his incognito meeting of his future 

wife, Guenevere, and continue through his painful first encounter with 

the brazen Lancelot, in which he is bested in combat. 

The adventures become perilous towards the end of the first act 

when Arthur realizes that Lancelot poses a potential threat to the 

well being of his kingdom, and even raore so at the beginning of the 

second act with the introduction of the character of Arthur's bastard 

son, Mordred. Actuaily there are two struggles for Arthur to contend 

with: one involving Mordred, who wants his kingdora, and one involving 

Lancelot, who wants his wife. In the original roraantic Athurian 

legend, both the hero and his principal foe, Mordred, die by each 

other's hands. In a concession to musical theatre, the plot ends 

before this final stage. 
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Throughout this chapter it will be necessary to deal with La_ 

Mancha (let this stand for Man of La Mancha for the rest of this 

study) on two different levels. The play is actually a play-with-in-

a-play and both plots qualify as romances. Cervantes is obviously 

searching for a raore equitable society. He is thrown into prison 

because he tried to levy a tax on a church. Don Quixote is trying "to 

reach the unreachable star." Cervantes finds himself in a den of 

thieves, and his adventure lies in his ability to keep his cohorts 

entertained as he tries to win back his only worthwhile earthly 

possession, a raanuscript about Don Quixote. The Don has several 

classic adventures including the infaraous windraill/monster joust, the 

finding of his beloved lady, Dulcinea, and her subsequent protection. 

There are two important struggles with which Cervantes is 

involved. The first deals with his struggle to win back his book, 

which he does. The second is unresolved. At the end of the play 

Cervantes is led off to trial, but the audience is left with the 

strong impression that he will triuraph there. Don Quixote is 

teraporarily vanquished by his foe, the Knight of the Mirrors. On his 

death bed he returns to his roraantic visions and dies in triumph. The 

final stage is partially met in La Mancha; the hero of the interior 

play dies in exultation. The hero of the exterior play could do the 

sarae, but there is no need to achieve the apotheosis, for it has 

already been achieved by the alter-ego. 

Sweeney is not in search of an unattainable goal. Some can read 

his raajor quest as one of revenge. At the very beginning of the play, 

the chorus intones, "He served a dark and a vengeful god." However, 
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the authors, well aware of the fact that vengeance is not the noblest 

of raotivations, are very careful to establish Sweeney as a dark angel 

of justice. In the very last moments of the play, the chorus sings, 

"Sweeney wishes the world away, Sweeney's weeping for yesterday," and 

conclude the play with "To seek revenge may lead to hell. But ev'ry 

one does it, if seldom as well as Sweeney Todd, The Demon Barber of 
1 f^ 

Fleet Street." In this light, Sweeney has a certain, if perverse, 

romantic heroism about himself. 

He has several adventures: sorae innocent, like his first meeting 

with Anthony; sorae funny, like his challenge of fellow barber Pirelli; 

and sorae gruesorae, like his enterprise with Mrs. Lovett. His crucial 

struggle involves the timing of his revenge upon Judge Turpin. He is 

finally triumphant in achieving his goal although other circumstances 

grow out of his controi, resuiting in his death. In one sense Sweeney 

achieves a type of exultation; he has comraitted too much wrong for 

typical moral sensibilities to allow him to iive. By dying, and thus 

paying for his raisdeeds, he becomes admirable for his dexterity, if 

not for his motivation. He achieves a satanic apotheosis. 

The end of Caraelot allows for a temporary bit of uplifting 

nostalgia as Arthur instructs a young page always to recall that "once 

there was a spot for one brief shining moraent that was known as 

Caraelot." La Mancha has a rousing finale in which the chorus 

refrains Don Quixote's dreara of reaching the irapossible star, despite 

the fact that they are facing the certain doora of the prison. Even 

Sweeney Todd concludes with a sense of triuraph as the chorus 

coraplements Sweeney's efficiency, and he "glares malevolently at us 
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uplifting and one demonic, within a pervasive feeling of pathos. 

Standard One: The plot follows an adventurous quest that 
finds some triumph within generai despair. 

In both musicai drama and melodrama the prevaiiing tone is 

serious. Drama allows for a considerable amount of comedy; melodrama 

much less so. Musical romance is akin to the melodrama. There is a 

certain amount of comedy. Victor Hugo caiied for a thorough mixing of 

dramatic forra. He said that draraa "with the sarae breath raolds the 

grotesque and the sublime, the terrible and the absurd, tragedy and 

19 
comedy . . . " In rausicai roraance, the preponderance is on the 

serious; but there is coraedy, and it tends toward the absurd. 

The first part of Caraelot is very sirailar to musical comedy. 

Several critics noted this apparent incongruity. Glenn Litton 

recounts how "Lerner told reporters he wanted to dramatize White's 

'wit and irony, his tenderness, his extravagant use of anachronism, 

20 
his mockery.' For half an hour Camelot did just that." Geraid 

Weales is raore precise: 

For raost of the first act, Lerner's book and the songs ask 
the audience to accept Arthur and his court alraost in the 
spirit of larapoon (consider the self-mockery of "The Simple 
Joys of Maidenhood" and "C'est Moi"), but suddenly, in Scene 
8, Lancelot prays a dead knight back to life and, on this 
rairacle, we are to shift to a serious concern with the love 
of Lancelot^and Guenevere, and the danger that love brings 
to Caraelot. 

The director can help to remedy these structural flaws by 

actually playing against the coraedy in the first part in order to 

better prepare the audience for what will follow. In any case the 
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coraedy is clear, although outweighed by the overail seriousness of the 

work. In the much darker second act there is an absurdist presence in 

the person of Mordred. He has a delightful number, "The Seven Deadly 

Virtues," which is a vicious and absurdist attack on all that Arthur 

holds sacred. 

The reason for Cervantes' imprisonment is absurd and laughable. 

The noble hero, Don Quixote, is ridiculed while he is admired. Abe 

Laufe noted that "Wasserman's libretto never treated Quixote, in spite 

of his absurdities, as a clown, but rather engendered audience 

syrapathy for the idealistic, pathetic, and somewhat foolish knight 

22 whose raission had been to correct the wrong in the world." One 

raajor character, Sancho, is very much a comedic figure. As with 

Caraeiot, comedy plays a more iraportant roie towards the beginning of 

the play and dirainishes as the seriousness increases. 

Sweeney Todd's darkness is alraost more typical of black comedy 

than musical romance. Pirelli is ridiculous and, to a lesser extent, 

so is The Beadle. The true center of comedy, however, is focused in 

the character of Mrs. Lovett. Litton has said, "Whenever Mrs. Lovett 

held center stage, Sweeney Todd resounded with oddly dissonant 

overtones of comic madness that prevented its bitter melodrama and 

23 
horror from drowning out its fun." Her duet with Sweeney, "A Little 

Priest," is a masterful combination of laughter and the grotesque. 

There is a real irony in the fact that their almost incredible plan 

will soon become reality. 

Standard Two: The tone is prevailingly serious. Humor can 
be present, but it is limited and tends toward 
the absurd. 
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Another characteristic is common to aii of musical theatre drama. 

The leading character is roraanticaily involved. There is, however, a 

crucial distinction to be raade in musical romance. It is found in the 

9 A 

difference between "sensual and spiritual love." King Arthur has 

Guenevere; sensual love is relegated to the Lancelot-Guenevere 

relationship. Don Quixote has Dulcinea. Despite the fact that the 

relationship is totally platonic, it is one of the most romantic 

relationships of all of rausical theatre. Don Quixote worships her in 

a way very few sane people can: "I see heaven when I see thee 
25 

Dulcinea and thy narae is like a prayer an angel whispers." Sweeney 

is raotivated by a past love. Although he does not respond to the 

advances of Mrs. Lovett, his entire quest for revenge can be viewed as 

an act of love to his supposedly departed wife. "Sexual love promotes 

repetition; romantic iove promotes growth and deveiopment. One 

motivates the body to reiatively short-lived feats of physicai 

expression, the other incites raind and spirit to timeless poetic 

') f\ 
expression." The type of iove found in musical romance is 

considerably deeper than in any other musical theatre genre. 

Standard Three: The leading character is romantically 
involved but in an essentially platonic 
way. 

AII of the genres heretofore discussed put a premiura on 

sentiraentality, usualiy in a positive way, with the exception of 

rausical farce which added a negative slant. The evocation of sympathy 

is a major factor in musical coraedy, coraedy of raanners, and melodrama. 

Musical melodrama also deals with heightened emotionalism. Herein 
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lies another major distinction between musical romance and all of the 

above. They strive to connect with the heart or with the viscera; 

musical roraance strives to connect with the mind. The romanticist 

believes that "behind all earthly phenomena lies a higher truth than 

27 
that of everyday social forms and natural phenomena." The 

protagonist finds some of his answers within his soul. This soui is 

found in the mind. Just as the love relationships incline toward the 

platonic, the essence of the play becoraes raore intellectual and less 

sentiraental or eraotional. It raoves onto a higher plane, reminiscent 

of ancient tragedy. It is, therefore, not surprising that Northrop 

Frye has concluded that "romance . . . is characterized by the 

28 
acceptance of pity and fear." One can come very close to catharsis 

in musical roraance. Pity and fear replace sympathy and sentimentalisra 

as the primary characteristics. 

King Arthur achieves both pity and fear in one remarkable 

monologue that serves as the finale for the first act. He has come to 

the realization of Guenevere's love for Lancelot. He fears what this 

relationship will come to. The audience fears for him as well. At 

29 
first he is in agony: "I demand a man's vengeance!" He is pitiful. 

He then controls his outrage and decides that "violence is not 

strength and corapassion is not weakness. We are civiiized! Resoived: 

We shall live through this together, Excalibur, they, you, and I! And 

30 
God have raercy on us aii." He does not need raercy, just pity. He 

knows, as does the audience, that he is dooraed frora this point on and 

that the future is to be feared. 

La Mancha deals with pity and fear in a different way. Don 
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Quixote is a pitiful creature. He is oid and crazed and constantly 

doing ridiculous things. The audience, aiong with Sancho, is in 

constant fear for his weil being. It is his soul that is great. The 

real terror occurs later in the piay when Dr. Carrasco forces him to 

"Look . . . Look in the mirror of reaiity and behoid things as they 

31 truly are . . . Naught but an aging fool . . . See the clown!" Dr. 

Carrasco manages to break Quixote's spirit, and that is a fearfui 

moraent. In another cathartic moment, Quixote regains his heroic 

vision just in time to be blinded by death. Pity and fear are 

powerfully evoked. 

Terror runs rarapant in Sweeney Todd. There is also, however, an 

intense pity evoked through the raistreatment of Johanna and in the 

pitiful and pitiable creature, Tobias Ragg. Both characters are 

innocents caught up in a frightening world of which they are totaily 

unaware and in which they seemingly cannot survive. Johanna trusts 

Judge Turpin and Tobias trusts Mrs. Lovett. The audience is 

constantly on edge concerning their welfare. In the end, Johanna is 

almost raurdered, and Tobias is driven to murder. Even the delightful 

Mrs. Lovett is forced to make an untimely departure. The greatest 

example of pity and fear coraes with the realization that Sweeney has 

killed the very cause for his terrible vengeance, his own wife. His 

last words are: 

There was a barber and his wife, 
And she was beautiful. 
A foolish barber and his wife. 
She was his reason and his life. 
And she was beautiful. 
And she was virtuous. 
And he^was— 
Naive. 
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There is much pity and much fear in these closing moments. 

Standard Four: There is an evocation of both pity and fear. 

Conflict is the defining plot factor of both musical drama and 

melodrama. The struggle in the second stage of romance that would 

necessitate the presence of conflict in this genre has aiready been 

discussed. Frye notes that in romance "the hero provokes enmity, or 

inherits a situation of enmity, and the return of the avenger 

33 
constitutes the catastrophe." Herein lies the central conflict. 

Frye achieves a greater precision when he says: 

The hero is anaiogous to the mythicai Messiah or deiiverer 
who coraes from an upper world, and his enemy is analogous 
to the demonic powers of the lower world. The conflict, 
however, takes place in, or at any ígte primarily concerns 
our world, which is in the middie." 

Along with this externai conflict, there is usually some sort of 

internal conflict that also reflects itseif in the plot. Oscar 

Brockett remarks on a general characteristic of the romance: "Human 

existence is compounded of dualities: the body and the soul, the 

physical and the spiritual, the temporal and the eternal, the finite 

35 
and the infinite." These dualities do not simply co-exist; they can 

be in conflict, as well. Both the internal and external conflict is 

easily definable in the archetypes. 

In a way King Arthur is connected with the "upper worid." He is 

of royal blood and heavily involved in the white magic of Merlin. His 

evil son, Mordred, is connected with the black raagic of Morgan Le Fey. 

Arthur is very rauch the raessianic figure as he tries and temporarily 

succeeds in delivering his barbaric kingdom into the reaim of 
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"civilization." His internai struggle reflects raany of the dualities 

stated above: his body and Guenevere vs. his soul and Lancelot; the 

physicai need for revenge vs. the spiritual need for compassion; the 

finite of allowing things to take their natural course vs. the 

infinite and the ominous shape of things to corae, including the 

catastrophic and unpreventable war. 

Cervantes quite literaily comes from an "upper world." He 

battles not in "our world" but within the lower world of the prison. 

He will succeed in redeeraing the demonic powers by giving them 

soraething they have heretofore lacked—hope. Don Quixote leaves the 

upper class world of his alter ego, Alonso Quijana, to do battle with 

raonstrous ogres. He ends up in the lower world of the Inn and the 

Muleteers. His role, however, is not one of raessianic proportions. 

Instead he serves, ironicaily, as a victor. He does manage to save 

one soul, that of Aldonza's. 

Internally neither Cervantes nor Quixote suffer from duaiities at 

the beginning of the play. Interestingiy they acquire this conflict 

towards the later part, and it could best be described as a crisis of 

faith, a conflict between hope and despair. Cervantes is about to 

give up his story on two different occasions. The first instance 

follows the removal of a prisoner, an action which terrifies him. The 

second occurs after the Knight of the Mirrors sequence when he 

confesses, "But the story is finished." It needs to continue, but 

once again Cervantes is petrified by the imrainent summons by the 

Inquisition. Quixote is forced into his crisis by the Knight of the 

Mirrors. For the first time, he questions his own identity and loses 
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hope in his lady. The catastrophe of Don Quixote's death allows 

Cervantes to be successful in his own personai quest. He saves his 

manuscript. He cannot, however, escape the potentially catastrophic 

Inquisition. 

It could be argued that Sweeney Todd, rather than descending from 

an upper world, is actually ascending from the lower world (i.e., 

prison) to wage his battle. In any case, the characters that he 

struggles against are certainly worse than he is. He has reason for 

his actions; they have no excuse. Sweeney has not corae to redeera but 

to avenge. In one way this vengeance serves as a delivery of all of 

the future victiras from the villainy of Judge Turpin. Todd saves 

Johanna, but that is merely a byproduct of his priraary actions. The 

internal struggle within Sweeney is obviously intense enough to 

question his sanity. He sings to Anthony in his first song: 

There's a hole in the world 

Like a great black pit 
And the vermin of the world 
Inhabit it 
And its morais aren't worth 
What a pig could spit «y 
And it goes by the name of London. 

He is noble enough to notice the lack of morals in his forsaken city, 

but in a classic conflicting duality he is prepared to sink below them 

to accomplish his task. The resoiution is totaily catastrophic. Only 

the young couple survive to tell the tale of Sweeney Todd. 

Standard Five: The plot is defined by a major conflict that 
results in catastrophe, and by internal and 
external dualities involving the protagonist 

As with the rest of the musical theatre drama, musical romance 
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portrays its characters with as much psychoiogical realism as 

possible. The opening scene of Cameiot includes what amounts to be a 

therapy session between the sage Merlin and the apprehensive young 

king. Arthur's act one finale, already mentioned, is a stream-of-

conscious seif-analysis. While the lesser characters of Guenevere and 

Lancelot are more shallow, their motivations and subsequent actions 

are reasonable and predictable. Even the supernatural character of 

Morgan Le Fey has psychological reality. She is bribed out of hiding 

with chocolates, and further bribed into helping her nephew Mordred, 

against her better judgement. 

Bordman points out that the "semi-comic handling of the 

villainous Mordred . . . [who] . . . came across as a spoiled brat, 

[was] hardly the right tenor for the high romance in the rest of the 

38 
operetta." Be that as it may, the character itself made "sense," 

whether or not it fit into the rest of the scheme. His song, "The 

Seven Deadly Virtues," is a clear "I am" song. His fundamental 

reality must be refined by the actor, but the text lays the correct 

psychological foundation. 

One of La Mancha's major themes deals with psychological reality. 

After all, Dr. Carrasco dabbles in the psychiatric arts and is 

responsible for setting up the major conflicting duality between 

reality and fantasy. Don Quixote might iive in another world, but his 

thought process is completely logical despite its naivete. Cervantes 

plays on the minds of his captors and is obviously successful in his 

persuasive abilities. 

As crazed as parts of Sweeney Todd are, there is intense 
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justification for the characters' actions. Sondheim has always 

maintained that "the important thing about the book is the characters, 

39 
the essence of what draraatic song is writing about." There is a 

certain araount of character logic at work even though sorae of the 

decisions made seem to be hard to justify morally. Mrs. Lovett is low 

on meat and suggests the use of human flesh to make her meat pies. It 

makes raorbid sense. Sweeney Todd hardly needs the practice at murder, 

but he goes along with her scheme in order to increase the local 

clientele and subsequently his ability to trap Judge Turpin in his 

shop. This deraonic side of characterization is balanced with 

humanity. Mrs. Lovett gently assures the frightened Tobias, 

"Nothing's going to harm you, not while I'm around!" She dreams of 

giving up the murder/cannibalism business and retiring to a cottage 

"By the Sea." 

Standard Six: Characters are psychologically realistic. 

Musical drama is representational with moraents of 

presentationalism. Musical melodraraa contains raany raore raoraents and, 

therefore, raakes use of a rauch greater presentational style. Musicai 

roraance goes even one step further. Aithough there is a great sense 

of "reality," it couid be said that the genre is fundaraentally 

presentational in style. Perhaps this is attributable to Milton Marx' 

line of reasoning: 

Romanticism, revolting against both the sense of reality 
and the sense of society, moves on a plane of imaginative 
grandeur, and on that plane raay corapel a suspension of 
disbelief. Roraanticism is not easy to define, but it may 
be said,to represent the idealistic and imaginative side 
of man. 
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Caraeiot is the ieast presentationai of the archetypes, but it has 

numerous soio numbers, the perfect opportunity for direct address. 

King Arthur sings "I Wonder What the King is Doing Tonight," "How to 

Handle a Woraan," and his un-sung (but underscored) first act finale. 

Guenevere sings "The Siraple Joys of Maidenhood;" Lancelot sings "Ces't 

Moi;" and Mordred sings "The Seven Deadly Virtues." All of these 

moraents are extremely presentational. "The Jousts" (iifted right from 

the Ascot races of My Fair Lady) features the chorus in direct 

address. This approach is even more apparent in "Guenevere," which is 

actual plot narration in choral form. 

La Mancha's presentation of the play of Don Quixote constitutes 

the buik of the production. As Cervantes tells his tale to the 

prisoners, he is actually telling it directly to the audience. 

Presentationalism is constant. 

Sweeney Todd uses the chorus in the Greek way. It is constantly 

filling in narration, playing various parts, coraraenting upon the 

action, and even shifting the scenery. It clearly establishes the 

presentational mode in the "Prologue" and sustains it untii the 

"Epilogue," the first and iast verses of "The Bailad of Sweeney Todd." 

Standard Seven: It is presentational. 

In the rausical theatre coraedy, dance served a raostly decorative 

purpose. In musicai drama and raelodraraa, its iraportance increased to 

inciude actual piot deveiopraent. In the musical romance dance has the 

least importance of all. 

Caraelot only has two raajor dance nurabers and a few bits and 
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pieces. The original production was heaviiy criticized for being 

.» 4"" 

crippled by . . . Hanya Holm's pointless choreography." ~ "The Lusty 

Month of May" offers a logicai reason for a dance, a May-fest picnic, 

but it does not decorate the plot as much as it hinders the dramatic 

action. There is a slight dance for "The Tumblers," and it does help 

to establish the festive mood of the joust, but it is hardly essential 

or even necessary. The oniy other dance is "The Invisibie Wali" in 

which Arthur is trapped by Morgan Le Fey's magic. This should be an 

iraportant dance, but due to the length of the production, it is 

usually the first thing cut. 

There are several opportunities for choreographic staging in La 

Mancha (e.g., "The Corabat," and "The Abduction"), but there are only 

two dances indicated in the score. The first is a very slight dance 
/ 'í 

break in "Man of La Mancha." The second is actually more of a 
musical scene than a dance, although it is entitled "Moorish Dance." 

The is ri£ dance in Sweeney Todd. 

Standard Eight: Dance has little or no importance. 

In musical melodraraa there is a raoralistic theme that motivates 

the action. There is also a dominant philosophy behind the musical 

roraance: idealism. The protagonist always represents the ideal point 

of view. King Arthur has grand visions despite his inability to put 

them into long lasting effect. Cervantes is a perfect example of the 

poet-genius spreading his idealism wherever he goes, including prison. 

Don Quixote quests for the ideal and is raore than "willing to march 

into hell for a heavenly cause!" Sweeney does march into the 
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hell-hole of London for his heavenly cause. 

Standard Nine: It is marked by idealism. 

When Hugo first defined the Romantic moveraent, he mentioned an 

aspect that was certainiy indigenous to this form and to no other. He 

said: 

The fact is, then, that the grotesque is one of the supreme 
beauties of the draraa. . . . It finds its way everywhere. For 
just as the raost commonplace have their occasional moments 
of sublimity, so the most exalted frequently pay tribute to 
the trivial and ridiculous. 

This new appreciation for the heretofore disdained quality had 

imraediate raraifications. "When Hugo clairaed a place for the grotesque 

in the theatre he opened the floodgates to every kind of tabooed 

material, including the most sordid." "Grotesque" can inciude the 

fanciful, the bizarre, and/or the sordid. All of the archetypes 

dispiay these qualities. 

Merlin, Niraue, and Morgan Le Fey are all representative of the 

fanciful world of Caraelot. The fact that Lancelot can raise a knight 

frora the dead would certainly qualify hira as out of the ordinary. 

Mordred is sordid, as is the covert and adulterous relationship 

between Guenevere and Lancelot. Caraelot has its share of the romantic 

grotesque. 

La Mancha takes place in a very sordid environment. The major 

feraale character is a whore who was born on a dung heap. The 

Muleteers are raore animalistic than their beasts. The upper crust of 

the society is bizarre. The womanfolk of Signor Quijana are much more 

concerned about theraselves than the wellbeing of their lord. Quixote 
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is fantasy personified. He creates his own world which he shares with 

all of those around hira willing to enter into his iraagination. The 

piains of La Mancha can be as grotesque as Camelot. 

The pervasive sordidness of Sweeney's London has been the topic 

of much discussion. His behavior—and Mrs. Lovett's—combine the 

fantastic with the bizarre to achieve a sordid end. London is the 

most grotesque world of all. 

Standard Ten: It is filled with the grotesque. 

One raore iraportant characteristic was essential to theatrical 

roraance. Hugo deraanded the careful investigation of unbridled nature. 

He insisted that "this very study, fostered by an ardent inspiration 

. . . will insure the draraa against a vice that kills it—the 

coraraonplace. To be coramonplace is the failing of short-sighted, 

47 
short-breathed poets. The Romanticist searched well beyond his own 

liraited experience to find inspiration. This was even true of the 

Romantic musicians. Music critic Homer Ulrich writes: 

A feeling of closeness to the world of the past, to 
everything that was strange or removed from imraediate 
experience, couid scarcely be expressed objectively. 
The men of the time felt a need to identify theraselves 
with the new, the,unusuai, and the exotic eieraents they 
were discovering. 

A true romance cannot have a contemporary setting. This point is 

obvious in the archetypes. They explore not only an ancient tirae, but 

a foreign ciime as well. Camelot is a fantasy world set in medieval 

England. The prison in La Mancha is set in sixteenth century Spain. 

Sweeney Todd is set in nineteenth century London. 
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Standard Eleven: It is set in a distant time and an exotic 
location. 

It is now appropriate to explore a brief song analysis. Once 

again the rhythm song is of no import. Sweeney Todd is a considerably 

different piece from those that have been previously examined. The 

vocai score for La Mancha only runs to 150 pages. It is rather short 

and performed in one act. (A typicai vocal score will run close to 

200 pages.) Caraelot is long (236 pages). Sweeney Todd is 389 pages! 

This, along with the fact that the coraplete libretto is inciuded 

throughout the score (there is a very liraited amount of straight 

dialogue), has prompted raany to label it an opera. Nevertheless, the 

sheer volurae of rausic is not what makes a piece of theatre an opera. 

It is very ciear that the emphasis is on the draraatic characters and 

the lyrics. The music is raelodic and essential but not the primary 

focus of the work. 

CAMELOT 

Ballads: "Foliow Me," "How to Handle a Woman," "Before 
I Gaze At You Again," "If Ever I Would Leave 
You," "I Loved You Once in Silence." 

Charra Songs: "Camelot," "The Lusty Month of May" with iong 
dance intro, "What Do the Simpie Folk Do?" 
with short dance break. 

Comedy Songs: none 
Character Songs: "I Wonder What the King Is Doing Tonight," 

"Simple Joys of Maidenhood," "C'est Moi," 
"The Seven Deadiy Virtues." 

Musicai Scenes: "The Jousts," "Guenevere," "Finale Ultimo." 
Dances: "The Tumblers," "The Invisible Wall." 
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MAN OF LA MANCHA 

Ballads: 

Charm Songs: 

Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 

Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

"Dulcinea," "Littie Bird," "To Each His 
Dulcinea." 
"Golden Helmet of Mambrino," "Knight of the 
Woeful Countenance." 
"A Little Gossip." 
"Man of La Mancha," "It's All the Same," "I'm 
Only Thinking of Him," "I Really Like Him," 
"What Does He Want of Me?" "Barber's Song," 
"The Impossible Dreara," "Aidonza." 
"The Abduction," "Moorish Dance." 
none 

SWEENEY TODD 

Ballads: 
Charra Songs: 
Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 

Musical Scenes: 

Dances: 

"Green Finch and Linnet Bird," "Johanna." 
"By the Sea," "Parlor Songs." 
"The Worst Pies in London," "A Little Priest." 
"The Barber and His Wife," "My Friends," 
"Pretty Woraen," "Epiphany," "Not While I'm 
Around." 
"The Ballad of Sweeney Todd," "No Place Like 
London," "Poor Thing," "Ah, Miss," "Pirelli's 
Miracle Elixir," "The Contest," "Wait," "Kiss 
Me," "Ladies in Their Sensibilities," "God, 
That's Good," "The Letter," "Fogg's Asylum," 
"City on Fire!" "Searching," "Final Scene." 
none 

A comparative analysis: 

Ballads: 
Charra Songs: 
Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 
Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

CAMELOT 

5 
3 
0 
4 
3 
2 

LA MANCHA 5 

3 
2 
1 
8 
2 
0 

JWEENE" 

2 
2 
2 
5 
14 
0 

Needless to say, Sweeney Todd is contra-standard in the actuai 

araount of songs, and this analysis does not even include any reprises 

or incidental music, which is voiuminous. It is also contra-standard 
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in the heavy eraphasis on the musical scene. Sweeney Todd is very 

close to Wagner's "Gesaratkuntzwerk," and it is difficult to separate 

the plot action from the music. Despite this difference, the 

archetypes, taken as a group, demonstrate an interesting and 

definitive departure from the other musical theatre genres. 

With or without Sweeney Todd directly figured in, the musical 

roraance has a veritable dearth in two song categories: comedy songs 

and dance. More important it has the least amount of charra songs of 

any genre. The prevailing serious tone already discussed is greatly 

reflected within the rausic. The balance between the different song 

types noted in the rest of musical theatre drama does not apply to the 

musical romance. The nuraber of ballads is about average for musical 

theatre drama. 

Without Sweeney Todd, the musical scene in romance is within one 

percentage point of both musical drama and melodrama. With Sweeney 

Todd, as might be expected, the rausicai scene becomes considerably 

more important. However, it is more intriguing to note the number of 

character songs, the central focus of the genre in general. This song 

type is more represented in this genre than in any other. 

As with the rest of musical theatre drama, all forms are used for 

psychological character revelation. All of the ballads in Camelot 

reflect a romantic "I want" facet of the character(s) who sings them. 

"Camelot" reflects the pride that Arthur feels in his kingdora although 

it could not really be classified as either an "I ara" or an "I want" 

num ber. It informs rather than reveals. Guenevere's "Lusty Month of 

May," on the other hand, is very revealing about her character, and 
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she eventually practices what she preaches. "What Do the Simple Folk 

Do?" is an interesting number, closely akin to a musical scene, in 

which Arthur and Guenevere try to recapture their lost relationship by 

attempting to recreate the joy of sirapie folk. It is an "I want" song 

that is rhetorical. They try but fail to achieve respite from their 

woes. 

"To Each His Dulcinea" is a precise psychological analysis of Don 

Quixote, sung by the Padre. This presents an interesting twist on the 

established forra and could be classified as a "he wants" song. 

"Golden Helmet of Mambrino" is a good example of an "I ara" song for 

Don Quixote, and "Knight of the Woeful Countenance" is similar to the 

form twist of "To Each His Dulcinea." In this case, it can be 

described as a "he is" (as opposed to "I ara") song. "A Littie 

Gossip," aside frora its long joke forra huraor, tells us about Sancho 

and qualifies as an "I ara" song. 

Sweeney Todd epitoraizes character revelation in every song: 

"Green Finch and Linnet Bird" is an "I ara" for Johanna; "Johanna" is 

an "I want" for Anthony; "By the Sea" and "The Worst Pies in London" 

are "I ara's" for Mrs. Lovett; and "A Little Priest," which also serves 

as the first act finale, is a corabination "we are/we want" song for 

Mrs. Lovett and Sweeney. The various "Parlor Songs" are actually 

charm songs interspersed with dramatic action, and they function more 

as a plot rather than a character device. 

Standard Tweive: There is an eraphasis on character. 

Standard Thirteen: AII song forms are used for 
psychological character revelation. 
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The opening numbers of two of the three archetypes are solos. 

Sweeney Todd opens with a choral musical scene. The solo opening is, 

therefore, a variable. La Mancha, like the previously discussed 1776, 

is contra-standard in being a one-act. Both Camelot and Sweeney Todd 

end the first act with a non-choral nuraber; this becomes standard. 

Caraelot begins the second act with a solo; Sweeney Todd begins with a 

choral nuraber. Any generalizing coraraent on this factor would be 

gratuitous. Although Caraelot ends with few characters on stage, the 

chorus does join in on the sung finale. Both La Mancha and Sweeney 

Todd end with rousing choral finales. This factor will be considered 

standard. 

Variable One: The first number of the show is a non-choral 
number. 

Standard Fourteen: The first act ends with a non-choral 
nuraber. 

Standard Fifteen: The finale is a choral number. 

The chorus has had a raore iraportant role in the musical theatre 

draraa. However, this iraportance does not carry through to the rausical 

roraance. Caraelot uses the chorus in the traditional rausical comedy 

way for decoration and intensification. It is not made up of 

individual characters. La Mancha really has a modified chorus. While 

the prisoners serve a chorai function in the exterior piay, the 

interior play is made up of minor characters. There is only one 

choral number, the finale. The chorus in Sweeney Todd serves as an 

iraportant narrator "character," but it is not possible to individually 

identify thera. In that way it is as old-fashioned as the Caraelot 
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chorus. 

Standard Sixteen: There is a chorus, used for decoration, 
intensification, and atraosphere. 

Sweeney Todd has a roraantically involved supporting couple in 

Johanna and Anthony. Caraelot is similar to My Fair Lady in this 

respect. Guenevere, like Eliza before her, serves as half of both the 

leading couple with Arthur, and of the supporting couple with 

Lancelot. La Mancha really cannot make this sarae case. There is no 

real attraction between Aldonza and Pedro. Antonia is engaged to Dr. 

Carrasco, but this relationship is hardly raentioned, let alone 

developed. This characteristic, therefore, becoraes a variable. 

Variable Two: There is a roraantically involved couple in a 
supporting role. 

Musical melodrama conspicuously lacks a show-stopping number. 

This is certainly the case in musical romance as weii. Camelot had 

several tunes that achieved popularity, including the rather 

idiosyncratic title song. Robert Goulet's raanly rendition of "If Ever 

I Would Leave You" insured its success as a popular song, but the only 

nuraber that carae close to stopping the show was "The Lusty Month of 

May," and that was only because it was a chorai nuraber in a non-choral 

show. 

"The Irapossibie Dreara" because of its "chromatic progression 

49 
. . . became an enorraously popular hit." It always takes the 

audience by surprise, however, within the context of the show. It is 

a reiatively siraple declaration of Don Quixote's phiiosophy and is 
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deeply stirring, but hardly a star turn. It became a show-stopper 

later in its run because it was the only song that people recognized 

from the entire score. 

Stephen Sondheim has always shunned the writing of popular 

nurabers, and he reraains true to forra in Sweeney Todd. There are 

opportunities for star turns, but they are so well integrated into the 

score and plot action that they pass unnoticed. 

Standard Seventeen: There are no show-stopping numbers. 

Musical raelodraraa resurrected the use of the confidant. Musical 

roraance continues this tradition. King Arthur actually has two: 

Merlin in his youth and King Pellinore in his raaturity. Cervantes has 

his Manservant, who, not surprisingly, becoraes the faithful and 

classic confidant, Sancho. Sweeney does not reciprocate Mrs. Lovett's 

roraantic interests, although he does utilize her as a confidant. 

Standard Eighteen: Principal characters have a confidant. 

There is one last aspect of the musical romance that needs 

exaraining. The genre tends to depend a great deal upon the rausic and, 

therefore, the prowess of its singers. There are more ballads than 

character songs in Caraelot, and they need to be sung. King Arthur 

would be a contra-standard type of role. The authors were determined 

to cast this part with an actor (originally Richard Burton). Even so, 

the score is fundaraentally melodic, and it is not unreasonable to hear 

that many compared Camelot with the "glamorous romance in the manner 

of old-world operettas." 
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Man of La Mancha had merit as a production that broke away trora 

traditionai rausicai coraedy patterns and used singers who could really 

sing." Richard Kiley made his first mark on the musical theatre as 

the romantic tenor Caliph in Kisraet. He brought his formidable voice, 

aged and now a baritone, to the production. Aldonza/Dulcinea, 

originally played by Joan Diener, is an equally demanding vocal role. 

Aithough the score is short, it makes more than typical vocal demands 

upon its singers. 

Stephen Sondheira has never underestimated the vocai range or 

dexterity of his singers and is famous for requiring a virtuosic vocal 

ability that most composers would never dare. Glenn Litton has noted: 

This is not to raake Sondheim's tunes and lyrics seem 
overly coraplex and inaccessible, at their best they shone 
with the clarity of the raadraan's gaze. But they weren't 
simple or easy. Sondheim had written a very demanding score, 
one that frequently called for solo and ensemble voices of 
operatic diraensions. 

Sweeney Todd is undebatably the most ambitious and vocally demanding 

score ever written for the musicai theatre. "A towering creation of 

the imagination, it boasts Sondheim's grandest and most beautiful and 

53 
ingeniously crafted score." Even so, the emphasis is still on the 

acting. Angela Lansbury was never considered to be an exceptional 

singer. Her acting won her the coveted Tony for Best Actress that 

season, not her voice. 

Standard Nineteen: It deraands a relatively high degree of 
vocal corapetence. 

The standards are listed in order to suraraarize. 
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STANDARDS for MUSICAL ROMANCE 

1. The plot follows an adventurous quest that finds sorae triumph 
within general despair. 

2. The tone is prevailingly serious. Humor can be present, but 
it is limited and tends toward the absurd. 

3. The leading character is romantically involved but in an 
essentially platonic way. 

4. There is an evocation of both pity and fear. 
5. The plot is defined by a major conflict that results in 

catastrophe, and by internal and external dualities 
involving the protagonist. 

6. Characters are psychologically realistic. 
7. It is presentational. 
8. Dance has little or no importance. 
9. It is raarked by idealisra. 
10. It is filled with the grotesque. 
11. It is set in a distant time and an exotic location. 
12. There is an emphasis on character. 
13. All song forms are used for psychological character 

revelation. 
14. The first act ends with a non-choral number. 
15. The finale is a choral number. 
16. There is a chorus, used for decoration, intensification and 

atmosphere. 
17. There are no show-stopping numbers. 
18. Principal characters have a confidant. 
19. It demands a relatively high degree of vocal competence. 

VARIABLES 

1. The first nuraber of the show is a non-choral number. 
2. There is a romantically involved couple in a supporting 

role. 

Musical romance has a considerable number of standards in common 

with the other musical theatre drama, but the differences are 

striking. The fact that it is presentational is important. It 

possesses a certain classical distancing with both the exotic settings 

and the evocation of pity and fear, rather than the more familiar 

locales of sympathy and sentimentalism. It expresses its own duaiity 

with equal focus on the ideai and the grotesque. It makes great 
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demands both musically and theatrically. The following definition can 

be deduced. 

MUSICAL ROMANCE is a presentational play interwoven with 
rausic, song, and dance, that is set in a distant time with 
an exotic iocation and is characterized by seriousness and 
idealism, evokes pity and fear, is filled with the grotesque, 
and traces the adventures of a protagonist through conflict 
and catastrophe as he finds some triumph within general 
despair. There is an eraphasis ôn psychologically real 
characters supported by all song forras and the use of 
confidants. The leading couple is roraantically but 
often platonically involved and there can be a romantically 
involved supporting couple. A chorus is used for decoration 
and emphasis. The finale is a choral number but the first 
number is usually not and the first act ends without one. 
There are no show-stopping nurabers and little use of coraedy 
or dance. 

Despite the critical and popular acclaim heaped upon all three of 

these archetypes, there was a good deal of negative criticism as well, 

more so than what would be considered typical. Perhaps this 

negativisra is attributable to the literal generic difference between 

the musical romance and the vast raajority of the musical theatre. 

Perhaps it is attributable to the inability of the director fully to 

corae to grips with the challenges of the form. A few negatively 

critical comraents are quoted at length. 

About Caraelot: 

Caraelot had as rauch, sometimes more glamour than My Fair 
Lady but much less wit and elegance. Where My Fair Lady 
had spontaneously danced and even soared, Camelot fussed and 
postured; My Fair Lady had the sparkle of the Cinderella 
story; Cameiot had the stiff dignity and beauty of an 
illuminated manuscript. My Fair Lady was musical drama and 
fantasy; Caraelot was an attempt at fantasy and musical drama 
that, whenever it fell short, settled for melodrama and 
operetta like extravagance. 
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About La Mancha: 

Others were quick to fault the production for distorting 
Cervantes; instead of making the work a satire on the 
foolishness of the dying age of knight errantry, it now 
became a pathetic taie of vision and faith in a cynical 
world. 

And finally: 

Sweeney Todd frightened its audience, amused them, even 
stimulated their thought, but it did none of these with 
enough concentration, with enough commitment to a single 
concept, to make people care about its justly wronged, 
half-crazed protagonist. 

Although these coraraents are raore dramatically than theatrically 

oriented, there is a consistent observation. The works seemingly 

failed to coramunicate to the audience: Camelot because of its 

pretensions; La Mancha because of its sympathetic overindulgence; and 

Sweeney Todd because of its lack of focus. However, if the musical 

theatre director were aware of these shortcomings, the theatrical 

conception can overcome the dramatic difficulties. Some of the 

possibilities are discussed in the Aristotelian analysis below. 

Plot 

The whole idea of a "quest" gives the musical romance more plot 

emphasis than either rausical draraa or melodrama. The actual telling 

of a story, with a buiit-in rise in tension leading to a critical 

point, raakes the genre not only interesting, but exciting. Two of the 

three archetypes are very tightly constructed. La Mancha reaches its 

interior cliraax in the scene with the Knight of the Mirrors. Sweeney 

Todd hits its highest moraent of tension with the discovery of the 

Beggar Woman's identity. Camelot, unfortunately, does not reveal its 
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cliraax in theatrical action as much as it narrates the chain of 

events. This narration was undoubtedly due to the impossibility of 

placing a credible war on stage. The director must do his best to 

raake sure that the essential story line information is clearly 

articulated to the audience. The chorus deiivery of "Guenevere" must 

be extremely precise. The music raust be stirring, but not so much 

that it drowns out the lyric. The frenzy of the dialogue must be 

intelligible. It is not unusual, at this point, for the audience to 

become totally lost due to the sudden stylistic shift in the text. 

As discussed in Standard Five, dualities are not only 

theraatically present in musical romance, they are readily apparent in 

the theatrical script. The director is advised to raake the most of 

these differences in a dynamic way. The duaiity of the upper and 

lower worlds can be very theatrical. The contrast between the way in 

which Arthur and Mordred proceed with the plot action should be 

deliberately paralleled and set in deliberate opposition. Don Quixote 

should be far above Aldonza in raanner as weil as speech. Sweeney 

should be terrifying as he stoops to conquer. 

Although the first act usually does not conclude with a choral 

nuraber, the director must move into as strong a theatrical impression 

as he can in order to sustain the audience's interest through the 

interraission. Perhaps a final striking tableaux aided by intensely 

presentational lighting wouid suffice. 

The director should also fight the tendency to rush the 

denouement. All three archetypes have a short scene of relief: King 

Arthur finds and knights a small boy; Cervantes makes his way out of 
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the prison; and the young survivors of Sweeney Todd discover the 

carnage. Because the climax has been reached and the major story is 

ended, there is an understandable urge to conclude the play as quickly 

as possible. This instinct shouid be squeiched. The observation has 

previousiy been made that the greater the level of tension, the longer 

the release period should be. If the director has done a competent 

job of creating the tension in the first place, the audience wili not 

raind and even appreciate its slow release. 

Character 

As with all rausical theatre draraa, the characterization is the 

central key to the success of the play. This factor is raade raore 

difficult given the reeraergence of plot iraportance. Be that as it 

raay, the central characters still hold the priraary interest for the 

audience. This is soraewhat difficult due to the nature of the 

roraantic hero, however, despite the psychological realism discussed in 

Standard Six. 

King Arthur can be a very frustrating character for the audience-

-frustrating in that he is expected to be strong, and yet he plays 

right into villainous hands. He, therefore, appears to be stupid and 

not very heroic. The director must literally "sell" Arthur's 

rationalization for his actions in an erapathetic way, or the audience 

will not buy. (See below under "Thought.") 

It is relatively easy for Don Quixote to play the fool. What is 

not easy is raaking this fool the receptacle of ultiraate wisdora. It is 

imperative that the director concentrate not on the insanity of the 
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character but on the clarity of his vision. If the actor plays 

"insane," he will dwindle into idiosyncrasy. If the actor plays the 

action of really fighting a windmill, he will appear insane to the 

audience, but will be admired for his courage while he is being pitied 

for his observationai skills. 

Perhaps the psychological motivation for Sweeney to do his 

dastardly deeds is doomed to being underplayed. After all, fiendishiy 

black villains are a standard "type" that hardly require in-depth 

characterization. This is not, however, the way to capture the 

audience, unless the villain is merely a foil. Sweeney is the 

protagonist, not the foil. If the audience can empathize with the 

huraanity behind the ghoul, they will care about what happens to him, 

regardless of his current raental stability. Perhaps if the insanity 

is only teraporary, saved for a few climactic moments, the entire 

characterization becomes much raore approachable. Perhaps if Sweeney 

is occasionally vulnerable, as when he refers to his wife, the 

audience will syrapathize with his soul, if not his deeds. 

Several rainor characters, unfortunately, are rather textually 

shallow. The director, therefore, along with the actor, must work 

twice as hard to round out the characterization. Mordred has been 

discussed. He can very easily be played as a shrill man-child looking 

for a game to spoil. This approach lessens Arthur's credibility. 

Instead, Mordred should be every inch the son of his father, but more 

so. His mother was a witch, Queen Morgause. Why not underiine this 

fact? Mordred can be much more interesting if cloaked in black magic. 

Sancho rarely acts; he is a responder—he responds to the actions of 
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others—which can be very one-dimensional without proper supervision. 

The art of listening can be very revealing if the listener is ailowed 

to respond and to react to the input. The director must find 

opportunities to allow Sancho this outlet for therein lies his 

characterization. Sweeney Todd avoids this textual pitfall. Even the 

rainor characters have araple opportunity to establish their reality. 

Thought 

Despite the general intellectual bent of musicai romance, it is 

not always a directoriaily workable factor. Camelot needs to be 

played with psychological reality rather than intellectual dexterity. 

It is not inherently witty, and a close examination of Arthur's mental 

prowess underscores his lack of intelligence. If, however, he is 

played as trying to grapple with an emotional dileraraa, his line of 

reasoning becoraes raore psychologically believable and more acceptabie 

to the audience. If Guenevere and Lancelot are less coy and more 

passionate, their relationship makes more sense. What Mordred iacks 

in wit, he can raake up in youth. If his malevolence is a reflection 

of the crueity of a child, he, too, becoraes more understandable. 

Don Quixote is pathetic enough without putting emphasis on the 

fact. Again the key to audience acceptance lies in his ability to 

raake his quest absolutely real. If he believes in Dulcinea, so will 

the audience. Yet Cervantes can coraraent upon the action and help to 

deepen Quixote's draraatic contribution. If Cervantes ignores the 

cynical world, he undercuts his own sociai observations. He must 

raise the pathos of Quixote to an ideaiistic, but not naive. 
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realization of the importance of vision in an admittedly cynical 

world. This point of view is not inherent in the script; it must be 

brought out by the director. 

Sweeney Todd can be very ideaiistically portrayed. Ever since 

Hamlet raade revenge a fashionabie motivating force, it has been 

acceptable thematic territory for playwrights. Sweeney, unlike 

Hamlet, has a raore roraantic impetus. This romance is what the 

director needs to eraphasize, or the character wiil never be able to 

achieve the correct erapathy from the audience. 

In each of the above cases, the honesty of the idealism holds the 

key to the eventual audience acceptance of the play. The director 

need not play up the coraedic raoraents, a coraraon pandering to the so-

called vulgar tastes of the audience, ±f_ he has already succeeded in 

revealing a fascinating character study. 

Diction 

One would assurae that Camelot would necessitate an English 

dialect. In historical reality the court language was French, not 

English. In Broadway reality the two principal actors, Richard Burton 

and Julie Andrews, were English. In textual reality the accent is 

optional. The characters are written in "American" except for King 

Pellinore, whose speech is typified by such passages as: 

A rairacle, Arthur! A rairacle! By jove! Absolutely 
rairaculous, what? Iraagine restoring that chap to life. 
And that's a big chap, Arthur. An enormous big chap. 
I mean however the boy did it, it took-,an awful lot of 
whatever it is he uses, what? I say! 

The use of a word like "chap" is hardiy enough to make diction 
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British. If the director chooses to empioy a dialect, however, he 

should allow Pellinore to use a variation. After all, Pellinore is 

frora a kingdora other than Camelot. Lanceiot, who speaks a short 

passage of actual French should use a French dialect throughout. Once 

again, the aid of a dialectician would assure the proper consistency 

of speech. 

La Mancha should definitely not employ a Spanish accent. Most of 

the characters represent the lower side of life, and character voices 

could prove quite useful. Cervantes/Don Quixote should be a fairly 

articulate actor as he often ascends from the vernacular into poetry. 

The Padre will be called upon to speak a few lines in Latin, but a 

Latin dictionary should provide the needed expertise. 

Sweeney Todd is British in the same way as Caraelot. The entire 

production could benefit frora an English dialect. Much of the 

draraatic diction is strictly American, but there are a few major 

exceptions. One of these exceptions is the character of Mrs. Lovett 

which is clearly written in a Cockney tongue. She sings as she sells 

her pies: 

What's your pleasure dearie? 
No, we don't cut slices. 
Cor, me eyes is bleary! 
Toby! None for the gentleman. 
I could up me prices— 
I'm a little leery. cg 
Bus'ness couldn't be better, though. 

Another exception is the character of Pirelli, an Italian, who sings: 

Now signorini, signori, 
We mix-a da lather 
But first-a you gather 
Around, signor-
Ini, signori, 
You looking a raan 
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Who have had-a da glory 
To shave-a da Pope! 
Mister Sweeney-so-sraart 
Oh, I beg-a you pardon—'11 
Call rae a lie, was-a only a cardinal— 
Nope! 
It was-a da Pope! 

This type of dialect would require a diction coach. Most iraportant, 

it is essential that the chorus songs be intelligible as they are 

crucial to the plot development. This choral coaching would fall into 

the province of the musical director, but the director must assume 

final responsibility for the necessary clarity. 

Music 

Standard Nineteen cannot be underestimated. The songs must be 

delivered by corapetent singers in order to be truly effective. 

Sweeney Todd must have competent singers if it is to be intelligible 

at all. 

The heavy eraphasis on both character songs and musical scenes 

(representing 60% of the total) speaks statistically to the importance 

of the collaboration between the musical director and the director in 

laying the fundaraental character groundwork. Music is more crucial to 

this genre than any other that has been discussed. The more knowledge 

the director has concerning music, the easier it will be for him to 

comraunicate with his singer-actors, especially in character 

development which progresses much more rapidly in song than in 

dialogue forra. 

Caraelot and La Mancha have a bit raore eraphasis on the score than 

raost other rausicals. Sweeney Todd has a bit less than raost operas. 
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For the musical theatre director who has never directed opera, the 

show will present by far the most rausicaily difficult production in 

his repertoire. For the opera director, unused to the verisimilitude 

of the musical theatre, the show will represent the most dramatically 

difficult production in his repertoire. The director must have great 

confidence in—and corapatibility with—the music director, for the 

show is impossible to stage without his contribution. The number of 

rehearsals with the orchestra should be greatly increased for the 

benefit of both the actors, many of whora will be handling an araount of 

music heretofore unatterapted on stage, and the musicians, who must 

iearn to be dramaticaily flexible. 

Spectacle 

Musical raelodraraa presents a wide range of options to the 

director and designer. Musical roraance knows no bounds. Standard 

Eleven deraands a distant, exotic approach. Due to the fact that the 

production is essentially presentational, there is no need for 

verisirailitude. The original production of Caraelot was staged as a 

musical comedy. Many sets were used; raany were rather garish. 

Actually the show can easily be done on a unit set. It can also be 

done in a fantasy worid (as was the cinematic version). La Mancha 

can be staged on a bare platform, as in its original production, or it 

can reconstruct a mamraoth prison and include raultiple scene changes. 

Sweeney Todd's original production captured the mood of industrial 

England with moving girders and gangplanks and a large rotating house. 

It could be done with a simple barber's chair. 
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In all of the archetypes the director should keep in mind the 

"grotesque" as discussed in Standard Ten. The romantic nature of the 

genre deraands a certain attack on the conventional. Camelot should be 

a world filled with magic and potential terror even though it has one, 

brief, shining moraent. La Mancha needs to be confined to its prison, 

but paradoxically it must be able to soar to the unreachable star. 

London is a very bleak world and, as seen through Sweeney's eyes, 

could even take on expressionistic distortion. The director must 

allow and inspire the scene designer to soar well beyond the mundane 

and comraonplace, so despised by the Romantics. 

The same things can be said about the costuraes. While blatant 

fantasy raight be inappropriate (except for Morgan Le Fey and her 

denizens), verisirailitude is not exactly desirable. AIl three 

archetypes are replete with dualities, and the costumes can serve to 

emphasize this dichotomy. Just as characters in musical comedy are 

often dressed as couples (e.g., Bianca and Lucentio in Kate), why not 

costurae characters in opposition? Arthur vs. Mordred, Lancelot vs. 

the knights, Aldonza vs. Antonia, Quixote vs. Carrasco, Sweeney vs. 

Turpin, and Johanna vs. the Beggar Woraan are just a few of the 

possibilities. 

Lights are only bounded by the imagination of the director and 

the designer. The only trap to avoid is the tendency to become too 

dark in any of these shows. All three lend themselves to doom and 

gloom, which is appropriate—as long as the actors remain clearly 

visible. 

A final note regarding Standard Ten: the grotesque is present. 
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It is hard for the actors to portray, but it is easy for the designer 

to realize. Moraents such as "Guenevere," the Knight of the Mirrors 

sequence, and the final round of murders, can and should be 

grotesquely spectacular. The designer can easily make an indeiible 

contribution in the raeraory of the audience. 

In raany ways the rausical romance is the raost challenging musical 

theatre genre in its enticement of audience empathy. It does not 

quite have the visceral impact of the musical melodrama. It does have 

a certain amount of intellectual distancing. The director needs to be 

well aware of the potential pitfails and concentrate on the 

advantages. Pity and fear mixed with ideaiism can be an extremeiy 

powerful comraunicative tool. 
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PART THREE 

MUSICAL REVUE 

As previously discussed in the introduction to Part One, there is 

one final genre that does not realiy beiong to either of the two major 

divisions that have been established in the musical theatre, namely, 

the "revue." In his book entitled Revue, historian Robert Baral 

traces the original form to Europe and describes it as "an especially 

indigenous form of live light entertainment which had its roots in the 

political 'cellars' . . . but soon evolved into a less-pointed and 

more broadened extravaganza featuring tall giris and low comedy." 

The word "revue" is French, and Kislan notes that it originally 

referred to "a satirical entertainment of fashionable Parisian life 

2 
that features music, specialty acts, and pretty girls." While 

Parisian life holds little interest for American audiences, music, 

specialty acts, extravaganza, pretty girls and low comedy have always 

been a raarketable corabination. Although these characteristics have 

remained fairly consistent throughout the decades, it is difficult to 

make too many generalities concerning the revue. Lehman Engel rightly 

observes that "the nature of the revue as a kind of catchall of 

musicai nurabers, sketches, and routines makes it difficult to 

characterize precisely." 

This type of theatre in the United States has a long, consistent 
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history. It has never been praised by the critics, but it has 

remained one of this country's most popular forms of entertainment. 

Occasionaily there is a new twist, but Bordman proves that even as 

something as revolutionary as the musical Hair can be traced back to 

the origins of our musical theatre: 

At a time when tightiy knit iibrettos were often propping up 
disappointing, unraeiodic, or pretentious scores, the book 
for Hair represented a startling reversion to an older 
approach to rausical theatre. It did follow the pattern of 
its day by offering some very imaginative, impressive 
staging. Indeed, staging was coming to outclass even 
librettos as the mainstay of the raodern musical—a phenomenon 
in itself a reversion to the still earlier musical theatre 
of The Black Crook. 

As it stands, the revue had a major influence on the development 

of musical coraedy, and by extension, all of musical theatre. Leonard 

Bernstein noted that "musical comedy has learned a lot from revues. 

It has learned to treat its book in the manner of the variety show; it 

has learned to take variety and unify it." This sense of unification 

is what lies at the heart of the new generic distinction, "musicai 

revue." 

There are many classical exaraples of the revue form, inciuding 

the extremely popularized and serialized productions of the first half 

of this century: The Ziegfeld Follies, The Winter Garden 

Extravaganzas, The Garrick Gaieties, The Greenwich Village Foilies, 

The George White Scandals, The Grand Street Follies, Hippodrome 

Extravaganzas, New Faces, The Passing Show, Weber and Fieids 

Extravaganzas, The Music Box Revues, and Earl Carroil's Vanities. Ail 

of these productions represent annuai, or periodic, "editions" that 

served as the training ground for the vast raajority of rausical theatre 
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talent in this country, performers as well as composers and lyricists. 

These, however, are not the topic of this chapter. 

These productions were one-of-a-kind type of productions and are 

never revived. Bits and pieces might resurface from time to time, but 

they are not really the necessary fodder for further study. This 

particular variety is alive and well in Las Vegas and the Radio City 

Music Hail in New York. The revue will not be considered to be a 

"musical revue" until it developed a bit more cohesion. Without that 

crucial distinction, it is a "revue with music." Traditional revues 

included music, but the music itself did not unify the total 

production. It erabeliished and enhanced the production. Individual 

songs seidora even related to each other or to anything surrounding 

thera. 

The rausical revue will be unified by the music. It remains 

separate from musical coraedy, and raore specificaily musical farce, in 

its lack of plot. It still, in Bernstein's words, has the markings of 

a "variety show," but this particular type of show is written by the 

sarae coraposer and usually has some connecting thread that might even 

be considered to be a plot. Bordraan, quoted above, rightly describes 

the importance of staging not only in Hair, but in many "modern 

musicals." This iraplies the increased importance of the director in 

this musical theatre genre. 

This study will primarily concentrate on the more modern musical 

revue. Just as the musical theatre realized a major shift towards 

integration in the early 1940s, the musical revue becarae a much more 

cohesive unit with the passage of time. The examples that will be 
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discussed and many musical revues that will be cited are usually 

considered to be musical coraedies and not revues at all. Several pre-

Oklahoraa! "musical coraedies" will qualify and will be listed 

raomentarily. 

The iraportant differentiating factor lies in the general overall 

emphasis of the show. The musicai comedy is centered around the plot; 

the musical draraa is centered around the character; the musical revue 

is centered around entertainment for its own sake. That is not to 

say, of course, that the rest of the rausical theatre is not designed 

to entertain. The rausical revue, however, will readily dispense with 

either plot or character in order to provide a star turn. If the plot 

is iraportant but the show is a burlesque, then the work would qualify 

as a rausical farce. 

Richard Kislan has made an important observation concerning the 

priraary eraphasis of the genre. He says, "In a revue, a single 

unifying force organizes the variety of eleraents into a cumuiative 

sequence of ascending theatrical peaks designed to service the concept 

f. 
of the show." One such force can be a producer (e.g., Florenz 

Ziegfeld). Another force can be a central theme, as found in the 1937 

production, Pins and Needles, which was "an amateur production by a 

labor union, and as such identified itself with a progressive point of 

view." This "amateur" production managed to run for 1,108 

performances and has even been revived. The single composer can serve 

to unify, as was the case in the earlier rausical revues. This aspect 

becarae standard by the 1940s. Another centralizing factor, and most 

iraportant for the purposes of this study, is the director, All three 
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of the rausical revue archetypes will have a strong directorial force 

behind their success. Indeed, two of them were directed by the same 

man, Bob Fosse. 

Before progressing to the generic analysis, another point must be 

discussed. While comedy seems to be a prevalent aspect of the musical 

revue, this does not seem to be a sufficient reason to inciude it in 

the realra of rausical theatre comedy. It is conceivable that a revue 

could be written that was of a fairly serious nature. One aiready 

extant example, although non-American, can be found in Jacques Brel is 

Alive and Well and Living in Paris which ran for a phenomenal 1,847 

performances Off-Broadway. It is much closer to musical drama. There 

are certainly revues that are closer to musical comedy of manners than 

to musical comedy (e.g., Side by Side by Sondheim). It seems 

inappropriate to have two separate categories of the musical revue 

genre, that is for both coraedy revue and draraa revue, when ali 

exaraples can easily benefit from one set of standards. 

The three archetypes will be: 

Chicago book by Fred Ebb and Bob Fosse; 
music by John Kander; lyrics by Fred Ebb; 
directed by Bob Fosse; produced in 1975. 

Hair book and lyrics by Gerome Ragni and 
James Rado; music by Galt MacDermot; 
directed by Tom O'Horgan; produced in 1968. 

Pippin book by Roger 0. Hirson; music and lyrics 
by Stephen Schwartz; directed by Bob Fosse; 
produced in 1972. 

There are many other examples that could be chosen. Pre-

Oklahoma! fare that is not cohesive enough to be considered a musicai 
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coraedy, but raore cohesive than the already cited revues would include: 

George M. Cohan's Hello, Broadway!; As Thousands Cheer by Moss Hart 

and Irving Berlin—Berlin also wrote Yip, Yip, Yaphank, Watch Your 

Step, and music for aimost ail of the serial revues listed above; 

Three's A Crowd, Inside U.S.A., The Band Wagon, Flying Colors, and ^ 

Horae Abroad are all written by the prolific Howard Deitz and Arthur 

Schwartz; Harold Rorae's Call Me Mister and his previously mentioned 

smash Pins and Needles; Harold Arlen's Life Begins at 8:30; The 

Perfect Fool by Ed Wynn; Hellzapoppin', mostly by Sammy Fain, was one 

of the raost successful, running for 1,404 performances; the Biack 

revue started as early as 1921 with Shuffle Along by Eubie Blake, and 

was continued by such encores as Blackbirds of 1928 by Dorothy Fields, 

and Hot Chocolates mostly by "Fats" Waller. 

Post-Oklahoma! revues would include: Jule Styne's Two on the 

Aisle; Frora the Second City by William Mathieu; Promenade by Irene 

Fornes and AI Carmines; the Black revue is well represented with such 

work as Eubie! by Eubie Blake, Don't Bother Me I Can't Cope by Micki 

Grant, Ain't Supposed to Die a Natural Death by Melvin Van Peebles, 

Ain't Misbehavin' by Waller, Sophisticated Ladies by Duke Ellington, 

and Bubbling Brown Sugar with Blake, Ellington and Waller represented; 

The Me Nobody Knows by Friedraan and Holt; and there were a few 

extreraely popular English iraports such as Joseph and the Amazing 

Technicolor Dreamcoat and Jesus Christ Superstar by Andrew Lloyd 

Webber and Tim Rice. 

There is a sub-category discussed by critics called the "intiraate 

revue" which has been defined as "a new approach to the revue that 
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rejected glaraour and splendor for siraplicity, wit, satire, and 

sophistication." In reality raost of these revues were low budget, 

Off-Broadway offerings. This species started as eariy as 1940 with 

Meet the People by Jay Gorney and was quickly followed by Lend and Ear 

by Charles Gaynor and Make Mine Manhattan by Arnold Howitt. Imported 

from England were Oh, Coward! by Noel Coward, and, ironically, Side by 

Side by Sondheim. France produced the previously mentioned Jacques 

Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris by the title character. 

America produced Tomfoolery by Tora Leher and Runaways by Elizabeth 

Swados. 

Besides Pippin, Stephen Schwartz also wrote the Off-Broadway hit, 

Godspell, and the Broadway production, The Magic Show. One recent 

phenoraenon was found in the popularity of Dorothy Field's Sugar 

Babies, starring those old troopers, Ann Miller and Mickey Rooney. 

Finally, in 1982, a rausical revue captured the "Best Musical" Tony, a 

Tony for the late T.S. Eliot for best book, and the Tony for best 

music went to Andrew Lloyd Webber; the show was Cats. 

Lehraan Engel noted that reguiar musical theatre and opera had a 

plot and characters, "the revue had a 'program.'" This is one of 

the most important definitive characteristics of the genre—the lack 

of plot emphasis. The "program" need not follow any particular set 

pattern. Songs and/or scenes couid easily be rearranged without harm 

to the original concept. The show can have a build of intensity, but 

this build is not tied to a cliraactic storyline. There ^̂ ŝ  a 

connecting thread, but it is rather thin. 

"Chicago was billed as 'a vaudeville,' for Fosse included 
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vaudeville sketches, songs, and dance routines held together by a 

slight plot." The plot is very slight. The basic idea is that 

there is a girl, Roxie Hart, who kills her lover, goes to jail, and 

wins acquittal at a trial. It seems to be more important that she 

finds a fellow murderess, Velma Kelly, with whom she forms a nightclub 

act. The other major character is the shyster lawyer, Billy Flynn, 

who is much raore believable as a vaudevillian than as a lawyer. 

Believability is not iraportant; entertainment is. 

Critics had a field day with Hair's "plot." "Hair . . . was 

little raore than a loose-jointed, uncertain chronicle, preachy and 

12 
rebellious." "It has no plot to speak of, no logical sequence of 

events, no train of thought, no recognizable format, no creative 

13 
discipline, no shape or design. It's an explosion." Even the 

normally eloquent Lehman Engel had difficuity putting his reactions 

into words: 

Hair throbs like a parade—any parade: circus, Labor 
Day, Nazi, St. Patrick's Day, or any other. It is noisier 
than any parade. It is less disciplined. It is not a 
theatre PÍece—neither "show" nor revue . . . Hair is 
a thing. 

It appears that the authors were almost "dadaistic" in their 

writing approach. They collected ideas and jotted them down on scraps 

of paper. Ewen conjectures that "one suspects that the authors then 

threw all the slips of paper high in the air, let them fall pell-mell, 

and then proceeded to write their text by picking up the pieces of 

paper at random." Evidently there was originaily sorae kind of plot 

that centered around a "young raan and his parents who try to bridge 

the generation gap in voicing their views on the (Vietnara) war." 
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When it was decided to move the production to Broadway, however, it 

was totally restaged by Director Tom O'Horgan, and the scant plot 

lessened further. 

Pippin had a soraewhat similar problem. "Critics were not 

irapressed with the book." Actually it has far more coherence than 

the other two archetypes. It began, like Company, with a series of 

segraents that were related. Glenn Litton explains the role of 

Director Fosse: "to string these bright remnants together, he 

18 
invented a role not in the original libretto, The Leading Player." 

Fosse originally conceived this character as an old white vaudeville 

performer but then cast the young, black, dynamic Ben Vereen. "During 

rehearsals, Fosse, who was delighted with Vereen's performance, kept 

19 enlarging his role." Personality overshadowed the plot. 

The play does have rather coherent scenes, eight of them, as 

opposed to Hair's total lack of scenes, and Chicago's twenty-two mini-

sketches. They are not really logically connected and as with the 

other archetypes; several could be interchanged without any damage to 

the fiow of the entertainment. 

Standard One: There is a very thin plot. 

Richard Kislan has traced the origins of the revue to four major 

infiuences. Ail of these seem to be readily applicabie to the musical 

revue as well and will forra the basis for several standards. 

The American revue is the stepchild of four parents: 
minstrelry—particularly the fantasia section where 
individual corapany raembers perforraed speciality routines; 
vaudeville—brief, self contained acts of variety 
entertainraent; burlesque—especially the model qf extended 
satirical sketches; and spectacle/extravaganza.~ 
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Each one of these four characteristics are present within the 

archetypes and will be briefly discussed. 

Specialty routines are synonymous with star-turns and show-

stopping numbers. Chicago was designed to do just that. The "format 

permitted Chita Rivera and Gwen Verdon, both superb dancers, to do 

21 
show-stopping nurabers." This wouid include Rivera's electric 

opening nuraber, "All That Jazz," and Verdon's "Roxie." Jerry Orbach 

got his fair share with "Razzle Dazzle." In another show-stopper 

"Orbach does a serai-striptease to the song 'All I Care About,' backed 

22 
by chorus girls waving feathered fans." 

The star-turns of Hair, not surprisingly, involved the full 

chorus. The opening number, "Aquarius," was very well received. 

"Hair" stopped the show around the middle of the first act. The 

risque act one finale, "Where Do I Go," gave the patrons a lot to talk 

about during the intermission. The second act boasted the very 

popular "Good Morning Starshine." All of these numbers are full 

choral numbers, very atypical of the usual star-turn, but quite 

capable of stopping the show. 

Like the other two archetypes, Pippin has a dynamic opening 

nuraber in "Magic to Do." "No Tirae At All" was a classic show-stopper 

for the aged Irene Ryan, complete with built-in encore. Almost 

everything Ben Vereen touched turned into gold, but this need not be 

the case with a lesser personality. 

Standard Two: There are show-stopping numbers. 

Kislan's second point concerns short, seif-contained sketches. 
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Chicago is repiete with these. The first scene is a rausical number— 

period. Scene three is a rausical scene entitled "Cell Block Tango" 

and stands completely on its own. Scene seven revolves around "All I 

Care About" and is similarly self-contained. The list goes on. Hair 

is similarly raade up of sraall little scenes. The most infamous deais 

with a vicious parody of The Supreraes, when three characters come out 

in one sequined dress and sing "White Boys." Each one of the scenes 

in Pippin can stand on its own, and it can be broken down into further 

self-contained units. The Leading Player's "Simple Joys" or "On the 

Right Track" serve as alraost transitional moraents. The large scene 

seven is actually a collage of raany smaller moments between Catherine, 

Pippin, and/or Theo. 

Standard Three: There are many self-contained moments to 
add variety. 

The third Kislan aspect deals with burlesque. The parodical 

attacks of all three archetypes are readily apparent. Lawyers receive 

the brunt of Chicago's attack. Self-effacing husbands, newspaper 

reporters, cell-block matrons, and transvestites are also mocked. 

Hair is irreverent towards everything that smacks of "establishment," 

including pollution, religion, sexual conservatism, patriotism, the 

vernacular, the military, the war, parents, education, and, of course, 

physical appearance. Pippin's sharpest attack hits war-mongers. 

Parents, parenting, lust, revolution, and even musical finales are 

also the subject of burlesque. 

Standard Four: There is burlesque. 
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Kislan's last characteristic is spectacie. While none of these 

shows had a spectacular set (especially compared to regular musical 

theatre or Las Vegas revues), the staging involved a good deai of 

spectacle. In addition to the characteristic Fosse choreography, 

Chicago had many theatrical moraents that gave the eye plenty to look 

at. "At periodic intervals, the dancers strutted, glided, or shuffled 

23 
onstage in an assortraent of bizarre, revealing costuraes." In 

another scene, "Miss Verdon sits on Jerry Orbach's knee acting like a 

9 A 

duramy while Orbach, the ventriloquist, does all the talking." Then 

there is the previously mentioned semi-striptease. 

Hair goes beyond the striptease to total nudity in the act one 

finale. This exposure was probably one of the most spectacular events 

of the 1960s on the Broadway stage and in the mind of the critics. It 

was labeled "vulgar," "offensive," and "dirty," and, therefore, 
25 

tickets were irapossible to obtain. Most of the other spectacle was 

found in the energetic, relaxed, free-sailing kineticisra of Tora 

O'Horgan's staging and the whole hippie railieu of painted faces, 

eclectic, colorful and wild clothes, and bodily abandon. 

The director's hand was essential in guiding Pippin's spectacle. 

"Fosse staged raost of the production as a series of sketches, similar 

to a vaudeville revue with touches of a minstrel show, and fast-

9f̂  
stepping dance routines." His opening number was a definitive piece 

of theatrical wizardry and subsequently electrifying: 

At the rise, the stage is filled with smoke and in total 
darkness except for raoving hands. The hands are 
illurainated by a light curtain which keeps the stage in 
virtual darkness, so that the writhing hands exist in a 
strange, macabre limbo. 
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This simple theatrical trick is astoundingly spectacular. Magic is a 

constantly used gimraick, and the false finale is quite flashy, firebox 

and all. 

Although there is a delight in spectacular effects, the musicai 

revue cannot be considered to be an "extravaganza" in the Ziegfeld 

Follies sense of the term. The spectacle tends to deal more with 

bodies and staging than with stupendous sets or araazingly complex and 

exaggerated costuraing. 

Standard Five: There is an eraphasis on human spectacle. 

Hand-in-hand with huraan spectacle comes the importance of dance. 

While not important in the "intimate revue," dance is going to be 

quintessential in the rausical review. Chicago and Pippin were both 

choreographed by Fosse. Kislan notes, "Some choreographers adapt 

their talent to the material; others adapt the material to the talent. 

28 
Bob Fosse took the latter course in Pippin and Chicago." Bordman 

says, "Working with lesser material in Pippin and Chicago, only his 

own special razzle-dazzle turned those shows into unforgettable 

29 
theatre." Fosse has a readily identifiable style, and it dominated 

both shows. "Fosse's staging was taut; his cakewalks, Charlestons, 

„30 
and soft-shoes were vivacious and identifiably angular." Laufe 

praised Chicago, which he cailed "a jazz-age spectacular with emphasis 

31 
on dancing." Litton praised Pippin, which he called "a carnival of 

32 
show business razzle-dazzle." The critics were unanimous. Fosse 

transformed both works into theatrical magic with his staging and 

choreography. 
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Hair did not use dance in quite the same conventional way 

utilized by Fosse. "The performers in Hair danced effortlessly with a 

33 
rhythmic abandon and animal magnetism that was very evident." The 

original version did not even list a choreographer. O'Horgan brought 

along Julie Arenal, with him and she added much of the exuberance for 

which the show became famous. The most important aspect, as Litton 

notes, is that "its freeform dances [were] designed to feel 

spontaneous, the antithesis of the lacquered smiles, drill team 

formations, rehearsed whoops and hollers of other latter-day 

musicals." This freshness was Hair's hallmark. 

Standard Six: There is an important emphasis on dance. 

With the above-mentioned emphasis on spectacle, dance, and show-

stopping nurabers, it is not surprising to conciude that the basic 

style of the rausical revue is presentational. Each archetype features 

an opening nuraber in direct address. Both the first spoken words and 

the first sung words that the audience hears are stated directly 

downstage, and the audience is never in doubt about the non-illusory 

nature of the proceedings. 

Standard Seven: It is presentational. 

A characteristic of the musical farce that occasionaliy appears 

in rausical coraedy of manners seems to be quite prevalent in the 

musical revue. It is risque. Chicago, like the other tvv/o shows, can 

be and was quite provocatively costuraed. The real punch, however, 

coraes in the lines. Velraa coos in the opening nuraber: 
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Right up here 
Is where I store the juice 
And ail that jazz! 

Come on, babe 
We're gonna brush the sky 
I betcha Lucky Lindy 
Never flew so high 
Cause in the stratosphere 
How could he lend„an ear 
To all that jazz! 

A veritabie orgy of double entendre occurs in the Matron's "When 

You're Good to Mama": 

If you want ray gravy 
Pepper my ragout 
Spice it up for mama 
She'Il get hot for you. 

When they pass that basket 
Folks contribute to 
You'll put in for mama 
She'll put out for you. 

The folks atop the ladder 
Are the ones the world adores 
So boost me up my ladder, kid 
And I'Il boost you up yours. 

Let's all stroke together 
Like the Princeton crew 
When you're strokin'„mama 
Mama's strokin' you. 

The nudity of Hair was scandalous, but the lyrics caused just as 

much controversy. Woof sings of "sodomy, fellatio, cunnilingus, 

37 
pedastry." Claude proudly sings, "I got ray tits . . . I got my 

38 
ass." The risque evolves into the obscene. A stage direction in 

the middle of the second act reads: 

Note: Berger has just fucked Shelia in public. 
Or rather raped her in public. Berger has had 
his orgasra. Shg was fighting him off and reacts 
to his attack. 

Glenn Litton put it mildly when he said, "The authors of Hair . . . 
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were not above titillating the tired businessraan and his bored 

wife.' The original O'Horgan revision even contained "policemen" 

who entered frora the audience to "close" the show for obscenity. This 

"bit" was quickly dropped because it seemed to create too much 

apprehension in the audience. 

Pippin, while slightly risque compared to most rausicals, is tame 

corapared to the other two archetypes. A typical line is Berthe's 

(Pippin's grandraother): "Man and their wars. Sometimes I think men 

raise flags when they can't get anything else up." Scene four is 

entitled "The Flesh," and in the original production, Fosse included 

sorae heavily sexual choreography. In scene seven Catherine and Pippin 

42 
reach a sexual cliraax that is indicated by two erotic dancers. 

Standard Eight: It is risque. 

A song categorization follows: 

CHICAGO 

Ballads: "Me and My Baby." 
Charra Songs: "All That Jazz," "All I Care About," "A 

Little Bit of Good," "Roxie," "My Own Best 
Friend," "Razzle Dazzle," "Nowadays." 

Comedy Songs: "Funny Hunny," "Cell Block Tango," When 
You're Good to Maraa," "I Can't Do It 
Alone," "Mister Cellophane," "When Velma 
Takes the Stand," "Class," "I Know a Girl." 

Character Songs: none 
Rhythm Songs: "Chicago After Midnight." 
Musical Scenes: "We Both Reached for the Gun." 
Dances: "Tap Dance." 
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Ballads: 
Charm Songs: 

Coraedy Songs 

Character Songs 
Rhythra Songs: 

Musical Scenes; 

Dances: 

HAIR 

"Where Do I Go?" "Easy to Be Hard." 
"Aquarius," "Hashish," "Manchester 
England," "Hair," "Good Morning Starshine." 
"Sodomy," "Ain't Got No," "Air," 
"Initials," "My Conviction," "Don't Put It 
Down," "Frank Mills." 
none 
"Donna," "Colored Spade," "I Got Life," 
"Be-In," "Black Boys/White Boys," 
"Abie Baby." 
"Walking in Space," "Three-Five-Zero-Zero," 
"The^^lesh Failures." 
none 

Ballads: 

Charm Songs: 

Coraedy Songs: 

Character Songs: 
Rhythra Songs: 

Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

PIPPIN 

"Corner of the Sky," "With You," "Love 
Song," "I Guess I'Ii Miss the Man." 
"Magic to Do" with dance break, "Spread a 
Little Sunshine," "Morning GIow," "Kind 
of Woraan." 
"Welcorae Horae," "War is a Science," "No 
Tirae At All" "There He Was," "Prayer for 
a Duck." 
"Extraordinary." 
"Simpie Joys," "On the Right Track" with 
dance break." 
"Glory" with iong dance break, "Finaie." 
"With You Dance." 

A comparative analysis: 

Ballads: 
Charra Songs: 
Coraedy Songs: 
Character Songs: 
Rhythra Songs: 
Musical Scenes: 
Dances: 

CHICAGO 

1 
7 
8 
0 
1 
1 
1 

HAIR 

2 
5 
7 
0 
6 
3 
0 

PIPP 

/ 

4 
5 
1 
2 
2 
1 

Once again, a song anaiysis provides a definitive departure frora 

the previous genres. The musical revue has little emphasis on the 
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ballad, as little as the musical comedy of manners. Melodic music 

coupled with romantic eraotions are not very coraraon even though Pippin 

raanages to contain four of them. The revue contains more comedy 

songs, charm songs, and more rhythm songs than any other genre. The 

coraedy and charra varieties firmly put the song emphasis on lighter, 

entertaining lyrics. Most rhythm songs are devised for dancing. 

Although there are relatively few dances listed, this apparent 

deficiency is indicative of the "integrated" musicai form where dance 

usually integrates into comedy nurabers and rausical scenes. Dance 

without song is not the norm. All of the songs in these archetypes 

have a tendency to be very physically staged, the trademark of both 

Fosse and O'Horgan. 

Not surprisingly there are few musical scenes and, in the case of 

the musical revue, they tend to stand alone (as discussed in Standard 

Three). The normal musical scene is essentially integrated into piot 

development. In-depth characterization is simply not important to the 

rausicai revue genre. Characters tend to be stereotypical or very 

shallow. Pippin is a bit raore finely drawn, and he has the only real 

character song of the archetypes, "Extraordinary," although this could 

easily be considered to be a charm song. As with the musical comedy 

there are several examples of "I am" (Billy's "I Don't Care About," 

Mom's "My Conviction," Pippin's "Corner of the Sky") and "I want" 

(Roxie's "Roxie," Claude's "Where Do I Go," Catherine's "I Guess I'Il 

Miss the Man") songs; but these songs are more important for their 

melodic content or mood establishment function rather than for real 

character development. Actors tend to "perform" rather than to create 
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psychologically realistic roles. 

Standard Nine: Characterization is shallow. 

All three archetypes begin with full chorus numbers. This factor 

will be standard. While Pippin is written in eight scenes with no act 

break indicated (which wouid be contra-standard for the genre), an 

obvious place for an intermission would be iramediately following the 

coronation of Pippin in scene five. This also allows the full chorus 

to perform "Morning Glow." Both Chicago and Hair end the act with a 

choral number. Therefore, this aspect wiil becorae standard. Hair 

begins the second act with a chorai nuraber, Chicago with a soio. If 

Pippin took an act break at the point indicated, there wouid not be a 

number at all. Hence the second act opening will be variable. Hair 

ends with a big choral number. Interestingly, both Chicago and Pippin 

have a siraple ending. Perhaps this conclusion might be a Fosse 

preference. Certainly the normal revue ends with the biggest nuraber 

of the evening, the "grand finale." The rausical revue starts with the 

big nuraber. Pippin builds up to a grand finale, but then surprises 

the audience by stripping everything away except for Pippin, 

Catherine, and Theo. Chicago narrows down to its two female stars who 

do, appropriately, their last star-turn. The big finale will be 

considered to be a variable. 

Standard Ten: It begins with a fuil chorus nuraber. 

Standard Eleven: The first act ends with a chorus number. 

Variable One: The second act begins with a musical 
number. 
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Variable Two: The finale is not a choral number. 

As implied, all three archetypes feature a chorus. Both Chicago 

and Pippin use the chorus in the very traditional way: to intensify 

musical numbers, for spectacle, and for atmosphere. They are nameless 

functionaries. The chorus in Hair is named, but it does not consist 

of characters. It is basicaily the same as the other archetypes. 

Standard Twelve: There is a chorus used to intensify, 
for spectacle, and for atmosphere. 

Coraedy plays an iraportant part in the revue. Other 

characteristics discussed such as sympathy, emotionalisra, 

sentiraentalism, pity, fear, wit, intelligence, etc. can be present 

here and there, but these are not mainstays. Even in the intimate 

revue, coraedy is very apparent. It would be difficult to characterize 

this comedy further. Weales has said that "the topicality of the 

musical . . . is seldom satirical." Satire is certainly present, 

however, in some of the burlesque already cited above. Litton, 

discussing Pippin, said, "Whenever the script threatened to take 

itself seriously, Fosse undercut its adolescent sobriety with an 

irreverent flourish." Yet one could hardly characterize musical 

revue huraor as being cynical. It appears that all types of humor are 

present, frora the very low "slapstick" so popuiar in vaudeviile to the 

high wit of the coraedy of manners. The comedic designation must be 

kept general. 

Standard Thirteen: There is an emphasis on comedy. 
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Because of the eclectic nature of the genre, it would not serve 

any useful purpose to try to glean more standards. However, one last 

conclusion arises based upon the song analysis. Ballads and character 

songs are almost always a slower tempo than charra songs. Rhythm songs 

are almost always faster. This assuraption would imply the importance 

of brisk pacing in the music which can be extrapolated to the play as 

a whole. Due to the simplicity of both the plot and the 

characterizations there is no reason to pause for contemplation. Like 

the musical farce, the musical revue will depend upon the alacrity of 

the overall pace established by the director. 

Standard Fourteen: The action is brisk. 

The standards are listed in order to summarize: 

STANDARDS for MUSICAL REVUE 

1. There is a very thin plot. 
2. There are show-stopping numbers. 
3. There are many self-contained moments to add variety. 
4. There is burlesque. 
5. There is an emphasis on human spectacle. 
6. There is an important eraphasis on dance. 
7. It is presentational. 
8. It is risque. 
9. Characterization is shallow. 
10. It begins with a full chorus number. 
11. The first act ends with a chorus number. 
12. There is a chorus used to intensify, for spectacle, and for 

atmosphere. 
13. There is an eraphasis on comedy. 
14. The action is brisk. 

VARIABLES 

1. The second act begins with a musical number 
2. The finale is not a choral number. 
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There is a raarked simplicity in the standards, accurateiy 

rairroring a siraplistic form. While much more than a "variety" show, 

the musical revue lacks the intricacies of the rest of the musical 

theatre. It can be defined as follows: 

MUSICAL REVUE is a presentationai piay, interwoven with 
music, song, and dance, that is characterized by a thin plot 
with self-contained moments, burlesque, huraan spectacle, 
brisk action, and show stopping-nurabers. There is a chorus 
used for intensification, spectacie, and atmosphere. It is 
risque, characterization is shallow, and there is an 
emphasis on coraedy and dance. The rausical revue begins 
and ends the first act with a choral number, and usually 
starts the second act the same way. The finale is usually 
not a choral nuraber. 

The iraportance of entertainraent when discussing the rausical revue 

cannot be overestiraated. Plot and character are subordinate to the 

"personality" of the perforraer, and that makes this particuiar genre 

extremely difficult for the typical Araerican actor, trained as he is 

to create another persona on stage. The actors in Hair sirapiy played 

"theraselves," or at least that is the "illusion" that is necessary for 

the play to work. Glenn Litton rightfuiiy noted that "the 

accoraplishraent of Hair was that it sustained its illusion of 

spontaneous fun, of joyous anarchy, without reaily becoraing forraless, 

t 46 
without too many lapses into self-indulgent maundering." Every 

director knows how difficult it is to make something appear like 

"anarchy." 

Aristotle's tenants are not directly applicable to the "drama" of 

the musical revue; however, they can provide an appropriate basis for 

a theatrical analysis. 
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Plot 

In a very real way, the rausical revue demands a stronger input 

frora the director than any other rausical theatre form. It is not 

surprising that "though his name does not appear as Pippin's co-

librettist, Bob Fosse rewrote much of the original material." This 

oversight was corrected by the time Fosse "rewrote" Chicago. Tom 

O'Horgan did the same thing with Hair. This is not to say that the 

director who does not have the privilege to work with the originai 

authors should rewrite any of the above raentioned revues. He does 

need to, however, fill in that inevitable gap that was the director's 

contribution to the original production—a contribution that rarely 

raakes it into the written script. 

The rausical revue director raust be eclectic, moving from segment 

to segment with an eye and an ear for both variety and similarity. 

Variety is important in that each self-contained part needs to be 

contrasted from the raaterial surrounding it in the spirit of the 

variety show. Sirailarity is iraportant in that the director needs to 

find that eleraent which raakes each part fit into the total scherae (or 

concept) of things. The latter is a more challenging assignment than 

the former. 

Pacing is the key to the musical revue's success. Most revues 

tend to be rather short. They do not have the draraatic content to be 

able to sustain the audience's interest over an extended period of 

tirae. Much of this lack of depth can be upstaged by theatricai 

"razzle dazzle." Even that can "wear thin" after awhile. If the 

director can infuse the inherent variety with a general alacrity. 
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success is assured. 

There can be a difficulty, however, in the show's end. While the 

first act begins and ends with a large nuraber, only Hair ends with the 

expected choral finale. Pippin is interesting in that it reaches, and 

achieves, a draraatic rather than a theatrical conclusion. Chicago 

depended on its stars for the big finish. The director of Chicago 

will usually find that his actors are not quite up to that level. The 

material itself is hardly "star turn" quality, but dependent upon 

"star personality." Perhaps the chorus could slip in behind the two 

principals and lend support. 

Character 

The stars of Chicago had an interesting type of character 

challenge. "Critics pointed out that neither the story nor the 

characters are likable. . . . Roxie and Velma are unsympathetic, 

vulgar, heartless raurderesseS; and Billy Flynn, their conniving 

/ o 

attorney, is willing to do anything for a fast dollar." It was the 

"charisraa" of Gwen Verdon, Chita Rivera, and Jerry Orbach that ailowed 

the audience to rise above their distaste for the characters. This 

was accoraplished by general clowning. Character was "dropped" 

frequently so that the audience was well aware of the fact that the 

actors were not "really" the bad people that they represented. Sorae 

of this reveiation is written into the script, some needs to be added 

by the performer, and both need to be firmly controlled by the 

director. 

As mentioned above, the actors of Hair played themselves. This 
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is not as easy as it sounds. Many actors aimost iiteraliy hide behind 

their characterization. The director in a show like Hair must create 

a general atmosphere that is very comfortable. Stage business is an 

appropriate substitution for character. Give everyone something to 

do, and there is little time for self-intimidation. 

The Leading Player of Pippin simply does not have a character at 

all in the traditional sense. Pippin is searching, but that is all 

that is really known about hira. Charles is a cartoon. The director 

needs to fill in these character gaps. How or when should Pippin or 

Charles play for laughs? When should they be serious? If Pippin is 

too intense, he can appear to be not only ignorant, but stupid. What 

kind of personality should the Leading Player project? Is he a 

confidant, a god, a voyeur, a clown, or what? All such choices must 

be deterrained by the director because the script certainly does not 

clearly indicate the answers. These gaps cannot be filled in by the 

actors on their own, a possibility that could result in a grotesque 

style inconsistency. The task is ieft for the director. 

Thought 

Entertainment is the overriding theme. Standard Four discusses 

burlesque but rarely (e.g., Pins and Needles) is there a consistent 

thematic content. The only recurring thread seems to be the risque 

quality discussed in Standard Eight. This should be played for all it 

is worth. Titillation is hardly dramatic, but it can be quite 

theatrical. Each satirical or parodicai moraent, if any, must be 

approached individually. 
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Diction 

Chicago was originaily performed using a "character dialect" 

(i.e., gangster-land) rather than a regional one. It certainiy was 

not from Chicago; mostly it was New York. The sentences tend to be 

rather short and choppy typified in the following speech by Roxie: 

Listen, I don't want to hear it. You think you're 
foolin' me? What did Mama just tell ya? That you're 
old news? Washed up? It's me they want now, huh? 
Do you remeraber the time I asked you for advice and 
you said, "I don't get any advice and I don't.give any 
advice." So who needs this corny sister bit? 

The slang usage is inconsistent, but consistency is not as important 

as the overail lower class feeling demonstrated by the word choice. 

Hair's diction is not extraordinary. Sorae of it is a bit 

scatological and risque, but there is nothing to present any probiems 

for the director. 

Pippin, like the other archetypes, does not contain very 

remarkable diction. The director's biggest challenge lies in dealing 

with the inherent awkwardness of some of the language. Set to a 

beautifully melodic tune, a lyric like "My days are brighter than 

morning air, evergreen pine, and autumn blue," is rather 

incongruous. Is the evergreen pine bright? The pictographic approach 

is shabbily portrayed. Another lyric is: 

There's no trick to staying sensibie 
Despite each cul-de-sac 
'Cause each step indispensible Lfic] 
When you're on the right track. 

This type of iyric is typical—the emphasis is obviously on the music. 

The diction can be almost unintelligible. 
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Music 

If the diction is hardly meraorable, the rausic is the true 

draraatic forte of the musical revue. Kander's score for Chicago is 

very jazzy in feeling and perfect for dancing. The music should be 

raade as "brassy" as possible for full effect. MacDermot's score for 

Hair has a predominance of rhythm songs. The beat should be very 

heavy handed. It was not billed as a "tribal musical" for nothing. 

The most eclectic score belongs to Schwartz' Pippin. What he lacks in 

lyric writing ability, he more than makes up in musicality. The 

director would be wise to cast competent singers, especialiy in the 

roles of Pippin, Catherine, and the Leading Player to take full 

advantage of the extreraely raelodic ballads and charm songs. The 

Leading Player does present a somewhat difficult vocal range and has 

probably the most difficult vocal part of the archetypes. 

Spectacle 

Unexpectedly, the original settings were relatively simple for 

all three of the archetypes. This need not be the case. On the other 

hand, there is no real use for large complex sets. Chicago has 

several different locations but was originally done on a unit set with 

bits and pieces added to indicate a setting change. Hair really does 

not even establish a iocale. Pippin moves about the country, but a 

iarge set would only serve to delay the action. In all three of the 

archetypes, less is raore. 

The costuraes can be quite iraaginative. Given the presentational 

quality of the genre, alraost anything can be appropriate. Reference 
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has already been raade to the risque costume choices of the original 

production of Chicago, fitting the whoie atmosphere of the show. The 

costumes raust be abie to iive up to the song, "Razzie-Dazzle." 

Although Hair was conceived as being quite contemporary in dress, now 

it has a nostalgic "period" flavor. Pippin created quite a stir with 

its anatomically correct armor. The costumes usually suggest the 

period but they need not. The more fancifui the chorus, the more 

visually exciting they become. All of the costumes should be made so 

that the actors can raove about very freely. 

As with any presentational piece, lights become very important. 

Due to the fact that there is usually very little set and also given 

the importance of dance, lights are crucial. As with the musical 

romance, there should be no creative boundaries drawn to limit the 

designer's iraagination. 

Standards Five and Six discussed the importance not only of 

dance, but of human spectacle. All three of the archetypes make very 

free and energetic use of the body as visual entertainment. Auditions 

will be very iraportant in finding the singer-dancer-actor. Unlike the 

rest of the musical theatre, acting is probably the least important 

skill (assuming the actor has a vibrant personality). The 

choreographer's work will be essentiai in the success of the final 

product. 

The musical revue can be as fun to direct as it is for the 

audience to watch. The script is not nearly as structured as most 

musicai theatre, so the process can be very creative in nature. 
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ControUed energy should be the goai. The more exuberant the players. 

the nore entertaining the piay. The nore creative the directing, the 

more fulfiUing it will be for ali involved, including the audience. 
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CONCLUSION 

MUSICAL THEATRE DIRECTING 

Critic George Jean Nathan once said: 

Drama has been strictly defined by ritualists in a dozen 
different ways . . . Rules, and more rules. Pigeon-holes 
upon pigeon-holes. Good draraa is anything that interests 
an intelligently eraotional group of persons asserabled in 
an illuminated hall. 

It is not quite that siraple. Interesting an intelligent group of 

people can be a daunting task over a three hour period. "Pigeon-

holes" are of little use to the theatre going public. If they buy a 

ticket to a "rausicai," that is a sufficient description of the 

evening's activity. Unfortunately, the audience member's inherent 

assumption will be that it is a ticket to a "musical coraedy," and he 

is apt to be disappointed, or at least confused, by something 

uncoraedic. The director, however, can utilize rules not simply to 

define or lirait, but to help guide and create. This is the goal of a 

generic approach to musical theatre directing. 

At the advent of the musical theatre most directors were ill-

prepared to deal with this new melange. Eventually a small group of 

supporters becarae specialists in the field. George Abbott was one of 

the foreraost. Critic Brooks Atkinson once said of Abbott: 

Give hira exuberant material in the vernacular and he 
can put together a rousing, professional entertainment. 
He can translate the exuberance into coraedy, dancing, 
uproar, sentiraent, and revelry, and exuberate the 
audience accordingly. 

374 
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This stateraent would typify Abbott generically as the perfect director 

of rausical farce and even rausical comedy. Such a director could wreak 

havoc on rausical theatre drama, assuming that he was confined to one 

approach (which Abbott was not). 

A director like Abbott could literally save a show frora disaster 

by infusing his own spirit into it. Directors can also have an 

unconsciously negative influence. Martin Gottfried points out, for 

exaraple: 

The King and I does suffer from shorthand playwriting, 
arbitrary song placements, awkward scene-changing cues, 
and a thin second-act plot. Sorae of these flaws were 
surely due to its director, John van Druten, who was 
inexperienced with rausicals. 

As the musical grew in stature, several established playwrights 

and directors became enaraored with the form. This trend changed: 

". . . in the sixties, directing began to pass from the writer-

directors such as George Kaufman, Abe Burrows, Moss Hart, Josh Logan, 

and George Abbott to the choreographer-directors such as Jerorae 

Robbins, Michael Kidd, and Bob Fosse." This directorial shift had a 

profound influence on the emphasis of the musical theatre. Not 

surprisingly the eraphasis shifted away frora the book and onto the 

overt physicalization of the genre. As the focus shifted to the 

individual rather than the whole, it follows that the character 

becoraes raore iraportant than the plot. That is the fundaraentai 

differentiation between the musical comedy and the musical draraa. 

This shift took on even greater raraifications. Not only was 

there a shift away frora the book, there was actually a shift towards 

the iraportance of the director-artist. Arthur Jackson noted: 
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The raain motive force in the Broadway musical today is, 
oddly enough, the director. Perhaps it started with 
Jerorae Robbins, but certainly directors such as Bob Fosse 
and Michael Bennet are raore iraportant than the coraposer of 
the rausicals they are directing. One thinks of Bob Fosse's 
Pippin rather than Stephen Schwartz's Pippin, or one 
thinks of Michael Bennet's A Chorus Line rather than Marvin 
Hamlisch's A Chorus Line. 

Perhaps this developed as a result of the influence of films 

(certainly in Fosse's case) in which the director is supreme. This 

trend is, however, a very dangerous developraent for the theatre, for 

the theatre has always been a collaborative effort. It is doubly 

dangerous for the musical theatre which involves more collaboration 

than any other draraatic forra. 

Much has been said about the iraportance of integration in the 

rausical theatre, but what is the cost? Sheldon Harnick made the 

following observation about Jerome Robbins: 

In a way Fiddler on the Roof is not a good example of 

divided responsibility because once we got Jerorae Robbins 
he took total responsibility. Whenever Jerome Robbins 
does a show, he has a complete vision of it which encompasses 
all of its elements, so that he becomes your boss; he is a 
dictator^. . . he gets involved in every conceivable 

6 ° 
element. 

This role is not negatively perceived by the audience. If the 

director is a genius at his craft—and Robbins certainly would 

qualify—the end product might well be worth the artistic dictation. 

There is, however, a fundaraental difficulty with "director as 

dictator." It is, by definition, extremely limiting. The creative 

genius of one dorainates the whole. If the one is an "artist-genius" 

this might be for the good, but how many of these people are there? 

Is it not safer to assume that several individuals working together 

under a master collaborator will produce a more equally balanced, if 
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not raore viable, end product? Jerome Robbins creates masterpieces, 

but there is a heavy emphasis on the dance, as expected. Is his 

creative viewpoint too narrow? 

Stephen Sondheira made the observation that "very few directors 

superirapose a style." He has never worked with Robbins or Fosse, but 

he has worked with a new type of director (not the writer-director or 

choreographer-director), a producer-director, Hal Prince. Gottfried 

has correctly noted, "Prince's narae has never appeared on a prograra as 

an author. Yet he has been the dominating collaborator on every 
Q 

musical he has directed." The generic approach to musical theatre 

direction is raarked by collaboration. Collaboration does not evolve 

out of generic analysis per se, but it recognizes the importance of 

approaching each work on its own terms. The director does not irapose 

his vision upon the work (except in the rausical revue where this type 

of approach is highly desirable), but is infused with the vision of 

the work, of which he is only one part. 

"Directing a rausical is so different frora directing a play that 

few have been successful at both." Sorae directors have a greater 

inclination towards manageraent than others, and the musicai requires a 

considerable araount of managerial expertise. Rodgers and Hararaerstein 

elaborate this point: 

Not rauch less than war is the rausical theatre, and 
its complexities are compounded by the fact that the 
relationships araong its coraponents are not defined and 
absolute as they are in the army, but subtle tenuous and 
usually emotional. . . . A quick glance at the theatre 
program for any musical show reveals a staggering number 
of separate elements. These raust corapliment each other 
and become fused if the total effort is to stand as a 
valid artistic representation. 
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The rausical theatre director is not the general of an array spewing out 

unquestioned orders. He is not even the chairman of the board who can 

replace its merabers at his will. He is part of a creative team. 

Perhaps he is first araong equais, but his responsibility lies in his 

ability to corapromise and persuade rather than in his proclivity to 

dictate. 

Unfortunately the vast majority of rausical theatre directors in 

this country do not have the opportunity to work closely with the 

coraposer, lyricist, and librettist. A generic approach could be 

useful in helping to define the goals of this creative team. This 

study, however, is not meant to be in any way confining; it is raeant 

to be defining. It is a way to analyze interpretively already extant 

materiai. It is designed to help the director unify his own approach 

to the musical theatre world. It is a truism that rules are raeant to 

be broken. The generic standards are not rules; they are guideposts. 

Their presence or lack of presence is in no way definitive, but is 

just another interesting aspect for the director to consider. The 

director can always use another tool to help hira with the creative 

process of interpretation, and that tool can be a generic approach. 

In the spirit of interpretation, this study wiil once again turn 

toward Aristotle's basic categorization in order to structure sorae 

final observations. Sorae of these wiil be quite general in nature, 

applicable to all of musical theatre. Some will be quite generically 

specific. The reader is reminded that reference to the "musical 

theatre comedy" should not be confused with "musicai comedy" which is 

one of three genres within the iarger scherae. The same is true with 
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"musical theatre draraa" as opposed to "musical drama." 

Plot 

In general the musical theatre comedy places its emphasis on plot 

and the rausical theatre draraa emphasizes character. There is a 

further generic breakdown that can be made. The raost plot oriented of 

all genres is the rausical farce. Musicai comedy follows. Musicai 

comedy of manners can often be just as concerned with plot as rausical 

draraa. Although rausical theatre draraa puts an eraphasis on 

characterization, plot is certainly very iraportant. West Side Story 

and Sweeney Todd both exeraplify a driving and iraportant story line. 

The director, however, should use this observation in a general wav. 

It would be unwise, for exaraple, to inhibit the plot action of a 

rausical farce in order to uncover another layer of Pseudolus' 

character. The time would be better spent allowing him to do a 

pratfall. On the other hand, a pause in the action to allow Tevye 

another revealing moment is time well spent. 

The plot exposition can be greatly affected by the basic 

stylization of the musical, whether it is representational or 

presentational. It has been deterrained that musicai comedy and 

rausical draraa are representational. The rausical farce and the rausical 

roraance are presentational. The musical coraedy of raanners and the 

musical melodraraa are a combination of the two. How are these 

directed differently? Representational plays reveal their plots. In 

a very real way the director can let the book speak for itself. The 

director must make sure that important establishing information (i.e.. 
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the given circurastances) is coraraunicated to the audience, but beyond 

that the work should speak on its own. Presentational plays need a 

bigger boost from the director. Its plot is not so much revealed as 

it is presented. The manner or style in which it is presented is up 

to the director to establish, and he must do so immediately. He then 

must remain consistent with his choice. In the mixed genres (i.e., 

the mixture of representationaiisra and presentationaiisra) the play 

raust dictate the approach. In the archetypes discussed, Hello Dolly!, 

My Fair Lady, The King and I, and West Side Story all tend towards 

representational revelation of plot. Night Music and Fiddler, on the 

other hand, are presentational from the start. 

The rausical revue is often plotless, but two of the three 

archetypes exarained, Pippin and Chicago, have thin but palpable plot 

lines. The genre is extreraely presentational, and the director must 

have a firm and steady hand on the style of the piot presentation from 

the opening curtain. 

Although the conflict found in the musical theatre drama is of a 

raore serious nature than that of musical theatre comedy, it is no more 

or less iraportant. Conflict leading to crisis leading to climax is a 

standard motif for all of musical theatre, even the musical revue. 

The director's key to control is tension. Whether it be comedic 

tension or draraatic tension, he must learn how to raanipulate the 

tension of the audience in order to raake "builds" possibie. This 

manipulation can be done, but not necessarily so, through the tension 

control of the actors. Such an approach can easily misfire. There 

are as many relaxed comedians as there are tense coraedians. There are 
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as raany relaxed draraatic actors as there are tense dramatic actors. 

The tension must be found in the plot. It can be a tension 

between a desire and its fulfillment. It can be a tension between two 

different characters. In any case, it is the director who must 

clearly define not only what the tension is, but how much tension 

should be generated. There should be an ebb and flow of tension. The 

later the climactic raoraent the better. This fluctuation, hopefully, 

is dramatically built into the script, but not theatrically. In West 

Side Story for exaraple, "The Rumbie" can easily be the highest point 

of theatrical tension. What of Tony's death? Is not his death raore 

iraportant than Riff's? Can the second act sustain the audience's 

attention if it is one steady deciine of tension? 

The most crucial technical element that faces the director, 

regardless of genre, is pinpointed by Gerald Weales: 

When the transition from dialogue to song fails to seem 
natural, whether the fault is in the writing or the staging, 
the total effect of the rausical is splintered and the 
listener senses it even if he takes pleasure in the 
splinters. 

How absolutely true; and this raoraent can be extended to include the 

transition frora song back into dialogue as well. The director must 

come to grips with this diieraraa early in the rehearsal process. The 

"natural" quality will be, of course, totally dependent upon the 

generic style. It can be very natural to have the song appear "out of 

the blue" in a presentational production. The sarae approach would be 

a disaster in a representational production. 

The iraportance of lights has been discussed. Let the point be 

reiterated. Nothing can be as harraful to a natural transition frora. 
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or to, speaking to singing as the advent of a heavenly light. 

Representationally speaking, whatever the actor is physically doing 

just before the song should be followed throughout, that is, continued 

as the song begins. If the body is tense, let it reraain so. If 

relaxed, so be it. All too often the director raistakes the coraing of 

a song as a draraatic transition rather than a theatrical one. There 

is a definitive distinction that must be made. More often the song is 

a further stateraent concerning the previous raental action and is 

transitory only in an external, theatrical way. Occasionally the song 

will introduce a new train of thought, a new "beat action" in 

Stanislavskian terras. In that case the transition can be noticeable 

dramatically, but not theatrically. In a revue or presentational 

production the abruptness of the song is often used for theatricai 

surprise, and that is a different process entirely. The more obvious 

the transition, the more effective the raoraent wiil be. 

Pacing wiil often be dependent upon the plot. Musical theatre 

comedy usually moves along raore quickly than musical theatre drama. 

Musical farce is the fastest; rausical coraedy of raanners is the 

slowest. Musical draraa tends to move more quickly than the other 

draraatic genres (i.e., musical raelodraraa and musical romance) which 

both travel at a similar, leisurely speed. The musicai revue can be 

lightning fast, although it should slow down for ballads and some 

charra songs. Pace can be defined as the correct rhythm for the show 

regardless of the genre. In the musical this "correctness" will often 

be dictated by the score. (See below under "Music") The director 

should not fight the score with the libretto but adapt the iibretto to 
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the score. 

Character 

George Pierce Baker has said "accurately conveyed emotion is the 

great fundamental in ail good draraa. . . . It must be conveyed, not 

directly through the author, but indirectly through the actors." 

Emotion is the keystone of the musical. The actor is the greatest 

conduit of emotion. The director raust assure the actor's ability to 

give and receive eraotion frora the audience. It is through the actor 

that the comraunicative process is brought to fruition. 

The presentational actor reveals more of himself than of his 

character. The representational actor reveals more of his character 

than of hiraself. Both actors face a comraon difficulty: projection. 

The difficulty is not with vocal projection but with 

character/personality projection. Music critic Peter Yates noted that 

in opera (but it is applicable for the rausical theatre too), "'Real 

life' . . . raust be at once inflated to provide for the antirealism of 

draraatic song and reduced to draraatic essentials to eiirainate verbal 

13 
exposition and explanation." This apparent dichotomy is difficult 

to reconcile. 

The representational actor has great difficulty breaking into 

song because it is not "natural." He is busy reducing, or 

simplifying, his character to achieve reality, and all of a sudden he 

is expected to amplify into song. It helps to think of the song as a 

poetical condensation—an ultimate simpiification of the actor's 

psyche. The music and the raeiodic line are simply an emotionai 
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underscore. It is soft or ioud depending upon the appropriate level 

of dramatic tension. 

The presentationai actor risks revealing too much too soon. The 

"antirealistic inflation" is everything with no room for the dramatic 

essential. This inflation is fine in the normai spectacular revue 

where the audience is more concerned with the onstage pyrotechnics 

than with the character. In a musicai revue (as with the Leading 

Piayer of Pippin) or even a rausical roraance (as with Mrs. Lovett in 

Sweeney Todd), the actor raust be able to reduce the inflation to 

dramatic essence as called upon by the text. 

In both cases it is the director who must help the actor achieve 

the heightened reality necessary for projection, coupled with the 

draraatic essence. That which is projected raust be worth projecting. 

The actor raay or may not be able to tell when his communication is 

effective and when it is not. The director, as in any play, must 

serve as the objective observer. The rausic will autoraatically assist 

the actor with projection of eraotion. The director raust strive to 

have the character sustain that level of communication even when the 

music is no longer there. 

Should the director look for the actor-singer or for the singer-

actor? Composer Nancy Ford said: 

I've always felt . . . that the acting of the materiai 
would put it across as well as the singing of it. Beautiful 
tone production doesn't necessarily make a song sound better 
or reach more people than, you know, a really fine actor 
poking out a tune. 

Rex Harrison, Richard Burton, and Yul Brenner would obviousiy agree. 

Generically several generalizations can be made: musical theatre 
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comedy tends to be less rausically dependent than rausical theatre 

draraa; rausical farce is less lyrical; musical comedy of manners is 

more lyrical than rausical comedy; musical romance is more musically 

dependent than either rausical draraa or musical melodrama. The 

director should be wary of any such generalization, however. The 

director must carefully examine each show's individual requirements. 

Within the sarae rausicai there is often a great vocal discrepancy. 

Consider, for exaraple, Harold and Marion, Fredrik and Desiree, Rose 

and Herbie, Anna and the King, Arthur and Guenevere, and Sweeney and 

Mrs. Lovett. In each case, one partner is required to be an actor-

singer (i.e., he raust be able to carry a tune and speak in rhythm but 

his acting ability is paramount) and the other to be a singer-actor 

(i.e., the score is vocally demanding and would put a non-singer into 

the hospital during an extended run). 

The greatest area of conflict between the rausical director and 

the director lies in such requireraents. There raust be compromise. 

The health of the actor should be of primary concern. A miscasting in 

a show like Night Music or Sweeney Todd could do serious vocal damage 

to the untrained singer. On the other hand, there are some 

performers, no matter how exquisite their singing voices, that should 

simpiy not be allowed into the theatre. The statement has been made 

before: it is easier to teach soraeone how to act in a short araount of 

time than it is to teach someone how to sing. It can also be stated: 

a good actor can communicate all of the time, a good singer may or may 

not. The final choice will rest with the director. He must heed the 

advise of the musical director, but he alone must make, live with, and 
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take the responsibility for the final casting. In any case, once tiie 

decision is made, the director and rausical director must fuiiy support 

the actor and not even think about the correctness of the choice untii 

after the production (that is, of course, unless they can afford to 

fly in a replaceraent at a raoraent's notice). 

Thought 

The rausical theatre has always been acclairaed as a popular form 

of entertainraent. At the sarae time it is denigrated as serious 

theatre. Weales assessment of the work is typical: 

With Hararaerstein, the absence of wit is alraost a principle. 
His distaste for the intellectual is evident in his 
celebration of the horaely virtues of good sirapie folk 
. . . and in his reduction of compiicated characters, like 
the King in The King and I. 

The work of Stephen Sondheim is decidediy inteiiectuai, but the work 

is still lambasted. Glenn Litton notes: 

Theatre buffs raved about the Sondheim/Prince shows, but 
casual theatregoers found them cold and inaccessible. 
Musical subtleties, literate song lyrics, and brilliant 
theatrics—none could corapensate most theatregoers for 
what Sondheira and Prince had intentionally denied: the 
underaanding, unsubtle routines of classic musical comedy 
and consistently likeable characters. 

The director can take comfort in the fact that the audience seeras to 

be rauch raore in tune with the genre than the critics. 

Each genre can be said to have a central theraatic focus. The 

rausical coraedy is definitively sentiraental. There can be other 

mitigating factors, but they are all basic love stories with happy 

resolutions. Musical farce is a bit more complex. It contains wit 

and intelligence and engages in both parody and ridicule. It leans 



towards the absurd but remains societally conservative. It aiso 

contains romance, but it is incidental rather than central. Musical 

coraedy of raanners is also raarked by intelligence, but the parody is 

airaed at society. Sentiraentalism is ridiculed but acceptable, and 

romance returns to the fore. Musical draraa is also sentimental, but 

it contains an emotionalisra that probes raore deeply than any found in 

musical theatre coraedy. Musical raelodrama intensifies the 

emotionalisra to its highest level. Roraance is present, but it is 

different than in raost rausicais, either in maturity or intensity. It 

usually introduces an overriding moralistic therae. Musical romance 

introduces an idealistic therae. Its romance is raore platonic, and it 

goes so far as to evoke both pity and fear. The rausical revue is 

usually coraedic, risque, and filled with burlesque. 

The musical theatre comedy is infused with humor and a general 

coraedic view of life; it is life affirraing. In this genre raan wiil 

not only survive, but he will live happily ever after. Musical 

theatre draraa is prevailingly serious. Interestingiy it, too, shares 

a life affirraing view. Even if a character dies the survivor learns 

frora the experience and carries on the fight. 

In general, the rausical theatre is not about things or ideas. It 

is about people. The people need not be attractive or heroic, 

although many are. These people are emotional and sentimental, and 

they seek an emotional and sentimental bond with the audience. The 

director should never underestiraate their power to do just that. 

Most iraportant, the rausical theatre is designed to entertain. It 

is a popuiar theatricai forra, and musicals of all genres have achieved 
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both critical and financial success. It is only the cynic who defines 

success in terms of finance. The rausical theatre bows to its patrons. 

It can be esoteric, as with the work of Sondheira, but it is usually 

just plain popular. When soraeone told Irving Berlin that Annie Get 

Your Gun was old fashioned, he replied, "Yes, an oid-fashioned 

. .il7 sraash. 

Diction 

Ali rausicals face the sarae difficulty when it coraes to the words: 

do the lyrics raatch the dialogue? Sheldon Harnick confesses that the 

coraposer and lyricist are always "running the risk that the 'tone' of 

the songs we wrote would not match the 'tone' of the dialogue that the 

18 
librettist was evolving." This potential dichotomy can be a 

problera. Once the show opens the problem is no longer the authors' 

but rests with the director. Actually it is not surprising to note 

that the more presentational the show, the closer the lyrics match the 

libretto. Song lyrics are presentational in nature; thus, this 

observation would be logical. The director would have to be raore wary 

of representational genres where the lyric is diaraetrically opposed to 

the dialogue. If there is a difficulty, how can he solve it? Barring 

a partial rewrite, he raust give a bit more attention to the 

transitional moraents discussed above. There are always exceptions to 

the rule. Ironically one of the raost presentationai of ail musicals, 

Hair, contains one of the raost "natural" song lyrics, "Frank Mills," 

which is siraply raelodic prose. 

The director will often encounter the need for diaiect coaching. 
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regardless of genre. In the archetypes exarained, one-third are 

difficult enough to require a specialist. Over half of these were 

musicai theatre draraa. If the play is representationai, raixed, or 

draraatically serious, the dialects should be fairly accurate. Only a 

presentational musical farce or revue can afford the luxury of 

inconsistency. 

The libretto will be no raore or less challenging to the director 

than the script of a regular play. The prirae difficulty wiil be found 

in the iyrics. Jerry Bock made an interesting observation: 

Lyrics are interwoven with rausic to make the fabric of 
something to be sung. I'll never forget my disappointment 
when I first read a compilation of lyrics in book form by 
Oscar Hammerstein II. Those sensitive, romantic, sweetly 
singing treasures becorae dry, academic curiosities, awkward 
to the eye where once they soared to the ear. 

Bock was not the oniy composer to feel that way. Coraposer-iyricist 

Stephen Sondheira analyzed his own approach to lyrics: 

Lyrics go with the music, and music is very rich, in my 
opinion the richest form of art. It's also abstract and 
does very strange things to your emotions. Lyrics, 
therefore, have to,̂ he underwritten. They have to be very 
simple in essence. 

Herein lies one of the biggest errors a musical theatre director 

can raake when coaching the actor-singer. If they direct from the 

script, they are doing a grave disservice to both the authors and the 

actor. How is this possibie? Suppose the director tells the actor to 

stress this particular word and build on that particular phrase. It 

is almost irapossible to stress a word that falls on an off beat. It 

is almost irapossible to buiid a phrase that is descending down the 

scale. The actor cannot comply unless the coraposer has interpreted 

the lyric that way in the music. This process is one reason that 
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musical directors and theatre directors are often in disagreeraent: 

the rausical director instructs the actor to interpret the phrase 

musically; the director tells the actor how to interpret the phrase 

draraatically. In this case, the director is wrong aimost all of the 

time. The director must not, cannot, separate the lyric frora the 

music the way he can reraove a line frora a scene. The rausic dictates 

the fundamental timing and inflection of the diction despite the 

director's dramatic insight. If the director advises the actor to 

oppose the rausicality of the song, he not only coraplicates the actor's 

interpretation, he also alienates the rausical director. The competent 

musical theatre director will direct from the score; that is to say, 

he will arrive at his interpretation inspired as much by the music as 

he is by the script. A great deal of musical expertise is not 

required. It does take, however, a great sensitivity to the music and 

its inherent emotionai content. As any musician knows, there is an 

amazing amount of flexibiiity available in the interpretation of any 

rausical phrase. The director raust work diligently on developing this 

area of his directorial skills. 

Along this sarae train of thought, most directors are well aware 

of melody, but not of terapo. When a director decides to direct a 

musical, raore than likely he obtains a copy of the recording and 

"raeraorizes" what he erroneously thinks is the score. (See below under 

"Music") Unfortunately even the "Original Cast Recordings" are not 

recordings of the actual perforraance, but a studio recording. This 

factor can greatly affect the terapos, which are inevitably faster than 

the actual show pace. This presents a difficulty in diction because 
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of the director's misconception as to tiie appropriate rate of the 

lyric Stephen Sondheim points out that "lyrics exist in time—as 

opposed to poetry, for example. You can read a poem at your own 

21 
speed." The speed of the lyric is dictated. The rhythm is 

established by the composer, and the tempo is established by the 

musical director. Nothing can be more frustrating to the actor or the 

rausical director than a director who is constantly shouting "pick it 

up" or "faster, faster" because he wants to hear it the way it sounded 

on the record. 

Music 

Just as the music dictates the pacing of the lyric, it permeates 

the entire production. Music historian Reinhard Pauley states: 

Music—as written by the composer and interpreted, in 
performance, by the conductor—governs all matters of 
tiraing. The rausical pulse or beat, as shown by the 
conductor's baton, constantly determines the pace of 
action and inexorably governs everything and everybody 
from priraa donna to electrician. . . . The composer, 
through musical notation . . . regulates not only the 
speed of singing but also the pauses, gestures, movements, 
and entrances and exits of all. 

Pauley is obviously referring to the opera, but his point is well 

taken by the musical theatre director as well. During a song or 

underscoring, the musical director (N.B., The "musical director" is 

not synonymous with the "conductor" although in amateur theatre they 

are alraost always one and the sarae; in any case the conductor follows 

the rausical director's instructions) does control the life on the 

stage, and the director raust corapleraent this fact, not fight it. 

The typical rausical theatre director is often surprised when he 
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has his first rehearsal with orchestra by all kinds of incidental 

rausic that he has never heard before. (Incidental music is never on 

recorded versions.) He might even find that that funny, brisk piece 

of action he has blocked is underscored by a funereai, processional 

type of rausic He inevitably gets angry with the rausical director. 

This type of confiict is avoided by the director who directs from the 

score. Here again it is not essentiai that the director "read rausic" 

(although that skill is obviously extreraely heipful). What is 

essential is that he knows what is happening at all tiraes. If he 

notices a piece of rausic in the score that he has not heard, he should 

place it in the rehearsal process iraraediately. The rehearsal pianist 

should play all of the written music (except the overture) once the 

run-thru rehearsals begin. Some of a show's most theatrically 

effective moraents can be the staging of entrances and exits, 

underscored by incidental rausic and discovered by the astute director 

before the first dress rehearsal. 

The opening rausical raoraent is very iraportant. Traditionally 

rausicals begin with an overture. Conductor Lehman Engel has correctly 

pointed out that "it is impossible to know whether the dull overtures 
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have bred audience inattention, or vice versa." In either case, it 

is easy for the show to get off to a bad start. Many amateur 

orchestras are fine as a support to singers but lack the dexterity to 

perform a mini-concert by theraselves. In such cases the overture 

should be cut. The older rausicals (i.e., pre-1960) favored fairly 

lengthy overtures that are now very rauch out of fashion. The director 

might consider judicious editing. Some directors have taken up the 
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habit of choreographing action to an overture, even though this is not 

called for in the script. This type of creativity can be disastrous. 

It rarely raakes dramatic sense even in a presentational show and 

should never be attempted. 

Every director knows that the first and last lines of a show are 

probably the raost important. If there is a strong opening and a 

strong finish, the audience will often forgive flaws in the middle. 

The sarae is true musically. Sondheim says, "The first lyric the 

audience hears, the first song, is what really raakes or breaks a 

"7/ 

show." The director should give extra attention to this pivotal 

moment. 

The director must be wary of the "hit" song, the showstopper, or 

the blockbuster. The director often underestimates the power of the 

hit song. He underestiraates it in that he assuraes that, if it is a 

big hit, it raust be done in a big way. It is essential that the 

director treat all of the numbers equally from a dramatic point of 

few. That is to say, he should treat thera as draraatic entities. "The 

Irapossible Dreara" in La Mancha stops the show because it is 

draraatically correct at that raoraent. It is probably raost effective if 

it begins with great subtlety. To impose an unwarranted theatricality 

where it has no dramatic justification can be a death blow to any 

number, no matter how many gold records it has sold. The flip-side to 

this observation is also true. The director can underplay a number 

that depends upon theatricality to work. (If there are a bunch of 

waiters standing around waiting for Doiiy to enter in an ill-fitting 

gown, one of the biggest showstoppers in rausical theatre, "Hello 
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Dolly," can quickly become a big bust.) 

The director should also not be fooled into thinking that the 

bigger the hit, the better the song. Gottfried is one of many who has 

pointed out that "generally speaking, the better a score is as 
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theatre, the fewer of its songs can be singled out." Actually this 

statement should read "the better as integrated theatre . . . " The 

director will quickly discover that sorae of the relatively unknown 

songs can be the biggest successes of the evening. 

The topic of singer-actor vs. actor-singer has already been 

discussed. The topic of vocal quality has yet to be broached. It 

often happens that the director and the musical director wiil find 

themselves is a situation where one thinks an actor has a glorious 

voice and the other thinks it is awful. This actually happens as 

frequently as the discovery of the actor who cannot sing at all. The 

score can help the decision-making process. 

If the score of a show is "jazzy" or rock, nobody will 
want to hear an edgeless, rounded—perhaps otherwise 
glorious—voice; sharpness of attack, rhythm, and what 
we have come to feel is a modern "flat" (unvibrated) sound 
are more appropriate. 

Ethel Merraan would be vocally awful in Caraelot. Julie Andrews would 

be just as bad in Annie Get Your Gun. The director has to go with his 

ear and his instincts. 

One rausical itera that raost directors have heard about is the 

question of "balance." Conductor Lehraan Engel was in the perfect 

position to conclude that "what distresses every person on stage and 

27 
in the audience is the faulty balance between pit and stage." 

Actors will inevitably coraplain to the director that they cannot 
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hear. They cannot hear the other singers around them; sometiraes 

they cannot hear themselves; and very frequently they cannot hear the 

orchestra. The orchestra, frora the actor's vantage, is always too 

loud or too soft. The director raust be sympathetic to their plight 

but should not necessarily rush to correct it. Most actors cannot 

hear because they have not been trained to listen. This observation 

is not meant facetiously. The untrained singer is so engrossed in his 

own resonance that he often cannot "hear" anything except hiraself. A 

solid rehearsal process should alleviate the actor's problems. As 

long as he listens carefully to the musical entrance (his cue) and the 

tempo, he should be fine once he starts singing. 

The director must once again play the objective observer. If he 

sits in the house and cannot hear the actors, then there is a 

"balance" problem that must be corrected. Unfortunately this is 

usually corrected with microphones, and "Sound Design" is still an 

area of expertise that has yet to reach raaturity. If the director 

cannot hear the orchestra (this wiil alraost never happen), then the 

balance needs to be shifted in the other direction. The director must 

corae to his own conciusion concerning "balance." If the music 

director is also the conductor, he will tend to be prejudiced in favor 

of the orchestra. If the musical director is the vocal coach but not 

the conductor, he wiil be prejudiced in favor of the cast. The 

director is hopefully on the side of the audience and will act for its 

benefit. 

Many of the above points have nothing to do with a generic 

approach to theatre, although they are essential to approaching the 
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genre of rausical theatre. One generic point shouid be eraphasized, 

however. Throughout this study, songs have been categorized into 

various types. Some of these typifications are very debatabie. What 

one director labels a charm song, another might just as reasonably 

label a rhythm song. Stephen Sondheim states: "In the genesis of 
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song . . . content dictates forra." This stateraent means that the 

actual forra or type of the song will be dictated by its content. It 

is iraportant for the director to make these deterrainations in order to 

make a stand on interpretation. The difference between a designation 

of "ballad" as opposed to "character" song can be crucial in deciding 

whether the melody or the lyric should receive directorial eraphasis. 

The ballads in Pippin, for exaraple, raake little lyrical sense. They 

are beautiful songs, but their rausic shouid receive all of the 

attention. If the character songs of Night Music are treated as 

ballads, iraportant plot and character inforraation will be lost. Often 

the label will be dependent on the genre. Conversely, often the genre 

will give the director a clue as to the proper labeling of the song. 

One final note concerning rausic: once the director decides to 

direct a production, he should not listen to the cast recording. It 

seeras to do more harm than good. Not oniy does he meraorize music that 

is often incorrect, he also memorizes another actor's interpretation. 

Nothing can be more deciraating to the your actor than to receive a 

direction like, "Do it the way Robert Preston does it." 

Spectacie 

Adoiphe Appia was an early charapion for both rausic in the theatre 
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and the integration of the theatrical eleraents. He said: 

In a production of spoken draraa, the presence of the actor 
is absolutely necessary to any coramunication, and conse-
quently he takes abnormal importance . . . But for the author 
of the word-tone drama, the actor is not the soie or even 
the most iraportant interpreter of the poet's intention, he 
is rather but one raedium, neither more nor less iraportant 
than the others, at the poet's disposal. Once the actor 
ceases to be the dorainant eiement of the production, having 
no ionger to "make a speech," he recedes into the background 
to take his place araong his co-workers . . . he thus becomes 
part of an organism and raust submit himself to the laws of 
balance regulating this organism. 

While Appia's "word-tone drama" never really evolved, raany of his 

observations are applicable to the rausical theatre. The actor is 

definitely still the center of the organism, however. The 

"regulating" balance is in the hands of the director. There are many 

raoments where the actor does indeed just take his place among the 

other theatrical eleraents on the stage. It is helpful for the 

director to conceive of the scenic eleraents organically. This terra 

irapiies a raarvelous interaction of bodies, sets, costuraes, and lights. 

It implies an artistic synthesis of the variant art forms into a 

coraraunicative whoie, just waiting to infect the audience. 

Much has been said concerning spectacle and the specific genres 

in each of the chapters, and there is no need to reiterate it here. 

It is iraportant to reraember that the director must be aware of the 

spectacie as it affects the flow of the action. Lights will also play 

a rauch raore important role in the spectacle than with normal drama. 

The different musical theatre genres can inspire widely differing 

conceptions. It would serve no useful purpose to characterize these 

further other than to point out the importance that rausic has on the 

lights specifically. It was noted above that the conductor controls 
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the electrics. In a real sense, this statement is true. It is not 

unusual for the musical theatre director now to expect the light board 

operator to take his cue frora the score the same way he would take a 

cue frôra a script. The raoveraent of the lights (i.e., the raising and 

lowering of intensity) should be tied to the music A blackout on a 

downbeat or a fade out on a diminuendo can be most exciting. Lights 

shifting on a key change, or even reflecting the orchestration, is no 

longer unusual. The director should insist upon "rausical" light 

usage. The inexpressible eraotionalisra of both raedia have much in 

coraraon and can be very effective working in tandera. 

One aspect of the visual spectacle that does warrant discussion 

is the choreography. Historian Cecil Sraith noted in 1950 that 

"choreography, as opposed to the dance routines of soloists and chorus 

girls, has scarcely raore than a twenty-year history in rausical 

30 
coraedy." He was probably referring to the 1936 production of On̂  

Your Toes, which brought choreography (in the person of George 

Balanchine) into a world heretofore liraited to dance "combinations." 

Dance corabinations are sequences of steps that any dancer has in his 

repertoire. He pulls them out and uses them as needed. Before 1936, 

there was little reason to stage any type of original work in a 

rausical; resurrecting old corabinations or routines was just as easy. 

George Balanchine changed all that by bringing the precepts of 

classical dance to Broadway. He actually created original dances that 

were not only theatricaily exciting but draraatically interesting as 

well. This idea did not really take hold until 1943, when Agnes de 

Mille did the sarae thing in Oklahoma! Frora that raoment on. 
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choreography became essential in the musical theatre. 

The rausical theatre director and the choreographer must work in 

very close association. Nothing is raore disconcerting for the 

audience than being able to tell when the acting stops and the dancing 

begins. First of all, the director shouid determine exactly what 

nurabers he will stage, what numbers the choreographer will stage, and 

what numbers they might stage together. Sorae directors ailow the 

choreographer to stage all rausical numbers. This abdication of 

responsibility is preposterous. Ballads, character songs, and most 

comedy songs should be the province of the director. These require 

acting coaching raore than choreography. The choreographer can always 

be called upon for dance breaks or for polishing. Musical scenes 

should usually be staged jointly. "The Rurable" is not just a dance, 

and it is not just a fight. "Two heads are better than one" in this 

case. Dances and rhythra songs should be entrusted to the 

choreographer. Charm songs can go either way although they usually 

deraand a rhythraical staging that raay be beyond the skills of a typical 

director. 

As with rausic, it is not essential for the director to be a 

dancer, although once again dancing expertise will prove extremely 

helpful. The choreographer is visually oriented but is very skilled 

in both the use of tension and the interpretation of music These 

skills should be exploited as much as possible by the director. The 

director must comraunicate the draraatic iraportance (if any) of the 

nuraber to the choreographer. After the dance is set, the director can 

be very useful in coaching the actor-dancer in dancing in character. 
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Often when an actor dances, he drops his character and relies on 

"personality," a throwback to the revue. He is so busy trying to 

replicate the dance steps that he often neglects his reason for 

dancing. This primary motivation is very important in a 

representational musical, although it may or may not be important in a 

presentational one. 

Just as the director must be concerned with the actor's 

transition frora speech into song, he should be equally concerned with 

the progression frora stasis into kinesis. All too often actors are 

singing with fairly little raoveraent, and then they break into dance 

the same way they break into song. There should be a gradually 

heightening of tension so that, by the time they finally do start a 

combination, the audience is very aware that it is about to happen. 

As mentioned previously, the director should encourage and insist 

upon the choreographer's participation in relevant design conferences. 

(Most choreographers would jump at the chance.) The choreographer 

should be made weil aware of the costumes the actors are dancing in 

(which can greatly affect the choreography), the set they will be 

dancing on (levels can be visually fascinating but they can decimate 

some dance patters), and how the dance numbers will be lit (dances can 

actually be choreographed with light cues in mind and the resuits can 

be quite spectacuiar). 

There is one important aspect of a generic approach to musical 

theatre that does not fit under any Aristotelian category but could 

prove useful to the producer of a season of plays. The producer is 
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well aware of the idea of "balancing" a season; usually there are so 

many dramas, so many comedies, so raany classics, and so many rausicais. 

This study suggests that rausical theatre genres can be a very useful 

tool in balancing a season. A rausical theatre coraedy can offset a 

draraa; a musical theatre drama can offset a comedy. In a season of 

all musicals (as in the case of raany sumraer stocks), a selection of 

plays frora the various genres will insure a stiraulating balance to the 

offerings. Or, conversely, it can tell the producer which plays to 

avoid. A suraraer season packed with rausical raelodrama and romance 

could very easily spell doora to a theatre wanting to offer escapist 

entertainraent. 

George Jean Nathan had a way of shedding light on very obscure 

topics. He once stated: 

The raajor difficulty with critics of the draraa has 
always been that, having once positively enunciated 
their critical credos, they have been constrained to 
devote their entire subsequent enterprise and ingenuity 
to defending the fallacies therein. 

This study raakes no claira to infallibility. Indeed many of the major 

points—the genres theraselves and the exaraples chosen to illustrate 

thera—can and should be debated. It is proposed as a different way of 

seeing the rausical. It is an interpretive tool. Critic-teacher Roger 

Gross once discussed interpretation: 

Interpretation is always a raatter of observation (analysis) 
raade raeaningfui (synthesis). This . . . understanding, if 
it is adequate, is necessarily unstateable; it involves 
uncountabie dispositions to respond to the script in 
appropriate ways. These dispositions are unforraulated 
and, often unfûrmulatabie. What is said must be less than 
what is known. 
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This study hopes to add yet one more "disposition" into the raind of 

the musical theatre director or the would-be rausical theatre director. 

As complex as the rausical theatre world is, it is raarvelous to 

synthesize, that is, to raake raeaningful for the audience. In order 

for directors to project that meaning, they raust discover it first for 

themselves. A generic approach to musical theatre directing is a 

valid way. 

Aristotle noted in his Poetics that "coraedy has no history, 

33 
because it was not at first treated seriously." Musical coraedy had 

the sarae problera. This study, which, among raany others, treats the 

rausical coraedy seriously, would put to rest that all encompassing terra 

in favor of another: Musical Theatre. Its history has barely begun. 

Its directors must secure its future. 
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